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PREFACE  
 
 
The India capital market has been increasing tremendously during the period of 
2005 to 2007 years. With the reforms of economy, reforms of industrial policy, 
reforms of public sector and reforms of financial sector, the economy has been 
opened and many developments have been taking place in the Indian money 
market and capital market. In order to help the small investors, mutual fund 
industry has come to occupy an important place. 
 
Domestically, on 2009 markets traded in a range with a downward bias largely 
due to concerns over the global scenario but also due to some weakness in the 
domestic economy. The Sensex and Nifty ended the month 5.7% and 3.9% 
lower while the CNX Mid-cap Index was down 5.4%. Beside international 
developments, first the budget and then the stimulus package were the key 
milestones of the month. The budget was a non-event, as expected, with the 
FY09 fiscal deficit rising to 6% of GDP on the back of rising subsidies and 
shrinking taxes. This remains an area of concern as it crowds out domestic 
borrowing, keeps rates higher and restricts government spending. Economic 
data was uninspiring with IIP at -2% for the month of January 2009 and third 
quarter GDP growing 5.3%, lower than expectation due to weaker agricultural 
growth. On the liquidity front, FIIs were sellers to the tune of US$ 2.4bn this 
 
Small investors face a lot of problems in the share market, limited resources, 
lack of professional advice, lack of information etc. Mutual fund has come as a 
much needed help to these investors. It is a special type of institutional device or 
an investment vehicle through which the investors pool their savings which are 
to be invested under the guidance if a team of experts in wide variety of 
portfolios of corporate securities in such way, so as to minimize risk, while 
ensuring safety and steady return on investment. It forms an important part of 
the capital market, providing the benefits of a diversified portfolio and expert 
fund management to a large number, particularly small investors.  
 
With the emphasis on increase in domestic savings and improvement in 
deployment of investment through markets, the need and scope for mutual fund 
operation has increased tremendously. The basic purpose of reforms in the 
financial sector was to enhance the generation of domestic resources by 
reducing the dependence on outside funds. This calls for a market based 
institution which can tap the vast potential of domestic savings and canalize 
them for profitable investments. Mutual funds are not only best suited for the 
purpose but also capable of meeting this challenge. As mutual funds are 
managed by professionals, they are considered to have a better knowledge of 
market behaviors. Besides, they bring a certain competence to their job. They 
also maximize gains by proper selection and timing of investment. Another 
important thing is that the dividends and capital gains are reinvested 
automatically in mutual funds and hence are not fritted away. The automatic 
reinvestment feature of a mutual fund is a form of forced saving and can make a 
big difference in the long run. The mutual fund operation provides a reasonable 
protection to investors. As mutual funds creates awareness among urban and 
rural middle class people about the benefits of investment in capital market, 
through profitable and safe avenues, mutual fund could be able to make up a 
large amount of the surplus funds available with these people. 
 
The mutual fund attracts foreign capital flow in the country and secures profitable 
investment avenues abroad for domestic savings through the opening of off 
shore funds in various foreign investors. Lastly another notable thing is that 
mutual funds are controlled a regulated by SEBI and hence are considered safe. 
Due to all these benefits the importance of mutual fund has been increasing. 
 
Within a short span of time mutual fund operation has been become an integral 
part of the Indian financial scene and is poised for rapid growth in the near 
future. The mutual fund industry has been remarkably resilient over the last 
decade inspite of varying economic conditions, capital market scams, and 
increasing competition. Today there are 29 mutual fund companies operating 
various schemes tailored to meet the diversified needs of savers. The total 
assets under management crossed Rs. 150000 crores during the year 2004 – 05  
recording a growth rate of 65 % besides vast majority of equity schemes out 
performed the market. At present 451 schemes are offered but this number is a 
miniscule fraction of the 14000 odd schemes offered by mutual funds in the US. 
Moreover, in the US, there is more money in mutual fund than the bank deposits. 
Mutual funds in India have tapped only two percent of the urban population and 
rural penetration is negligible. Based on the survey, mutual fund total assets 
under management in India contribute just 2 % in the total corpus of worldwide.  
 
As mutual fund has entered into the Indian capital market, growth profitable 
enough to attract competitors into this cherished territory encouraging 
competition among all the mutual fund operators, there is need to take some 
strategy to bring more confidence among investors for which mutual fund would 
be able to project the image successfully. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION: 
 
The Indian financial system based on four basic components like Financial Market, 
Financial Institutions, Financial Service, Financial Instruments. All are play important role 
for smooth activities for the transfer of the funds and allocation of the funds. The main aim 
of the Indian financial system is that providing the efficiently services to the capital market. 
The Indian capital market has been increasing tremendously during the second generation 
reforms. The first generation reforms started in 1991 the concept of LPG. (Liberalization, 
privatization, Globalization) 
 
Then after 1997 second generation reforms was started, still the it’s going on, its include 
reforms of industrial investment, reforms of fiscal policy, reforms of ex- imp policy, reforms 
of public sector, reforms of financial sector, reforms of foreign investment through the 
institutional investors, reforms banking sectors. The economic development model adopted 
by India in the post independence era has been characterized by mixed economy with the 
public sector playing a dominating role and the activities in private industrial sector control 
measures emaciated form time to time. The last two decades have been a phenomenal 
expansion in the geographical coverage and the financial spread of our financial system.  
 
The spared of the banking system has been a major factor in promoting financial 
intermediation in the economy and in the growth of financial savings with progressive 
liberalization of economic policies, there has been a rapid growth of capital market, money 
market and financial services industry including merchant banking, leasing and venture 
capital, leasing, hire purchasing. Consistent with the growth of financial sector and second 
generation reforms its need to fruition of the financial sector. Its also need to providing the 
efficient service to the investor mostly if the investors are supply small amount, in that point 
of view the mutual fund play vital for better service to the small investors. The main vision 
for the analysis for this study is to scrutinize the performance of five star rated mutual funds, 
given the weight of risk, return, and assets under management, net assets value, book value 
and price earnings ratio. 
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1.2 WHAT IS A MUTUAL FUND? 
 
Mutual fund is the pool of the money, based on the trust who invests the savings of a 
number of investors who shares a common financial goal, like the capital appreciation and 
dividend earning. The money thus collect is then invested in capital market instruments such 
as shares, debenture, and foreign market. Investors invest money and get the units as per the 
unit value which we called as NAV (net assets value). Mutual fund is the most suitable 
investment for the common man as it offers an opportunity to invest in diversified portfolio 
management, good research team, professionally managed Indian stock as well as the 
foreign market, the main aim of the fund manager is to taking the scrip that have under value 
and future will rising, then fund manager sell out the stock. Fund manager concentration on 
risk – return trade off, where minimize the risk and maximize the return through 
diversification of the portfolio. The most common features of the mutual fund unit are low 
cost. The below I mention the how the transactions will done or working with mutual fund 
 
 
1.3 GROWTH OF MUTUAL FUND INDUSTRY:  
  
The history of mutual funds dates support to 19th century when it was introduced in Europe, 
in particular, Great Britain. Robert Fleming set up in 1868 the first investment trust called 
Foreign and colonial investment trust which promised to manage the finances of the 
moneyed classes of Scotland by scattering the investment over a number of different stocks. 
This investment trust and other investment trusts which were afterward set up in Britain and 
the U.S., resembled today’s close – ended mutual funds. The first mutual fund in the U.S., 
Massachusetts investor’s trust, was set up in March 1924. This was the open – ended mutual 
fund. 
 
The stock market crash in 1929, the Great Depression, and the outbreak of the Second 
World War slackened the pace of growth of the mutual fund industry. Innovations in 
products and services increased the popularity of mutual funds in the 1950s and 1960s. The 
first international stock mutual fund was introduced in the US in 1940. In 1976, the first tax 
– exempt municipal bond funds emerged and in 1979, the first money market mutual funds 
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were created. The latest additions are the international bond fund in 1986 arm funds in 1990. 
This industry witnessed substantial growth in the eighties and nineties when there was a 
significant increase in the number of mutual funds, schemes, assets, and shareholders. In the 
US the mutual fund industry registered s ten – fold growth the eighties. Since 1996, mutual 
fund assets have exceeds bank deposits. The mutual fund industry and the banking industry 
virtually rival each other in size. 
 
 
A Mutual fund is type of Investment Company that gathers assets form investors and 
collectively invests in stocks, bonds, or money market instruments. The investment 
company concepts date to Europe in the late 1700s, according to K. Geert Rouwenhost in 
the Origins Mutual Funds, when “a Dutch Merchant and Broker Invited subscriptions from 
investor with limited means.” The materialization of “investment Pooling“ in England in the 
1800s brought the concept closer to U.S. shores. The enactment of two British Laws, the 
Joint Stock Companies Acts of 1862 and 1867, permitted investors to share in the profits of 
an investment enterprise, and limited investor liability to the amount of investment capital 
devoted to the enterprise.  
 
May be more outstandingly, the British fund model established a direct link with U.S. 
Securities markets, serving finance the development of the post – Civil War U.S. economy. 
The Scottish American Investment Trust, Formed on February1, 1873 by fund pioneer 
Robert Fleming, invested in the economic potential of the United States, Chiefly through 
American railroad bonds. Many other trusts followed that not only targeted investment in 
America, but led to the introduction of the fund investing concept on U.S. shores in the late 
1800 and early 1900s. 
 
Nov. 1925. All these funds were open – ended having redemption feature. Similarly, they 
had almost all the features of a good modern Mutual Funds – like sound investment policies 
and restrictions, open end ness, self – liquidating features, a publicized portfolio, simple 
capital structure, excellent and professional fund management and diversification 
etc…….and hence they are the honored grand – parents of today’s funds. Prior to these 
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funds all the initial investment companies were closed – ended companies. Therefore, it can 
be said that although the basic concept of diversification and professional fund management, 
were picked by U.S.A. from England Investment Companies “The Mutual Fund is an 
American Creation.” 
 
Because of their exclusive feature, open – ended Mutual Funds rapidly became very popular. 
By 1929, there were 19 open – ended Mutual Funds in USA with total assets of $ 140 
millions. But the 1929 Stock Market crash followed by great depression of 1930 ravaged the 
U.S. Financial Market as well as the Mutual Fund Industry. This necessitated stricter 
regulation for mutual funds and for Financial Sectors. Hence, to protect the interest of the 
common investors, U.S. Government passed various Acts, such a Securities Act 1933, 
Securities Exchange Act 1934 and the Investment Companies Act 1940. A committee called 
the National Committee of Investment Company (Now, Investment Company Institute), was 
also formed to co – operate with the Federal Regulatory Agency and to keep informed of 
trends in Mutual Fund Legislation.  
 
As a result of these measure, the Mutual Fund Industry began to develop speedily and the 
total net assets of the Mutual Funds Industry increased form $ 448 million in 1940 to $ 2.5  
billion in 1950. The number of shareholder’s accounts increased from 296000, to more than 
one Million during 1940 – 1951. “As a result of renewed interest in Mutual Fund Industry 
they grew at 18% annual compound rate reaching peak of their rapid growth curve in the 
late 1960s.” 
1.4 WORLDWIDE ROLE OF MUTUAL FUND 
 
 
 
2007
26.20 croers
2006
21.82 croers
2005
17.77 croers
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1.5 ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE OF MUTUAL FUNDS  
Mutual funds have organization straucture as per ther Security Exchange Board of India 
guideline, Security Exchange Board of India specified authority and responsibility of 
Trustee and Aeest Management Companies. The objectives is to controlling, to promoted, to 
regulate, to protected the investors right and efficient trading of units. Operation of Mutual 
fund start with investors save their money on mutual fund, than Mutual Fund manager 
handling the funds and strategic investment on scrip. As per the objectives of particular 
scheme manager selected scrips. Unit value will become high when fund manager 
investment policy generate the return on capital market. Unit return depends on fund return 
and efficient capital market. Also affects international capital market, liquidity and at last 
economic policy. Below the graph indicates how the process was going on to investors to 
earn returns. Mutual fund manager having high responsibility inside of return and how to 
minimize the risk. When fund provided high return with high risk, investors attract to invest 
more fund for same scheme. 
 
 
 
 
Operation of 
mutual fund 
investors 
Fund 
Manager 
Securities 
Return
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The Mutual fund organization as per the SEBI formation and necessary formation is needed 
for sooth activities of the companies and achieved the desire objectives. Transfer agent and 
custodian play role for dematerialization of the fund and unit holders hold the account 
statement, but custody of the unit is on particular Asset Management Company. Custodian 
holds all the fund units on dematerialization form. Sponsor had decided the responsibility of 
custodian when investor to purchase the fund and to sell the unit. Application forms, 
transaction slip and other requests received by transfer agent, middle men between investors 
and Assts Management Companies. 
 
 
 
 
1.6 ORIGIN OF MUTUAL FUND IN INDIA  
 
The history of mutual funds dates backs to 19th century when it was introduced in Europe, in 
particular, Great Britain. Robert Fleming set up in 1968 the first investment trust called 
Foreign and Colonial Investment Trust which promised to manage the finances of the 
moneyed classes of Scotland by spreading the investment over a number of different stocks. 
This investment trust and other investments trusts which were subsequently set up in Britain 
and the US, resembled today’s close – ended mutual funds. The first mutual in the U.S., 
Massachustsettes investor’s Trust, was set up in March 1924. This was the open – ended 
mutual fund. 
 
•AMC•SEBI
•UNIT 
HOLDERS
•TRUSTEES
THEMUTUAL 
FUNDS
SPONSROS
TRANSFER 
AGENT
CUSTODIAN
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The stock market crash in 1929, the Great Depression, and the outbreak of the Second 
World War slackened the pace of mutual fund industry, innovations in products and services 
increased the popularity of mutual funds in the 1990s and 1960s. The first international 
stock mutual fund was introduced in the U.S. in 1940. In 1976, the first tax – exempt 
municipal bond funds emerged and in 1979, the first money market mutual funds were 
created. The latest additions are the international bond fund in 1986 and arm funds in 1990. 
This industry witnessed substantial growth in the eighties and nineties when there was a 
significant increase in the number of mutual funds, schemes, assets, and shareholders. In the 
US, the mutual fund industry registered a ten – fold growth the eighties. Since 1996, mutual 
fund assets have exceeded bank deposits. The mutual fund industry and the banking industry 
virtually rival each other in size. 
 
1.7 GROWTH OF MUTUAL FUNDS IN INDIA  
 
By the year 1970, the industry had 361 Funds with combined total assets of 47.6 billion 
dollars in 10.7 million shareholder’s account. However, from 1970 and on wards rising 
interest rates, stock market stagnation, inflation and investors some other reservations about 
the profitability of Mutual Funds, Adversely affected the growth of mutual funds. Hence 
Mutual Funds realized the need to introduce new types of Mutual Funds, which were in tune 
with changing requirements and interests of the investors. The 1970’s saw a new kind of 
fund innovation; Funds with no sales commissions called “ no load “ funds. The largest and 
most successful no load family of funds is the Vanguard Funds, created by John Bogle in 
1977. 
 
n the series of new product, the First Money Market Mutual Fund (MMMF) i.g. The 
Reserve Fund” was started in November 1971. This new concept signaled a dramatic change 
in Mutual Fund Industry. Most importantly, it attracted new small and individual investors 
to mutual fund concept and sparked a surge of creativity in the industry. 
 
 
 
I 
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1.8 TYPES OF MUTUAL FUNDS 
 
Wide variety of Mutual Fund Schemes exists to cater to the needs such as financial position, 
risk tolerance and return expectations etc. The table below gives an overview into the 
existing types of schemes in the Industry. 
 
By Structure  Open Ended Funds 
 Close Ended Funds 
 Interval Funds 
 
By Investment Objectives Growth Funds  
 Income Funds  
 Balanced Funds 
 Money Market Funds 
 
 
Other Schemes Tax Saving Funds 
 Special Funds 
               Index Funds 
               Sector Specific Funds 
 
1.9 ADVANTAGES OF MUTUAL FUNDS  
 
Mutual funds have designed to provide maximum benefits to investors, and fund manager 
have research team to achieve schemes objective. Assets Management Company has 
different type of sector funds, which need to proper planning for strategic investment and to 
achieve the market return. 
 
Portfolio Diversification 
 
Mutual Funds invest in a well-diversified portfolio of securities which enables investor to 
hold a diversified investment portfolio (whether the amount of investment is big or small). 
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Professional Management 
 
Fund manager undergoes through various research works and has better investment 
management skills which ensure higher returns to the investor than what he can manage on 
his own. 
 
Less Risk 
 
Investors acquire a diversified portfolio of securities even with a small investment in a 
Mutual Fund. The risk in a diversified portfolio is lesser than investing in merely 2 or 3 
securities. 
 
Low Transaction Costs 
 
Due to the economies of scale (benefits of larger volumes), mutual funds pay lesser 
transaction costs. These benefits are passed on to the investors. 
 
Liquidity 
 
An investor may not be able to sell some of the shares held by him very easily and quickly, 
whereas units of a mutual fund are far more liquid. 
 
Choice of Schemes 
 
Mutual funds provide investors with various schemes with different investment objectives. 
Investors have the option of investing in a scheme having a correlation between its 
investment objectives and their own financial goals. These schemes further have different 
plans/options 
 
Transparency 
 
Funds provide investors with updated information pertaining to the markets and the 
schemes. All material facts are disclosed to investors as required by the regulator. 
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Flexibility 
 
Investors also benefit from the convenience and flexibility offered by Mutual Funds. 
Investors can switch their holdings from a debt scheme to an equity scheme and vice-versa. 
Option of systematic (at regular intervals) investment and withdrawal is also offered to the 
investors in most open-end schemes. 
 
Safety 
 
Mutual Fund industry is part of a well-regulated investment environment where the interests 
of the investors are protected by the regulator. All funds are registered with SEBI and 
complete transparency is forced. 
 
 
1.10 DISADVANTAGES OF MUTUAL FUNS  
 
The mutual fund not just advantage of investor but also has disadvantages for the funds. The 
fund manager not always made profits but might creates loss for not properly managed. The 
fund have own strategy for investment to hold, to sell, to purchase unit at particular time 
period. 
 
Costs Control Not in the Hands of an Investor 
 
Investor has to pay investment management fees and fund distribution costs as a percentage 
of the value of his investments (as long as he holds the units), irrespective of the 
performance of the fund 
 
No Customized Portfolios 
 
The portfolio of securities in which a fund invests is a decision taken by the fund manager. 
Investors have no right to interfere in the decision making process of a fund manager, which 
some investors find as a constraint in achieving their financial objectives. 
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Difficulty in Selecting a Suitable Fund Scheme 
 
Many investors find it difficult to select one option from the plethora of funds/schemes/plans 
available. For this, they may have to take advice from financial planners in order to invest in 
the right fund to achieve their objectives. 
 
 
1.11 MUTUAL FUND & CAPITAL MARKET  
Indian institute of capital market (IICM) aims is to educate and develop professionals for the 
securities industry in India and other developing countries, other objectives like to function 
on a centre for creating investors awareness through research & turning and to provide 
specialized consultancy related to the securities industry.   
Capital market play vital role for the growth of Mutual fund in India, capital market divided 
into the two parts one is the primary market and another is secondary market, primary 
market concern with issue management, as per the mutual fund concern the primary called 
as the NFO New Fund Offer, all the AMC (Assets Management Company) are issuing all 
the funds all the way through the NFO, Every NFO came with particularly investment 
objectives, style of investment and allocation of the funds all that thing depend on the fund 
manager style of investment. The other portion of the capital market is secondary market, as 
we have a discussion with reference with mutual fund secondary market means when the 
market bull stage the investors sole the units. Opposite when the bear stage the investor buy 
or some of the investor time wait for sale.  
1.12 Role of SEBI 
A index fund scheme’ means a mutual fund scheme that invests in securities in the same 
proportion as an index of securities;” A mutual fund may lend and borrow securities in 
accordance with the framework relating to short selling and securities lending and 
borrowing specified by the Board.”A mutual fund may enter into short selling transactions 
on a recognized stock exchange, subject to the framework relating to short selling and 
securities lending and borrowing specified by the Board.” “Provided that in case of an index 
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fund scheme, the investment and advisory fees shall not exceed three fourths of one percent 
(0.75%) of the weekly average net assets.“  
“Provided further that in case of an index fund scheme, the total expenses of the scheme 
including the investment and advisory fees shall not exceed one and one half percent (1.5%) 
of the weekly average net assets.” Every mutual fund shall buy and sell securities on the 
basis of deliveries and shall in all cases of purchases, take delivery of relevant securities and 
in all cases of sale, deliver the securities: Provided that a mutual fund may engage in short 
selling of securities in accordance with the framework relating to short selling and securities 
lending and borrowing specified by the Board: Provided further that a mutual fund may 
enter into derivatives transactions in a recognized stock exchange, subject to the framework 
specified by the Board.” 
1.13 Role of AMFI  
 
(Association Mutual Fund in India)  
 
The  Association  of  Mutual  Funds  in  India (AMFI)  is  dedicated  to  developing  the  
Indian  Mutual  Fund  Industry  on  professional,  healthy  and  ethical  lines  and  to  
enhance  and  maintain  standards  in  all  areas  with  a  view  to  protecting  and  promoting  
the  interests  of  mutual  funds  and  their  unit  holders.  
 
AMFI working group on Best Practices for sales and marketing of Mutual Funds under the 
Chairmanship of Shri B. G. Daga, Former Executive Director of Unit Trust of India with 
Shri Vivek Reddy of Pioneer ITI, Shri Alok Vajpeyi of DSP Merrill Lynch, Shri Nikhil 
Khattau of Sun F & C and Shri Chandrashekhar Sathe, Formerly of Kotak Mahindra Mutual 
Fund has suggested formulation of guidelines and code of conduct for intermediaries and 
this work has been ably done by a sub-group consisting of Shri B. G. Daga and Shri Vivek 
Reddy.  
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Following are Assets Management Companies under India   
Name of the Asset Management Company Website 
AEGON Asset Management Company Pvt. Ltd. N/A  
AIG Global Asset Management Company (India) Pvt. Ltd. www.aiginvestments.co.in  
Axis Asset Management Company Ltd. www.axismf.com  
Baroda Pioneer Asset Management Company Limited www.barodapioneer.in  
Benchmark Asset Management Company Pvt. Ltd. www.benchmarkfunds.com  
Bharti AXA Investment Managers Private Limited www.bhartiaxa-im.com  
Birla Sun Life Asset Management Company Limited www.birlasunlife.com  
Canara Robeco Asset Management Company Limited www.canararobeco.com  
DBS Cholamandalam Asset Management Ltd. www.dbscholamutualfund.com  
Deutsche Asset Management (India) Pvt. Ltd. www.dws-india.com  
DSP Black Rock Investment Managers Private Limited www.dspblackrock.com  
Edelweiss Asset Management Limited www.edelweissmf.com  
Escorts Asset Management Limited www.escortsmutual.com  
FIL Fund Management Private Limited fidelity.co.in  
Fortis Investment Management (India) Pvt. Ltd. www.fortisinvestments.in  
Franklin Templeton Asset Management (India) Private 
Limited www.franklintempletonindia.com  
Goldman Sachs Asset Management (India) Private 
Limited www.gsam.in  
HDFC Asset Management Company Limited www.hdfcfund.com  
HSBC Asset Management (India) Private Ltd. www.assetmanagement.hsbc.com/in  
ICICI Prudential Asset Mgmt.Company Limited www.icicipruamc.com  
IDFC Asset Management Company Private Limited www.idfcmf.com  
ING Investment Management (India) Pvt. Ltd. www.ingim.co.in  
JM Financial Asset Management Private Limited www.JMFinancialmf.com  
JPMorgan Asset Management India Pvt. Ltd. www.jpmorganmf.com  
Kotak Mahindra Asset Management Company 
Limited(KMAMCL) www.kotakmutual.com  
LIC Mutual Fund Asset Management Company Limited www.licmutual.com  
Mirae Asset Global Investments (India) Pvt. Ltd. www.miraeassetmf.co.in  
Morgan Stanley Investment Management Pvt. Ltd. www.morganstanley.com/indiamf  
Peerless Funds Management Co. Ltd. www.peerlessmf.co.in  
Principal Pnb Asset Management Co. Pvt. Ltd. www.principalindia.com  
Quantum Asset Management Co. Private Ltd. www.QuantumAMC.com  
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Reliance Capital Asset Management Ltd. www.reliancemutual.com  
Religare Asset Management Company Limited www.religaremf.com  
Sahara Asset Management Company Private Limited www.saharamutual.com  
SBI Funds Management Private Limited www.sbimf.com 
Shinsei Asset Management (India) Pvt. Ltd. www.shinseifunds.com  
Sundaram BNP Paribas Asset Management Company 
Limited www.sundarambnpparibas.in  
Tata Asset Management Limited www.tatamutualfund.com  
Taurus Asset Management Company Limited www.taurusmutualfund.com  
UTI Asset Management Company Ltd www.utimf.com  
  
 
1.14 Tax Planning and Mutual Fund  
Investors in India opt for the tax-saving mutual fund schemes for the simple reason that it 
helps them to save money. The tax-saving mutual funds or the equity-linked savings 
schemes (ELSS) receive certain tax exemptions under Section 88 of the Income Tax Act. 
That is one of the reasons why the investors in India add the tax-saving mutual fund 
schemes to their portfolio. The tax-saving mutual fund schemes are one of the important 
types of mutual funds in India that investors can option for. There are several companies in 
India that offer – tax – saving mutual fund schemes in the country. 
1.15 NISM (National Institute of Securities Market) 
NISM has the sub – part of national stock exchange. National stock exchange established 
one branch who handling the activities which have been related with the capital market and 
security market. Here the national institute market has six constitutes of securities markets 
  
1)  Investors  
2)  Regulation  
3)  Intermediaries 
4)  Opinion Market  
5)  Knowledge Generate  
6)  Issuer    
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NISM organized six types of school which are as under  
 
1. School of certificate of Intermediaries (SCI) 
 
2. School of Regulatory Studies and Supervision (SRSS) 
 
3. School of Corporate Governance (SCG) 
 
4. School of Investors Education & Financial Literacy (SIEFL) 
 
5. School of Securities Education (SSE) 
 
6. School of Securities Information and Research (SSIR) 
 
1.16 NICM (National Institute of Capital Market) 
 
National Institution of Capital Market also sub division of National Stock Exchange, NSE 
have seven Subsidiaries, which included necessary for growth of capital market. Institute 
provided education which related with capital market transaction.  Seminar and workshop 
related with transparency for trading activities develop technology on trading and doing 
market research.  
 
1.17 SEBI Guideline of Mutual Fund 
 
SEBI Regulation Act 1996  
 
Establishment of a Mutual Fund: 
 
In India mutual fund play the role as investment with trust, some of the formalities laid 
down by the SEBI to be establishment for setting up a mutual fund. As the part of trustee 
sponsor the mutual fund, under the Indian Trust Act, 1882, under the trustee company are 
represented by a board of directors. Board of Directors is appoints the AMC and custodians. 
The board of trustees made relevant agreement with AMC and custodian. The launch of 
each scheme involves inviting the public to invest in it, through an offer documents. 
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Depending on the particular objective of scheme, it may open for further sale and repurchase 
of units, again in accordance with the particular of the scheme, the scheme may be wound 
up after the particular time period. 
 
1. The sponsor has to register the mutual fund with SEBI 
 
 2.  To be eligible to be a sponsor, the body corporate should have a sound track record and a 
 general reputation of fairness and integrity in all his business transactions. 
 
  Means of Sound Track Records  
 
  The body corporate being in the financial services business for at least five years  
 
  Having a positive net worth in the five years immediately preceding the 
 application of registration. 
 
  Net worth in the immediately preceding year more than its contribution to the 
 capital of the AMC. 
 
  Earning a profit in the three out of the five preceding years, including the fifth 
 year. 
 
3. The sponsor should hold at least 40% of the net worth of the AMC. 
 
4. A party which is not eligible to be a sponsor shall not hold 40% or more of the net worth   
    of the AMC. 
  
 5. The sponsor has to appoint the trustees, the AMC and the custodian. 
 
 6.  The trust deed and the appointment of the trustees have to be approved by SEBI.  
 
 7. An AMC or its officers or employees can not be appointed as trustees of the mutual fund. 
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 8.  At least two thirds of the business should be independent of the   sponsor. 
  
 9.  Only an independent trustee can be appointed as a trustee of more than one mutual fund, 
 such appointment can be made only with the prior approval of the fund of which the 
 person is already acting as a trustees. 
 
 
LAUNCHING OF A SCHEMES 
  
Before its launch, a scheme has to be approved by the trustees and a copy of its offer 
documents filed with the SEBI. 
 
1. Every application form for units of a scheme is to be accompanies by a memorandum 
containing key information about the scheme. 
 
2. The offer document needs to contain adequate information to enable the investors to 
make informed investments decisions. 
3. All advertisements for a scheme have to be submitted to SEBI within seven days from 
the issue date. 
 
4. The advertisements for a scheme have to disclose its investment objective. 
 
5. The offer documents and advertisements should not contain any misleading information 
or any incorrect statement or opinion. 
 
6. The initial offering period for any mutual fund schemes should not exceed 45 days, the 
only exception being the equity linked saving schemes. 
 
7. No advertisements can contain information whose accuracy is dependent on 
assumption.  
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8. An advertisement cannot carry a comparison between two schemes unless the schemes 
are comparable and all the relevant information about the schemes is given. 
 
9.  All advertisements need to carry the name of the sponsor, the trustees, the AMC of the 
fund. 
 
10.  All advertisements need to disclose the risk factors. 
 
11. All advertisements shall clarify that investment in mutual funds is subject to market risk 
and the achievement of the fund’s objectives can not be assured. 
 
12. When a scheme is open for subscription, no advertisement can be issued stating that the 
scheme has been subscribed or over subscription. 
 
 
1.18 Recent Trend of Mutual Fund 
India is at the first stage of a revolution that has already peaked in the U.S. The U.S. boasts 
of an Asset base that is much higher than its bank deposits. In India, mutual fund assets are 
not even 10% of the bank deposits, but this trend is beginning to change. Recent figures 
indicate that in the first quarter of the current fiscal year mutual fund assets went up by 
115% whereas bank deposits rose by only 17%. (Source: Thinktank, the Financial Express 
September, 99)   This is forcing a large number of banks to adopt the concept of narrow 
banking wherein the deposits are kept in Gilts and some other assets which improves 
liquidity and reduces risk. The basic fact lies that banks cannot be ignored and they will not 
close down completely. Their role as intermediaries cannot be ignored. It is just that Mutual 
Funds are going to change the way banks do business in the future. 
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Comparison of investment in Banks V/S Mutual Funds 
 
   PARTICULAR  BANKS MUTUAL FUNDS 
Returns Low Better 
Administrative exp. High Low 
Risk Low Moderate 
Investment options Less More 
Network High penetration Low but improving 
Liquidity At a cost Better 
Quality of assets Not transparent Transparent 
Interest calculation Minimum balance between 10th. 
& 30th. Of every month 
Everyday 
Guarantee Maximum Rs.1 lakh on deposits None 
 
1.19 Conclusion 
The Indian economy is second largest economy in the world, but on 2008 and first quart of 
2009 was international financial liquidity and global fund crisis. USA economy affect by 
sub- prime crisis that creates problem of international financial market, commodity market 
and foreign exchange market. But Indian economy less affects due to fast moving for 
consumer durable, growth of capital expenditure projects and service sector, Indian 
government easily attract foreign investors. Foreign Institutional Investors invest on Indian 
capital market, it is continuous growing. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION:-  
Mutual Fund is one of the financial instruments in capital market, here the study based on 
the empirical investigation on the performance of Mutual Fund schemes, main purpose of 
the study is to identify which of the month and year schemes provided highest return and 
minimize the risk. Research need because of the capital market is unexpected volatility and 
some time reaction was positive and negative. Good and bad news affects price movement, 
that needs to identify how much market or bench mark provided return. On years 2008 
started with large IPO offering of Reliance Power, which sucked the liquidity from the 
market and more companies have lined up plans to raise money from the markets. 
Investors need to identify trade – off return and risk. The year 2009 had unprecedented 
global liquidity crisis that led to a share slowdown in growth. The industrial growth index 
was zero. Time valuations are attractive for investment decision and strategies for active 
diversification of portfolio. March 2009 sensex and Nifty down by 37% & 36 % 
respectively. Mutual fund industry has been affected by stock market movements. Mutual 
fund increased their stock/ scrip fund holding from 4.1% to 21.2% of the total market 
capitalization. It had opportunity to research in this field, with focus on competitive structure 
of the mutual fund industry. Equity diversified fund directly affect the stock movements 
while index, income and balance fund are less affects.  
Assets Management Company design fund for particular investors and sectors like 
information technology, fast moving consumer goods, international financial instruments…. 
So mutual fund industry is high competitive and fund manager investment style and research 
team also affecting risk and return of the funds. An important practical motivation for 
mutual fund performance evaluation is to help an investor decide in which funds to invest.  
Indian capital market is extremely unanticipated due to political risk, liquidity risk and 
others factors affecting it. The Indian equity markets rallied smartly ever-increasing on 
December 2009, it gains by the end of the December month. The Sensex and Nifty fell 2.31 
% and 2.85% respectively while mid cap index was down sharply by 10%. 
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February 2009 Global equity markets also fared poorly aimed rising recession, the Dow 
Jones closing the month down 8.83% and NASDAQ down 6.38%. Domestic mutual funds 
were also net sellers of Rs. 864 crs this month. 2009 shows equity market had been high 
fluctuation during year and Budget 2009 shows high debt fund fiscal policy.  
 
2.2 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION:  
“An Empirical Investigation on Performance of Mutual Fund 
Industry in India.” 
As per the past research, no of articles and research paper s should highlight the 
performance of mutual fund industry. As we have been seen that research is very essential 
for this filed because it’s guide the investors when and how to take decision about which of 
the financial instrument select for invest. Capital market is not so easy to predict, so many 
point need to count the predict the capital market like fundamental analysis, efficient market, 
technical analysis and theory of portfolio management like Markowitz,  portfolio 
optimization, single index model, factor analysis and Sharpe index model. 
Here the researcher took many tools for analysis of performance of mutual fund. Its’ 
included Price Earnings Ratio, Book Price Ratio, Return and Net Asset value and Assets 
Under Management. Further take to considering the performance index model. Sharpe 
performance evaluation model, model represents return on security with risk free return on 
investment and then take into considering the variance on security. Jenson model represents 
same liked sharpe’s model difference is that under these model beta considering for portfolio 
measurement. Treynors performance model indicates alpha from market return. Pricing 
earnings ratio, price book ratio researcher follow the model of F – test, test of one way 
classification of rows and columns. The model indicates rows variance from the average and 
columns variance from the average of the averages.  
The study constructs portfolio with maximum Sharpe ratios from an equity diversified 
schemes and income, balance and index to identified the selection of funds. 
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 2.3 REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 
An attempt has been made to review some existing literature available and having broad 
relatively with the subjective area. 
Treynor, Jeck L. (1965), ―How to Rate the Management of Investment Funds‖, Harvard 
Business Review, Vol 43, No.1, Jan – Feb. , pp. 63-75. The Treynor give you an idea about 
scheme rate and fund manager investment style. The fund manager success in the side of 
selection of the scrip, fund provided first-rate return.   
NAV 2007 Mutual Fund, Insight, volume V, number 2, value research in this journal 
sanjeev pandiya has evaluate the market and needs of mutual funds. He had evaluated NAV 
of selected fund and shows the fluctuations on unit price. Sanjeev mentioned highlight 
market capitalization of Mutual Fund. 
Nucleus Investment, 15 September to 15 October 2007, Volume 1, publication by Asit 
Mehta investment Intermediates Ltd, the agency providing the facility for investor for 
mutual fund investment. Asit Mehta has own researcher team doing work on performance 
measurement of the fund input and capital appreciation.   
Invest Know how Sept 2007, Publications from Punjab National Bank in association with 
Vijay Bank, Issuing by principal Assets Management Company. Assets Management 
Company has responsibility to issue every month fact sheets and key information 
memorandum. 
Portfolio Statement Sept 2007, Fund Manager speaks, Tata Mutual Fund under Tata Assets 
Management Company. Tata Mutual Fund issued every month fact sheet which mentioned 
fund performance and compare with indices returns, also mentioned systematic investment 
plan return compare with lump sum investment. 
Fundamentals, October 2007, Reliance Mutual Fund, Reliance Capital Assets Management 
Ltd. Annual Report for the AMC of Reliance Mutual Funds. Reliance Mutual fund schemes 
performance mentioned on offer documents. Offer document indicates detail information of 
particular fund with past performance.   
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Applied Finance, Sept 2007 Volume 13 No: 9. The Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts 
of India, University Press ICFAI, how to maximum take the benefit for fluctuation of the 
capital market. Here the author accent how to take maximum benefits for fluctuation of 
capital market, trading of units   
Journal Capital Market October 22, No: 04 2007, Volume XX11/17 issuing by capital 
market publishers India Pvt. Ltd, What is the future situation for the capital market and how 
much fund will come to the mutual fund industry. The data indicates how capital market 
reacts and take advantages of it. 
Indian Journal of Finance, Volume Number 4, October – November 2007, Prof.  Vedulla 
Shekhar, the article mention that how the fund manager role follow the active investment 
strategies. The research paper shows the strategic of fund manager, diversification of 
different sector as per the mention on the fact sheet. Active and passive strategic of 
investment affects on fund return.   
Investment Monitors, The complete Magazine for Indian Investors, volume VIII issue 12 
under the analysis of technical and mutual funds scheme cost and data of last three years 
performance of risk and return. The magazine shows the technical analysis and how much 
investor paid for transaction cost and tax.  
Money Today, make you richer your financial diet, The Indian Today Group, RNI no. 
deleng/ 2006 / 18800, Indian GDP growing, how it’s affected the number of the investment 
opportunities in the capital market. 
Journal of Financial Management and Analysis Volume – 20 No; 1, US congress library 
card No; 90 – 640754, the financial analyses based on how to used different types of ratio. 
(Financial Decision Making): The fund having own features of investment on equity, debt 
and money market Mutual Fund. 
E.J. Elton And M.J. Gurber (1996) have tried to prove that past performance is predictive of 
future risk adjusted performance and form a combination of actively managed portfolios 
with the same risk as a portfolio of index fund but higher mean return. The research paper 
weight on portfolio index return means market return and could fund provided same return. 
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Fisher and Gorden, Security Analysis and Portfolio Management, his study based on how to 
verified the risk under the calculated of Beta and Portfolio risk adjustment return. Beta 
played role for risk measurement of the fund. Risk involved on the fund than tried to reduce 
it and increased return. Beta indicates diversification of the portfolio.  
Bala Ramasamy, Mattew C.H., have examined the growth in terms of size and choice, in the 
Mutual Funds industry among emerging markets has been impressive. The papers give you 
an idea about future market of Mutual Fund, Also highlight tax benefit received to invest in 
Mutual Fund. 
Kuo – Ping Chang ―Evaluating Mutual Fund Performance‖ an application of minimum 
convex input requirement set approach‖, Computer and Operational research, Vol – 39, 
Issue – 6, may – 2006. The papers evaluating the performance of the fund with follow the 
operational research technique. The author pursue computer excel sheet to measure the 
performance of the funds.  
The Character Accountant; Journal of the Institution of Character Accountants of India, 
Volume 56; No 03 September 2007. Guide the researcher how to calculate the risk and 
return. The papers be evidence for total risk which mention systematic and unsystematic 
risk. How to calculate the beta value. 
Charactered Financial Analyst March 2007. The ICFAI Press, the magazine states the how 
to used different type of covariance and correlation and risk and return. The correlation of 
the fund return also needs to check out. Portfolio construction and diversification of 
portfolio as per the market shows sector wise return. 
Funds Watch; Nj Investment Mutual Funds; September 15 2007. NJ Investment 
Consultancy, selected Investor portfolio, how to construction of the portfolio for individual 
investor in Mutual Fund. Nj Investment Mutual Fund magazine explained individual 
portfolio construction and selection of selected fund for active investment strategic.  
Accounting & Finance; Publisher of Tata Mcgraw Hill & Mcgraw Hill, How to calculated 
the beta and Price Earning Ratio. The Fund Performance also communicated return inform 
of Price Earnings Ratio and Price Book Ratio.   
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Indian Economy Review, Capital Market Publisher India Private Limited. Over all review 
for Assets Management Company, strategies follow by the fund managers. The Capital 
Market publisher high light the economic situation and how the fund performance under 
particular political and business risk.  
Indian Journal of Finance, Volume I Number – 2, June and July 2007. The data for balance 
scrod card of the selected schemes of mutual funds, the research paper was evidence for 
selected schemes performance and balance scored card of the fund. 
India Today, Newspapers for India under NO. 28587/75, data based on the fund 
performance of the equity related scheme and how the FII investment affected the 
diversification of the assets. The Fund Performance also confirmed how Foreign 
Institutional Investors purchased Mutual Fund, might the Fund diversification of the 
portfolio.  
Fund Manager, Business Standards October 2007, Going Global Market for Investment, 
Evolution of the diversification of the assets to one sector to another sector, Fund 
demonstrates return as well as risk. Equity diversification fund has highly risky compare 
with balance fund and risk. 
Shapre W.F. (1963), ―A simplified Model for portfolio Analysis‖, Management Science, vol 
9 (2), 277- 293. Model of Capital Assets Pricing Model, explained the Portfolio Analysis 
and risk free return cover under the portfolio return and Mutual Fund return. The Model 
simplified with illustrate the beta of the fund. 
Fuller R.J. and Farell J.L. jr, (1987),‖ Modern Investments and Security Analysis‖, 
Singapore: McGraw Hill Book Co.: the paper explained the modern investment 
management, how much pororation of the Mutual fund on portfolio compare with the scrip 
investment.  
Obaidullah M.,(1992),‖Are Price / Earnings Ratios Indicators of Future Investment 
Performance?‖, Indian Journals of Finance and Research, vol 2 (1); 5-12: the future 
investment means portfolio diversification, every time need to adjustment of fund risk, that 
wise portfolio diversification. 
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Huang Stanely S.C. and Randall Maury R., Investment Theory, Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey (1987) ; Investment Theory proved when to invest, to hold, to sell. The theory 
indicates the investment process and when to invest, how much to save the money.  
Mallikarrajunappa T., and Iqbal, (2003),‖Stock Price reactions to Earnings Announcement‖, 
Journals of IAMD and IUCBEr, vol.26(1), 53 -60   
Baks, Klaas P., Andrew Metrick, and Jessica Wachter, 2000, Should investors avoid all 
actively managed mutual funds? A study in Bayesian performance evaluation, Journal of 
Finance, forthcoming. Here paper point toward Bayesian theorem for evaluation of the 
portfolio, future can fund Manger pursue this model. 
 
Brown, Stephen J., 1979. Optimal portfolio choice under uncertainty: a Bayesian approach. 
The optimum portfolio should achieve with strategic planned. The fund manger must need 
to study the different approach to measure the risk and return. Optimum portfolios means 
not just reduce risk but reduce average risk and increased average return.   
 
In V. S. Bawa, S. J. Brown, and R.W. Klein, eds.: Estimation Risk and Optimal Portfolio 
Choice (North Holland, Amsterdam). The fund has need to identification of the risk and 
return. The estimation of risk and return was very difficult due to economy and political risk. 
The Optimal Portfolio means proportion of the fund allocation.   
 
Carhart, Mark M., 1997, on persistence in mutual fund performance, Journal of Finance 52, 
57—82.On determination of the fund performance need to identification risk and measures 
fund return. The paper demonstrate how to identified scheme and diversification of the 
portfolio. The portfolio need to adjustment risk. 
 
Chen, Zhiwu, and Peter J. Knez, 1996, Portfolio performance measurement: Theory and 
applications, Review of Financial Studies 9, 511—555. Portfolio performance evaluation 
was needed. Capital market affects by number of factors and political and market risk. 
Research team has been Assets Management Company pocket watch the market return or 
bench mark return.  
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Elton, Edwin J., Martin J. Gruber and Christopher R. Blake, 1996, The persistence of risk-
adjusted mutual fund performance, Journal of Business 69, 133—157. The  
 
Lintner, John, 1965, The valuation of risk assets and the selection of risky investments in 
stock portfolios and capital budgets, Review of Economics and Statistics 47, 13—37. The 
paper was concentration risky fund affects fund return.  
 
Sharpe, William F., 1964, Capital asset prices: A theory of market equilibrium under 
conditions of risk, Journal of Finance 19, 425—442. William model confirmed how much 
risk free return plus risk premium. The risk premium is high when fund has high risk, the 
fund manger should concentration portfolio diversification. 
 
Wermers, Russ, 2000, Mutual fund performance: An empirical decomposition into stock 
picking talent, style, transactions costs, and expenses, working paper, University of 
Colorado at Boulder. 
 
Jayadev, M (1996), ―Mutual Fund Performance: An Analysis of Monthly Returns‖, Finance 
India, 10(1) March, pp 73-84: The Mutual Fund Performance shows the how the investor 
trade on unit, would Fund provided same return liked capital market provide.  
Turan, M.S.; Bodla, B.S. and Mehta, Sushil Kumar (2001), ―Performance Evaluation of 
Listed Schemes of Mutual Fund‖, Management Researcher, (July – December,), pp. 38 -66. 
Evaluation of the fund indicates schemes achieve the desired objective or not. The schemes 
have mentioned the objectives of the particular schemes.  
Wermers, Russ (2002),‖Mutual Fund Performance: An Empirical Decomposition into Stock 
Picking Talent, Style, Transaction Costs, and Expenses‖, the Journal of finance, Vol. 55, 
issue 4, December, pp. 1655-1703. Expenses on purchasing and selling reduce the fund 
return also security transaction costs.  
Mehta, Sheetal (2003), ―Make the most of MIPs‖ , Outlook Money, October 31. Monthly 
Income Plan shows monthly return on the fund how to take both schemes objectives. 
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Monthly Income Plan provided floating rate of return while transferring scheme provide 
schemes return.  
Cuthbeston, Nitzsche and Sullivan (2005), ―Mutual Fund Performance: Skill or Luck?‖, 
Working Paper, www.cass.city .uk/facfin/papers/WP2005. Mutual Fund Performance does 
based on luck but fund manger skill and intelligence to trade on international market and 
generate profits. 
Che, Joseph; Hong, Harrison; Ming and Kubik, Jeffery D. (2004), ―Does Fund Size Erode 
Mutual Fund Performance? The role of liquidity and organization‖, The American 
Economic Review. Vol. 94 , No.5, December, pp.1276 – 1302.  
Eugene, Fama (1972), ―Components of Investment Performance‖, The Journal of Finance, 
June, pp. 551 – 567. The components of investment performance should shows sectors of 
investments and each of the sectors how much provided return, same fund provided return 
which shows the industry return, than diversification of the portfolio.  
Jenson, Michal C. (1967),‖ The Performance of Mutual Funds in the Period 1945 – 1964‖, 
The Journal of Finance, Vol 23, No. 2, pp.389 – 416. The research paper indicates the past 
performance of the fund, predict the future demand of the fund, investors attract to invest in 
Mutual Fund. 
 
2.4 RESEARCH DESIGN: 
The research design is the conceptual framework within which researcher study is conducted 
and it construct the blue print for collection of data, measurement of data, statistical tools for 
analysis and analysis of variance. Research design included an outline of what the researcher 
will do from writing the hypothesis and its operational implication to the final analysis of 
data. 
Decisions regarding what, when, how much, by what means concerning an inquiry or a 
research study constitute a research design, further more researcher design means 
arrangement of conditions for collection and analysis of data in a manner that aims to 
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combine relevance to the research purpose with economy in procedure. Good researcher 
design is often features like flexible, appropriate, efficient, and economical. Here hypothesis 
testing research is those where the researcher tests the hypothesis of casual relationship 
between variables. Researcher ensures the minimization of bias and maximization reliability 
of the evidence collected. Coding should be done carefully to avoid error in coding and for 
this purpose the reliability of researcher to be believed.  
Fund managers of the assets management company also do the researcher to identify the 
market and would find period to buy, to hold and to sell the scrip. Fund managers having 
good researcher team who continuous analysis of economic market, fundamental analysis, 
efficient market and technical analysis of the particular index. Today researcher team should 
identify the international financial market and how international financial instruments value 
could identified. Financial crisis affect market total risk and total return, its indicate how to 
diversified the portfolio, how to totally remove the unsystematic risk. 
Researcher decided proper plan to action and define variable. Variable also identified 
dependent and independent. Researcher specified research processing and analyzing of the 
data.  
  
2.4.1 TITLE OF THE PROBLEM: 
Title of the problem is  
 
“An Empirical Investigation on the Performance of Mutual Fund 
Industry in India”. 
(Here the schemes of the mutual funds included equity funds, balance funds, index funds, 
monthly income funds, long – term, short term, technology, fast moving consumer goods, 
real estate’s….. 
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2.4.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 
The objectives of the study imposed which of the criteria researcher believed to 
require research.  
1) To evaluate the growth of mutual funds 
2) To examine the return from selected MF 
3) To documents investments on selected assets allocation trends of mutual funds 
4)  To minimize risk and remove the unsystematic risk 
5)  To identified systematic risk  
6) To identified return variance  
7) To identified capital market return with security market return. 
8) To evaluate the overall performance of mutual funds 
 
2.4.3 SAMPLING DESIGN: 
1. Universe: 
The universe of the study consists of the all the assets management companies (AMC), 
included selected five start mutual funds under the different objective of the study. 
 
Sampling Unit: 
The sample unit included Equity Schemes Diversification Funds, Balanced Schemes, 
Income Balanced Schemes, Monthly Income Funds, Long – Term and Short – Term Funds. 
All the schemes rating the five starts by Mutual fund Insight. 
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Sources List: 
Sample should collect on secondary sources. It’s included the mutual fund fact sheet and 
magazine the ―Mutual Fund Insight‖. and addition to others journals, magazines, articles, 
books and the publisher and unpublished documents of the mutual funds have been consider 
in the research.   
Sample Period: 
Sample study should take from period January 2005 to December 2009.   
Sample Size: 
Sample size of the study was as below: 
§ Equity Diversified Mutual Fund 19th Schemes  
Birla Sun Life Equity Fund     3.A 
DSPML Equity Fund      3.B  
Franklin India Prima Fund     3.C 
HDFC Equity Fund      3.D 
HDFC Top 200      3.E 
Prudential Growth Fund     3.F 
Kotak Opportunities Fund     3.G 
Magnum Contra Fund     3.H 
Magnum Global Fund      3.I 
Reliance Growth Fund     3.J 
Reliance Vision Fund      3.K 
Sundaram Select Midcap Fund    3.L 
Tata Pure Equity Fund     3.M 
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UTI Master Value Fund     3.N 
HDFC Taxsaver Fund      3.O 
Magnum Tax Gain Fund     3.P  
Sahara Tax Gain Fund     3.Q 
Principal Personal Tax Saver Fund   3.R 
Sundaram Paribas Tax saver Fund    3.S  
 
§ Balance, Index and Income 15th Schemes  
Birla Sun Life Midcap Fund     4.A 
HDFC Balance Fund      4.B 
HDFC Prudence Fund     4.C  
Magnum Balanced Fund     4.D  
Principal Child Benefits Fund    4.E 
UTI CRT’s 81 Fund      4.F 
UTI Mahila Unit Fund      4.G 
Birla Sun Life Index Fund     4.H 
Magnum Index Fund      4.I 
Tata Index Sensex A Fund     4.J 
UTI Sunder Fund      4.K 
Franklin Infotech Fund    4.L 
Magnum Pharam Fund     4.M 
Magnum FMCG Fund      4.N 
Prudential ICICI Fund      4.O  
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§ Long and Short term Period 10th Schemes  
Birla Bond Index Fund     5.A  
DSPML Bond Retail Fund     5.B  
Kotak Bond Regular Fund     5.C 
Templeton India Income Fund    5.D 
UTI Bond Advantages Fund     5.E  
Birla Monthly Income Plan     5.F 
DSPML Saving Plus Moderate Fund   5.G 
LIC Monthly Income Plan Fund    5.H 
Prudential Monthly Income Plan Fund   5.I 
Tata Monthly Income Plan Fund    5.J 
Prudential Flexible Plans     5.K 
  
 
2.4.4 SIGNIFICANE OF THE RESEARCH: 
Mutual fund is one of the financial instruments play in capital market, after 2002 high 
growth of mutual fund industry in India. Mutual fund provides more benefit to small 
investors, who cannot easily play in capital market. Mutual fund pool the money for saving 
to investment.  
Mutual Fund main feature is to analysis before investment how much risk and return. The 
confidential level or reliability is the expected percentages of times that the actual value will 
fall within the stated precision limits. The significance level indicates the likelihood that the 
answer will fall outside that range.  
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2.4.5 HYPOTHESIS  
The broader hypothesis for the study would be as under.  
Ho:  There would be no significant difference in performance of various five starts Mutual 
Fund in various sectors.  
H1:  There would be significant difference in performance of various five starts Mutual 
Fund in various sectors.  
Above Hypothesis would be expected to review with following sub – parameters which are 
as under.  
a)  Level of Risk 
b) Level of Return  
c) Correlation of Book Value Ratio and Price Earnings Ratio. 
d) Assets Under Management  
e) Diversification of Assets 
f) Net Assets Value. 
 
2.4.6 DATA COLLECTION  
This study is completely based on the secondary data. This data is collected from various 
source specially from the journal – ― Mutual Funds – Insight ― based on Value Research 
Magazines , and addition to others journals, magazines, articles, books and the publisher and 
unpublished documents of the mutual funds have been consider in the research.  
 
2.4.7 FINANCIAL AND STATISTICAL TOOLS FOR MEASUREMENT 
Here the researcher has used following techniques to study the performance of Mutual 
Funds which are as under: 
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Average;- 
Average means numbers or names, arrays or references that contained numbers. Other 
words average means number representations of numbers. 
       Standard Deviation;- 
The Standard Deviation is a measure of how widely values are dispersed from the average 
value (the mean). Standard Deviation assumes that its arguments are a sample of the 
population. If data represents the entire population, then compute the Standard is calculating 
suing the ―n-1‖method. 
Beta; - 
A relative measure of the sensitivity return on security is to change in the broad market 
index return. Beta measure the systematic risk, it shows how prices of securities respond to 
the market forces. Beta is calculated by relating the return on a security with return for the 
market. Market will have 1.0, if the beta is greater than 1 than the stock is said to be very 
riskier than market risk, beta less than 1 than the stock is said to be not that much riskier as 
compare to the market risk. Beta involved market risk, and market risk involved political 
risk, inflation risk, and interest rate risk.  
R – Square; -  
R – Square measures the funds correlations to the market R – Square are between the 0 and 
1.  
Sharpe– Ratio; - 
A Sharpe ratio indicates the risk premium of portfolio relative to the total amount of risk in 
the portfolio. Sharpe ratio summarizes. The risk and return of a portfolio in a single measure 
that categories the performance of funds on the risk adjusted basis. The larger the Sharpe 
ratio, the portfolio is over performing the market and vice – versa.  
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Earnings Per Share;- 
P / E Ratio are the weighted average price to earnings ratio of all the stocks in fund’s 
portfolio. P/E ratios are ratios of share prices to earnings. The P/E ratio of a stock is equal to 
the price of a share of the stock divided by per share earnings of the stock. The focus of this 
article, however, is the P/E ratio of the overall stock market index rather than P/E ratios of 
individual stocks. For a stock index, the P/E ratio is calculated the same way—the average 
share price of the firms in the index is divided by the average earnings per share of these 
firms.3Two types of measurement issues arise in computing P/E ratios. One of them 
concerns the time period over which share prices and earnings are measured. The price in a 
P/E ratio is usually the current market price of the stock or index, such as the weekly or 
monthly average of the daily closing prices.  
 
NAV;- 
NAV means the market value of the assets minus the liabilities on the day of valuation. In 
the other words, it is the amount which the shareholder will collectively get if the fund is 
dissolved or liquidated.  
NAV:   Assets + Accrued Income – Liabilities – Accrued Liabilities  
   _____________________________________________ 
   Number of Share or Units Outstanding  
Price to Book Ratio; -  
A very basic price ratio for a company is price book ratio, sometimes called the market book 
ratio. A price book ratio is measured as the market value of a company’s equity issued 
divided by its book value of equity.   
Price – book ratio are applying because book values represents in principle historical costs. 
The stock price is an indicator of current value. So a price book ratio simply measures what 
the equity is worth today relative to what it cost.  
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2.4.8 PERIOD OF STUDY 
The Performance of sampled scheme would be plan review for two and half years.  
2.4.9 Tools of Analysis  
 
Sharpe’s Performance  
Sharpe’s performance index gives a single value to be used for the performance ranking of 
various funds or portfolios. Sharpe Index measures the risk premium of the portfolio relative 
to the total amount of the risk in the portfolio. This risk premium is the Different between 
the portfolio’s average rate of return and the risk less rate of return. The standard deviation 
indicates portfolio the risk. The index assigns the highest values to assets that have best risk-
adjusted average rate of return. 
   St = Rp – Rf / 6p 
Sharpe’s index  = portfolio average return – risk free rate of 
return / S.D.  Of the portfolio return  
Jenson Measure 
The absolute risk adjusted return measure was developed by Michael Jensen and commonly 
known as Jensen’s measure. It is mentioned as a measure of absolute performance because a 
definite standard is set and against that the performance is measured. The standard is based 
on the manager’s predictive ability successful prediction of security price would enable the 
manager’s to earn higher returns than the ordinary investor expects to earn in a given level 
of risk. 
Jenson = Portfolio Average Return – Risk Free Rate of Return/Beta 
Treynor’s Performance Index       
  
The Treynor index, an investor should know the concept of characteristic line. The 
relationship between a given market return and the fund’s return is given by the 
characteristic line. The fund’s performance is measured in relation to the market 
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performance. The ideal fund’s return rises at a faster rate than the general market 
performance when the market is moving upwards and it’s rate of return declines slowly than 
the market return, in the decline. The ideal fund may place its fund in the treasury bills or 
short sell the stock during the decline and earn positive return. 
Rp = a + B ( Rm – Rf)  
Rp = Average return of portfolio 
Rf = Risk less rate of return  
a = The intercept  
B = A measure of systematic risk 
Rm = Average market return 
 
ANOVA TEST (ONE WAY CLASSIFICATION) 
The F- test was developed by R.A. Fisher. The object of the test is to find out whether the 
two independent estimates of population variance differ significantly or whether the two 
samples be regards as drawn from the normal populations. F- Test is based on ratio of 
variance. That variance represents rows and columns and degree of freedom, it’s also 
represents how rows affect and column affect. The ANOVA single factor imply ratio of 
variance, the average variation with the average of the average.  
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 2.10 LIMITATION OF THE STUDY  
1. The research done only selected a scheme which was related with five rating star and the 
value research magazine.  
 
2. The data would not collect to the Assets Management Company data sheet, but collection 
from the market or secondary source. 
 
3. The research analysis was based on the past performance of the only selected Equity 
Diversified Scheme.  
 
4. The research had been based on the Net Assets Value, that NAV continuous fluctuation  
 
5. The research analysis compares the Net Assets Value and Expense Ratio, but NAV 
continuous fluctuation. 
 
6. Fund manager investment style based on capital market situation. It could not possible 
always pursue the mentioned objectives.  
 
7. Equity Diversified schemes having different objectives due to sector wise allocation of 
the fund. 
 
8. Performance measurement techniques should not give equal weight to each of the 
schemes. 
 
9. Sharpen Performance evaluation is based on variance, not cover market risk and that risk 
also affect fund return.   
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Reference: 
www.prudentichannel.com 
www.sebi.org 
www.bseindia.com 
www.nseindia.com 
www.mutualfundinsight.com 
www.icra.com 
Investment Management; V.K. Bhalla, Security Analysts & Portfolio Management; 13th 
Edition, the Bhalla mention number of the formula, like daily  
Investment, William F. Sharpe, Gordon j. Alexander, Jeffery V. Bailey, In the chapter of 
portfolio management mention how to create efficient frontier, and minimize the market 
risk.  
Management of Financial Service, V.K. Bhalla First Eidtion., no of the finance 
intermediates play important role in the capital market  
Indian financial System Bharati Pathak Second Edition, the author mentions the work going 
on the Indian Capital Market, How the different Components Work under it. 
Magazine Mutual Fund Inside: Value Research, Rating of Mutual Fund, Equity Fund, 
Balanced Fund, Income Fund, Monthly Income Plan, Rating on return, net asset value, price 
earnings ratio, price book ratio, assets under management. 
Financial Analysts, under University of ICFAI, detail mention how to calculate the Sharpen 
Ratio, Jenson Ratio, Treyonr’s Ratio.  
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Chapter: 1 Overview of Mutual Fund Industry in India 
 
Mutual fund is the pool of the money, based on the trust who invests the 
savings of a number of investors who shares a common financial goal, like the 
capital appreciation and dividend earning. The money thus collect is then 
invested in capital market instruments such as shares, debenture, and foreign 
market. Investors invest money and get the units as per the unit value which we 
called as NAV (net assets value). Mutual fund is the most suitable investment 
for the common man as it offers an opportunity to invest in diversified 
portfolio management, good research team, professionally managed Indian 
stock as well as the foreign market, the main aim of the fund manager is to 
taking the scrip that have under value and future will rising, then fund manager 
sell out the stock. Fund manager concentration on risk – return trade off, where 
minimize the risk and maximize the return through diversification of the 
portfolio. The most common features of the mutual fund unit are low cost.  
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Investors in India opt for the tax-saving mutual fund schemes for the simple 
reason that it helps them to save money. The tax-saving mutual funds or the 
equity-linked savings schemes (ELSS) receive certain tax exemptions under 
Section 88 of the Income Tax Act. That is one of the reasons why the investors 
in India add the tax-saving mutual fund schemes to their portfolio. The tax-
saving mutual fund schemes are one of the important types of mutual funds in 
India that investors can option for. There are several companies in India that 
offer – tax – saving mutual fund schemes in the country. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter: 2  Research Methodology 
 
Research methodology is a way to systematically solve the research problem. It 
may be understood as a science of studying how research is done scientifically. 
In ii researcher pursue various steps that are generally adopted by a researcher 
in studying his research problem along with the logic behind them. It is 
necessary to know not only the research methods and techniques but also the 
methodology. Researcher not only needs to know how to develop certain 
indices or tests, how to calculate mean, standard deviation and beta.  
Research method part of research methodology, research methodology start 
with title of the research problem and researcher set the objectives of the 
research, which helpful for society, and other researcher for further research. 
After objectives need to review of literatures means idea generation and 
inspired to do the research. Research methodology included sample design. 
Sample design shows types of sampling method, sample size, sampling period. 
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Research methodology follow the step, after sampling design then need to 
identified the hypothesis means set of assumption for study. Mutual Fund set 
assumption regarding equity schemes provided same return and risk. 
Researcher goes behind financial and statistical tool to arrive at conclusion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter: 3 Analysis of Equity Diversified Schemes 
 
The Indian equity markets smartly rill in the last two decades. The Sensex and 
Nifty was continuous growing. Equities generally provide superior returns over 
the long term 5 to 10 years other assets classes, along with fact that both long – 
term capital gains as well as dividend are tax free . The study included nineteen 
scheme under equity diversified. 
This chapter places of interest performance of equity diversified schemes and 
as per the market indices schemes provided return or not. Ideology is that 
return increased while increased risk. Selection of schemes based on five start 
rated schemes of Mutual Fund which rated by rating agency, further reflect on 
the inception performance of the schemes. Equity diversified schemes also 
having tall risk compare to others schemes, same provided high capital 
appreciation. Analysis shows the beta value of the schemes from last five 
years. Performance analysis of the fund needs to follow the financial and 
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statistical tools to reach goal. Mutual Fund performance should identify to 
pursue performance evaluation technique. Rank gives schemes wise and also 
analysis the year wise performance of equity diversification schemes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter: 4 Analyses of Balance, Index and Income Schemes 
   
The analyses of balance fund an open ended equity fund, but primary objective 
of these schemes has to generate regular incomes so as to make monthly and 
quarterly distributions to investors. Further the scheme features is to growth 
capital. In short balance index and income fund to provide regular dividend to 
unit holders and also take advantage of market fluctuation. Fund manger 
allocation based equity related securities 65% to 75% and remaining 
investment on debt & money market instruments. Researcher selects fifteen 
schemes under study. 
These chapter highlights that can scheme achieve the desired objectives which 
set on fact sheet. Can fund manger follow investment pattern that mentioned on 
key information memorandum? The research analysis the index fund which 
invest on particular sector like infrastructure and telecommunication etc. 
Research shows performance of index fund with indices provided return. 
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Chapter: 5  Analyses of Schemes with Period of Time  
This chapter pursue scheme which based on period of time. Its included 
schemes liked liquid fund and floating rate of return schemes. Further it’s 
included liked monthly income plan and floating transfer to equity diversified 
schemes. The main objectives of the schemes are to generate income through 
investment in debt securities and money market instruments.  
The researcher selects ten schemes for analyses of the performance of the fund. 
The schemes features like income consistent with a high level of liquidity, 
through a portfolio mix comprising of money market and debt market only, 
safety and marketability is very high under these schemes. Researcher found 
that money market instruments and whole sale price index are more affect 
return on these schemes. 
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Chapter: 6 Overall Performance Evaluation of Mutual Fund 
Overall performance shows evaluation of equity diversified scheme, balance 
funds, index fund, income fund, schemes based on period of time, which 
analyses fund performance on third chapter, analysis of  net assets value and 
assets under management, other measurement liked price earnings ratio and 
book price ratio position of schemes.  
As per the rated assigned of schemes, performance rank was not equal. 
Sharp’s, Treynor’s and Jenson’s performance had been different rank each of 
same scheme and same year. Beta value of the fund and standard deviation 
affects fund return. Jenson technique indicated alpha of the fund, high alpha 
shows good performance of the fund. High beta indicated highest risk. 
Researcher found that a risk scheme does not provided high return. 2007 shows 
high return but schemes rised negative return.  
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Chapter: 7  Summery, Finding and Suggestion 
 
The research done only selected a scheme which was related with five rating 
star and the value research magazine. The data would not collect to the 
Assets Management Company data sheet, but collection from the market or 
secondary source. The research analysis was based on the past performance 
of the only selected Equity Diversified Scheme. The research had been 
based on the Net Assets Value, that NAV continuous fluctuation The 
research analysis compares the Net Assets Value and Expense Ratio, but 
NAV continuous fluctuation. Fund manager investment style based on 
capital market situation. It could not possible always pursue the mentioned 
objectives. Equity Diversified schemes having different objectives due to 
sectors. 
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2.4.8 PERIOD OF THE STUDY: 
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2.4.9 TOOLS OF THE ANALYSIS: 
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Chapter: 3  
ANALYSIS OF EQUITY DIVERSIFIED FUND 
Equity Diversified Funds features is that 70% to 80% investment on listed scrip under 
indices. Equity investment highlighting growths on Net Assets Value of the fund s. Growth 
funds have high risk sketch with high offer return. Fund managers investment strategic is 
based on research and market analysis. Research team has high professional analysts. They 
continuous watch on market update and capital market fluctuation and which factors more 
affects under price or over price. An equity investment with its complexities and time 
requirements makes it ideal for retail investors to go through the mutual fund route. On that 
regard position of the investment in the equity schemes Mutual Funds. Investors always 
want to protect risk, direct investment on equity risk arise, so better retail investors and 
small investors who does not play on equity market, invest through Mutual Fund. 
 Table: 3.1 AUM of Open Ended Equity Schemes: Based on Age and Current AUM Ranges 
 
Schemes 
Age/ 
AUM  
Less 
than 1 
year 
1 to 2  
year 2 to 5 year 
5 to 10 
year 
over 10  
year Grand Total  
< 10 crs. 19.12 113.97 55.7 71.54 17 277.34 
10 to 25 
crs. 86.31 106.69 214.69 49.38 62.51 519.58 
25 to 50 
crs. 124.93 407.57 296.18 136.93 293.25 1258.85 
50 to 
100 crs. 139.07 1048.76 1006.8 656.09 697.89 3548.61 
100 to 
250 crs. 174.21 4319.76 3751.01 1430.99 1315.6 10991.57 
250 to 
500 crs. 668.54 4360.24 5462.79 1309.57 3395.05 15196.19 
500 to 
1000 crs. 549.74 9283.4 9104.87 4315.95 7418.4 30672.36 
over 
1000 crs.  2153.16 20480.37 41001.83 13289.13 48252.88 125177.36 
Grand 
Total  3915.08 40120.76 60893.87 21259.58 61452.58 187641.86 
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The table corresponds to the Assets Under Management of Equity Schemes growth. It is 
more interesting to look the growth on investment, Equity Schemes being retail in nature 
compared to other products accounts for around 90% of investors in the industry. A number 
of around 25 lakh investors have shifted to over 400 lakh and 8 fold increase which again is 
no mean feat, continuous rising. Further, the number of Equity Schemes in the market has 
moved up from around 70 schemes in 1999 to over 380 schemes in 2009 and the major part 
of the growth happened during the period 2004 -2008. It was only in 1993 when the launch 
of Equity Schemes initiated with private international AMC being set up. The period 
between 1999 –2000 saw various technologies and other specialty and sector based fund 
being launched, number of the fund was launched liked Hedge Fund (TATA AMC) related 
to commodity market, Franklin Templeton launched Asia Indo fund (international fund 
special designed for Asian Market). A 2004 -2008 saw a spate of NFO’s which acquired 
large Assets Under Management at time of the launch itself and more importantly attracted a 
large number of new investors in to the Mutual fund System. 
     Graph: 3.1  
 
While around 40% of the schemes have over 5 year epoch, 60% of the schemes launched 
over 10 years back gives a more interesting perspective. By the end of 1999, there were 70 
equity schemes with the assets around Rs. 25K cr. The same schemes assets as the date 
Rs.62K cr representing a growth of around 150%. It may be noted that during the same 
period, the Sensex moved from 5000 points to 17500 points representing 2.5 times growth 
over the 1999 numbers. This provided an interesting insight. Over the last 10 years, most of 
the schemes in this list of 70 schemes have maintained performance better than the index.  
As the above graph shows how much fund assets increased from last 10 years. Its 
highlighting how much fund size increased, on March 2007, Reliance Assets Management 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
< 10 crs.
25 to 50 crs.
100 to 250 crs.
500 to 1000 crs.
Less than 1 yer
1 to 2 yer
2 to 5 yer
5 to 10 yer
over 10 yer
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issued of New Fund Offer of the Reliance Equity Fund, Fund collected seven times as per 
desired. The volatility in the market continued to be high on December 2007. January 2008, 
global markets started the month with uncertainty as sub – prime issues resurfaced and US 
Dollar continued to weaken. Fund manger try very harder to balanced growth with forth, 
even if it is at the cost of short – term underperformance.  
On the other hand, the schemes launched between 2004 and 2008 have been able to attract 
Asset Under Management. While many of these schemes have lost Asset Under 
Management post of their New Fund Offer, still the long term impact on these schemes will 
have to be seen. One interesting perspective is that the performances of the older schemes 
are still in line with the newer schemes. It seems that there is an attraction for the new in 
spite of the old schemes still performing better. This indicates long term investors preferred 
old schemes, its provided capital appreciation more than markets.  This coupled with the 
new guidelines of distributors having to get advisory fees from the investor is expected to 
change the trend. 
3. A. BIRLA SUN LIFE MID CAP FUND:  
       Sources: Birla Assets Management Company Fact Sheet  
 
BIRLA SUN LIFE MIDCAP  FEATURES 
Asset Management Company  Birla Sun Life Mutual Fund  
Fund Manager  Mr. Sanjay Chawla  
Nature of Schemes  An open Ended  
Default Option Dividend and Re - investment  
Date of Allotment  October 2002  
Request  Available STP, SWP, SIP 
Bench Mark CNX Midcap  
Load Structure  <_ Rs. 5 crore 2.25% 
  > Rs. 5 crore nil  
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.22 
Redemption Cheque Within 10 working days  
Average Aum (Assets Under Management) Rs. 338.70 Crores 
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    Table: 3.2 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
 
The Birla Sun Life Mid Cap Fund based on Equity Fund. The following are the features of 
the scheme The central statistical organization announced that GDP growth in the 
quarterended September 2008 was at 7.6 %. This compares with 7.9% in quarter ended June 
2008 and 9.3% in quarter ended Sep -2007. There is a visible moderation in the growth 
momentum. The breakup of GDP components indicates slower growth in private 
consumption and a negative contribution from net exports as the primary reason for the 
declaration.The bench mark of the fund is CNX Midcap, other option also available liked 
systematic investment and systematic transfer plan. The scheme having high risk due to 
investment on 75% to 80% on listed scrip. The collection of the data shows belong, which 
included beta value form last five years, number of years risk level was increased or 
decreased. 
Birla Sun Life Midcap an open – ended growth scheme with the objective to achieve long – 
term growth of capital at controlled level of risk by primarily investing in midcap stocks. 
The table A1 shows beta value of the Birla Sun Life Midcap fund. Beta indicates market 
BIRLA SUNLIFE MIDCAP   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January       0.890      0.730       0.700        0.800       1.000  
February       0.900      0.720       0.700        0.800       1.000  
March      0.880      0.720       0.700        0.800       1.000  
April       0.890      0.700       0.700        0.900       1.000  
May       0.890      0.730       0.700        0.900       1.000  
June       0.880      0.740       0.800        0.900       1.100  
July       0.870      0.770       0.800        0.800       1.100  
August       0.870      0.760       0.800        1.000       1.000  
September       0.880      0.910       0.800        1.000       1.000  
October       0.850      0.800       0.800        1.000       1.000  
November       0.700      0.800       0.800        1.000       1.000  
December       0.930      0.800       0.800        1.000       1.000  
Sum     10.430      9.180       9.100      10.900      12.200  
Average       0.869      0.765       0.758        0.908       1.109  
S.D.      0.057      0.057       0.051        0.090       0.039  
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risk, which means that interest rate risk, political risk and inflation risk affected. The table 
also shows average values of beta. 2005 average was 0.869, 2006 average value was 0.765, 
2007 average value was 0.758, 2008 average value of beta was 0.908, 2009 average value 
was 1.109. Table represents average beta level from last 60 months. 2009 June and July 
shows highest beta compared to another months. Variation indicates how much risk 
fluctuations on this fund.   
Table: 3.3 Returns  
       
      Table: 3.4 Return Analysis From 2005 To 2009  
Birla Sun life Midcap    
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  24.270 11.890 11.000 32.200 (22.300) 
February  21.030 27.120 8.800 (3.300) (3.300) 
March 13.500 14.020 (2.300) (9.200) (6.700) 
April  5.560 20.260 (6.800) (30.500) (9.300) 
May  5.330 18.090 (2.300) (10.900) 16.700 
June  6.670 5.340 16.700 (12.400) 67.100 
July  4.060 (16.850) 24.000 (17.100) 69.700 
August  15.790 (17.760) 23.000 (19.200) 44.500 
September  19.760 (0.530) 10.400 (13.300) 10.700 
October  26.300 21.700 16.600 (7.000) 19.200 
November  5.970 25.000 22.700 (5.000) 6.100 
December  7.780 18.900 28.700 (6.000) 10.800 
Sum    156.020   127.180    150.500   (101.700)   203.200  
Average     13.002     10.598      12.542       (8.475)     18.473  
S.D.       8.163     15.209      11.577      14.836      29.319  
Upper Limit     26.300     25.000      28.700      32.200      69.700  
Lower Limit       5.330    (16.850)     (2.300)     30.500     (22.300) 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Absolute Returns (in %) 
Year Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Annual 
2009 -10.8 67.5 25.3 12.5 116.1 
2008 -31.7 -15.6 -2.7 -23 -59.1 
2007 -7.6 28.3 15.2 30.3 76.6 
2006 19.3 -19 21.7 11.7 34 
2005 4.5 2.2 24.5 10.3 53.4 
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     Graph: 3.2 
 
Table indicates the return on Birla Sun Life Midcap Fund, the schemes objectives specified 
the fund return and how much fluctuation on return. Table also represents average return, 
2005 average return was 13.002, 2006 average return was 10.598, 2007 average return was 
12.542, 2008 average return was -8.475, 2009 average return was 18.473. Table shows the 
variance of scheme on year’s ways. 2005 variance was 8.163, 2006 variance was 15.209, 
2007 variance was 11.577, 2008 variance was 14.836, 2009 variance was 29.319. So the 
variance was high indicate high risk and variance was law indicates low return.  
3. B DSPML TIGER FUND: 
The fund belong to equity fund, equity fund is follow the active investment strategy to 
achieve return. Following table high light scheme features and mention the bench mark. 
 
DSPML TIGER  FUND  PARTICULAR  
Asset Management Company  DSPML  
Fund Manager  Mr. Anup Maheswari  
Nature of Schemes  An Open Ended  
   (Infrastructure & Economic Reforms) 
Default Option Dividend, Reinvestment 
(60.000)
(40.000)
(20.000)
-
20.000 
40.000 
60.000 
80.000 
100.000 
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
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Date of Allotment    
Request  SIP 
Bench Mark BSE 100 
Load Structure  < Rs. 5 crore 2.25% 
  > Rs. 5 crore nil 
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.25% 
Redemption Cheque Within 3 business days from the a 
  acceptance of redemption request  
 
Table: 3.5 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
An open ended diversified equity scheme seeking to generate capital appreciation from a 
portfolio that is substantially constituted of equity related securities of corporate, which 
could benefit structured changes brought about by continuing liberalization in trade and 
industry policies by the governments and from continuations investment in infrastructure 
both by the public and private sector. Table B1 shows the beta value of the DSPML TIGER 
fund, Beta indicates market risk, 2005 beta value was 0.889, 2006 beta value was 0.921, 
2007 beta value was 0.933, 2008 value was 1.033, 2009 beta value was 1.200. Table Shows 
deviation value of the funds.   
                                                         DSPML TIGER FUND 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January        0.960       0.870      0.900        1.000      1.100  
February        0.960       0.870      0.900        1.000      1.100  
March       0.880       0.870      0.900        1.000      1.100  
April        0.890       0.870      0.900        1.000      1.100  
May        0.890       0.990      0.900        1.100      1.100  
June        0.880       0.900      0.900        0.900      1.100  
July        0.870       0.910      1.000        1.100      1.100  
August        0.870       0.910      1.000        1.100      1.100  
September        0.880       1.060      1.000        0.900      1.100  
October        0.850       0.900      1.000        1.100      1.100  
November        0.860       0.900      0.800        1.100      1.100  
December        0.880       1.000      1.000        1.100      1.100  
Sum      10.670     11.050     11.200      12.400    13.200  
Average        0.889       0.921      0.933        1.033      1.200  
S.D.       0.035       0.062      0.065        0.078      0.000  
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January 2007 had been high growth on capital market. Key global equity indices also 
showed improved over the month. The Dow Jones and the NASADAQ moved up by 1.28% 
and 2% respectively, however London’s FTSE declined marginally by 0.6% in the month. 
The economy is expected to grow by around 8.8% this year and growth should be strong 
going forward. Profit growth for the year is expected to be around 30%. December 2007 the 
BSE Sensex and CNX Nifty ended the year at 20286 and 6138 up 4.7% and 6.5% for the 
month. The CNX Mid Cap Index ended the month up 15% while the BSE Small Cap Index 
did even better posting a monthly rise of 27%. Whole Sale Price Index (WIP) inflation was 
higher at 3.5% in December compared to 3.01% in end November. 
 Table: 3.6 Return Analysis From 2005 To 2009 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
 
 
 
 
     
DSPML TIGER  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 24.330 10.540 16.000 30.700 (21.600) 
February 23.660 32.620 14.400 (8.000) 0.400 
March 16.760 21.330 (3.400) (10.600) 1.500 
April (1.500) 27.260 (3.100) (31.100) 0.500 
May (1.010) 23.240 0.100 (10.700) 19.700 
June 1.680 3.430 16.700 (14.200) 64.800 
July 5.930 (13.410) 21.200 (19.100) 50.000 
August 19.330 (18.140) 18.200 (18.500) 37.800 
September 23.760 3.750 9.100 (13.700) 6.000 
October 33.400 19.300 19.900 (4.300) 13.200 
November 8.860 25.100 34.000 (4.300) 1.800 
December 12.190 24.000 35.700 (4.000) 5.800 
Sum 167.390 159.020 178.800 (107.800) 179.900 
Average 13.949 13.252 14.900 (8.983) 16.355 
S.D. 11.361 16.291 12.754 14.714 24.375 
Upper Limit 33.400 32.620 35.700 30.700 64.800 
Lower Limit -1.500 -18.140 -3.400 -31.100 -21.600 
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Graph: 3.3 
 
The table shows the return on DSPML fund, Mutual fund has the objectives to achieve high 
return or capital appreciation. The objective of the schemes also indicates return and how 
much risk on the fund. The efficient capital market always indicates risk and return. Table 
shows 2007 indicate high risk and 2008 point out negative return. June 2009 shows the high 
returns, and April 2008 shows the highest unconstructive return. Table shows variance on 
the fund, 2005 variance was 11.361, 2006 variance was 16.291, 2007 variance was 12.754, 
2008 variance was 14.714, 2009 variance was 24.375. Table also how the fund manager 
took decision on fund investment. On June 2009 price of crude oil hit $ 100 a barrel for the 
first time a record that was soon surpassed, as oil eventually peaked at $ 147 six months 
later in July. 
3. C FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND:  
Franklin India Prima Fund was schemes having the features for long – term investment with 
capital appreciation and minimization of risk. Franklin India Prima Fund schemes bench 
mark is S & P CNX 500, it’s included small and mid cap companies. Mention aim of the 
fund manage is to achieve more return as compare to market provide. Scheme has facility 
for systematic investment and systematic transfer plan. The fund manger seeks capital 
appreciation over the long – term by focusing on wealth creating companies across all 
sectors.   
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FRANKLING INDIA PRIMA FUND  PARTICULAR  
Asset Management Company  Franklin  
Fund Manager  K.N.  Srisubrmaian 
Nature of Schemes  An Open - Ended  
Default Option Dividend Reinvestment  
Date of Allotment  Dece 1st, 1993  
Request  Available for SIP, SWP, STP 
Bench Mark S & P CNX 500 
Load Structure  < Rs. 5 Crore 2.25%  
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.25% 
Redemption Cheque Within 3 working days  
       Sources: Fact Sheet  
 
On January 2009 fund manager’s said that the fund’s equity exposure has decreased to 
93.52% from 95.65% over the month. The fund added to holdings in Axis Bank, Hindustan 
Unilever and Infosys and existed from Reliance Communication. Highest holding on 
Consumer Non – Durable has been 18.09%. Banks has been 15.27%, Petroleum Products 
10.57%. 
 Table: 3.7 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January        0.870       0.790        0.800        0.600       0.800  
February        0.870       0.780        0.700        0.800       1.000  
March       0.860       0.780        0.800        0.800       1.000  
April        0.870       0.750        0.800        0.800       1.000  
May        0.860       0.810        0.800        0.900       1.000  
June        0.840       0.810        0.800        0.900       1.100  
July        0.810       0.820        0.800        0.900       1.100  
August        0.790       0.820        0.800        0.900       1.100  
September        0.810       0.800        0.800        0.900       1.100  
October        0.770       0.900        0.800        0.900       1.000  
November        0.870       0.900        0.700        0.900       1.000  
December        0.790       0.800        0.600        0.900       1.000  
Sum      10.010       9.760        9.200      10.200     12.200  
Average        0.834       0.813        0.767        0.850       1.109  
S.D.        0.038       0.045        0.065        0.090       0.083  
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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An open end equity fund which aims to provide long – term capital appreciation as primarily 
as primary objectives and income as secondary objectives. The fund managers seek 
aggressive seeks aggressive  growth by focusing primarily on mid and small cap companies. 
Beta indicates market risk so how much oscillation of risk. 2005 value was 0.834, 2006 
value was 0.813, 2007 value was 0.767, 2008 value was 0.850, 2009 value was 1.109. Table 
shows the value of variance, highest variance on 2009 was value of 1.109 that indicates hit 
the highest point risk involved in this fund. 
 Table: 3.8 Return Analysis From  2005 to 2009 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  29.740 9.690 16.400 28.300 (26.300) 
February  23.680 20.600 10.500 (3.900) (9.600) 
March 20.430 10.700 (5.700) (12.000) (5.100) 
April  3.370 13.130 (13.000) (34.500) (7.000) 
May  8.420 12.930 (7.900) (13.800) 19.300 
June  6.360 (1.570) 11.500 (14.200) 68.600 
July  8.150 (17.690) 21.600 (18.700) 58.700 
August  15.490 (20.830) 16.200 (19.400) 53.400 
September  24.030 (2.590) 5.600 (12.300) 19.400 
October  29.100 13.600 8.800 (4.400) 24.800 
November  9.550 21.800 14.500 (4.500) 11.100 
December  6.620 18.200 20.300 (4.300) 12.100 
Sum    184.940     77.970      98.800   (113.700)  219.400  
Average      15.412       6.498        8.233       (9.475)    19.945  
S.D.       9.538     14.184      11.370      14.773     29.363  
Upper limit      29.740     21.800      21.600      28.300     68.000  
Lower limit   3.370 -20.830  13.000  -34.500  -26.300  
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Graph: 3.4 
 
The above table shows return on last five year. The table indicates return funds, 2005 
indicates average return was 15.412, 2006 average return was 6.498, 2007 average return 
was 8.233, 2008 average return was -9.475, 2009 average return was 19.945. Table shows 
the variance of the Franklin India prima fund. The standard deviation indicates how much 
total risk on funds 
Analysis shows fluctuation of return, table indicates unconstructive and constructive return. 
3. D HDFC EQUITY FUND:  
HDFC Equity fund is very famous for investment on lump sum and systematic investment 
plan. Following are the features of the scheme. Table shows that scheme has systematic 
transfer plan with one scheme to another scheme. On March 2009 HDFC equity fund total 
holding on different sectors liked banks, industry holding was 16.53%, state bank of India 
allocated 5.83%, and next highest holding on 4.30 reliance industries ltd. 
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Asset Management Company  HDFC  
Fund Manager  Mr. Prashant jain 
Nature of Schemes  An Open - Ended  
Default Option STP, SIP, SWP 
Date of Allotment  1st, January,1995 
Request  STP, SIP, SWP 
Bench Mark S & P CNX 500  
Load Structure  < Rs. 5 crore 2.25% 
  > Rs. 5 crore nil 
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.25% 
Redemption Cheque Normally Dispatched within 3  
  Business days  
Sources: Fact Sheet       
Table: 3.9 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009  
HDFC EQUITY FUND   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.860 0.860 0.900 0.800 0.900 
February 0.860 0.860 0.900 0.900 0.900 
March 0.860 0.870 0.900 0.900 0.900 
April 0.870 0.850 0.900 0.900 0.900 
May 0.870 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 
June 0.860 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 
July 0.850 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 
August 0.860 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 
September 0.870 0.880 0.900 0.900 1.000 
October 0.840 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 
November 0.840 0.900 0.800 0.900 1.000 
December 0.860 0.900 0.800 0.800 1.000 
Sum 10.300 10.620 10.600 10.600 11.600 
Average 0.858 0.885 0.883 0.883 1.055 
S.D. 0.010 0.020 0.039 0.039 0.049 
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Table shows represent value of beta, beta indicates market risk. Market risk means inflation 
risk and interest rate risk. The political and external market risk affected beta value. Table 
shows average beta from 2005 to 2009. 2005 average value of beta 0.858, 2007 average 
value of beta was 0.885, 2007 value of beta was 0.883, 2008 value of beta was 0.883, 2009 
value of beta was 1.055. Beta value also fluctuations. 2009 was the high fluctuation of beta 
value compare to other years.   
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Fact sheet of HDFC Equity Fund mentioned that globally attention remained n the impact of 
US credit crisis, overall economic slowdown and high commodity prices. The international 
markets ended mixed with the Dow down 1.4%, Nasdaq up 4.5%, FTSE down 0.5% while 
the DAX and CAC were up by 2.1% and 0.4% respectively. On the other hand, metal prices 
correction due to fears of a slowdown in the global economy.  On March 2008 debt market 
position needed to consider. The yield in the debt markets moved higher, the yield on the 10 
– year Government Security increased by 0.33 % over February 2008. Net FII investment in 
equities & debt was an outflow of USD 250 million in March compared to an inflow of USD 
1049 million in February, on December 2008 to an out flow of USD 1567 million over the 
previous months. It should be noted that USD out flow keep on increased entire the year.    
Table: 3.10 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009 
HDFC EQUITY FUND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  20.240 62.700 8.700 22.100 (22.900) 
February  16.180 28.050 8.600 (10.400) (6.000) 
March 13.900 17.910 (2.900) (9.000) (3.600) 
April  1.630 18.820 (1.900) (25.800) (3.100) 
May  2.350 15.520 (0.200) (5.400) 22.500 
June  4.120 (1.380) 14.200 (9.600) 73.100 
July  10.370 (10.480) 15.900 (13.600) 58.800 
August  23.980 (11.440) 14.000 (14.900) 47.600 
September  18.740 10.560 4.700 (6.300) 13.600 
October  26.150 20.500 10.600 1.800 22.500 
November  8.960 43.800 22.000 1.900 11.400 
December  16.680 14.200 22.100 1.800 16.100 
Sum 163.300 208.760 115.800 (67.400) 230.000 
Average 13.608 17.397 9.650 (5.617) 20.909 
S.D. 8.222 21.099 8.536 11.843 28.329 
Upper limit 26.150 62.700 22.100 221.000 73.100 
Lower limit 1.630 -11.440 -2.900 -25.800 -22.900 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Graph: 3.5 
 
It is evident from the above table return was positive or negative, here line indicates positive 
and negative return, highest return on 73.100 June 2009 and highest negative return on April 
2008. Table shows the average return on last five years. 2005 average return was 13.608, 
2006 average return occurred 17.397, 2007 average return 9.650, 2008 average return was -
5.617, 2009 average return value was 20.909, return relatively affected by variability of 
price level. 2009 shows highest variability, so standard deviation was 28.329, lowest 
volatility 8.222 on 2005. 
3. E HDFC TOP 200 FUNDS:  
Below mention the features of HDFC Top 200 scheme. Here table shows fund manager, 
qualification and experience of key information memorandum.  HDFC Top 200 fund has 
best performing scheme on past and still investor having trust on this fundOn June 2008 the 
domestic markets saw broad based selling with the Nifty ending down 16.8% at 4050, 
Sensex down 18.0% at 13461 and CNX MidCap down 20.1% at 5238. Crude prices 
remained important during the month of June and rising tensions in the Middle East and 
Africa. Crude rose to $ 139.8 per barrel up 8.5% for the month and 39.7% for the financial 
year. On other commodity liked metal included Steel, Copper, Aluminum rising by 8.5%, 
7.2% and 6.2% each lead corrected by3.6% and 9.3% respectively. While inflation continue 
rise, growth seems to remain on track providing some support to market participate. 
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HDFC  TOP 200 PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  HDFC  
Fund Manager  Mr. Prashant Jain 
Nature of Schemes  An Opnd Ended  
Default Option Dividend Reinvestment  
Date of Allotment  Oct-96 
Request  SIP, STP,SWP 
Bench Mark BSE 200 
Load Structure  < Rs. 5 crore 2.25% 
  > Rs. 5 crore nil 
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.25% 
Redemption Cheque Within 3 Working Days  
Sources: Fact Sheet      
Table: 3.11 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
HDFC TOP 200  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.900 0.910 0.900 0.900 0.900 
February  0.910 0.920 0.900 0.900 0.900 
March 0.900 0.920 0.900 0.900 0.900 
April  0.910 0.910 0.900 0.900 0.900 
May  0.920 0.950 0.900 0.900 0.900 
June  0.910 0.920 0.900 0.900 0.900 
July  0.900 0.960 0.900 0.900 0.900 
August  0.920 0.950 0.900 0.900 0.900 
September  0.920 0.890 0.900 0.900 0.900 
October  0.890 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
November  0.890 0.900 0.900 0.800 0.900 
December  0.910 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
Sum  10.880 11.030 10.800 10.700 10.800 
Average  0.907 0.919 0.900 0.892 0.982 
S.D. 0.011 0.023 0.000 0.029 0.000 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Table indicates beta evaluate of fund, beta shows how much fluctuation of beta value. Beta 
counting the average on each of years, 2005 beta value was 0.907, 2006 beta value was 
0.919, 2007 beta value was 0.900, 2008 beta value was 0.892, 2009 value was 0.982, it is 
evidence from the above table that beta value was increased, that means enlarged risk 
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 Table: 3.12 Return Analysis From 2005 to 2009 
HDFC TOP 200  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  21.650 14.430 9.000 20.900 (21.900) 
February  17.330 28.160 7.000 (7.800) (4.600) 
March 13.410 17.880 (5.700) (6.700) (2.500) 
April  1.530 20.350 (4.900) (22.500) (0.300) 
May  (0.970) 16.470 (0.500) (3.200) 22.200 
June  3.240 0.090 15.300 (6.800) 65.100 
July  9.630 (10.830) 15.200 (12.300) 55.300 
August  21.680 (11.260) 14.100 (13.400) 45.600 
September  55.660 9.430 6.000 (6.100) 13.700 
October  21.890 15.800 16.700 2.900 19.500 
November  8.640 20.100 25.500 3.000 6.100 
December  16.510 14.600 25.500 3.100 11.200 
Sum 190.200 135.220 123.200 (48.900) 209.400 
Average 15.850 11.268 10.267 (4.075) 19.036 
S.D. 14.879 12.367 10.450 10.876 26.028 
Upper Limit 55.660 28.160 25.500 20.900 65.100 
Lower limit 0.970 -11.260 -5.700 -22.500 -21.900 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.6 
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Table shows return on HDFC Equity fund, it is also indicates average return and standard 
deviation of the fund. 2005 average return was 15.850, 2006 average return was 11.268, 
2007 average return was 10.267, 2008 average return was -4.075, 2009 average return was 
19.036. Standard deviation indicates fluctuation of the fund. 2005 variation was 14.879, 
2006 variation was 12.367, 2007 variation was 10.450, 2008 variation was 10.876, 2009 
variation was 26.028.  
A study shows that negative return on 2008 and 2009 January.  
3. F PRUDENTIAL GRWOTH FUND:  
Table shows the features of the fund, fund has the following key information which guide 
the investor to invest, to hold, to purchase. 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  PRUDENTIAL ICICI BANK  
Fund Manager  Mr. Deven Sangai  
Nature of Schemes  An Open Ended  
Default Option Dividend Reinvestment  
Date of Allotment  1st July, 1998 
Request  STP,SIP, SWP 
Bench Mark S & P CNX Nifty  
Load Structure  < Rs. 5 crore 2.25% 
  > Rs. 5 crore nil 
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.29% 
Redemption Cheques Within 3 Working Days  
Sources: Fact Sheet       
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Table: 3.13 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.970 0.960 1.000 0.900 0.900 
February  0.980 0.950 1.000 0.900 0.900 
March 0.980 0.950 1.000 0.900 0.900 
April  0.980 0.970 1.000 0.900 0.900 
May  0.990 1.000 1.000 0.900 0.900 
June  0.910 0.990 1.000 0.900 0.800 
July  0.970 1.020 1.000 0.900 0.800 
August  0.970 1.020 1.000 0.900 0.800 
September  0.980 0.990 1.000 0.900 0.800 
October  0.950 1.000 1.000 0.900 0.800 
November  0.950 1.000 0.900 0.900 0.800 
December  0.960 1.000 0.900 0.900 0.800 
Sum 11.590 11.850 11.800 10.800 10.100 
Average 0.966 0.988 0.983 0.900 0.918 
S.D. 0.022 0.025 0.039 0.000 0.051 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Table shows the beta analysis of last five years from 2005 to 2009, 2005 beta value was 
0.966, 2006 beta value was 0.988, 2007 beta was 0.983 that indicates equal risk of from 
2005 to 2007, 2008 beta value was 0.900, 2009 value was 0.918 that indicates that risk 
decreased on 2008 while return also negative. Shows standard deviation of the fund 2005 
variation was 0.022, 0.025 on 2006, 2007 variation was 0.039, 2008 variation was nil and 
2009 variation was 0.051. 
The fund has a predilection for holding a concentrated stock portfolio. In the recent times, it 
is mainly due to its heavy exposure to the derivatives (Futures and Options) segment. 
Though in the past the fund has taken exposures in derivatives, even though in smaller 
proportions; since September 2008 it has increased the same. As on February 27, 2009, the 
fund held 24 stocks in its portfolio accounting for 91.0% of the assets, and the balance 
(9.0%) was held in debt instruments. The top 10 stocks in its portfolio accounted for 69.7% 
of the assets, the highest in the peer group. Among peers, Kotak 30 (43.3%) held the most 
diversified stock portfolio, followed by Reliance Vision (45.8%). 
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Table: 3.14 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  23.010 11.130 10.500 16.100 (20.500) 
February  17.150 28.950 7.300 (13.700) 0.800 
March 13.830 17.610 (5.500) (12.400) 1.200 
April  1.230 23.870 0.700 (23.400) 3.500 
May  (2.870) 22.110 0.200 (2.000) 18.300 
June  1.730 3.940 13.900 (5.000) 47.500 
July  7.120 (9.760) 12.100 (12.200) 34.900 
August  26.580 (14.130) 10.200 (13.900) 28.200 
September  20.830 7.710 3.900 (9.800) 8.000 
October  24.080 15.700 16.100 (2.100) 18.300 
November  4.360 19.800 25.300 (2.000) 5.400 
December  10.300 15.300 24.200 (2.300) 9.900 
Sum 147.350 142.230 118.900 (82.700) 155.500 
Average 12.279 11.853 9.908 (6.892) 14.136 
S.D. 10.0647 13.09907 9.3421292 9.81219 17.9646 
Upper limit 26.580 28.950 25.300 16.100 28.200 
Lower limit -2.870 -14.130 -5.500 -23.400 -20.500 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.7 
 
Return on any fund also represents risk, return and risk trade off indicates diversification of 
the portfolio, desk shows which of month risk reduces and return increased. It shows 
average return on the fund. 2005 average return was 12.279, 2006 average return 11.853, 
2007 average return 9.908, 2008 average return value was -6.892, 2009 average return was 
14.136. Also table indicates variability of the prudential growth fund. Standard deviation on 
2009 was highest 17.965, lowest on 2007 were 9.908.   
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3. G KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES FUND:  
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  KOTAK BANK 
Fund Manager  Mr. krishna Saghvi, MR. Anurag Jain  
Nature of Schemes  An Open Ended  
Default Option Dividned Re - investment  
Ideal Investment Horizon  1 -3 years  
Date of Allotment  30th Sptember 2006  
Request  STP,SWP, SIP  
Bench Mark S & P CNX 500 
Load Structure  < Rs. 5 crore 2.25% 
  > Rs. 5 crore nil 
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.29% 
Redmeption Cheques Within 3 Working Days  
       Sources: Fact Sheet  
The Kodak Opportunities fund belongs to equity scheme, high growth with high return. The 
scheme has the following key point to identified investment strategy will take by fund 
manager.     
Table: 3.15 Beta Analysis from 2005 to 2009 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.880 0.870 0.900 0.900 0.900 
February  0.890 0.870 0.900 0.900 1.000 
March 0.880 0.870 0.900 0.900 1.000 
April  0.890 0.870 0.900 0.900 1.000 
May  0.890 0.890 0.900 1.000 1.000 
June  0.880 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.100 
July  0.880 0.910 0.900 1.100 1.100 
August  0.870 0.910 0.900 1.000 1.100 
September  0.880 1.020 0.800 1.000 1.100 
October  0.850 0.900 0.800 1.100 1.100 
November  0.860 0.800 0.900 1.100 1.000 
December  0.880 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
Sum     10.530      10.710      10.600      11.900      12.400  
Average       0.878        0.893        0.883        0.992        1.127  
S.D.       0.012        0.050        0.039        0.079        0.065  
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Bench indicates beta value of the fund, beta means variability on risk. Beta within 0.5 
indicates moderate return and more than 1 indicates highest risk. The average value of beta 
on 2005 was 0.878, high risk with high capital appreciation, 2006 was 0.893, 2007 value of 
beta was 0.883, 2008 value of the beta was 0.992, 2009 indicates high risk but lowest return, 
2009 beta value was 1.127 that shows unexpected volatility.  
Absolute Returns (in %) 
Year Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Annual 
2009 -6.5 48.6 17.4 5.8 76.2 
2008 -30.9 -13.7 -3.5 -22.3 -57.1 
2007 -2.7 20 16.7 40.6 88.6 
2006 25.8 -14.7 12 11.5 37.9 
 
The table indicated quarterly absolute returns on the Kotak Opportunities fund; here the 
table shows detail from last five years, it is evident from the table that 2008 all the quarter 
were negative return and maximum negative return was 57.1% on annual. 2007 shows 
highest positive return was 88.6% and 2006 was second next lowest return were 37.9%.  
Table: 3.16 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  26.700 13.900 11.300 43.400 (21.400) 
February  21.450 33.110 10.900 0.800 (1.000) 
March 15.410 24.780 (0.300) (6.800) (2.700) 
April  (0.920) 26.600 (1.100) (30.400) (4.400) 
May  7.710 27.070 0.600 (9.300) 14.500 
June  10.350 3.640 13.500 (9.900) 60.200 
July  15.010 (12.650) 15.200 (14.400) 50.100 
August  21.660 (19.780) 14.400 (18.200) 44.100 
September  21.320 0.890 5.000 (13.500) 9.600 
October  22.310 12.700 17.400 (7.700) 19.000 
November  (0.650) 18.000 34.500 (7.300) 4.900 
December  6.390 14.400 44.300 (6.100) 9.000 
Sum 166.740 142.660 165.700 (79.400) 181.900 
Average 13.895 11.888 13.808 (6.617) 16.536 
S.D. 9.288361 16.25325 13.68898 17.54054 24.44956 
Upper limit 26.700 27.070 44.300 43.400 60.200 
Lower limit -0.920 -19.870 -1.100 -30.400 -21.400 
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Graph: 3.8 
 
Table indicates return on the scheme, return means price volatility between two working 
days. Return also represents the risk on the Kotak Opportunities fund.  Graph shows the 
negative as well as highest positive returns.  Table shows the average return 2005 13.895, 
2006 average return was 11.888, 2007 value was 13.808, 2008 average return was -6.617 
that indicate 2008 made loss, if considering risk free return than loss should raised. 2009 
return was 16.536. Variation shows the fluctuation on return. Highest variation on 2009 due 
to market was unexpected.  
3. H SBI MAGNUM CONTRA FUND: 
MANGNUM CONTRA  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  SBI BANK 
Fund Manager  Mr. Pankaj Gupta  
Nature of Schemes  An Open Ended  
Default Option Dividend Re - investment  
Date of Allotment  14-Jul-99 
Request, SIP  Avaliable STP,SIP,SWP 
  Rs. 500 per month/ 12 months  
  Rs. 1000 per month / 6 months  
Bench Mark BSE 100 
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
Minimum Investment  Rs. 2000/- 
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.29% 
Redemption Cheques Within 3 Working Days  
(40.000)
(20.000)
-
20.000 
40.000 
60.000 
80.000 
100.000 
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
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Table: 3.17 Beta Analysis from 2005 to 2009  
MAGNAM CONTRA  FUND   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.870 0.830 0.900 0.800 0.900 
February  0.880 0.830 0.900 0.800 1.000 
March 0.860 0.830 0.900 0.900 1.000 
April  0.860 0.820 0.900 0.900 1.000 
May  0.880 0.840 0.900 1.000 1.000 
June  0.860 0.870 0.900 1.000 1.000 
July  0.850 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
August  0.840 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
September  0.860 0.970 0.900 1.000 1.000 
October  0.810 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
November  0.820 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
December  0.840 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 
Sum 10.230 10.490 10.800 11.300 11.900 
Average 0.853 0.874 0.900 0.942 1.082 
S.D. 0.022 0.045 0.000 0.079 0.029 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Magnum contra fund belong to equity diversified fund sponsored by State Bank of India. 
The schemes were very famous on investors and it’s provided good return compare to other 
schemes. 2005 beta value of fund was .0853 that shows high risk and high return, 2006 was 
0.874, 2007 value was 0.900, 2008 value was 0.942, 2009 value was 1.082. The 
dissimilarity on market risk indicated by standard deviation, highest variance on 2008 was 
0.079. 
 
Source: SBI Mutual Fund 
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The above indicates that magnum contra fund return with equity diversified fund return. The 
table represented that May 2009 was highest positive return. Month of October and January 
2010 shows the negative return. Decline in crude oil prices, which affected fund return. 
Numerous commodities price have dropped, including energy, metals etc…..   
On 2010 again market performing very well compared to 2009. And 2010 decline the crude 
price and remove the over price.  
   Table: 3.18 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009  
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  32.210 8.160 12.200 26.300 (21.200) 
February  23.840 25.780 10.500 (6.500) 0.900 
March 23.270 17.970 (4.800) (8.800) 0.600 
April  9.600 29.450 (5.200) (26.800) 1.500 
May  8.350 29.760 0.200 (4.600) 20.200 
June  7.990 7.600 16.100 (9.100) 65.600 
July  10.510 (10.140) 18.100 (15.300) 48.800 
August  26.560 (18.160) 14.000 (16.800) 41.500 
September  27.680 2.750 6.300 (11.300) 8.800 
October  30.460 15.300 17.600 (4.100) 19.600 
November  8.350 22.100 24.900 (3.900) 3.100 
December  10.000 19.200 28.200 (3.500) 8.600 
Sum 218.820 149.770 138.100 (84.400) 198.000 
Average 18.235 12.481 11.508 (7.033) 18.000 
S.D. 9.827941 15.15642 10.7341 12.53456 24.39471 
Upper limit 32.210 29.760 28.200 26.300 65.600 
Lower limit 7.990 -18.160 -5.200 -26.800 -21.200 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Graph: 3.9 
 
Magnum contra was very risk scheme compare to other equity diversified scheme of mutual 
fund. The above table shows the return on fund, table point out that how much fluctuation 
on return from last five e years. Normal return should count after received all the months 
return. 2005 average return was 18.235, 2006 average return was 15.156, 2007 average 
return was 10.73, 2008 average return was -7.033, 2009 average return was 18, table shows 
variation of the return, highest variance on 24.30 from 2009. 
3. I SBI MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND 
MAGNUM GLOBAL  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  STATE BANK OF INDIA  
Fund Manager  Mr. Vivek Pandey 
  Mr. Ritesh Sathe  
Nature of Schemes  Open Equity Fund - Grwoth, Dividend  
Default Option Dividend Re - investment  
Date of Allotment  30/09/1994 
Request  Avaliable STP,SIP,SWP 
  Rs. 500 per month/ 12 months  
  Rs. 1000 per month / 6 months  
  Rs. 1500 quartely / 12 months  
Bench Mark BSE 100 
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Minimum Investment  Rs. 2000/- 
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.29% 
Redmeption Cheques Within 3 Working Days  
(40.000)
(20.000)
-
20.000 
40.000 
60.000 
80.000 
100.000 
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
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        The table shows the features of schemes and facility for floating to systematic plan investment.  
 
Table: 3.19 Beta Analyses From 2005 to 2009  
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.930 0.840 0.800 0.700 1.100 
February  0.930 0.830 0.800 0.800 1.100 
March 0.930 0.820 0.900 0.800 1.100 
April  0.930 0.790 0.800 0.900 1.000 
May  0.910 0.790 0.800 0.900 1.100 
June  0.890 0.800 0.900 0.900 1.200 
July  0.870 0.830 0.900 1.000 1.200 
August  0.850 0.840 0.800 1.000 1.200 
September  0.860 0.870 0.800 1.000 1.200 
October  0.810 0.800 0.800 1.000 1.200 
November  0.830 0.800 0.800 0.800 1.200 
December  0.840 0.800 0.700 0.900 1.200 
Sum 10.580 9.810 9.800 10.700 13.800 
Average 0.882 0.818 0.817 0.892 1.255 
S.D. 0.044 0.025 0.058 0.100 0.067 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Magnum Global fund was belonging to the category under equity scheme. Equity schemes 
features is to high risk and high return. When any fund has high risk same fund having the 
high return. Table I1 be a sign of beta, Beta means market risk. Table shows the beta value 
on 2005 value was 0.884, 2006 value was 0.818, 2007 and 2008 were same value but 2009 
beta value reached to 1.255 that means market risk increased and high unexpected volatility. 
Table: 3.20 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009  
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  32.000 9.830 21.800 29.400 (33.300) 
February  24.150 28.870 17.200 (3.000) (13.100) 
March 22.990 20.530 (3.600) (11.000) (5.100) 
April  9.260 24.730 (6.900) (32.900) (6.400) 
May  14.100 25.640 (6.100) (12.600) 20.900 
June  12.640 11.660 8.100 (14.600) 85.300 
July  9.910 (12.310) 12.900 (18.800) 69.700 
August  18.600 (20.150) 11.000 (21.300) 61.400 
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September  24.250 (4.190) 4.000 (14.700) 15.900 
October  34.980 17.600 12.000 (8.200) 21.200 
November  12.700 27.100 20.300 (8.400) 6.700 
December  9.240 29.800 27.300 (8.300) 9.600 
Sum 224.820 159.110 118.000 (124.400) 232.800 
Average 18.735 13.259 9.833 (10.367) 21.164 
S.D. 8.8963 16.93352 11.19629 14.73705 35.68983 
Upper limit 34.980 29.800 27.300 29.400 85.300 
Lower limit 9.260 -20.150 -6.900 -32.900 -33.300 
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
The fund features represented that fund categories under global fund, sectors of investment 
was very huge. 2008 indicates negative return due to international financial crisis and global 
recession. That stage the Indian economy is facing headwinds in terms of inflationary 
pressure and policy responses to tame price rises, ahead of national elections. The rise was 
led by all key sectors electricity 9.8%, manufacturing 8.6% and mining 7.5%.  The rebound 
in capital goods growth to 10.4% is encouraging.  
The table indicates positive as well as negative return, 2005 showed that positive return and 
highest return on January month was 32 with standard deviation was 8.89, 2008 represented 
negative return and highest negative return was 21.3, with variation were 10.367. Starting 
year of 2009 indicates negative return and then after recover the market and shows the 
positive return.  
Graph: 3.10 
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Table represents return on the fund. Table shows fluctuation on return. The return indicates 
gain and capital appreciation of the fund. Graph shows the return on the fund. Graph shows 
where the negative and upbeat return. The average return on 2005 was 18.735, 2006 average 
return was 13.259, 2008 average return was -10.367, 2009 average return was 21.164. 
Fluctuation on return indicates by standard deviation, high standard deviation on 2009 due 
to international financial crisis, collapse on US economy.  
3. J RELIANCE GROWTH FUND: 
RELIANCE GROWTH  PARTICUALR 
Asset Management Company  RELIANCE CAPITAL COMPANIES  
Fund Manager  Mr. Sunil singhania  
Nature of Schemes  Open - Equity Diversified Fund  
Default Option Dividend Re investment  
Date of Allotment  8-Oct-95 
Request  Avaliable STP,SIP,SWP 
Bench Mark BSE 100 INDEX  
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Minimum  Investment  Rs. 5000/- retail investor  
  Ra. 5 Croer for institutional investor  
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.29% 
Special Features  Reliance any time money card  
Redmeption Cheques Within 3 Working Days  
       
Table: 3.21 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
 
RELIANCE GROWTH FUND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.880 0.880 0.900 0.800 1.000 
February  0.880 0.870 0.900 0.900 1.000 
March 0.880 0.870 0.900 0.900 1.000 
April  0.890 0.850 0.900 0.900 1.000 
May  0.900 0.890 0.900 1.000 1.000 
June  0.890 0.900 0.800 1.000 1.000 
July  0.870 0.910 0.800 1.000 1.000 
August  0.850 0.910 0.800 1.000 1.000 
September  0.870 0.960 0.900 1.000 1.000 
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October  0.830 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
November  0.860 0.900 0.800 0.900 1.000 
December  0.880 0.900 0.800 0.800 1.000 
Sum  10.480 10.740 10.300 11.200 12.000 
Average  0.873 0.895 0.858 0.933 1.091 
S.D. 0.019 0.027 0.051 0.078 - 
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Reliance growth fund was provided good return on 2007 and 2006. The fund has features to 
invest on equity 80 to 90 %, 10 to 20 on debt fund, 2% money market instruments. The table 
indicates beta value of the fund. 2005 beta value was 0.873, 2006 value of the beta was 
0.895, 2007 value of the beta was 0.858, 2008 value of the beta was 0.933, 2009 value of the 
beta was 1.091 that indicates high risk in 2009, growth schemes always represents the high 
risk measure up to the other schemes.  
     Table: 3.22 Return Analysis from 205 to 2009  
RELIANCE GROWTH FUND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  26.500 8.550 13.600 35.600 (23.000) 
February  24.190 28.980 11.400 (3.400) (7.100) 
March 21.140 17.630 1.100 (9.300) (3.300) 
April  6.570 20.230 (2.700) (29.300) (4.300) 
May  10.220 21.880 (0.400) (5.400) 19.800 
June  10.370 7.200 12.900 20.100 67.600 
July  12.660 (13.160) 18.500 (9.600) 57.300 
August  22.220 (21.710) 17.700 (14.200) 44.700 
September  26.480 (2.070) 5.900 (9.800) 12.400 
October  29.460 17.700 13.100 (6.800) 20.800 
November  4.390 28.300 24.900 (6.700) 7.100 
December  4.410 19.400 34.400 (6.500) 10.800 
Sum 198.610 132.930 150.400 (45.300) 202.800 
Average 16.551 11.078 12.533 (3.775) 18.436 
S.D. 9.362 16.041 10.746 16.540 27.267 
Upper limit 29.460 28.980 34.400 35.600 67.600 
Lower limit 4.390 -21.710 0.400 -29.300 -23.000 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Graph: 3.11 
 
Table represents the return on Reliance Growth Fund; the scheme name indicates fund has 
high risk. Return on 2005 was average return was 16.551, 2006 average return was 11.078, 
2007 average return was 12.533, 2008 average return was -3.775, 2009 average return was 
18.436. Table shows the high average return received on 2009. Average return more 
important than just monthly return. Fluctuation on average return also represents risk. On the 
2009 was highest variation that means high market risk and economic circumstance affected 
by the world depression.  
3. K RELIANCE VISION FUND: 
RELIANCE VISION  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  RELIANCE CAPITAL COMPANIES  
Fund Manager  Mr. Ashvin  Kumar  
Nature of Schemes  Open - Ended Equity Grwoth Fund  
Default Option Dividend Re investment  
Request  Avaliable STP,SIP,SWP 
Bench Mark BSE 100 INDEX  
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Minimum  Investment  Rs. 5000/- retail investor  
  Ra. 5 Croer for institutional investor  
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.29% 
Special Features  Reliance any time money card  
Redmeption Cheques Within 3 Working Days  
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 Table: 3.23 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.850 0.890 0.900 0.900 0.900 
February  0.850 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
March 0.850 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
April  0.870 0.920 0.900 0.900 0.900 
May  0.890 0.950 0.900 0.900 0.900 
June  0.890 0.970 0.900 1.000 1.000 
July  0.870 0.980 0.900 1.000 0.900 
August  0.850 0.980 0.900 1.000 0.900 
September  0.860 0.940 0.900 1.000 1.000 
October  0.860 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
November  0.830 0.900 0.900 1.000 0.900 
December  0.890 1.000 0.900 1.000 1.000 
Sum     10.360      11.230      10.800      11.500      11.200  
Average       0.863        0.936        0.900        0.958        1.018  
S.D.       0.019        0.039        0.000        0.051        0.049  
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Table indicates beta value of the fund. Beta shows the market risk & inflation risk and 
interest rate risk. Beta value on the fund 2005 0.863, 2006 value of the fund 0.936, 2007 
value of the fund was 0.900, 2008 value was 0.900, 2009 value was 1.018, so beta value was 
very high. The Reliance Vision fund features of the high risk and high return. 
Absolute Returns (in %) 
Year Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Annual 
2009 -5.3 43.9 20.1 -0.2 78.3 
2008 -28.9 -16.5 0.9 -18 -52.3 
2007 -8.2 27.2 12.5 20.5 55.6 
2006 23.1 -14.2 15.4 14.8 45.1 
2005 4.5 3.8 24 10.2 51.9 
 
Reliance Mutual Fund (MF) announced a dividend of 50 percent under its retail and 
institutional scheme Reliance Vision Fund. The record date for dividend, which is Rs. 5 per 
unit on the face value of Rs. 10, is November 20, 2009. All unit holders registered under the 
Reliance Vision Fund scheme as on the record date will be eligible for this dividend.  
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Table: 3.24 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009  
 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  19.480 10.190 14.400 22.300 (17.400) 
February  19.490 27.560 7.600 (8.100) (2.300) 
March 18.990 17.970 (2.000) (9.100) (3.200) 
April  5.630 23.640 (7.600) (28.300) (3.300) 
May  4.260 23.270 (0.200) (10.100) 15.600 
June  3.010 1.850 16.700 (11.900) 59.200 
July  5.520 (11.620) 22.200 (16.500) 46.700 
August  15.850 (16.180) 19.300 (16.800) 41.400 
September  14.380 6.450 7.100 (12.100) 8.500 
October  24.950 16.500 13.500 (2.600) 21.200 
November  5.610 23.200 22.400 (2.600) 5.000 
December  12.620 15.900 23.400 (2.300) 11.100 
Sum 149.790 138.730 136.800 (98.100) 182.500 
Average 12.483 11.561 11.400 (8.175) 16.591 
S.D. 7.451771 14.10339 10.41677 12.09043 23.0935 
Upper limit 24.950 27.560 22.400 22.300 59.200 
Lower limit 3.010 -16.180 -7.600 -28.300 -17.400 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.12 
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Reliance Vision fund has feature to invest in midcap fund. The table shows return on the 
fund 2005 average return was 12.483, 2006 average return was 11.561, 2007 average return 
was 11.400, 2008 average return was -8.175, 2009 average return was 16.591. Variation 
means fluctuation on fund return. 2008 indicates negative return and 2009 indicates positive 
return. 2008 was period of international liquidity and slump of developed countries. 2009 
also indicates sky-scraping difference value of the schemes.  
3. L SUNDARAM SELECT MID FUND: 
Asset Management Company  SUNDARAM FINANCE LIMITED  
Fund Manager  Mr. Anoop Bhaskar 
Nature of Schemes  Open - Ended  Equity Fund  
Default Option Dividend Re - investment  
Date of Allotment  24/6/2002 
Bench Mark BSE MID CAP INDEX  
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.50% 
Redmeption Cheques Within 3 Working Days  
Option  
(i) Growth (ii) Dividend – (a) Payout (b) 
Reinvestment 
  Default option -Growth. 
 
INVESTMENT STRATEGY  
1. At least 65% of the assets will be invested in PSU companies  
2. Fund shall take concentrated bets 
3.  The fund will have no market capitalization bias and will be style neutral 
4. Stocks will be selected with an investment horizon of three to five years 
5.  Active cash calls: The fund will have the flexibility to take cash calls, if market 
conditions warrant such a stance in view of the fund manager       
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 Table: 3.25 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
The schemes has equity investment on scrip under listing on BSE 100, the beta indicates 
market risk. Capital market risk involved scrip risk and affect return. When beta is more 
than 1 that high risk and below the 0.7 is low risk. 2005 beta value of the fund was 0.818, 
2006 beta value of the fund was 0.816, 2007 beta value of the fund was 0.708, 2008 beta 
value of the fund was 0.867, 2009 value of the fund was 1.209.  2009 shows the highest risk 
due to capital market and financial crisis on the Indian financial market.  
 Table: 3.26 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  26.410 11.440 11.700 33.200 (21.900) 
February  24.800 30.400 8.600 (5.000) (9.000) 
March 17.870 26.060 (2.300) (10.100) (7.800) 
April  6.030 99.450 (6.900) (33.300) (10.800) 
May  6.100 34.130 (4.100) (8.500) 18.700 
June  8.340 22.160 9.100 (11.200) 91.500 
July  8.590 (1.820) 15.500 (13.400) 73.000 
August  19.290 (12.620) 12.700 (16.300) 60.000 
September  22.340 (4.040) 4.200 (11.100) 12.700 
October  25.760 11.900 14.000 (7.800) 25.400 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.880 0.830 0.800 0.700 1.000 
February  0.890 0.850 0.700 0.800 1.000 
March 0.880 0.850 0.700 0.800 1.000 
April  0.890 0.820 0.700 0.900 0.900 
May  0.890 0.860 0.700 0.900 1.000 
June  0.880 0.770 0.700 0.900 1.200 
July  0.870 0.840 0.700 0.900 1.200 
August  0.820 0.840 0.700 0.900 1.200 
September  0.840 0.730 0.700 0.900 1.200 
October  0.800 0.800 0.700 1.000 1.200 
November  0.810 0.800 0.700 0.900 1.200 
December  0.820 0.800 0.700 0.800 1.200 
Sum 4.090 9.790 8.500 10.400 13.300 
Average 0.818 0.816 0.708 0.867 1.209 
S.D. 0.035 0.038 0.029 0.078 0.116 
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November  4.040 18.800 23.000 (7.500) 11.000 
December  4.270 16.200 30.900 (7.300) 12.300 
Sum 173.840 252.060 116.400 (98.300) 255.100 
Average 14.487 21.005 9.700 (8.192) 23.191 
S.D. 9.04398 28.48006 11.00942 14.98311 35.7323 
Upper limit 26.410 99.450 30.900 33.200 91.500 
Lower limit 6.030 -12.620 -6.900 -33.300 -21.900 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Dividend 
Declared Rs. per unit Dividend Record Date 
NAV as on 
Record Date 
20% 2 18/02/2005 15.0341 
20% 2 23/09/2005 17.3439 
25% 2.5 17/02/2006 20.0785 
20% 2 18/08/2006 20.9924 
40% 4 27/10/2006 21.098 
25% 2.5 9/2/2007 18.7821 
10% 1 24/04/2009 11.5291 
10% 1 4/9/2009 17.7666 
15% 1.5 20/11/2009 18.7957 
15% 1.5 5/2/2010 17.4552 
      www.moneycontrol.com 
Graph: 3.13 
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Return means gain on purchasing and selling of the units. Here graph represents return from 
last five years. Average return is more important compare to the return for particular years. 
2005 average return was 14.487, 2006 average return was 21.005, 2007 average return was 
decreased went to 9.700, 2008 was reached to -8.192 became negative, 2009 average return 
was 23.191. The return affects volatility of the market fluctuation. Table shows the standard 
deviation on return. Highest variation on 2009 was 35.7323. And lowest variation on 2005, 
2005 risk low and return high. 
3. M TATA PURE EQUITY FUND: 
TATA PURE EQUITY  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  TATA Mutual Fund  
Fund Manager  Mr. Sachin Relekar  
Nature of Schemes  Open - Ended Diversifed Fund  
Default Option Dividend Re - investment  
Date of Allotment  29/6/2004 
Request  SIP, STP, SWP  
Bench Mark BSE SENSEX  
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.50% 
Redmeption Cheques Within 3 Working Days  
 
The study made by TATA Mutual Assets Management Company, the study shows that, a 
2008 found that world oil production had risen by 40% over the past 20 years, refinery 
capacity had risen by just 15%, as oil companies refrained from investing in further 
capacity, as the price of oil was deemed too low to make the projects profitable. 
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Table: 3.27 Beta Analyses From 2005 to 2009 
  
TATA PURE EQUITY   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.990 0.930 0.900 0.900 0.900 
February 1.000 0.930 0.900 0.900 0.900 
March 1.000 0.930 0.900 0.900 0.900 
April 1.000 0.920 0.900 0.900 0.900 
May 0.990 0.950 0.900 1.000 0.900 
June 0.960 0.970 0.900 0.900 0.900 
July 0.950 0.940 0.900 1.000 0.900 
August 0.950 0.950 0.900 1.000 0.900 
September 0.960 1.100 0.900 0.900 0.900 
October 0.920 0.900 0.900 1.000 0.900 
November 0.930 0.900 0.900 1.000 0.900 
December 0.940 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
Sum 4.700 11.320 10.800 11.300 10.800 
Average 0.940 0.943 0.900 0.942 0.982 
S.D. 0.029 0.054 0.000 0.051 0.000 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Tata Pure Equity fund is the equity diversified fund and provided high return with high risk. 
Table shows the beta value of the fund. 2005 beta value of the fund was 0.942, 2006 beta 
value of the fund was 0.943, 2007 beta value of the fund reached to 0.900, 2008 beta value 
of the fund was 0.942 that increase risk and 2009 beta value of the fund was 0.982. The 
highest variation of beta represents on 0.054 and 2008 was 0.051.  
TATA Fact sheet mentioned what to expect to 2009, on detail shows that in the short term, 
oil prices could remain heavily dependent on how deep the global recession proves to be, 
and with little sign of the credit crunch dissipating, oil prices seem likely to remain at 
current subdued levels for much of 2009. So 2009 start for recovery of the recession loss., 
low price oil could provided an immediate relief for consumers, who will benefits through 
higher disposable income which in turn can become a key factor in reviving a slowing 
economy, its direct impact to increased saving and that became the part of corporate 
investment.   
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Table indicated that 2009 beta value was more than 0.8 which means that high risk involved 
in this fund. 2008 shows high risk with negative return. The law of investment said that 
positive relationship between risk and return. But here high risk, low return. 
 Table: 3.28 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009  
TATA PURE EQUITY FUND 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  20.660 7.540 12.100 25.000 (17.300) 
February  17.800 29.020 8.600 (8.000) 0.600 
March 11.610 20.180 (4.300) (9.600) (0.100) 
April  1.820 27.970 (4.700) (6.500) (2.900) 
May  1.790 23.050 (2.000) (6.000) 13.000 
June  1.050 1.050 14.100 (7.200) 52.200 
July  7.840 (11.240) 16.900 (12.100) 43.800 
August  16.610 (17.300) 15.400 (15.000) 41.900 
September  16.470 4.770 6.500 (11.700) 10.200 
October  22.250 12.000 15.800 (5.700) 17.300 
November  4.800 18.800 27.500 (5.000) 5.700 
December  9.240 16.200 30.400 (5.400) 12.000 
Sum 69.370 132.040 136.300 (67.200) 176.400 
Average 13.874 11.003 11.358 (5.600) 16.036 
S.D. 7.672294 14.69802 11.32451 10.13491 21.02531 
Upper limit 22.250 29.020 30.400 25.000 52.200 
Lower limit 1.050 -17.300 -4.700 -15.000 -17.300 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.14 
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Tata pure equity fund is famous on equity diversified fund. 2007 Tata Pure Equity provided 
high return and sensex went to 21000. Table shows the return on the fund from last five 
years, 2005 average return was 13.874, 2006 average return was 14.698, 2007 average 
return was 11.325, 2008 average return was -5.6, it became negative due to market 
unexpected. 2009 average return increased and reached to 16.036. The return volatility 
represents by capital market behavior. Table indicates variation of the Tata Pure Equity 
fund, highest variance on 2009 was 21.025. 
       3. N UTI MASTER VALUE FUND: 
UTI MASTER VALUE  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  UTI Mutual Fund  
Fund Manager  Mr. Anoop Bhaskar 
Nature of Schemes  Open -Ended Fund  
Default Option Dividend Re - investment  
Date of Allotment  1-Jun-98 
Request  SIP, STP, SWP  
Bench Mark BSE 200  
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.50% 
Redemption Cheques Within 3 Working Days  
 
Fund Manager said that the scheme looks to invest up to 80% of the net assets in the scrips 
having any one or more of the following characteristics at the time of acquisition: 
a) Low P/E ratio (PE ratio lower than the market PE or the sector PE) OR 
b) Attractive dividend yield OR 
c) Low price to book value ratio OR 
d) Companies with positive Economic Value Added (EVA) 
Upto 20% of net assets can be invested in equity / equity related instruments issued by blue 
chip companies with a potential for consistent growth and with management of high quality 
and track record. 
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 Table: 3.29 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
 
 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.770 0.830 0.800 0.800 1.000 
February  0.780 0.830 0.800 0.900 1.000 
March 0.760 0.830 0.800 0.900 1.000 
April  0.770 0.790 0.800 0.900 1.000 
May  0.800 0.840 0.800 0.900 1.000 
June  0.790 0.820 0.800 0.900 1.100 
July  0.770 0.840 0.800 1.000 1.100 
August  0.810 0.840 0.800 1.000 1.100 
September  0.820 0.780 0.800 1.000 1.100 
October  0.800 0.900 0.800 1.000 1.100 
November  0.800 0.900 0.800 1.000 1.100 
December  0.820 0.900 0.800 1.000 0.900 
Sum 4.050 10.100 9.600 11.300 12.500 
Average 0.810 0.842 0.800 0.942 1.136 
S.D. 0.02065 0.03996 1.16E-16 0.066856 0.06686 
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
UTI master value is the equity diversified fund under UTI Assets Management Company. 
The fund manager has investment on BSE 100 and sensex listed scrip. The equity scheme 
has risk involved, which represents by beta of the UTI Master Value. 2005 average beta 
value of the year was 0.810 so it’s risky. 2006 beta value was 0.842 and 2007 beta value was 
0.800 risk on 2008 decreased also return on 2008 decreased. 2009 beta value of the fund was 
1.136 indicates highest risk same provided high return. Table shows variation of the beta 
value 2005 to 2009. 
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Table: 3.30 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009  
UTI MASTER VALUE   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  19.700 11.610 9.300 40.200 (26.200) 
February  18.060 24.530 5.000 (3.800) (10.700) 
March 10.520 13.470 (7.300) (7.600) (2.500) 
April  (1.680) 8.680 (11.100) (31.500) (3.200) 
May  (1.060) 9.760 (5.100) (5.900) 18.600 
June  1.920 (2.840) 10.000 (10.200) 64.300 
July  4.270 (17.430) 16.800 (14.000) 46.300 
August  14.350 (22.870) 12.100 (14.000) 32.700 
September  17.140 (5.260) 2.200 (7.400) 19.000 
October  22.180 14.100 9.600 (3.600) 32.900 
November  5.540 19.800 24.600 (3.500) 13.100 
December  6.380 14.800 32.200 (3.900) 9.700 
Sum 65.590 68.350 98.300 (65.200) 194.000 
Average 13.118 5.696 8.192 (5.433) 17.636 
S.D. 8.34942 14.6837 12.70794 16.38255 25.3765 
Upper limit 22.180 24.530 32.200 40.200 64.300 
Lower limit -1.680 -22.870 -11.100 -14.000 -26.200 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.15 
 
The above table represents rate of the return and average return on UTI Master Value. Graph 
shows the return, that shows negative and positive return. Graph point out on June 2009 
would optimistic 64.300 returns and pessimistic return on April 2008. Average return on 
2005 had 13.118, 2006 returned was 5.696 go downward, 2007 average return was 8.192, 
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2008 average return was -5.433 downbeats. 2009 again reached to 17.636. 2009 indicates 
high beta means threat and high return. 
   3. O HDFC TAX SAVER FUND: 
HDFC TAXSAVER  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  HDFC  Mutual Fund  
Fund Manager  Vinay Kulkarni (since Nov 21, 2006) 
Nature of Schemes  Open-ended Equity Linked Savings 
  Scheme with a lock-in period of 3 years 
Default Option Growth & Dividend, Diviend Re investment  
Date of Allotment  31-Mar-96 
Request  SIP, STP, SWP 
Bench Mark S & P CNX 500  
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.5 % Annually  
Redemption Cheque Within 3 Working Days  
Open – Ended Linked Saving Schemes with locking period of 3 years. During the quarter 
ended March 2008, Whole Sale Price Index inflation touched a low of 4.07% in early 
previous month. Liquidity was comfortable with average liquidity adjustment facility (LAF) 
being Rs. 2075 corers.        
       Table: 3.31 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009  
                                                             
HDFC TAX SAVER  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.910 0.840 0.900 0.800 0.800 
February  0.910 0.840 0.900 0.900 0.900 
March 0.910 0.840 0.900 0.900 0.900 
April  0.910 0.850 0.900 0.900 0.900 
May  0.880 0.880 0.900 0.900 0.900 
June  0.860 0.910 1.000 0.900 0.900 
July  0.850 0.930 1.000 0.900 0.900 
August  0.850 0.940 0.900 0.900 0.900 
September  0.870 1.010 0.900 0.900 0.900 
October  0.810 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
November  0.820 0.900 0.600 0.800 0.900 
December  0.850 0.900 0.800 0.900 0.900 
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Sum 10.430 10.740 10.600 10.600 10.700 
Average  0.869 0.895 0.883 0.883 0.973 
S.D. 0.0355 0.0505 0.1030 0.0389 0.0289 
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Overseas weakness in the US economy and financial markets prompted the US Federal 
Reserve to take unprecedented measures to boost investor’s confidence. Lack of investor 
confidence resulted in a liquidity crunch at Bea Sterns, leading to a fire sale to JP Morgan 
and marking an ignominious end to the 85 years old institution.  
  
Investor invests on tax saving schemes to objectives to gain after completion of three years 
and next received regular dividend. The above table mentioned fund declared dividend form 
last five year, first column indicates date the issue of dividend and next column represented 
the amount of dividend.  
2007 rupee continues to appreciate against doller for the second consecutive month. On the 
month of May 2007 rupee was appreciation by 1.5% from Rs. 41.19 to Rs. 40.57 to US $. 
And Foreign Institutional Investors net inflows $942 Million compared to net inflow of 1.5 
Million on the month of April 
 
 
 
Record Date Dividend (Rs/unit) 
4-Mar-10 6 
5-Mar-09 5 
7-Mar-08 8 
7-Mar-07 7.5 
17-Mar-06 7.5 
17-Feb-05 5 
15-Mar-04 2 
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Table: 3.32 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009 
HDFC TAX SAVER 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 26.650 9.990 11.300 16.600 (25.400) 
February 28.360 25.640 4.500 (12.800) (5.600) 
March 20.090 11.410 (7.000) (12.700) (1.700) 
April 8.130 20.130 (8.600) (25.600) (1.900) 
May 8.230 21.550 (1.200) (8.600) 19.800 
June 13.050 4.250 13.800 (13.400) 61.900 
July 15.630 (12.220) 16.900 (16.800) 51.200 
August 28.160 (19.080) 13.400 (14.200) 44.500 
September 25.060 3.310 5.000 (4.300) 15.300 
October 27.140 14.300 12.000 4.900 24.900 
November 5.470 22.000 21.500 5.100 9.500 
December 9.850 16.900 21.800 4.900 13.700 
Sum 215.820 118.180 103.400 (76.900) 206.200 
Average 17.985 9.848 8.617 (6.408) 18.745 
S.D. 8.89095 13.84864 10.19571 12.03468 25.40078 
Upper limit 28.360 25.640 21.800 16.600 61.900 
Lower limit 5.470 -19.080 -8.600 -25.600 -25.400 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.16 
 
3. P MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND: 
The prime objective of scheme is to deliver the benefit of investment in a portfolio of equity 
shares, while offering tax rebate on such investments made in the scheme under section 80 C 
of the Income-tax Act, 1961. It also seeks to distribute income periodically depending on 
distributable surplus. 
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MAGNUM TAXGAIN PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  BSI MUTUAL FUND  
Fund Manager  Mr. Ritesh Setha  
Nature of Schemes  Open-ended Equity Linked Savings 
Default Option Scheme with a lock-in period of 3 years 
Date of Allotment  11/10/2004 
Request  SIP, STP, SWP 
Bench Mark Avaliable STP,SIP,SWP 
Load Structure  Rs. 500 per month/ 12 months  
  Rs. 1000 per month / 6 months  
  Rs. 1500 quartely / 12 months  
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.5 % Annually  
Redemption Cheque Within 3 Working Days  
 
The table shows the absolute return on the fund, its included capital appreciation plus 
dividend received by investors, table reflect that on 2007 and 2005 high capital appreciation 
due to bull market. 2008 indicated that negative return and World recession affected fund 
performance.   
  Table: 3.33 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009  
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 1.080 0.930 0.800 0.700 0.900 
February 1.080 0.900 0.800 0.700 0.900 
March 1.090 0.900 0.800 0.700 0.900 
April 1.080 0.840 0.800 0.800 0.900 
May 1.060 0.860 0.800 0.900 0.900 
June 1.030 0.900 0.700 0.900 1.000 
July 1.020 0.910 0.700 0.900 1.000 
August 0.960 0.910 0.700 0.900 1.000 
September 0.980 0.860 0.700 0.900 1.000 
October 0.930 0.900 0.700 0.900 1.000 
November 0.920 0.900 0.700 0.800 0.900 
December 0.940 0.900 0.700 0.900 0.900 
Sum 12.170 10.710 8.900 10.000 11.300 
Average 1.014 0.893 0.742 0.833 1.027 
S.D. 0.065 0.026 0.051 0.089 0.051 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Absolute Returns (in %) 
Year Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Annual 
2009 -3.8 34.7 16.8 -0.2 68.9 
2008 -25.6 -16.8 -1 -24.1 -54.8 
2007 -5.6 16.4 14.8 21.9 52.7 
2006 19.3 -13.7 16.2 17 44.1 
2005 15.1 20.3 26.2 7.1 95.7 
 
Table signify risk on Magnum Tax Gain Fund, Fund characterized is to provide benefit for 
tax planning, 2005 shows high risk, beta cross the limit and reached to 1.08, 2006 also 
shows high risk, beta value of the fund was near to 0.9, 2007 reduced value of beta and 2007 
investors earning was high due to Sensex cross 21000, 2008 indicates high risk with low 
return, 2009 start with recovery of Indian Capital Market.  Standard Deviation on the beta 
was highest on 2008 and lowest on 2006.  
 Table: 3.34 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 34.980 8.600 17.800 23.300 (23.300) 
February 32.690 21.810 15.500 (5.600) (3.300) 
March 27.760 13.660 (1.300) (9.000) 0.800 
April 15.910 20.000 (4.100) (25.600) (0.300) 
May 22.360 20.760 (2.300) (7.900) 18.700 
June 23.360 1.750 8.600 (11.100) 60.500 
July 22.480 (11.850) 13.400 (17.100) 47.700 
August 28.180 (15.240) 11.700 (17.600) 39.400 
September 29.000 5.150 7.500 (11.500) 8.800 
October 27.600 16.400 15.700 (4.600) 18.600 
November 7.600 21.000 25.300 (4.500) 4.800 
December 6.910 22.300 27.300 (4.300) 10.700 
Sum 278.830 124.340 135.100 (95.500) 183.100 
Average 23.236 10.362 11.258 (7.958) 16.645 
S.D 8.9976 13.10224 10.17309 11.79572 23.66284 
Upper limit 34.980 22.300 27.300 23.300 60.500 
Lower limit 6.910 -15.240 -4.100 -25.600 -23.300 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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It would be shows return on the fund from last five years, also mention average return, 2005 
average return was 23.236, 2006 average return was 10.362, 2007 average return was 
11.258, 2008 average return was negative became -7.958, 2009 average return was 16.645.   
Graph: 3.17 
 
The above table graphically represents return on the Magnum Tax Gain Fund, last five 
years. 2008 indicated negative return and investors made loss to invest in Magnum Tax Gain 
Fund, 17% to 25% was negative return, that affects on average return, average return 
became less when fund not perform very well when market was not efficient.  
3. Q SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND: 
Below table mention fundamental features of the Sahara Tax Gain.  
SAHARA TAXGAIN  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  SAHARA MUTUAL FUND  
Fund Manager  Mr. A N Sridhar 
Nature of Schemes  An Open-Ended Equity Linked Saving Scheme (ELSS) 
Default Option a) Growth b) Dividend Payout & Dividend Reinvestment Option. 
Date of Allotment  1/4/1997 
Request  SIP, STP, SWP 
Bench Mark BSE 200 
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
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  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.5 % Annually  
Redemption Cheque Within 3 Working Days  
       
Table: 3.35 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009  
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.930 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
February  0.930 0.890 0.900 0.900 0.900 
March 0.940 0.890 0.900 0.900 0.900 
April  0.940 0.880 0.900 0.900 0.900 
May  0.930 0.870 0.900 1.000 0.900 
June  0.910 0.890 0.900 1.000 1.000 
July  0.900 0.930 0.900 1.000 1.000 
August  0.910 0.930 0.900 1.000 1.000 
September  0.920 0.970 0.900 1.000 1.000 
October  0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
November  0.910 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
December  0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
Sum 11.020 10.850 10.800 11.600 11.500 
Average 0.918 0.904 0.900 0.967 1.045 
S.D. 0.015275 0.027122 2.319E-16 0.04924 0.051493 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
The table shows that risk on Sahara Tax Gain Fund from last five years. 2005 average beta 
value was 0.918, 2006 average beta value was 0.904, 2007 average beta value was 0900, 
2008 average beta value was 0.967, 2009 beta value was increased and reached to 1.045. 
 Table: 3.36 Return Analysis From 2005 to 2009  
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  21.950 6.520 9.100 32.800 (16.400) 
February  14.810 25.410 7.600 (2.900) (0.500) 
March 10.800 17.790 (4.400) (6.700) (3.700) 
April  (2.900) 20.450 (7.800) (27.900) (3.500) 
May  (0.290) 18.710 (2.800) (6.400) 15.600 
June  1.380 (0.830) 11.900 (11.300) 62.100 
July  9.410 (16.540) 18.000 (15.700) 51.300 
August  21.720 (20.120) 15.200 (16.900) 46.600 
September  28.250 (1.380) 6.000 (9.700) 16.400 
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October  32.820 14.500 14.000 (0.700) 25.200 
November  8.800 17.800 24.800 (0.600) 7.100 
December  7.680 13.800 32.200 (0.400) 7.100 
Sum 154.430 96.110 123.800 (66.400) 207.300 
Average  12.869 8.009 10.317 (5.533) 18.845 
S.D. 11.33272 14.77614 11.801143 14.5727 24.53547 
Upper limit 32.820 25.410 32.200 32.800 62.100 
Lower limit -2.900 -20.120 -7.800 -27.900 -16.400 
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
The table indicates return on the funds, seen the average return each of the year highlights 
performance of the fund, and how the fund manager construction of the portfolio. 2009 
shows highest average return in Sahara Tax Gain Fund and lowest average return 2007 -
5.333. Standard Deviation of the return indicates fluctuation of the fund return. 2009 was 
highest variance on return with aggressive return, and lowest variance on 2005. 
 Graph: 3.18 
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 3. R PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAX SAVER 
Below table mentioned features of the Principal Personal Tax Saver Fund.  
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAXSAVER  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  PRINCIPAL PERSONAL MUTUAL FUND  
Fund Manager  Pankaj Tibrewal 
Nature of Schemes  Open-ended Equity Linked Savings 
Default Option Scheme with a lock-in period of 3 years 
Date of Allotment  12-Apr-96 
Request  SIP, STP, SWP 
Bench Mark BSE 100  
  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
Load Structure  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.5 % Annually  
Redemption Cheque Within 3 Working Days  
       
Table: 3.37 Beta Analyses from 2005 to 2009 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAX SAVER   
Month/Yea
r 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.960 0.960 1.000 0.800 1.000 
February  0.960 0.950 1.000 0.700 1.000 
March 0.950 0.950 1.000 0.800 1.000 
April  0.950 0.950 1.000 0.900 1.000 
May  0.960 0.960 1.000 0.900 1.000 
June  0.970 0.950 1.000 0.900 1.000 
July  0.950 0.950 1.000 0.900 1.000 
August  0.960 0.950 0.900 0.900 1.000 
September  0.980 0.990 0.900 0.900 1.000 
October  0.940 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
November  0.970 0.900 0.800 1.000 1.000 
December  0.960 0.900 0.800 0.900 1.000 
Sum 11.510 11.310 11.300 10.600 12.000 
Average 0.959 0.943 0.942 0.883 1.091 
S.D. 0.01084 0.028002 0.079296 0.08348 0 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
The above table demonstrated the fund risk level, researcher mentioned beta value of 
Principal Personal Tax Saver Fund, to know the risk class and how to minimize risk and 
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increased return. Table indicates average risk on 2005 was 0.959, 2006 average return was 
0.943, 2007 average return was 0.942, 2008 average return was 0.883 and 2009 average 
return was highest 1.091. 
  Table: 3.38 Return Analysis From 2005 to 2009  
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAX SAVER   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  22.350 3.870 19.500 31.200 (29.200) 
February  17.490 28.290 16.400 3.300 (6.100) 
March 10.980 20.250 1.300 (6.700) (0.800) 
April  2.370 25.510 (2.900) (31.200) (2.400) 
May  (1.420) 21.410 (1.300) (11.400) 19.800 
June  3.370 5.890 16.700 (13.500) 59.600 
July  2.340 (17.820) 25.600 (14.600) 48.400 
August  19.820 (23.540) 24.100 (18.000) 40.600 
September  20.270 (6.440) 12.400 (10.200) 13.000 
October  22.740 12.600 16.300 (8.500) 21.800 
November  (3.280) 26.400 16.000 (8.900) 5.900 
December  (4.140) 23.900 26.400 (9.600) 10.700 
Sum 112.890 120.320 170.500 (98.100) 181.300 
Average 9.408 10.027 14.208 (8.175) 16.482 
S.D. 10.6051 17.845 10.11726 14.764 25.01957 
Upper limit 22.740 28.290 25.600 31.200 59.600 
Lower limit -4.140 -23.540 -2.900 -31.200 -29.200 
     
The table reflects the return on Principal Personal Tax Saver Fund, May 2005 was negative 
return with average return was 9.408. July & August 2006 was negative return and average 
return was increased and reached to 10.027, 2007 average return was 14.208 due to high 
growth of capital market and increased average return. 2008 was negative return; average 
return was negative and 2009 return increased return with 25.0195 
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Graph: 3.19 
 
       
3. S SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS TAXSAVER 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS TAXSAVER  PARTICULAR 
Asset Management Company  SUNDARAM PARIBAS MUTUAL FUND  
Fund Manager  Satish Ramanathan 
Nature of Schemes  Open-ended Equity Linked Savings 
Default Option Scheme with a lock-in period of 3 years 
Date of Allotment  Nov-99 
Request  SIP, STP, SWP 
Bench Mark BSE 200 
Load Structure  Investment below Rs. 5 Croer 2.25%  
  Investment above Rs. 5 Croer Nil   
Actual Recurring Expenses 2.5 % Annually  
Redemption Cheque Within 3 Working Days  
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Table: 3.39 Beta Analysis From 2005 to 2009  
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS TAXSAVER   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  0.940 0.920 1.000 0.900 0.900 
February  0.940 0.930 1.000 1.000 0.900 
March 0.940 0.930 1.000 1.000 0.900 
April  0.940 0.920 0.700 1.000 0.900 
May  0.930 0.950 1.000 1.000 0.900 
June  0.920 0.950 1.000 1.000 1.000 
July  0.900 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
August  0.900 1.010 1.000 1.000 1.000 
September  0.920 1.010 1.000 1.000 1.000 
October  0.890 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
November  0.890 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.900 
December  0.910 1.000 0.900 1.000 1.000 
Sum 11.020 11.620 11.600 11.900 11.400 
Average 0.918 0.968 0.967 0.992 1.036 
S.D. 0.019924 0.037859 0.088763 0.02887 0.05222 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
  Table: 3.40 Return Analysis from 2005 to 2009  
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS TAXSAVER   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  30.580 15.850 16.700 33.500 (15.100) 
February  31.720 36.350 13.000 (7.500) (4.000) 
March 18.890 21.420 (3.400) (10.200) (3.100) 
April  0.040 18.920 (6.800) (28.900) (7.900) 
May  (0.840) 15.980 (3.600) (6.600) 13.100 
June  4.400 1.370 10.400 (9.200) 59.600 
July  7.980 (16.500) 11.700 (10.100) 45.500 
August  18.750 (22.740) 11.100 (14.000) 39.700 
September  19.730 (3.660) 6.400 (8.800) 8.700 
October  27.540 13.900 20.200 (3.300) 24.700 
November  6.980 22.800 36.600 (3.300) 5.700 
December  9.590 20.500 38.900 (3.400) 7.800 
Sum 175.360 124.190 151.200 (71.800) 174.700 
Average 14.613 10.349 12.600 (5.983) 15.882 
S.D. 11.5178 17.31357 14.4082 14.2227 23.2025 
Upper limit 31.720 36.350 38.900 33.500 59.600 
Lower limit -0.840 -22.740 -6.800 -28.900 -15.100 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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The table shows the risk on Sundaram BNP Paribas Tax Saver Fund, table also represents 
the fund standard deviation on beta and how much fluctuation on risk. 
Graph: 3.20 
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   Table: 3.41 Equity Diversified Schemes on 2005 
Equity Diversified Schemes  on 2005  
Fund  Ri S.D. Bi Ri-Rf 
Rm-
Rf 
Bi(Rm-
Rf) 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND –A 13.002 8.163 0.869 5.002 13 11.297 
DSPML EQUITY FUND-B 13.949 11.361 0.889 6.949 13 11.557 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND-C 15.412 9.538 0.834 8.142 13 10.842 
HDFC EQUITY FUND-D 13.608 8.222 0.858 6.608 13 11.154 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND –E  15.856 14.879 0.907 8.856 13 11.791 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH FUND 12.279 10.064 0.966 5.279 13 12.558 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES FUND  13.895 9.288 0.878 6.895 13 11.414 
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  18.235 9.827 0.853 11.235 13 11.089 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  18.735 8.895 0.882 11.735 13 11.466 
RELIANCE GRWOTH FUND  16.551 9.362 0.873 9.551 13 11.349 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  12.483 7.452 0.863 5.483 13 11.219 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP 
FUND  14.487 9.044 0.818 7.487 13 10.634 
TATA PURE EQUITY FUND  13.874 7.672 0.94 6.874 13 12.22 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  22.603 7.898 1.014 15.603 13 13.182 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  13.118 8.349 0.81 6.118 13 10.53 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND  17.985 8.891 0.869 10.985 13 11.297 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  12.869 11.333 0.918 5.869 13 11.934 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAXSAVER  9.408 10.605 0.959 2.408 13 12.467 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS TAXSAVER  14.613 11.510 0.918 7.613 13 11.934 
 
The table shows calculation of return on funds, then compare with market return and how 
risk free risk affects the fund return. Scientific investment entitles two things: risk and 
return. Here, while evaluating the performance of a portfolio or a fund manager, the analysis 
is incomplete until and unless not considering the risk undertaken for generating the required 
return. Hence, when performance evaluation is undertaken, both risk and return should 
always be considered. Standard deviation measures total risk or volatility. Systematic risk 
and unsystematic risk is the components of a security’s or portfolio. Systematic risk 
involved high risk and unsystematic risk is low risk but when to portfolio should construct 
properly risk also minimize. Once risk of a portfolio quantified and measured, it can then be 
related to determine whether the return earned was sufficient to rewards the investors for the 
degree of risk assumed. 
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   Table: 3.42 Equity Diversified Fund On 2005 
EQUITY DIVERSIFIED FUND 
ON 2005  Sharpen's    Jenson’s     Treyonr’s      
Fund  Measure Rank Measure  Rank Measure Ri- Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY 
FUND 0.613 14 5.756 17 18.297 5.295 6 
DSPML EQUITY FUND 0.612 15 7.817 11 18.557 4.608 7 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA 
FUND 0.854 7 9.763 7 17.842 2.43 14 
HDFC EQUITY FUND 0.804 9 7.702 12 18.154 4.546 8 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND  0.595 16 9.764 6 18.791 2.935 13 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH 
FUND 0.525 17 5.465 18 19.558 7.279 2 
KOTAK 
OPPORTUNITIES FUND  0.742 10 7.853 10 18.414 4.519 9 
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  1.143 4 13.171 3 18.089 -0.146 17 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  1.319 2 13.305 2 18.466 -0.269 18 
RELIANCE GRWOTH FUND  1.020 5 10.940 5 18.349 1.798 15 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  0.736 11 6.353 16 18.219 5.736 4 
SUNDARAM SELECT 
MIDCAP FUND  0.828 8 9.153 8 17.634 3.147 12 
TATA PURE EQUITY FUND  0.896 6 7.313 14 19.22 5.346 5 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  1.976 1 15.388 1 20.182 -2.421 19 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  0.733 12 7.553 13 17.53 4.412 10 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND  1.236 3 12.641 4 18.297 0.312 16 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  0.518 18 6.393 15 18.934 6.065 3 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL 
TAXSAVER  0.227 19 2.511 19 19.467 
10.05
9 1 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER  0.661 13 8.293 9 18.934 4.321 11 
 
Table shows Sharpe’s and Treynor’s and Jensen’s compute the Sharpe’s Ratio and 
Treynor’s Ratio for a set of funds and rank them based on these measured. It is likely that a 
fund may have the same rank under both the measures. If all the funds obtain the same rank 
under both the measures, then there will be no conflict in the evaluation of the funds. 
However, at times the ranks as given by Sharpe’s measure and Treynor’s measures are 
different. The reason for this is that Sharpe’s measures takes standard deviation as a measure 
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of risk. In case of a fully diversified portfolio, the total risk and systematic risk will be equal. 
In respect to such portfolio there will be no conflict in the ranking between Sharpe’s ratio 
and Treynor’s ratio. The choice of measures depends on the nature of funds that are being 
evaluated. In respected of sector specified fund, the presence of unsystematic risk is 
expected and it will be appropriate to use Sharpe’s ratio. On other hand, if compare growth 
funds, which are their nature, expected to be diversified, use of Tyrenor’s ratio will be more 
appropriate. If a fund is not fully diversified, it will have a higher component of 
unsystematic risk and hence will rank lower when Treynor’s ratio is used. This indicates the 
absence of diversification by the fund manager.  
The table shows that Sharpe’s and Treynor’s measures of performance produce very similar 
rankings of portfolios: table value was on Birla Sun Life Midcap on Sharpe’s 14th rank and 
Treynor’s 17th rank, DSPML TIGER fund Sharpe’s 15th rank while Treynor’s 11th rank. 
Franklin India Prima Fund 7th Sharpe’s rank and 7th on Treynor’s rank, both measures had 
equal ranks. HDFC Equity fund Sharpe’s 9th rank, Treynor’s 12th rank. HDFC TOP 200 
Sharpe’s rank 16th rank and Treynor’s rank 6th rank, that measure of this fund had vast 
difference between both ranks. Kotak Opportunities Sharpe’s 10th rank, Treynor’s 10th rank, 
here both funds had been equal rank, Prudential Growth fund Shapre’s 17th rank and 
Treynor’s 18th rank. Magnum Contra fund on Sharep’s ratio measures 4th rank and Treynor’s 
ratio 3rd rank. Magnum Global fund Sharpe’s ratio rank 2nd rank and Treynor’s ratio rank 2nd 
rank, here also same rank. Reliance Growth fund on Shapre’s ratio rank 5th rank, Treynor’s 
ratio 5th rank, Reliance Vision fund on Shapre’s 11th rank and Treynor’s 16th rank, Sundaram 
select midcap Sharpe’s ratio 8th rank, Treynor’s ratio rank 8th rank. Tata pure equity fund 6th 
rank on Sharep’s and Treynor’s 14th rank. UTI Master Value Sharep’s rank 1st rank and 
Treynor’s rank 1st rank, HDFC Tax saver fund Sharpe’s ratio rank 12th and Treynor’s ratio 
rank 13th. Magnum Tax gain Sharpe’s ratio rank 3rd rank and Treynors rank was 4th. 
Principal Tax saver had same rank was 19th.  
The study on 19th schemes of Equity Diversified Fund, while compare both measure of 
portfolio performance that 7th scheme would had equal rank and other 3 schemes had near to 
equal rank.  
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   Table: 3.43 Equity Diversified Schemes On 2006 
Equity Diversified Schemes  on 2006 
Fund  Ri S.D. Bi Ri-Rf Rm-Rf 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND 10.598 8.163 0.765 3.598 8 
DSPML EQUITY FUND 13.949 11.361 0.921 6.949 8 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND 15.412 14.184 0.813 8.412 8 
HDFC EQUITY FUND 13.608 21.099 0.885 6.608 8 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND  15.85 12.367 0.919 8.85 8 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH FUND 12.279 13.099 0.988 5.279 8 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES FUND  11.888 16.253 0.893 4.888 8 
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  12.481 15.156 0.874 5.481 8 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  13.259 16.933 0.818 6.259 8 
RELIANCE GRWOTH FUND  11.079 16.041 0.895 4.079 8 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  11.561 14.103 0.936 4.561 8 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP 
FUND  21.005 28.48 0.816 14.005 8 
TATA PURE EQUITY FUND  11.003 14.698 0.943 4.003 8 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  10.362 14.684 0.842 3.362 8 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  5.696 13.848 0.895 -1.304 8 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND  9.848 13.102 0.893 2.848 8 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  8.009 14.776 0.904 1.009 8 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL 
TAXSAVER FUND  10.027 17.845 0.943 3.027 8 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER FUND  10.349 17.315 0.968 3.349 8 
 
 The table indicated the equity diversified fund performance on 2006. The table shows 
 data regarding average return on the fund and standard deviation of the fund return on 
 2006. Analysis of nineteen schemes of mutual fund the highest return occurred on 
 Sundaram Select Mid Cap fund was 21.005, standard deviation was 28.48. The next 
 highest return occurred scheme was HDFC Top 200 with standard deviation was 12.367. 
 The third highest return on 2006 Franklin India Income Fund with standard deviation was 
 14.184. The explaining of the equity diversified schemes market risk means systematic 
 risk affected schemes return. Beta shows market risk plus inflation risk affects schemes 
 return and risk.  
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 2006 Sundaram Select Mid Cap fund indicates highest return and beta value of the 
 scheme was 0.816, so highest beta value from entire schemes was 0.988 on Prudential 
 Growth Fund, equal beta value of 0.968 on Sundaram Paribas Tax saver Fund, 0.943 was 
 Principal Personal Tax saver Fund. Risk free rate considering post office saving rate, it 
 should be 7% percentage 
    Table: 3.44 EQUITY DIVERSIFIED FUND ON 2006 
EQUITY DIVERSIFIED FUND 
ON 2006 
Sharpen's  Jenson Treynor's  
Fund  Measure Rank Measure  Rank Measure Ri- Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY 
FUND 0.441 5 4.703 11 2.522 13.120 19 
DSPML EQUITY FUND 0.612 2 7.545 6 0.419 14.368 6 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA 
FUND 0.593 3 10.347 2 -1.908 13.504 18 
HDFC EQUITY FUND 0.313 10 7.467 5 0.472 14.08 13 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND  0.716 1 9.630 3 -1.498 14.352 7 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH 
FUND 0.403 6 5.343 9 2.625 14.904 1 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES 
FUND  0.301 11 5.474 8 2.256 14.144 12 
MAGNUM CONTRA 
FUND  0.362 8 6.271 7 1.511 13.992 14 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  0.370 7 7.652 4 0.285 13.544 16 
RELIANCE GRWOTH 
FUND  0.254 13 4.558 12 3.081 14.16 9 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  0.323 9 4.873 10 2.927 14.488 5 
SUNDARAM SELECT 
MIDCAP FUND  0.492 4 17.163 1 -7.477 13.528 17 
TATA PURE EQUITY 
FUND  0.272 12 4.245 13 3.541 14.544 4 
UTI MASTER VALUE 
FUND  0.229 14 3.993 14 3.374 13.736 15 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  -0.094 19 -1.457 19 8.464 14.16 10 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN 
FUND  0.217 15 3.189 17 4.296 14.144 11 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  0.068 18 1.116 18 6.223 14.232 8 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL 
TAXSAVER FUND  0.170 17 3.210 16 4.517 14.544 3 
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SUNDARAM PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER FUND  0.193 16 3.460 15 4.395 14.744 2 
 
The above table represents the performance of the schemes to follow the Sharpe’s, Treyne’s 
and Jensons model of performance evaluation of the equity diversified schemes of mutual 
fund. It should be noted from the above table that sharpens considering the standard 
deviation to measure the performance of the fund. Standard deviation represents variation of 
the funds return. Researcher followed the next measurement technique of the performance 
was Treyen’s.   
The highest rank of sharpe’s measurement had HDFC Top 200, Second rank given to the 
DSPML TIGER fund, Third rank was to Franklin India Prima fund, Fourth rank was 
Sundaram Select Mid Cap Fund, Fifth rank was Birla Sun Life Equity Fund, Sixth rank 
Prudential Growth Fund, Seventh rank was Magnum Global Fund, Eight rank Magnum 
Contra fund, Ninth rank to Reliance Vision Fund, Tenth Rank was HDFC Equity Fund, 
Eleventh rank was Kotak Opportunities Fund, Twelve rank was Tata Pure Equity Fund,  
Thirteen rank was Relaince Growth Fund, Fouteen rank was UTI Master Value Fund, 
Fifteen Rank was Magnum Tax gain Fund, Sixteen rank was Sunadaram Tax saver Fund.  
   Table: 3.45 Equity Diversified Schemes on 2007 
Equity Diversified Schemes  on 2007 
Fund  Ri S.D. Bi Ri-Rf Rm-Rf Bi(Rm-Rf) 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND 12.542 11.577 0.758 5.542 18.000 13.644 
DSPML EQUITY FUND 14.900 12.754 0.933 7.900 18.000 16.794 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND 8.233 11.370 0.767 1.233 18.000 13.806 
HDFC EQUITY FUND 9.650 8.536 0.883 2.650 18.000 15.894 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND  10.267 10.450 0.900 3.267 18.000 16.200 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH FUND 9.908 9.342 0.983 2.908 18.000 17.694 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES FUND  13.808 13.688 0.883 6.808 18.000 15.894 
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  11.508 10.734 0.900 4.508 18.000 16.200 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  9.833 11.196 0.817 2.833 18.000 14.706 
RELIANCE GRWOTH FUND  12.533 10.746 0.858 5.533 18.000 15.444 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  11.400 10.417 0.900 4.400 18.000 16.200 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP 
FUND  9.700 11.009 0.708 2.700 18.000 12.744 
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TATA PURE EQUITY FUND  11.525 11.123 0.900 4.525 18.000 16.200 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  8.192 12.708 0.800 1.192 18.000 14.400 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  8.617 10.196 0.883 1.617 18.000 15.894 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND  11.258 10.173 0.742 4.258 18.000 13.356 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  10.317 11.801 0.900 3.317 18.000 16.200 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAXSAVER 
FUND  14.208 10.117 0.942 7.208 18.000 16.956 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS TAXSAVER 
FUND  12.600 14.408 0.967 5.600 18.000 17.406 
 
Average return of the schemes represents from the above table, Ri indicates average return 
from 2007. DSPML TIGER Fund provided highest average return; next highest average 
return provided by Principal Personal Tax Saver Fund, Third highest average return 
provided by Kotak Opportunities Fund, Forth highest average return provided by Birla Sun 
Life Equity Fund, Fifth highest average return was Sundaram Tax Saver Fund.  
While study emphasis the standard deviation of the fund, highest variation on Sundaram 
Paribas Tax Saver Fund, second highest variation was Kotak Opportunities Fund, Third 
highest Variation was DSPML TIGER Fund. Beta represents market risk. Highest market 
risk shows on Prudential Growth Fund, next highest beta was Sundaram Select Mid Cap 
Fund, schemes also provided high average return, ideology of investment said that high risk 
with high return. Market risk also included inflation risk that measure by whole sale price 
index (WPI) and consumer price index (CPI). 
Research compare average return with risk free return, they took to consider the post office 
saving rate of interest to know the portfolio diversification.   
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Table: 3.46 Rank Analyses  
2007 
Sharpen's  Jenson Treynor's  
Fund  Measure Rank Measure  Rank Measure Ri- Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND 0.479 5 7.311 4 8.102 20.644 19 
DSPML EQUITY FUND 0.619 2 8.467 1 8.894 23.794 18 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND 0.108 18 1.608 18 12.573 20.806 7 
HDFC EQUITY FUND 0.310 13 3.001 15 13.244 22.894 3 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND  0.313 11 3.630 13 12.933 23.200 5 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH FUND 0.311 12 2.958 16 14.786 24.694 1 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES FUND  0.497 4 7.710 2 9.086 22.894 17 
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  0.420 7 5.009 9 11.692 23.200 11 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  0.253 15 3.468 14 11.873 21.706 8 
RELIANCE GRWOTH FUND  0.515 3 6.449 5 9.911 22.444 14 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  0.422 6 4.889 10 11.800 23.200 10 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP  0.245 16 3.814 11 10.044 19.744 13 
TATA PURE EQUITY FUND  0.407 9 5.028 8 11.675 23.200 12 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  0.094 19 1.490 19 13.208 21.400 4 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  0.159 17 1.831 17 14.277 22.894 2 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND  0.419 8 5.739 7 9.098 20.356 16 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  0.281 14 3.686 12 12.883 23.200 6 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL 
TAXSAVER FUND  0.712 1 7.652 3 9.748 23.956 15 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER FUND  0.389 10 5.791 6 11.806 24.406 9 
 
Table shows the rank of fund to evaluation of fund by pursuing performance measurement 
technique Sharpe, Jenson, Treyen. Sharpe measurement based on average return on the fund 
plus risk free return with variation on return. Treyen’s measurement based on average return 
less risk free return divided by beta. Treyen’s emphasis on market risk while sharpe just 
considering variance on return. AS per the Sharp ratio Principal Personal Tax Saver Fund 
had highest rank, Treyen also provided highest rank to same scheme: But Jenson provided 
15th rank to Principal Personal Tax Saver Fund?  
As per the sharpen index model represents that principal Personal Tax Saver Fund first rank, 
Jenson Index model provided DSPML Fund. Sharpe ratio third rank provided to Reliance 
Growth Fund, and fourth rank Kotak Opportunities Fund. Fifth rank granted to Birla Sun 
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Life Equity Fund. Jenson granted 1st rank Prudential Growth Fund, 2nd rank HDFC Tax 
Saver Fund, 3rd rank HDFC Equity Fund, 4th rank UTI Master Value Fund, 5th rank HDFC 
Top 200. Main difference on Jenson model had that considered intercept or alpha. 
    Table: 3.47 Equity Diversified Schemes  on 2008 
Equity Diversified Schemes  on 2008 
Fund  Ri S.D. Bi Ri-Rf Rm-Rf Bi(Rm-Rf) 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND -8.475 14.836 0.908 -15.475 -32 -29.056 
DSPML EQUITY FUND -8.983 14.714 1.033 -15.983 -32 -33.056 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND -9.475 14.773 0.850 -16.475 -32 -27.2 
HDFC EQUITY FUND -5.617 11.843 0.883 -12.617 -32 -28.256 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND  -4.075 10.879 0.892 -11.075 -32 -28.544 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH FUND -6.892 9.812 0.900 -13.892 -32 -28.8 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES FUND  -6.617 17.541 0.992 -13.617 -32 -31.744 
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  -7.033 12.535 0.942 -14.033 -32 -30.144 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  
-
10.367 14.737 0.892 -17.367 -32 -28.544 
RELIANCE GRWOTH FUND  -3.775 16.54 0.933 -10.775 -32 -29.856 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  -8.175 12.091 0.958 -15.175 -32 -30.656 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP FUND  -8.192 14.983 0.867 -15.192 -32 -27.744 
TATA PURE EQUITY FUND  -5.6 10.135 0.942 -12.6 -32 -30.144 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  -5.433 16.382 0.942 -12.433 -32 -30.144 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  -6.408 12.035 0.883 -13.408 -32 -28.256 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND  -7.958 11.795 0.882 -14.958 -32 -28.224 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  -5.533 14.573 0.967 -12.533 -32 -30.944 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAXSAVER 
FUND  -8.175 14.764 0.883 -15.175 -32 -28.256 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS TAXSAVER 
FUND  -5.983 14.227 0.992 -12.983 -32 -31.744 
 
Table represented analysis of Equity Diversified Fund on 2008. 2008 World Economic faced 
problem liquidity crisis. International market affects collapse of US economy by sub – prime 
lending. 2008 Indian capital market faced problem of foreign institutional investor’s sole 
fund. Magnum Global Fund highest negative return was -10.367, second highest negative 
return was -9.475, third negative return was -8.983, fourth highest negative return. 2008 bear 
market not just affects return but average return or inception return reduces. Analysis of 
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variation indicates significance difference on average return.  Kotak opportunities fund had 
highest variation on the fund.  
Beta analysis of the fund represents the market risk; Sundaram Tax Saver Fund has highest 
beta means high systematic risk. DSPML TIGER on Equity fund has highest beta: beta 
value 1.033, beta more than one means highest market risk.  
Table: 3.48 Rank Analyses  
2008 Sharpen's 
Jenson Treynor's 
Fund  Measure Rank Measure  Rank Measure Ri- Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND -1.043 9 -17.043 15 13.581 -22.056 14 
DSPML EQUITY FUND -1.086 11 -15.472 12 17.073 -26.056 8 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND -1.115 13 -19.382 18 10.725 -20.200 19 
HDFC EQUITY FUND -1.065 10 -14.289 8 15.639 -21.256 10 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND  -1.018 7 -12.416 2 17.469 -21.544 7 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH FUND -1.416 19 -15.436 11 14.908 -21.800 12 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES FUND  -0.776 3 -13.727 7 18.127 -24.744 4 
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  -1.120 14 -14.897 9 16.111 -23.144 9 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  -1.178 15 -19.470 19 11.177 -21.544 18 
RELIANCE GRWOTH FUND  -0.651 1 -11.549 1 19.081 -22.856 1 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  -1.255 17 -15.840 13 15.481 -23.656 11 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP 
FUND  -1.014 6 -17.522 17 12.552 -20.744 17 
TATA PURE EQUITY FUND  -1.243 16 -13.376 6 17.544 -23.144 6 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  -0.759 2 -13.199 5 17.711 -23.144 5 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  -1.114 12 -15.185 10 14.848 -21.256 13 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND  -1.268 18 -16.959 14 13.266 -21.224 15 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  -0.860 4 -12.961 3 18.411 -23.944 3 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL 
TAXSAVER FUND  -1.028 8 -17.186 16 13.081 -21.256 16 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER FUND  -0.913 5 -13.088 4 18.761 -24.744 2 
 
As per the analysis of the 2008, market behavior was unpredicted due to international 
liquidity crisis and US economy faced problem of recession.  So above table represents that 
1st rank Reliance Growth Fund, 2nd rank had UTI Master Value Fund, 3rd rank Kotak 
Opportunities Fund, 4th rank Sahara Tax Gain Fund, 5th rank Sundaram Tax Saver Fund, 6th 
Rank Sundaram Select mid Cap Fund, 7th HDFC Top 200 Fund.  
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Jenson performance 1th rank Reliance Growth Fund, 2nd rank HDFC Top 200, 3rd rank 
Sahara Tax Gain Fund, 4th rank Sundaram Tax Saver Fund, 5th rank UTI mater value fund. 
Jenson performance measurement considered beta value of the schemes. Main difference on 
Treynors ratio based on average return, beta and last fid the alpha. 1st rank Reliance Growth 
Fund, 2nd rank Sundaram Tax Saver fund, 3rd Sahara Tax Gain Fund, 4th rank Kotak 
opportunities Fund, 5th rank UTI Master Value Fund.  
    Table: 3.49 Equity Diversified Schemes  on 2009 
Equity Diversified Schemes  on 2009 
Fund  Ri S.D. Bi Ri-Rf Rm-Rf Bi(Rm-Rf) 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND 18.473 29.319 1.109 11.473 5.000 5.545 
DSPML EQUITY FUND 16.355 24.375 1.200 9.355 5.000 6.000 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND 19.945 29.363 1.109 12.945 5.000 5.545 
HDFC EQUITY FUND 20.909 28.329 1.055 13.909 5.000 5.275 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND  19.036 26.028 0.982 12.036 5.000 4.910 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH FUND 14.136 17.964 0.918 7.136 5.000 4.590 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES FUND  16.536 24.445 1.127 9.536 5.000 5.635 
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  18.000 24.395 1.082 11.000 5.000 5.410 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  21.164 21.164 1.255 14.164 5.000 6.275 
RELIANCE GRWOTH FUND  18.436 27.267 1.091 11.436 5.000 5.455 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  16.591 23.093 1.018 9.591 5.000 5.090 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP FUND  23.191 35.732 1.209 16.191 5.000 6.045 
TATA PURE EQUITY FUND  15.518 21.85 0.982 8.518 5.000 4.910 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  17.636 25.377 1.136 10.636 5.000 5.680 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  18.745 25.401 0.973 11.745 5.000 4.865 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND  16.645 23.662 1.027 9.645 5.000 5.135 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  18.845 24.535 1.045 11.845 5.000 5.225 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAXSAVER 
FUND  16.482 25.02 1.091 9.482 5.000 5.455 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS TAXSAVER 
FUND  15.882 23.203 1.036 8.882 5.000 5.180 
 
The above table shows the data of average return on 2009. 2009 started recovery after 
recession on 2008. First quarter of 2009 shows recovery of Indian capital market. The table 
shows average return of equity diversified scheme. Sundaram Select mid Cap Fund 23.191, 
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2nd average return on Magnum Global Fund 21.164, 3rd rank HDFC Equity Fund 20.909, 
and 4th rank was Franklin India Income Fund 19.945, 5th rank HDFC Top 200 Fund 19.0036 
Beta indicates market risk, its included international financial market. 2009 indicates high 
risk to equity diversified schemes. Beta value was more than 1. Risk free returns needed to 
considered when calculation of Treynors ratio.  
     Table: 3.50 Rank Analysis  
2009 Sharpen's  Treyen's  Jenson's  
Fund  Measure Rank Measure  Rank Measure Ri- Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND 0.391 14 10.345 9 5.928 12.545 9 
DSPML EQUITY FUND 0.384 17 7.796 18 3.355 13.000 18 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND 0.441 8 11.673 5 7.400 12.545 4 
HDFC EQUITY FUND 0.491 2 13.184 2 8.634 12.275 2 
HDFC TOP 200 FUND  0.462 4 12.257 3 7.126 11.910 5 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH FUND 0.397 13 7.773 19 2.546 11.590 19 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES FUND  0.390 16 8.461 17 3.901 12.635 15 
MAGNUM CONTRA FUND  0.451 7 10.166 10 5.590 12.410 10 
MAGNUM GLOBAL FUND  0.669 1 11.286 7 7.889 13.275 3 
RELIANCE GRWOTH FUND  0.419 10 10.482 8 5.981 12.455 8 
RELIANCE VISION FUND  0.415 11 9.421 11 4.501 12.090 13 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP 
FUND  0.453 6 13.392 1 10.146 13.045 1 
TATA PURE EQUITY FUND  0.390 15 8.674 15 3.608 11.910 17 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  0.419 9 9.363 13 4.956 12.680 11 
HDFC TAXSAVER FUND  0.462 5 12.071 4 6.880 11.865 6 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN FUND  0.408 12 9.391 12 4.510 12.135 12 
SAHARA TAXGAIN FUND  0.483 3 11.335 6 6.620 12.225 7 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL 
TAXSAVER FUND  0.379 19 8.691 14 4.027 12.455 14 
SUNDARAM PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER FUND  0.383 18 8.573 16 3.702 12.180 16 
 
2009 indicates recover the capital market, Sharpen ratio shows the rank o the schemes, 1st 
rank Magnum Global Fund, 2nd rank HDFC Equity Fund, 3rd rank Sahara Tax Gain Fund, 4th 
rank HDFC Top 200, 5th rank HDFC Tax Saver Fund. Jenson Performance Ratio shows that 
1st rank Sundaram Select mid Cap Fund, 2nd rank HDC Equity Fund, 3rd rank HDFC Top 
200,4th rank HDFC Tax Saver Fund, 5th rank Franklin India Prima Fund. Treynor 
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performance ratio shows 1st rank to Sundaram Select Mid Cap Fund, 2nd rank HDFC Equity 
Fund, 3rd rank Magnum Global Fund, 4th rank Franklin India Prima fund, 5th HDFC Top 200 
Fund. While considered these three performance ratio, researcher found that most of 
schemes has been equal rank; eight to nine have equal rank out off nineteen schemes. 
Treynors should add up the alpha value of entire equity diversified fund, high alpha menas 
good performance of scheme.  
Analysis of Selected Equity Diversified Schemes of 
Mutual Fund with Price Earnings Ratio 
The price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio is a estimation method used to value common stocks. The 
ratio is calculated as the price per share divided by the earnings per share. Either the 
estimated earnings for the next four quarters (forward P/E ratio), or the actual earnings for 
the previous four quarters (trailing P/E ratio), can be used in the denominator. The forward 
P/E ratio is generally considered a better predictor of future performance because it is based 
on what the market believes the earnings will be.A mutual fund P/E Ratio is a combination of 
the P/E ratios of all the stocks held in a particular mutual fund, for example Reliance Assets 
Management Company. This can be calculated as a simple average with the P/E Ratio of 
each stock weighted equally, or each position weighted by the size relative to the total fund's 
assets.  
Sources of P/E Ratios 
Most mutual funds have a fact sheet or similar document on their website that lists the basic 
facts for that fund, including amount of assets, list of positions, and trading symbol. This data 
sometimes include the P/E ratio for the fund. Investors can also go to recognized statistical 
services like Morningstar or Yahoo to find P/E information. 
 High P/E Ratio Funds 
Investors should understand the implications of the level of the price-to-earnings ratio for a 
particular mutual fund. Funds that have a high P/E ratio are typically composed of stocks that 
have higher growth in earnings and sales, which is rewarded by the market with high 
multiples of price relative to earnings.  
Low P/E Ratio Funds 
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Funds with a low P/E ratio are composed of stocks that have low growth expectations by 
investors. This may be due to the stock belonging to an industry that is in the trough of a 
business cycle, or may be related to company specific growth problems. Stocks with low P/E 
ratios are known as value stocks.   
Table: 3.51 Analysis of Birla Sun Life Midcap Fund  
BIRLA SUNLIFE MIDCAP    
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   17.600 26.100 22.500 48.000 10.700 
 February   17.200 27.020 23.300 30.000 11.200 
 March  18.190 25.750 24.400 31.400 11.200 
 April   19.400 33.870 23.500 29.200 11.500 
 May   18.950 33.320 21.500 26.600 11.300 
 June   19.740 25.910 25.600 25.300 21.500 
 July   18.810 20.640 22.600 19.400 18.900 
 August   22.520 18.500 24.600 19.800 23.700 
 September   26.720 20.720 25.900 22.200 24.000 
 October   27.230 21.000 28.400 18.900 25.400 
 November   20.830 18.900 40.700 18.900 23.900 
 December   25.300 20.600 37.100 20.000 25.800 
 Sum   252.490 292.330 320.100 309.700 219.100 
 Average   21.041 24.361 26.675 25.808 19.918 
 S.D.  3.560 5.238 6.044 8.383 6.495 
Upper Limit  27.720 33.870 40.700 48.000 25.400 
Lower Limit  17.200 18.500 22.500 18.900 10.700 
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight   
Graph: 3.21 
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The table shows the price earnings ratio, the price earnings ratio represents market price of 
the unit dividend by the earning per share, the price earnings ratio bestow how much 
variance among market price of the unit compare with the unit value. The graph clearly 
shows the January 2008 was highest price earnings ratio. Table also indicates average value 
of price earnings ratio, 2005 average was 21.041, 2006 average value was 24.361, 2007 
average value was 26.675, 2008 average value was 25.808, 2009 average value was 19.918. 
2007 and 2008 sows peak value due to the unexpected capital market. 
 Table: 3.52 Analysis of DSPML TIGER FUND  
DSPML TIGER P/E Ratio  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   17.090 22.550 38.900 53.200 12.200 
 February   17.140 26.370 37.600 39.700 11.700 
 March  15.550 27.530 30.600 35.400 11.500 
 April   14.590 26.840 31.200 27.500 12.200 
 May   15.380 31.140 32.300 33.700 14.300 
 June   15.330 25.460 34.500 29.500 20.400 
 July   14.940 25.490 35.700 20.300 21.300 
 August   19.460 27.360 32.800 21.300 32.000 
 September   19.890 26.590 29.800 21.100 34.400 
 October   22.200 28.500 33.900 17.600 34.600 
 November   18.830 32.500 44.600 29.500 23.400 
 December   22.820 43.800 44.000 44.000 24.700 
 Sum   213.220 344.130 425.900 372.800 252.700 
 Average   17.768 28.678 35.492 31.067 22.973 
 S.D.  2.847 5.424 4.928 10.732 8.954 
Upper Limit 14.590 22.550 29.800 17.600 11.500 
Lower limit 22.820 43.800 44.600 53.200 34.600 
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Graph: 3.22 
 
The table shows the data regarding Price Earnings Ratio, 2005 average Price Earnings Ratio 
was 17.768 and highest P/E Ratio on December month 22.820, 2006 average Price Earnings 
Ratio was 28.678 and highest P/E Ratio on 43.800, 2007 average Price Earnings Ratio was 
35.492 and highest P/E Ratio 44.600, 2008 average price earnings ratio was 31.067 with 
standard deviation was 10.732 and 2009 average price earnings ratio was 22.973 with 
standard deviation was 8.954 
  Table: 3.53 Analysis of Franklin India Prima Fund  
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   16.030 20.050 27.800 40.600 12.400 
 February   15.330 20.060 25.400 30.300 11.000 
 March  16.360 19.420 22.000 27.600 11.600 
 April   15.310 23.490 21.200 22.300 12.200 
 May   15.170 24.630 22.900 21.600 13.300 
 June   16.040 20.480 27.900 19.700 21.000 
 July   16.480 18.440 28.300 15.900 21.800 
 August   15.900 18.040 26.500 16.300 23.900 
 September   18.360 19.930 25.700 16.500 21.700 
 October   19.000 20.100 28.600 15.300 19.300 
 November   17.900 21.400 28.500 15.300 17.400 
 December   17.930 27.400 28.900 15.400 18.700 
 Sum   199.810 253.440 313.700 256.800 204.300 
 Average   16.651 21.120 26.142 21.400 18.573 
 S.D.  1.308 2.733 2.741 7.867 4.672 
 Upper limit   19.000 27.400 38.900 40.600 23.900 
 Lower limit   15.160 18.040 21.200 15.300 11.000 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Graph: 3.23 
 
The table shows Price Earnings Ratio with graphically represents data from last five years, 
on 2005 average Price Earnings Ratio was 16.651 with standard deviation was 1.308, 2006 
average value was 21.120 with standard deviation was 2.733, 2007 average value was 
26.142 with standard deviation was 2.741. 2008 average value was 21.400 with standard 
deviation was 7.867 highest, 2009 average value was 18.573 with standard deviation was 
4.621. 
  Table: 3.54 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
HDFC EQUITY  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   18.070 27.430 40.200 37.100 16.100 
 February   16.300 27.010 33.000 29.600 12.400 
 March  16.960 27.990 31.700 31.200 11.700 
 April   16.240 33.100 33.500 28.200 12.800 
 May   15.170 32.340 32.100 32.700 14.600 
 June   17.190 28.590 33.400 26.300 19.500 
 July   16.530 28.630 35.900 21.900 20.400 
 August   16.640 30.570 33.200 22.200 21.300 
 September   19.280 33.220 33.100 23.300 21.900 
 October   24.360 35.600 35.000 21.700 24.100 
 November   21.890 35.200 38.100 21.200 23.100 
 December   27.430 50.100 35.900 35.900 24.400 
Sum 226.060 389.780 415.100 331.300 222.300 
Average 18.838 32.482 34.592 27.608 20.209 
S.D. 3.783 6.308 2.545 5.721 4.751 
Upper limit 15.170 27.010 31.700 29.600 11.700 
Lower Limit 15.170 27.010 31.700 21.200 11.700 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Graph: 3.24 
 
The slab indicates performance of the fund with market price of the units; here desk shows 
Price variance with unit price. 2005 average value was 18.838 with standard deviation was 
3.783, 2006 average value was 32.482 with standard deviation was 6.308, 2007 average 
value was 34.592 with standard deviation was 2.545, 2008 average value was 27.608 with 
standard deviation was 5.721 and last 2009 average value was 20.209 with standard 
deviation as 4.751.  
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Table: 3.55 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
                                                           HDFC TOP 200 ( P/E)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   17.390 28.130 36.300 34.600 13.300 
 February   16.460 27.920 28.900 28.500 13.400 
 March  16.780 28.790 25.900 30.500 12.500 
 April   17.880 32.460 26.800 26.900 13.700 
 May   15.490 31.290 27.800 30.800 15.100 
 June   17.020 28.580 28.400 25.300 19.500 
 July   17.810 28.570 31.200 21.600 21.100 
 August   21.330 29.230 29.500 22.200 22.800 
 September   23.630 29.600 29.200 23.200 22.900 
 October   27.700 31.100 30.900 20.700 24.500 
 November   23.230 32.400 35.800 26.300 22.500 
 December   22.500 45.700 34.300 34.300 23.700 
Sum 237.220 373.770 365.000 324.900 225.000 
Average 19.768 31.148 30.417 27.075 20.455 
S.D. 3.796 4.857 3.418 4.764 4.744 
Upper limit 23.630 45.700 35.800 34.600 23.700 
Lower limit 16.460 27.920 26.800 20.700 12.500 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.25 
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The graph with table indicates variation among market price of the units with unit price of 
HDFC Top 200 fund. 2005 average value of was 19.768 with standard deviation was 3.796, 
2006 average value was 31.148 with standard deviation was 4.857, 2007 average value was 
30.417 with standard deviation was 3.418, 2008 average value was 27.075 with standard 
deviation was 4.764, 2009 average value was 20.455 with standard deviation was 4.744. 
High Price Earnings Ratio represents high variance on the fund unit price.  
 Table: 3.56 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio  
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH P/E RATIO  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   21.150 28.030 34.200 39.400 15.300 
 February   19.580 26.000 28.700 31.900 14.700 
 March  20.610 25.980 27.900 28.300 14.700 
 April   20.160 30.920 29.500 24.300 15.400 
 May   15.280 31.950 27.400 25.000 17.500 
 June   17.490 25.410 28.800 24.100 20.600 
 July   19.350 24.790 29.200 19.200 20.800 
 August   21.500 22.570 27.700 20.600 31.700 
 September   19.580 28.060 27.400 19.900 26.400 
 October   20.990 25.400 30.300 18.400 31.300 
 November   21.360 25.500 34.200 18.300 25.200 
 December   24.620 26.800 34.500 18.200 26.900 
Sum 241.670 321.410 359.800 287.600 260.500 
Average 20.139 26.784 29.983 23.967 23.682 
S.D. 2.282 2.618 2.745 6.523 6.409 
Upper limit 24.620 28.030 34.500 39.400 31.700 
Lower limit 17.490 22.570 27.400 18.200 14.700 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.26 
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The desk reflect the value of unit with market price, 2005 average value of the unit was 
20.139, 2006 average value was 26.784 with standard deviation was 2.618, 2007 average 
value of the was 29.983 with standard deviation was 2.745, 2008 average value was 23.967 
with standard deviation was 6.523, 2009 average value was 23.682 with standard deviation 
was 6.409. Such that 2007 was highest ratio means high variance among market price and 
unit value. 
    Table: 3.57 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
                                                   Kotak Opportunities  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   15.150 25.660 41.300 69.500 14.800 
 February   16.260 24.360 42.100 48.700 14.300 
 March  17.700 26.290 29.500 40.000 13.900 
 April   17.660 33.410 30.100 31.800 14.600 
 May   18.220 37.010 28.300 36.200 17.200 
 June   17.600 25.970 34.600 33.600 33.400 
 July   32.460 22.090 38.400 25.200 27.000 
 August   64.680 19.830 37.600 23.800 26.000 
 September   27.410 23.860 37.600 25.000 27.900 
 October   75.780 24.200 41.200 21.500 27.500 
 November   20.930 28.500 45.300 22.400 27.100 
 December   23.550 44.200 56.000 24.000 30.300 
Sum 347.400 335.380 462.000 401.700 274.000 
Average 28.950 27.948 38.500 33.475 24.909 
S.D. 20.062 6.955 7.705 14.052 7.243 
Upper limit 75.780 44.200 56.000 69.500 30.300 
Lower limit 15.150 19.830 29.500 21.500 13.900 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.27 
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The graph with board gives you an idea about the performance of the unit with compare 
with market price of the unit. On 2005 average value of was 28.950 with standard deviation 
was 20.062, 2006 average value was 27.948 with standard deviation was 6.955, 2007 
average value was 38.500 with standard deviation was 7.705, 2008 average value was 
33.475 with standard deviation was 14.052, 2009 average value was 24.909 with standard 
deviation was 7.243.   
Table: 3.58 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
Magnam Contra  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   16.220 24.110 36.100 33.000 10.400 
 February   13.830 24.250 26.700 25.500 10.600 
 March  16.460 24.030 22.200 23.700 10.400 
 April   16.970 28.330 23.800 21.000 12.300 
 May   15.490 31.840 24.100 22.500 14.700 
 June   18.900 28.850 25.000 20.000 21.600 
 July   20.930 26.870 27.100 16.400 19.900 
 August   21.150 31.040 23.100 17.900 21.000 
 September   20.920 27.300 23.300 19.000 21.400 
 October   22.270 29.800 25.800 15.200 23.400 
 November   20.330 30.800 28.400 22.200 22.200 
 December   24.110 43.800 29.700 29.700 23.800 
Sum 227.580 351.020 315.300 266.100 211.700 
Average 18.965 29.252 26.275 22.175 19.245 
S.D. 3.133 5.338 3.836 5.255 5.475 
Upper limit 24.110 43.800 36.100 33.000 23.800 
Lower limit 15.490 24.030 23.100 15.200 10.400 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.28 
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The table shows that fluctuation of the unit value when demand of the unit increased and it’s 
directly impact on the market value of the unit. 2005 average value of the fund was 18.965 
with standard deviation was 3.133, 2006 average value of the fund was 29.252 with standard 
deviation was 5.338, 2007 average value of the fund was 26.275 with standard deviation was 
3.836, 2008 average value of the fund 22.175 with standard deviation was 5.255, 2009 
average value of the fund was 19.245 with standard deviation was 5.475. 
  Table: 3.59 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
Magnum Global  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   20.080 23.910 28.400 49.500 10.300 
 February   18.200 26.350 26.600 41.500 8.500 
 March  18.950 26.360 22.500 41.500 8.100 
 April   18.760 28.530 22.200 35.300 9.000 
 May   18.400 30.740 23.000 37.200 11.600 
 June   20.970 31.620 31.300 31.700 17.600 
 July   20.880 28.420 32.600 21.700 18.000 
 August   19.820 27.620 26.800 21.600 24.300 
 September   21.880 21.730 28.700 20.800 28.400 
 October   24.090 23.700 33.000 18.300 28.800 
 November   21.620 26.300 40.500 35.600 30.300 
 December   23.910 27.800 42.400 42.400 32.000 
 Sum       247.560      323.080        358.000        397.100        226.900  
 Average         20.630        26.923         29.833         33.092         20.627  
 S.D.         1.991         2.863           6.559         10.265           9.398  
 Upper limit         23.910        31.620         42.400         49.500         32.000  
 Lower limit        24.090        31.620         42.400         49.500         32.000  
        Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.29 
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The table shows Magnum Global Fund market price of unit with compare with unit value of 
particular Assets Management Company. 2005 average value was 20.630 with standard 
deviation was 1.991, 2006 average value was 26.923 with standard deviation was 2.863, 
2007 average value of the fund was 29.833 with standard deviation was 6.559, 2008 average 
value was 33.092 with standard deviation 10.265 highest among all, 2009 average value was 
20.627 with standard deviation was 9.398.  
Table: 3.60 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio  
Reliance Growth  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   16.400 22.670 25.600 44.600 14.100 
 February   13.840 22.440 25.500 42.400 12.600 
 March  13.860 20.170 21.900 43.600 11.500 
 April   16.680 22.770 22.900 38.300 12.200 
 May   15.140 25.470 23.700 37.200 14.300 
 June   16.390 25.470 22.800 31.000 24.200 
 July   17.770 19.580 29.800 39.200 20.000 
 August   18.980 18.110 23.900 24.200 22.100 
 September   22.040 20.500 23.000 23.800 22.800 
 October   22.830 21.200 26.400 20.700 24.400 
 November   18.980 22.300 36.800 24.300 23.800 
 December   21.400 25.500 37.600 37.600 28.300 
Sum 214.310 266.180 319.900 406.900 230.300 
Average 17.859 22.182 26.658 33.908 20.936 
S.D. 3.052 2.421 5.363 8.654 5.877 
Upper limit 22.830 25.500 37.600 44.600 28.300 
Lower limit 13.840 18.110 21.900 20.700 11.500 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Graph: 3.30 
 
The above table indicates fluctuation of unit value with market price. 2005 average value 
was 17.589 with standard deviation was 3.052, 2006 average value was 22.182 with 
standard deviation was 2.421, 2007 average value was 26.658 with standard deviation was 
5.368, 2008 average value was 33.908 with standard deviation was 8.654, 2009 average 
value was 20.936 with standard deviation was 5.877. 2008 indicates highest Price Earnings 
Ratio and 2005 lowest. It should be noted that market price of the unit was continuous 
rising.  
    Table: 3.61 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio 
                                                RELIANCE VISION  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   19.650 28.660 43.700 36.700 15.200 
 February   18.570 28.950 23.200 31.600 13.500 
 March  19.450 27.890 26.000 34.000 13.500 
 April   21.710 30.020 26.500 27.600 14.000 
 May   23.420 34.480 28.200 26.900 14.800 
 June   17.450 25.960 30.200 26.200 24.700 
 July   18.790 23.000 34.000 19.700 19.000 
 August   19.440 22.030 30.700 21.100 20.700 
 September   21.200 26.710 29.000 22.200 21.600 
 October   24.440 29.300 32.700 19.500 24.500 
 November   21.620 33.300 38.800 20.600 22.900 
 December   27.560 34.400 33.800 19.800 24.600 
Sum 253.300 344.700 376.800 305.900 229.000 
Average 21.108 28.725 31.400 25.492 20.818 
S.D. 2.885 4.026 5.710 6.016 4.636 
Upper limit 27.560 34.480 43.700 36.700 24.700 
Lower limit 17.450 22.030 23.200 19.500 13.500 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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      Graph: 3.31 
 
The desk mentioned Price Earnings Ratio, 2005 average value of the fund 21.108 with 
standard deviation was 2.885, 2006 average value of the fund 28.725 with standard 
deviation was 4.026, 2007 average value was 31.400 with standard deviation was 5.710, 
2008 average value of the fund 25.492 with standard deviation 6.016, 2009 average value of 
the fund was 20.818 with standard deviation was 4.636. 
  Table: 3.62 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio 
Sundaram Select Midcap (P/E)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   16.890 21.780 31.600 53.200 11.100 
 February   16.790 26.920 27.200 40.500 9.500 
 March  16.380 26.930 20.500 35.400 9.000 
 April   16.350 35.890 20.800 29.800 8.800 
 May   15.770 42.850 21.500 26.100 11.200 
 June   18.010 59.640 23.800 31.500 23.200 
 July   17.260 56.800 37.000 18.200 16.700 
 August   18.780 33.450 28.400 16.300 18.600 
 September   22.510 21.720 25.900 17.000 17.600 
 October   22.410 27.900 33.300 14.200 18.800 
 November   20.640 49.700 49.700 17.200 21.400 
 December   21.710 30.400 46.700 46.700 25.500 
Sum 223.500 433.980 366.400 346.100 191.400 
Average 18.625 36.165 30.533 28.842 17.400 
S.D. 2.523 13.143 9.718 13.029 5.870 
Upper limit 22.510 59.640 49.700 53.200 25.500 
Lower limit 15.770 21.720 20.500 14.200 8.800 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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     Graph: 3.32 
 
The table indicates that Price Earnings Ratio, 2005 average value was 18.625 with standard 
deviation was 2.523, 2006 average value was 36.165 with standard deviation 13.143, 2007 
average value was 30.533 with standard deviation was 9.718, 2008 average value was 
28.842 with standard deviation 13.029, 2009 average value was 17.400 with standard 
deviation was 5.870.  
 Table: 3.63 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
TATA PURE EQUITY (P/E)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   20.970 28.700 40.300 59.800 14.800 
 February   18.880 31.790 35.400 42.300 14.800 
 March  18.150 29.150 29.300 36.900 15.100 
 April   19.280 34.030 31.400 33.600 16.400 
 May   18.140 34.380 32.500 32.900 17.300 
 June   20.790 33.260 35.700 31.000 24.000 
 July   22.430 27.470 40.200 25.300 24.800 
 August   25.580 27.950 36.400 26.000 26.500 
 September   28.030 26.090 35.900 25.300 28.500 
 October   30.540 29.900 41.000 21.000 29.000 
 November   21.650 33.300 46.000 22.000 28.900 
 December   28.470 44.900 53.500 24.000 27.200 
Sum 134.270 380.920 457.600 380.100 267.300 
Average 26.854 31.743 38.133 31.675 24.300 
S.D. 4.338 4.991 6.686 10.941 6.044 
Upper limit 30.540 44.900 53.500 59.800 29.000 
Lower limit 18.150 26.090 29.300 21.000 14.800 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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     Graph: 3.33 
 
The graph shows that market price of the unit with unit purchasing price. 2005 average 
value was 26.854 with standard deviation was 4.338, 2006 average value was 31.743 with 
standard deviation was 4.991, 2007 average value was 38.133 with standard deviation was 
6.686, 2008 average value was 31.675 with standard deviation was 10.941, 2009 average 
value was 24.300 with standard deviation was 6.044. So that market price directly reflects 
performance of units.  
Table: 3.64 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio 
                                                    UTI MASTER VALUE (P/E)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   15.030 21.150 22.900 34.500 9.100 
 February   15.890 25.250 22.400 43.400 8.400 
 March  15.330 22.180 20.300 24.400 8.700 
 April   17.740 23.460 19.600 21.500 9.300 
 May   13.030 23.040 21.700 22.200 10.700 
 June   14.080 22.070 20.800 21.200 15.400 
 July   14.020 19.000 23.600 16.400 15.200 
 August   18.670 19.260 22.400 17.300 16.200 
 September   17.960 21.260 21.200 17.100 17.700 
 October   19.350 21.100 23.700 13.800 18.400 
 November   18.520 20.600 28.400 13.120 15.800 
 December   19.720 24.200 28.800 13.000 19.700 
 Sum  94.220 262.570 275.800 257.920 164.600 
 Average  18.844 21.881 22.983 21.493 14.964 
S.D. 2.3110282 1.8836688 2.907618 9.157083 4.1832639 
Upper limit 19.720 25.250 28.800 43.400 19.700 
Lower limit 13.030 19.000 19.600 13.000 8.400 
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     Graph: 3.34 
 
UTI Master Value fund belong to equity diversified fund with high return, above table 
shows the Price Earnings Ratio, 2005 average value was 18.844 with standard deviation was 
2.311, 2006 average value of the fund was 21.881 with standard deviation was 1.88, 2007 
average value of the fund was 22.983 with standard deviation was 2.907, 2008 average value 
of the fund was 21.493 with standard deviation was 9.157, 2009 average value of the fund 
was 14.964 with standard deviation 4.183.  
    Table: 3.65 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio 
                                                        HDFC Tax Saver (P/E RATIO)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   16.830 21.660 29.200 37.200 13.700 
 February   16.370 24.550 27.200 31.400 12.700 
 March  17.600 23.970 25.900 33.800 12.000 
 April   17.370 29.480 27.300 29.500 13.200 
 May   17.560 30.690 29.500 31.200 16.000 
 June   19.020 24.510 32.300 25.400 20.100 
 July   18.870 25.010 34.100 21.000 20.900 
 August   19.750 23.310 32.200 21.700 22.000 
 September   19.170 25.240 30.200 23.300 21.900 
 October   21.420 27.600 33.100 20.900 24.000 
 November   18.410 27.400 38.300 23.250 21.200 
 December   21.040 28.800 36.500 36.500 22.900 
 Sum  223.410 312.220 375.800 335.150 220.600 
 Average   18.618 26.018 31.317 27.929 20.055 
S.D. 1.582157 2.7391997 3.81094914 6.06804066 4.49380044 
Upper limit 21.420 30.690 38.300 37.200 24.000 
Lower limit 16.370 21.660 25.900 21.000 12.000 
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     Graph: 3.35 
 
The HDFC Tax Saver Fund belongs to equity diversified fund with benefit on tax planning. 
2005 average value was 18.618, 2006 average value was 26.018, 2007 average value was 
31.317, 2008 average value was 27.929, 2009 average value was 20.055, with so fluctuation 
on Price Earnings Ratio was highest on 2008 with value was 6.068     
Table: 3.66 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
Magnum Tax Gain  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   20.650 29.710 42.600 42.700 16.100 
 February   19.760 28.810 32.900 33.800 13.700 
 March  19.850 28.810 25.500 32.600 13.400 
 April   20.390 30.770 26.300 27.900 15.400 
 May   19.390 30.770 27.000 31.000 18.100 
 June   21.770 34.900 29.600 27.100 24.700 
 July   26.260 33.650 31.200 21.000 25.100 
 August   27.220 32.790 28.000 24.000 22.900 
 September   27.400 29.150 27.900 24.700 23.400 
 October   28.630 31.400 31.800 20.400 25.100 
 November   25.550 34.900 37.100 25.500 25.400 
 December   28.340 46.800 38.200 38.200 27.400 
Sum 285.210 392.460 378.100 348.900 250.700 
Average 23.768 32.705 31.508 29.075 22.791 
S.D. 3.751 4.958 5.340 6.814 5.149 
Upper limit 28.630 46.800 42.600 42.700 27.400 
Lower limit 19.390 28.810 25.500 21.000 13.400 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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     Graph: 3.36 
 
The Magnum Tax Gain fund provided tax benefits, table represents Price Earnings Ratio, 
2005 average value was 23.768 with standard deviation 3.751, 2006 average value of the 
fund was 32.705 with standard deviation was 4.958, 2007 average value was 31.508 with 
standard deviation was 5.340, 2008 average value was 29.075 with standard deviation was 
6.814, 2009 average value of the fund was 22.791 with standard deviation was 5.149. 
Table: 3.67 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
SAHARA TAXGAIN P/E RATIO  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   19.070 21.100 29.200 48.400 14.400 
 February   18.760 21.100 29.200 48.400 14.000 
 March  18.760 17.930 27.200 26.100 12.600 
 April   14.130 21.840 24.300 23.400 13.200 
 May   14.110 24.600 27.400 27.500 17.300 
 June   15.200 20.640 32.100 24.300 21.100 
 July   16.110 19.680 31.000 17.600 22.500 
 August   15.390 21.720 30.400 19.800 39.300 
 September   16.850 22.370 32.600 22.800 21.600 
 October   19.990 23.100 32.600 18.800 19.800 
 November   18.610 21.500 45.100 19.400 16.000 
 December   20.180 23.700 44.000 19.300 22.600 
Sum 207.160 259.280 385.100 315.800 234.400 
Average 17.263 21.607 32.092 26.317 21.309 
S.D. 2.226458 1.781503 6.317142 10.76086 7.250998 
Upper limit 20.180 24.600 45.100 48.400 39.300 
Lower limit 14.110 17.930 24.300 17.600 12.600 
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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Graph: 3.37 
 
The fund belongs to equity diversified fund with tax benefits, 2005 average value of the 
fund was 17.263 with standard deviation was 2.226, 2006 average value of the fund was 
21.607 with standard deviation was 1.781, 2007 average value of the fund was 32.092 with 
standard deviation 6.317, 2008 average value of the fund was 26.317 with standard 
deviation was 10.760, 2009 average value of the fund was 21.309 with standard deviation 
was 7.250. 
  Table: 3.68 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAX SAVER P/E RATIO 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   19.320 19.250 22.800 57.900 11.700 
 February   17.530 19.820 17.500 36.500 12.700 
 March  17.980 22.110 18.300 34.000 11.500 
 April   15.650 20.000 18.000 23.500 13.500 
 May   13.630 20.750 20.600 29.100 14.800 
 June   15.350 16.280 19.700 23.100 18.300 
 July   15.540 16.010 21.400 18.100 19.700 
 August   15.980 14.160 26.100 17.900 20.000 
 September   19.510 15.530 29.700 18.600 26.500 
 October   18.810 16.300 36.000 14.500 27.600 
 November   14.620 19.600 33.000 15.500 25.600 
 December   19.260 20.800 38.600 16.000 28.600 
 Sum  203.180 220.610 301.700 304.700 230.500 
 Average   16.932 18.384 25.142 25.392 20.955 
S.D. 2.044722 2.569285 7.4370642 12.566077 6.4983156 
Upper limit 19.320 22.110 38.600 57.900 28.600 
Lower limit 14.620 14.160 17.500 14.500 11.500 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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     Graph: 3.38 
 
The table shows the data regarding the Price Earnings Ratio, 2005 average value was 16.932 
with standard deviation was 2.044, 2006 average value was 18.384 with standard deviation 
was 2.569, 2007average value of the fund was 25.142 with standard deviation 7.437, 2008 
average value of the fund was 25.392 with standard deviation was 12.566, 2009 average 
value of the fund was 20.955 with standard deviation was 6.498. 
 Table: 3.69 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS TAXSAVER P/E RATIO  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   16.150 24.810 40.300 47.300 13.000 
 February   14.800 28.280 36.200 32.600 12.700 
 March  16.260 25.260 29.000 30.200 12.400 
 April   16.230 29.930 23.500 23.800 12.300 
 May   14.220 38.770 28.800 26.300 16.100 
 June   19.030 26.270 30.700 24.100 25.000 
 July   19.630 25.870 29.300 19.200 17.900 
 August   20.090 25.840 30.100 19.600 39.300 
 September   21.290 27.100 27.900 19.500 41.900 
 October   22.920 28.800 29.100 16.500 42.600 
 November   19.130 31.300 44.700 17.600 20.400 
 December   22.170 46.000 47.300 17.500 22.400 
 Sum  221.920 358.230 396.900 294.200 276.000 
 Average   18.493 29.853 33.075 24.517 25.091 
S.D. 2.907249 6.359204 7.3691155 8.8396661 11.77339064 
Upper limit 22.170 46.000 47.300 47.300 42.600 
Lower limit 14.220 24.810 23.500 16.500 12.300 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
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     Graph: 3.39 
 
The table shows Price Earnings Ratio with considering market value of the unit with 
fluctuation on market price. 2005 average value was 18.493, 2006 average value was 
29.853, 2007 average value was 33.075, 2008 average value was 24.517, 2009 average value 
was 25.091 
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Table: 3.70 ANALYSIS OF PRICE EARNING RATIO:   
PRICE EARNINGS RATIO 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
BIRLA SUNLIFE MIDCAP      21.04     24.36    26.68    25.81     19.92  
DSPML TIGER     17.77     28.68    35.49    31.07     22.97  
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA      16.65     21.12    26.14    21.40     18.57  
HDFC EQUITY     18.84     32.48    34.59    27.61     20.21  
HDFC TOP 200    19.77     31.15    30.42    27.08     20.45  
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH     20.14     26.78    29.98    23.97     23.68  
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES      28.95     27.95    38.50    33.48     24.91  
MAGNUM CONTRA       18.97     29.25    26.28    22.18     19.25  
 MAGNUM GLOBAL     20.63     26.92    29.83    33.09     20.63  
RELIANCE GROWTH    17.86     22.18    26.66    33.91     20.94  
RELIANCE VISION     21.11     28.73    31.40    25.49     20.82  
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP      18.63     36.17    30.53    28.84     17.40  
TATA PURE EQUITY     26.85     31.74    38.13    31.68     24.30  
UTI MASTER VALUE     18.84     21.88    22.98    21.49     14.96  
HDFC TAX SAVER      18.62     26.02    31.32    27.93     20.05  
MAGNUM TAXGAIN     23.77     32.71    31.51    29.08     22.79  
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAX 
SAVER     16.93     18.38    25.14    25.39     20.95  
SAHARA TAXGAIN     17.26     21.61    32.09    26.32     21.31  
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER     18.49     29.85    33.08    24.52     25.09  
 
The above table symbolize for average value of price earnings ratio, analysis of equity 
diversified schemes of mutual fund, here the researcher took other tool for analysis of the 
scheme performance and evolution of the schemes with help of market price of unit. Price 
earnings ratio means unit value of the schemes divided by the market value of unit. Fund 
manger calculate price earnings ratio with the entire scheme under particular assets 
management company and earning of assets management need to consider while evaluation 
of price earnings ratio. Schemes evaluation based on Price Earnings Ratio that need to 
consider the Net Asset value of the fund, with entire scheme of Asset Management 
Company. So Equity Diversified Fund play significance role due to high fluctuation of Net 
Asset Value and that affects entire funds under Asset Management Company.    
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F-tests arise by considering a decomposition of the variability in a collection of data in terms 
of sums of squares.  
The table shows value of ANOVA with single factor classification. The first column 
represents the number of years to study the equity diversified schemes of mutual fund. The 
next column represents the number of observation and number of schemes under the study. 
The third column represents the sum of square of the schemes under that significance 
difference on average value with average of the average. Fourth column represents the 
average value of the particular years, highest value mentioned on 2007, Sensex Cross 21000. 
Fifth column represents data regarding the variance of nineteen schemes with each of year. 
2006 indicates highest variation of the nineteen schemes. 
Table: 3.71 
 
Variance shows the high risk on scheme as well as particular year. 2009 shows low value of 
variance that was 6.60, and 2007 average value of equity diversified scheme were very high, 
while variance value were 18.203.  
     Table: 3.72 
Source of 
Variation 
Sum of 
Square  
Degree of 
Freedom 
Mean of 
Square  F - Test  F critical  
Between Groups 1553.75193 4 388.43798 26.55379422 2.472927 
Within Groups 1316.55078 90 14.628342     
Total 2870.30272 94       
     
 
ANOVA ANALYSIS OF EQUITY DIVERSIFIED SCHEMES  
GROUPS OBSERVATION SUM AVERAGE VARIANCE 
2005 19 381.1147 20.058667 10.6390885 
2006 19 517.9575 27.260921 22.23303672 
2007 19 580.75 30.565789 18.20377234 
2008 19 520.3058 27.384518 15.46447572 
2009 19 399.2091 21.011005 6.601336813 
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The above shows that the mean of square. Within groups were 388.438, between group were  
14.628. F – Test value received 26.553 while 0.5 % significance table value is 2.472, the 
hypothesis is rejected.  
Analysis of Selected Equity Diversified Schemes of Mutual 
Fund with Price Book Ratio 
 
BOOK VALUE:  
The book value of a company is the company's net worth, as measured by its total assets 
minus its total liabilities. This is how much the company would have left over in assets if it 
went out of business immediately. Since companies are usually expected to grow and 
generate more profits in the future, most companies end up being worth far more in the 
marketplace than their book value would suggest. For this reason, book value is of more 
interest to value investors than growth investors.  
In order to compare book values across companies, you should use book value per share, 
which is simply the company's last quarterly book value divided by the number of shares of 
stock it has outstanding. 
PRICE – BOOK RATIO: 
A company's price-to-book ratio (P/B ratio) is determined by taking the company's per share 
stock price and dividing by the company's book value per share. For instance, if a company 
currently trades at Rs. 100 and has a book value per share of Rs. 5, then that company has a 
P/B ratio of 20. The higher the ratio, the higher the premium the market is willing to pay for 
the company above its hard assets. Price-to-book ratio is of more interest to value investors 
than growth investors. 
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Table: 3.73 Analysis of the Price Book Ratio 
BIRLA SUNLIFE MIDCAP  ( P/B RATIO)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   4.310 5.310 5.000 8.700 3.100 
 February   4.240 5.580 4.200 6.200 2.700 
 March  4.170 5.380 4.600 5.500 2.600 
 April   4.040 6.580 4.100 4.900 2.600 
 May   3.900 6.960 4.000 5.300 2.900 
 June   4.090 5.710 4.400 4.900 3.400 
 July   3.970 5.170 4.400 4.100 3.400 
 August   4.420 5.170 4.800 4.200 3.700 
 September   5.570 5.310 4.200 4.300 3.800 
 October   5.590 5.300 5.400 4.100 4.000 
 November   4.400 4.700 7.600 4.200 3.600 
 December   5.280 4.500 6.800 4.300 3.700 
 Sum   53.980 65.670 59.500 60.700 39.500 
 Average   4.498 5.473 4.958 5.058 3.591 
 S.D.  0.617 0.696 1.134 1.326 0.496 
Upper Limit  5.570 6.900 6.800 8.700 4.000 
Lower Limit  3.900 4.500 4.000 4.100 2.600 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.40
 
 
The table shows Price to Book Ratio of Birla Sun Life Equity Fund from 2005 to 2009. 2005 
average Price Book Ratio was 4.498 with standard deviation was 0.617, 2006 average value 
was 5.473 with standard deviation was 0.696, 2007 average value was 4.958 with standard 
deviation 1.134, 2008 average value was 5.058 with standard deviation was 1.326, 2009 
average value of the fund was 3.591 with standard deviation 0.496.  
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 Table: 3.74 Analysis of Price to Book Ratio  
DSPML TIGER (P/B RATIO)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   6.000 4.700 5.000 8.000 2.100 
 February   3.090 5.140 5.300 6.100 1.900 
 March  3.000 5.260 4.800 5.600 2.000 
 April   2.750 5.790 5.100 4.700 2.100 
 May   2.870 5.980 4.800 5.200 2.400 
 June   3.020 4.920 5.300 4.800 3.100 
 July   2.910 4.600 5.300 3.500 3.200 
 August   3.480 4.630 5.300 3.800 3.300 
 September   3.690 4.850 5.300 3.700 3.300 
 October   4.270 5.000 5.800 3.200 3.500 
 November   3.850 5.100 7.700 3.400 3.200 
 December   4.560 4.800 7.500 3.200 3.300 
 Sum   43.490 60.770 67.200 55.200 33.400 
 Average   3.624 5.064 5.600 4.600 3.036 
 S.D.  0.949 0.436 0.972 1.454 0.621 
Upper Limit 2.750 4.600 4.800 3.200 1.900 
Lower limit 6.000 5.900 7.700 8.000 3.500 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3. 41 
 
 
The graph shows fluctuation of Price to Book Ratio, on 2005 average value was 3.624 with 
standard deviation 0.949, 2006 average value was 5.064 with standard deviation 0.436, 2007 
average value was 5.600 with standard deviation was 0.972, 2008 average value was 4.600 
with standard deviation 1.454, 2009 average value was 3.036 with standard deviation 0.621.  
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 Table: 3.75 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   2.950 3.820 4.600 7.800 2.700 
 February   2.980 3.890 4.500 5.200 2.400 
 March  3.060 3.970 3.900 4.300 2.600 
 April   2.880 4.720 3.900 3.600 2.600 
 May   2.920 4.940 4.200 4.000 2.900 
 June   3.100 4.340 4.900 4.100 3.200 
 July   3.180 3.920 4.900 3.600 3.500 
 August   3.240 3.760 4.800 3.400 3.800 
 September   3.720 4.110 4.800 3.400 3.900 
 October   3.730 3.900 5.200 3.200 3.800 
 November   3.360 4.100 5.500 3.200 3.600 
 December   3.560 4.500 5.900 3.400 3.500 
 Sum   38.680 49.970 57.100 49.200 38.500 
 Average   3.223 4.164 4.758 4.100 3.500 
 S.D.  0.305 0.380 0.601 1.298 0.543 
 Upper limit   3.730 4.940 5.900 7.800 3.900 
 Lower limit   2.950 3.820 3.900 3.200 2.400 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.42 
 
Franklin India Prima Fund belongs to equity diversified fund, 2005 average value was 3.223 
with standard deviation 0.305, 2006 average value was 4.164 with standard deviation was 
0.380, 2007 average value of the fund was 4.758 with standard deviation was 0.601, 2008 
average value of the fund was 4.100 with standard deviation 1.298, 2009 average value of 
the fund was 3.500 with standard deviation was 0.543. 
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 Table: 3.76 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
HDFC EQUITY  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   3.570 6.740 8.100 7.400 2.800 
 February   3.740 6.660 7.400 5.700 2.700 
 March  3.770 7.180 6.800 5.100 2.600 
 April   3.720 8.300 6.900 5.000 2.700 
 May   3.300 7.550 6.900 5.800 2.800 
 June   3.580 6.510 7.100 5.300 3.600 
 July   3.620 6.260 7.500 4.500 3.700 
 August   3.530 5.940 7.000 4.400 3.900 
 September   4.100 6.460 7.000 4.900 4.000 
 October   4.900 7.300 7.500 4.800 4.100 
 November   4.510 7.400 8.600 4.700 4.200 
 December   6.190 7.700 7.600 4.600 4.500 
Sum 48.530 84.000 88.400 62.200 41.600 
Average 4.044 7.000 7.367 5.183 3.782 
S.D. 0.813 0.684 0.543 0.826 0.698 
Upper limit 6.190 8.300 6.800 4.400 2.600 
Lower limit 3.570 5.940 6.800 4.400 2.600 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3. 43 
 
The table represents Price to Book value of HDFC Equity Fund, 2005 average value of the 
fund was 4.044 with standard deviation 0.813, 2006 average value of the fund was 7.000 
with standard deviation 0.684, 2007 average value of the fund was 7.367 with standard 
deviation 0.543, 2008 average value of the fund was 5.183 with standard deviation 0.826, 
2009 average value of the fund was 3.782 with standard deviation 0.698 
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  Table: 3.77 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
                                                         HDFC TOP 200 (P/B)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   3.950 7.720 7.300 7.700 4.100 
 February   3.880 7.870 6.800 6.200 3.900 
 March  3.900 8.000 6.000 6.200 3.400 
 April   4.690 8.580 6.300 5.800 3.500 
 May   4.180 7.290 6.600 6.600 3.700 
 June   4.900 7.210 6.800 5.900 4.200 
 July   5.140 7.170 7.100 5.500 4.900 
 August   4.990 6.660 6.800 5.300 4.900 
 September   5.840 6.750 6.800 5.900 4.600 
 October   6.700 7.100 7.300 5.400 4.800 
 November   6.010 7.000 8.500 5.500 4.600 
 December   7.410 7.200 7.800 5.600 5.000 
Sum 61.590 88.550 84.100 71.600 51.600 
Average 5.133 7.379 7.008 5.967 4.691 
S.D. 1.151 0.559 0.667 0.667 0.577 
Upper Limit 7.410 8.580 7.800 7.700 5.000 
Lower Limit 3.880 6.750 6.000 5.400 3.400 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.44 
 
HDFC Top 200 fund belongs to equity diversified fund with famous for equity investors, 
2005 average value was 5.13 with standard deviation 1.151, 2006 average value of the fund 
was 7.379 with standard deviation 0.559, 2007 average value was 7.008 with standard 
deviation 0.667, 2008 average value of the fund was 5.967 with standard deviation 0.667, 
2009 average value of the fund was 4.691 with standard deviation 0.577. 
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    Table: 3.78 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio 
                                              PRUDENTIAL GROWTH  P/B RATIO  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   9.610 6.870 6.200 7.600 3.600 
 February   9.130 5.510 6.300 6.400 3.500 
 March  5.410 5.860 6.400 5.200 3.500 
 April   5.280 7.390 6.500 4.800 3.400 
 May   3.910 7.340 6.800 5.000 3.700 
 June   4.540 6.390 6.500 4.900 4.300 
 July   4.530 6.820 6.200 4.000 4.800 
 August   4.480 6.240 6.100 4.000 4.800 
 September   4.860 6.690 5.800 3.900 5.100 
 October   5.240 6.900 6.200 4.400 5.400 
 November   5.200 6.800 6.700 4.300 4.200 
 December   6.370 6.300 6.500 4.400 4.300 
Sum 68.560 79.110 76.200 58.900 50.600 
Average 5.713 6.593 6.350 4.908 4.600 
S.D. 1.817 0.558 0.275 1.093 0.689 
Upper limit 9.610 7.390 6.800 7.600 5.400 
Lower limit 3.910 5.510 5.800 3.900 3.400 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.45 
 
The Prudential Growth Fund is belongs equity fund, 2005 average value of the fund was 
68.560 with standard deviation was 1.817, 2006 average value of the fund was 6.593 with 
standard deviation 0.558, 2007 average value of the fund was 6.350 with standard deviation 
0.275, 2008 average value of the fund was 4.908 with standard deviation 1.093, 2009 
average value of the fund was 4.600 with standard deviation 0.689.  
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  Table: 3.79 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
Kotak Opportunities P/B 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   4.210 6.160 6.200 8.100 3.400 
 February   4.330 6.130 7.100 6.000 3.500 
 March  4.300 6.100 5.900 6.300 3.400 
 April   4.080 6.710 6.200 5.500 3.500 
 May   3.660 6.850 6.200 6.000 3.300 
 June   3.580 5.120 6.500 6.200 3.700 
 July   3.790 5.420 6.600 4.900 4.100 
 August   4.750 5.010 6.300 4.700 3.800 
 September   5.110 5.900 6.300 4.600 3.900 
 October   5.510 6.000 6.100 4.500 3.900 
 November   4.860 6.000 7.400 4.600 3.900 
 December   5.470 6.100 7.500 4.400 4.200 
Sum 53.650 71.500 78.300 65.800 44.600 
Average 4.471 5.958 6.525 5.483 4.055 
S.D. 0.667 0.553 0.526 1.096 0.295 
Upper limit 5.510 6.850 7.500 8.100 4.200 
Lower limit 3.660 6.000 6.100 4.400 3.300 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.46 
 
Kotak Opportunities Fund is equity diversified scheme, 2005 average value of the fund was 
4.471 with standard deviation 0.667, 2006 average value of the fund was 5.958 with 
standard deviation 0.553, 2007 average value of the fund was 6.525 with standard deviation 
0.526, 2008 average value of the fund was 5.483 with standard deviation 1.096, 2009 
average value of the fund was 4.055 with standard deviation 0.295. 
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 Table: 3.80 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
Magnum Contra (P/B)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   2.970 6.690 5.000 7.300 2.100 
 February   3.050 6.010 5.200 5.900 2.000 
 March  4.240 6.070 4.700 5.300 2.000 
 April   4.340 7.590 5.300 5.000 2.400 
 May   3.290 11.840 5.900 5.000 2.600 
 June   3.490 9.220 5.700 4.700 3.400 
 July   4.080 5.240 5.800 4.000 3.800 
 August   4.100 4.990 5.600 3.900 3.600 
 September   4.030 5.160 5.500 4.100 3.600 
 October   5.170 5.300 6.200 3.400 3.700 
 November   4.960 5.300 6.800 3.500 3.300 
 December   6.270 5.700 6.900 3.800 3.500 
Sum 49.990 79.110 68.600 55.900 36.000 
Average 4.166 6.593 5.717 4.658 3.273 
S.D. 0.955 2.059 0.667 1.134 0.719 
Upper limit 6.270 11.840 6.900 7.300 3.700 
Lower limit 2.970 4.990 4.700 3.400 2.000 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
      Graph: 3.47 
 
Magnum Contra Fund is very famous for retail investors and investors always trust to 
investment in this fund. 2005 average value of the fund was 4.166 with standard deviation 
0.955, 2006 average value of the fund was 6.593 with standard deviation 2.059, 2007 
average value of the fund was 5.717 with standard deviation 0.667, 2008 average value of 
the fund was 1.134, 2009 average value of the fund was 3.273 with standard deviation 
0.719. 
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  Table: 3.81 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
Magnum Global (P/B RATIO)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   3.800 4.910 5.700 8.500 1.700 
 February   3.670 5.170 5.300 6.500 1.400 
 March  3.600 5.180 4.700 6.300 1.400 
 April   3.540 5.990 4.500 5.100 1.500 
 May   3.500 6.990 4.600 5.300 1.800 
 June   3.560 6.060 5.300 5.200 2.800 
 July   3.490 4.970 5.300 3.800 3.100 
 August   3.860 4.710 5.400 3.600 3.400 
 September   4.410 4.680 5.900 3.600 3.800 
 October   4.730 5.200 6.700 3.200 3.900 
 November   4.010 6.100 7.700 3.400 3.700 
 December   4.540 6.800 7.900 3.300 4.000 
Sum 46.710 66.760 69.000 57.800 32.500 
Average 3.893 5.563 5.750 4.817 2.955 
S.D. 0.437 0.798 1.131 1.651 1.071 
Upper limit 4.540 6.060 7.900 8.500 4.000 
Lower limit 3.400 4.710 4.500 3.200 1.400 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.48 
 
Magnum Global Fund is belongs to State Bank of India Asset Management Company, 2005 
average value of the fund was 46.710 with standard deviation 0.437, 2006 average value of 
the fund was 5.563 with standard deviation 0.798, 207 average value of the fund was 5.750 
with standard deviation was 1.131, 2007 average value of the fund was 4.817 with standard 
deviation 1.651, 2009 average value of the fund was 2.995 with standard deviation 1.071. 
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Table: 3.82 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio 
Reliance Growth (P/B RATIO)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   2.960 5.370 4.800 8.700 2.900 
 February   2.970 5.540 4.600 6.600 2.400 
 March  2.890 4.940 4.100 6.000 2.300 
 April   3.280 5.680 4.200 5.100 2.400 
 May   3.270 5.910 4.600 5.800 2.800 
 June   3.510 4.690 4.600 5.600 3.400 
 July   3.650 4.510 5.100 4.900 3.600 
 August   4.030 4.030 5.000 4.500 3.700 
 September   5.060 4.400 4.700 4.400 3.700 
 October   5.260 4.700 5.200 3.700 3.900 
 November   4.510 4.800 7.300 3.500 3.700 
 December   5.110 4.500 7.500 3.500 4.100 
 Sum   46.500 59.070 61.700 62.300 38.900 
 Average   3.875 4.923 5.142 5.192 3.536 
 S.D.  0.895 0.577 1.104 1.496 0.644 
 Upper limit  5.060 5.910 7.500 8.700 4.100 
 Lower limit  2.960 4.030 4.100 3.500 2.300 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.49 
 
Reliance Growth Fund is equity diversified fund with objective to invest on long term with 
capital appreciation. The fund performance measurement need to counted Price to Book 
Ratio, 2005 average value of the fund was 3.875 with standard deviation 0.895, 2006 
average value of the fund was 4.923 with standard deviation 0.577, 2007 average value of 
the fund was 5.142 with standard deviation 1.104, 2008 average value of the fund was 5.192 
with standard deviation 1.496, 2009 average value of the fund was 3.536 with standard 
deviation 0.644. 
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 Table: 3.83 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
RELIANCE VISION (P/B RATIO)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   6.600 6.910 6.400 7.700 4.700 
 February   7.510 6.930 6.300 5.900 3.700 
 March  5.040 6.990 6.000 5.500 3.800 
 April   5.410 7.700 6.100 4.700 3.500 
 May   5.240 7.830 6.100 4.900 3.600 
 June   4.240 5.990 6.700 5.100 4.100 
 July   4.090 5.840 7.900 4.100 3.600 
 August   4.780 5.420 7.300 4.500 3.800 
 September   5.400 5.800 6.500 5.500 3.800 
 October   6.090 6.300 7.000 5.700 4.100 
 November   5.230 7.000 8.600 5.600 3.700 
 December   6.140 6.700 7.200 5.500 4.000 
Sum 65.770 79.410 82.100 64.700 46.400 
Average 5.481 6.618 6.842 5.392 4.218 
S.D. 0.976 0.758 0.798 0.906 0.326 
Upper limit 7.510 7.800 7.900 7.700 4.700 
Lower limit 4.090 5.420 6.000 4.100 3.600 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.50 
 
The table shows Price to Book Ratio of Reliance Vision Fund, 2005 average value of the 
fund was 5.481with standard deviation 0.976, 2006 average value of the fund was 6.618 
with standard deviation 0.758, 2007 average value of the fund was 6.842 with standard 
deviation 0.798, 2008 average value of the fund was 5.392 with standard deviation 0.906, 
2009 average value of the fund was 4.128 with standard deviation 0.326.  
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  Table: 3.84 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
                                                    Sundaram Select Midcap (P/B RATIO)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   3.010 4.370 6.500 6.500 1.400 
 February   3.240 4.970 5.800 5.100 1.000 
 March  3.130 4.990 4.100 4.400 1.000 
 April   2.970 6.580 4.100 3.600 1.100 
 May   2.860 8.630 4.200 4.900 1.300 
 June   2.970 11.560 4.800 3.300 2.000 
 July   2.950 11.890 4.000 2.500 1.900 
 August   3.290 7.700 4.300 2.300 2.000 
 September   3.740 6.000 4.200 2.400 2.100 
 October   3.880 8.100 5.000 2.000 2.300 
 November   3.440 8.000 8.500 2.000 2.300 
 December   3.910 7.700 6.100 1.900 2.500 
 Sum  18.260 90.490 61.600 40.900 20.900 
 Average  3.652 18.098 12.320 8.180 1.900 
 S.D.  0.378 2.399 1.367 1.507 0.548 
 Upper limit  3.910 11.890 8.500 6.500 2.500 
 Lower limit  2.860 4.370 4.000 1.900 1.000 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
                                                   Graph: 3.51
 
The Sundaram Select Mid Cap Fund belongs to equity fund with performance need to 
identify to reduce risk level. 2005 average value of the fund was 3.652 with standard 
deviation 0.378, 2006 average value of the fund was 18.098 with standard deviation 2.399, 
2007 average value of the fund was 12.320 with standard deviation 1.367, 2008 average 
value of the fund was 8.180 with standard deviation 1.507, 2009 average value of the fund 
was 1.900 with standard deviation 0.548. 
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  Table: 3.85 Analysis of the Price Book Ratio  
TATA PURE EQUITY   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   6.150 6.640 7.400 8.300 5.400 
 February   5.540 7.080 7.200 6.400 4.500 
 March  4.170 7.360 6.600 6.300 4.800 
 April   4.390 8.380 6.900 7.300 4.400 
 May   3.800 8.510 7.200 7.900 4.000 
 June   4.370 6.850 7.600 7.300 4.500 
 July   4.410 7.010 7.900 6.500 4.900 
 August   4.960 6.870 6.600 6.400 5.500 
 September   5.610 5.870 6.500 7.000 5.400 
 October   5.980 6.800 7.200 6.600 5.600 
 November   4.140 7.600 8.500 6.700 6.000 
 December   6.170 7.000 8.600 6.500 6.100 
Sum 26.860 85.970 88.200 83.200 61.100 
Average 5.372 7.164 7.350 6.933 5.555 
S.D. 0.868 0.729 0.699 0.646 0.671 
Upper limit 6.170 7.600 8.600 8.300 6.100 
Lower limit 4.170 5.870 6.500 6.400 4.000 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.52 
 
The Tata Pure Equity Fund is first rank scheme under TaTa Asset Management Company, 
2005 average value of the fund was 5.372 with standard deviation 0.868, 2006 average value 
of the fund was 7.164 with standard deviation 0.729, 2007 average value of the fund was 
7.350 with standard deviation 0.699, 2008 average value of the fund was 6.933 with 
standard deviation 0.646, 2009 average value of the fund was 5.555 with standard deviation 
0.671  
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  Table: 3.86 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
UTI MASTER VALUE P/B 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   3.050 4.050 4.000 6.700 1.700 
 February   3.080 4.700 3.800 6.100 1.500 
 March  4.880 3.720 3.400 4.900 1.500 
 April   4.170 3.890 3.500 4.500 1.600 
 May   2.680 4.340 3.700 4.600 1.800 
 June   2.820 3.830 3.700 4.300 2.900 
 July   2.770 3.620 4.300 3.400 2.800 
 August   3.780 3.600 4.300 3.800 3.000 
 September   3.360 3.790 4.100 3.800 3.300 
 October   3.660 3.600 4.500 3.100 3.300 
 November   3.330 3.700 5.100 3.200 2.900 
 December   3.680 4.000 5.300 3.300 2.600 
 Sum  17.810 46.840 49.700 51.700 28.900 
 Average  3.562 3.903 4.142 4.308 2.627 
S.D. 0.64238 0.332192 0.59766 1.146107 0.725457 
Upper limit 4.880 4.700 5.300 6.700 3.300 
Lower limit 2.680 3.600 3.400 3.100 1.500 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.53 
 
UTI Master Value Fund is under Unit Trust of India Asset Management Company. 2005 
average of Price to Book value was 3.526 with standard deviation 0.642, 2006 average value 
was 3.908 with standard deviation 0.332, 2007 average value of the fund was 4.142 with 
standard deviation 0.597, 2008 average value of the fund was 4.308 with standard deviation 
1.146, 2009 aveage value of the fund was 2.627 with standard deviation 0.725    
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Table: 3.87 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
HDFC Tax Saver (P/B))  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   4.050 5.840 7.000 8.300 2.900 
 February   4.060 6.030 6.600 6.100 2.600 
 March  4.610 6.110 6.300 6.100 2.700 
 April   4.670 7.060 7.000 5.600 2.700 
 May   4.740 7.370 7.300 5.200 3.000 
 June   5.010 6.950 7.400 4.700 3.600 
 July   4.780 6.730 7.600 4.300 3.800 
 August   5.480 6.940 7.800 4.300 3.900 
 September   5.040 7.370 7.600 4.500 4.000 
 October   5.480 7.900 8.200 4.100 4.400 
 November   5.010 7.400 9.600 4.100 4.200 
 December   5.470 7.100 8.500 4.000 4.600 
 Sum  58.400 82.800 90.900 61.300 42.400 
 Average   4.867 6.900 7.575 5.108 3.855 
S.D. 0.489273 0.6248636 0.8915003 1.2616427 0.7202693 
Upper limit 5.470 7.900 9.600 8.300 4.600 
Lower limit 4.050 5.840 6.300 4.000 2.600 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.54 
 
HDFC Tax Saver Fund is the equity fund; Price to Book Ratio affects the value of market 
price and book value of the fund, 2005 average value of the fund was 4.867 with standard 
deviation 0.489, 2006 average value of the fund was 6.900 with standard deviation 0.624, 
2007 average value of the fund was 7.575 with standard deviation 0.891, 2008 average value 
of the fund was 5.108 with standard deviation, 2009 average value of the fund 3.855 with 
standard deviation 0.720.  
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Table: 3.88 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
Magnum Taxgain (P/B RATIO) 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   3.870 8.080 7.100 8.100 2.600 
 February   4.000 7.220 6.900 6.600 2.400 
 March  4.060 7.220 6.000 6.000 2.500 
 April   4.050 7.760 6.300 5.300 2.800 
 May   4.140 10.410 6.700 5.400 3.200 
 June   4.780 9.400 6.800 5.100 3.900 
 July   5.850 6.170 6.600 4.100 4.300 
 August   5.670 5.970 6.100 4.200 4.200 
 September   5.630 6.110 6.200 4.300 4.200 
 October   8.160 6.300 6.900 3.700 4.500 
 November   7.090 6.400 7.800 3.400 4.400 
 December   7.390 7.100 7.800 3.300 4.800 
 Sum  64.690 88.140 81.200 59.500 43.800 
 Average   5.391 7.345 6.767 4.958 3.982 
 S.D.  1.497 1.388 0.594 1.430 0.885 
 Upper limit  7.390 10.410 7.800 8.100 4.800 
 Lower limit  4.000 5.970 6.000 2.400 2.400 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.55 
 
Magnum Tax Gain Fund was measure by Price to Book value of the fund. 2005 average 
value of the fund was 5.391 with standard deviation; on 2006 average value of the fund was 
7.345 with standard deviation 1.388, 2007 average value of the fund was 6.767 with 
standard deviation 0.594, 2008 average value of the fund was 4.958 with standard deviation 
1.430, 2009 average value of the fund was 3.982 with 0.885. The Price to Book Ratio 
reflects book value of the unit with market price of unit 
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  Table: 3.89 Analysis of the Price to Book Ratio  
SAHARA TAXGAIN P/B RATIO 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   10.120 5.970 7.900 7.500 5.300 
 February   10.150 5.970 7.900 7.500 4.800 
 March  10.150 4.810 5.700 4.800 5.200 
 April   7.430 5.750 5.800 5.100 5.100 
 May   3.670 5.960 6.700 5.100 5.900 
 June   4.400 4.840 7.200 4.900 4.400 
 July   4.240 4.790 7.200 4.300 5.400 
 August   4.350 3.560 6.600 4.500 3.000 
 September   4.950 3.850 6.500 5.100 4.000 
 October   5.840 3.500 6.500 5.900 3.600 
 November   5.280 7.900 7.600 6.000 3.300 
 December   5.640 7.100 7.800 6.100 4.400 
 Sum  76.220 64.000 83.400 66.800 54.400 
 Average   6.352 5.333 6.950 5.567 4.945 
S.D. 2.47836 1.3686246 0.771657 1.065435 0.909878 
Upper limit 10.150 7.900 7.900 7.500 5.900 
Lower limit 3.670 3.500 6.500 4.300 3.000 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.56 
 
The table reflects Price to Book value of the fund, 2005 average value of the fund was 6.532 
with standard deviation 2.478, 2006 average value of the fund was 5.333 with standard 
deviation 1.368, 2007 average value of the fund was 6.950, 2008 average value of the fund 
was 5.567, 2009 average value of the fund was 4.945 with standard deviation 0.909. 
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  Table: 3.90 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAX SAVER P/BRATIO  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   9.070 4.460 4.600 7.400 2.300 
 February   8.530 4.330 4.100 5.700 2.800 
 March  4.560 4.760 3.900 5.300 2.500 
 April   3.840 4.720 3.300 4.100 3.800 
 May   2.870 4.350 3.600 4.800 4.700 
 June   3.000 3.590 4.400 4.400 4.800 
 July   3.160 3.300 4.600 3.700 4.300 
 August   3.490 3.430 4.400 3.300 4.500 
 September   4.590 3.670 5.000 3.500 4.000 
 October   4.270 3.900 6.000 2.800 4.200 
 November   2.990 3.800 6.000 2.900 4.000 
 December   4.640 3.900 6.100 3.000 4.100 
 Sum  55.010 48.210 56.000 50.900 46.000 
 Average   4.584 4.018 4.667 4.242 4.182 
S.D. 2.0794075 0.4942602 0.9432375 1.3727599 0.842435 
Upper limit 9.070 4.720 6.100 7.400 4.800 
Lower limit 2.870 3.300 3.300 2.800 2.300 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
      Graph: 3.57 
 
The table reflects value of the fund with Book value of the unit, Book Value is one the 
components to measure value of unit. 2005 average value of the fund was 4.508 with 
standard deviation 2.079, 2006 average value of the fund was 4.018 with standard deviation 
0.494, 2007 average value of the fund was 4.667 with standard deviation 0.943, 2008 
average value of the fund was 4.242 with standard deviation 1.372, 2009 average value of 
the fund was 4.182 with standard deviation 0.842. 
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  Table: 3.91 Analysis of the Price Earnings Ratio  
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS TAXSAVER P/B RATIO  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   6.480 5.680 6.200 6.900 3.100 
 February   3.860 5.550 5.800 5.800 3.100 
 March  3.920 5.360 5.400 4.900 3.100 
 April   3.680 6.890 4.100 4.700 2.700 
 May   3.540 6.750 5.600 5.100 3.300 
 June   3.910 5.450 6.100 4.800 3.200 
 July   4.020 5.110 5.800 5.400 3.300 
 August   4.280 4.750 6.000 6.200 3.000 
 September   4.720 5.120 5.500 6.700 2.900 
 October   5.100 5.400 5.600 6.400 3.200 
 November   4.360 5.900 7.600 6.600 2.900 
 December   4.780 6.300 7.300 6.800 3.000 
 Sum  52.650 68.260 71.000 70.300 36.800 
 Average   4.388 5.688 5.917 5.858 3.345 
S.D. 0.811386 0.660232 0.896289 0.84257 0.17753 
Upper limit 6.480 6.890 7.600 6.900 3.300 
Lower limit 3.540 4.750 4.100 4.700 2.700 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
     Graph: 3.58 
 
The table reflect the value of Price to Book Ratio, on 2005 average value of Price to Book 
Ratio was 4.388 with standard deviation 0.811, 2006 average value was 5.688 with standard 
deviation 0.660, 2007 average value of the fund was 5.917 with standard deviation 0.896, 
2008 average value of the fund was 5.858 with standard deviation 0.842, 2009 average value 
was 3.345 with standard deviation 0.177. Graph shows the line which highlight performance 
of Price to Book Ratio from 2005 to 2009, highest shows on 2007, lowest on 2009.  
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    Table: 3.92 PRICE BOOK RATIO 
PRICE BOOK RATIO  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
BIRLA SUNLIFE MIDCAP       4.50      5.47       4.96      5.06     3.59  
DSPML TIGER      3.62      5.06       5.60      4.60     3.04  
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA       3.22      4.16       4.76      4.10     3.50  
HDFC EQUITY      4.04      7.00       6.74      5.18     3.78  
HDFC TOP 200      5.13      7.38       7.01      5.97     4.69  
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH     5.71      6.59       6.35      4.91     4.60  
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES      4.47      5.96       6.53      5.48     4.05  
MAGNAM CONTRA       4.17      6.59       5.72      4.66     3.27  
 MAGNUM GLOBAL      3.89      5.56       5.75      4.82     2.95  
RELIANCE GROWTH      3.88      4.92       5.14      5.19     3.54  
RELIANCE VISION      5.48      6.62       6.84      5.39     4.22  
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP      3.65     18.10     12.32      8.18     1.90  
TATA PURE EQUITY      5.37      7.16       7.35      6.93     5.55  
UTI MASTER VALUE      3.56      3.90       4.14      4.31     2.63  
HDFC TAX SAVER      4.87      6.90       7.58      5.11     3.85  
MAGNUM TAXGAIN      5.39      7.35       6.21      4.96     3.98  
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAX SAVER     4.58      4.02       4.67      4.24     4.18  
SAHARA TAXGAIN      6.35      5.33       6.95      5.57     4.95  
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS TAXSAVER      4.39      5.69       5.92      5.86     3.35  
 
The Price to Book Ratio represents book value of a company’s net worth. Table indicates 
average value of Price to Book Ratio. Performance evaluation of the funds need to 
considered book value. Researcher believes that market behavior play very important role. 
2005 schemes provided good return. 2006 and 2007 growth of capital market and reached to 
bull market. Price Book Ratio on 2005 highest shows on Sahara Tax Gain Fund 6.35, 
Lowest Price Book Ratio 3.22. 2006 Price to Book Ratio highest on 2006 18.10 on 
Sundaram Select Mid Cap Fund, 2007 highest Price Book Ratio Sundaram Select Mid Cap 
Fund, 2008 highest Price to Book Ratio again Sundaram Select Mid Cap Fund, 2009 highest 
Price Book Ratio was Tata Pure Equity Fund. 
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2006 and 2007 indicates excellent Price to Book Ratio due to market was bull, international 
flow of capital and fund. The foreign institutional investors trust on investment mutual fund 
industry. Last quarter on 2008 and 2009 shows reduce the Price to Book Ratio 
     Table: 3.93  
ANOVA SINGLE FACTOR PRICE BOOK RATIO  
GROUPS OBSERVATION  SUM AVERAGE VARIANCE 
2005 19 85.6402 4.5074 0.7568 
2006 19 123.7763 6.5145 9.1132 
2007 19 120.5200 6.3432 3.0295 
2008 19 100.5133 5.2902 0.9388 
2009 19 55.5400 2.9232 1.0427 
The ANOVA table with single factor classification indicates first number of years as groups 
and number of schemes as observation. Than Price to Book Ratio average value need to 
count and then counted the sum of each of year. Last calculated variance of Price to Book 
Ratio of every year. Calculations were made as per the average value of Price to Book Ratio 
with average of average Price to Book Ratio.  
     Table: 3.94 
ANOVA PRICE BOOK RATIO  
Source Of Variation 
Sum Of 
Square  Degree Of Freedom  
Mean Of 
Square  F-Test  F Critical  
Between Groups 164.752 4.000 41.188 13.839 2.473 
Within Groups 267.858 90.000 2.976     
Total 432.610178 94       
The ANOVA calculated were made on the base of variance within the samples and variance 
between samples. Between the samples variance counted as the number of years 
performance of Price to Book Ratio. Within the samples variance counted as the number of 
schemes of the fund. Here Price to Book Considered on Equity Diversified Fund of Mutual 
Fund Industry. Within samples variance included nineteen schemes of Equity Diversified 
Fund. Between samples variance included five years from 2005 to 2009. 
Mean Square of the sample represents the by 41.188 within the sample and 2.976 between 
the sample. F- Test calculated value was 13.839 while table value is 2.473 with significance 
of Degree of Freedom. The hypothesis value was more than the table value so, researcher 
concluded that hypothesis rejected.  
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Analysis of Selected Equity Diversified Schemes of  
Mutual Fund with Assets Under Management 
 
Assets Under Management (AUM) is a term used by financial services companies in the 
mutual fund, hedge fund, and money management, investment management, wealth 
management, and private banking businesses to gauge how much money they are managing. 
Many financial services companies use this as a measure of success and comparison against 
their competitors; in lieu of revenue or total revenue they use total assets under management. 
Fund manager of Assets Management Company need to counted every month Assets Under 
Management, and report submitted to SEBI about flow of purchasing of units and selling of 
units. Investor can attract with Net Assets with new flow of investment.  
Assets Under Management can be interpreted differently by some financial establishments, 
other organizations like bank deposits and financial institution follow the same pattern, same 
responsibilities.  
The difference between two AUM balances consists of market performance gains/ (losses), 
foreign exchanges movements, net new assets (NNA) inflow/(outflow), and structural 
effects of the company, such as acquisitions. Assets Under Management also indicates 
market performance of the fund, capital market might be bull, high investment on fund, 
when market is bear investor sell the units and ultimately reduce average Assets Under 
Management. 
Investors are mainly interested in the NNA (sometimes called net new money or NNM), 
which indicate how much money from clients had been newly invested. Furthermore, it is 
common to calculate the key figure NNA growth, which shows the NNA in relation of the 
previous AUM balance on an annualized basis. NNA growth can also be referred to as 
organic growth. 
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Table: 3.95 Analysis of the Assets Under Management  
BIRLA SUNLIFE MIDCAP    
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   109.990 142.020 223.600 849.800 338.700 
 February   125.770 165.540 233.300 843.900 334.200 
 March  129.240 152.270 228.400 745.300 317.500 
 April   145.350 166.950 239.400 627.800 297.800 
 May   145.930 159.500 261.700 624.400 358.200 
 June   152.530 153.310 282.800 648.700 950.900 
 July   135.810 129.540 322.600 572.200 144.800 
 August   143.090 131.310 367.400 490.300 1,112.700 
 September   148.070 149.250 456.800 519.300 1,147.900 
 October   143.960 159.400 493.400 494.500 1,173.600 
 November   125.010 185.900 550.900 494.500 1,182.700 
 December   135.490 222.600 659.100 495.900 1,172.800 
 Sum   1,640.24 1,917.590 4,319.400 7,406.600 8,531.800 
 Average   136.687 159.799 359.950 617.217 775.618 
 S.D.  12.288 25.159 146.680 133.348 438.050 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.59 
 
Table reflects the Asset Under Management, 2005 total AUM was 1640.240 same on 2005 
June month was highest AUM 152.53, 2006 sum of Asset Under Management was 1917.590 
same on 2006 highest AUM December month was 222.600, 2007 total AUM was 4319.400 
same month highest AUM on December 659.100, 2008 total AUM was 7406.600 with 
highest AUM on January 849.800, 2009 total AUM was 8531.800 with highest AUM was 
1182.700 on October. Below the graph shows area of every year with per cent of total AUM. 
Graph clearly indicates highest AUM on 2009 with 38 per cent. 
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  Table: 3.96 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
DSPML TIGER (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   202.120 426.220 1,345.000 4,759.800 2,315.000 
 February   218.330 478.890 1,448.000 4,600.200 2,276.500 
 March  246.080 601.490 1,481.300 4,402.900 2,206.700 
 April   277.370 801.060 1,435.700 3,835.700 2,150.100 
 May   299.190 951.920 1,562.200 3,880.600 2,535.100 
 June   352.900 1,007.970 1,668.200 4,107.500 2,915.400 
 July   335.640 916.560 1,790.300 3,613.300 3,407.700 
 August   330.380 924.300 1,971.600 3,304.200 3,306.700 
 September   356.440 1,032.650 2,241.700 3,529.500 3,397.300 
 October   372.760 1,131.300 2,608.800 3,327.100 3,503.000 
 November   369.710 1,182.300 1,627.500 3,330.100 3,512.700 
 December   416.160 1,265.900 4,024.000 3,331.100 3,410.700 
 Sum   3,777.0 10,720.560 23,204.300 46,022.000 34,936.900 
 Average   314.757 893.380 1,933.692 3,835.167 3,176.082 
S.D. 66.661 269.690 755.548 524.895 570.177 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.60 
 
The graph indicates Asset under Management from period of 2005 to 2009. Area chart 
shows that each of the year Assets under Management size. 2005 average value was 314.757 
with variation 66.661, 2006 average size of AUM was 893.380 with variation 269.690, more 
than two times increased value Assets Under management. 2007 average value of the AUM 
was 1933.692 giant growth of Mutual Fund industry, Indian Capital market showed bull. 0n 
2008 average size of AUM was 3835.167 with variation 524.895, 2009 average size of 
AUM was 3176.082 means that fund was growing very fast, fund faced problem of world 
recession but it could not any affects. 
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Table: 3.97 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA  (AU)M  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   1,124.780 2,226.040 1,813.400 1,760.300 510.200 
 February   1,195.990 2,425.210 1,791.300 1,358.800 506.500 
 March  1,278.450 2,418.550 1,583.600 1,247.000 474.900 
 April   1,320.250 2,481.870 1,500.100 1,064.900 453.300 
 May   1,498.320 2,444.600 1,540.100 1,059.200 541.800 
 June   1,682.260 2,057.770 1,590.100 1,060.200 174.660 
 July   1,617.410 1,715.990 1,596.100 898.700 764.700 
 August   1,721.280 1,606.780 1,542.900 794.600 749.600 
 September   1,941.850 1,704.770 1,507.200 849.300 808.500 
 October   1,949.370 1,731.500 1,554.600 803.900 853.400 
 November   1,875.870 1,790.400 1,566.200 800.000 874.900 
 December   2,107.430 1,810.400 1,573.200 820.200 887.700 
 Sum   19,313.26 24,413.880 19,158.800 12,517.100 7,600.160 
 Average   1,609.438 2,034.490 1,596.567 1,043.092 690.924 
 S.D.  326.729 343.833 100.787 292.762 221.660 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.61 
 
Chart reflects Assets Under Management with mentioned percentage of the each of the year 
size of the AUM. On 2005 mean value was 1609.438 with standard deviation 326.729, 2006 
average size of the fund was 2034.490 with variation 343.833, 2007 average size of Assets 
was 1596.567 with variation 100.787, 2008 average value of the AUM was 1043.092 with 
variation 292.762., 2009 average value of the fund was 690.924 with standard devaiton 
221.660 
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  Table: 3.98 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
HDFC EQUITY (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   1,148.640 2,185.240 3,937.700 5,491.400 2,580.800 
 February   1,101.410 2,508.880 4,167.600 4,716.600 2,538.000 
 March  1,133.760 2,678.900 3,907.300 4,682.800 2,421.900 
 April   1,074.590 2,907.340 3,892.600 4,074.500 2,314.800 
 May   1,071.350 3,117.450 4,195.400 4,058.200 2,759.300 
 June   1,158.400 2,887.390 4,448.100 4,165.900 3,308.300 
 July   1,148.510 2,814.310 4,516.600 3,764.900 3,837.400 
 August   1,280.550 2,914.560 4,621.000 3,440.600 4,002.600 
 September   1,356.350 3,273.470 4,656.300 3,732.300 4,339.500 
 October   1,524.240 3,498.500 4,928.000 3,708.000 4,611.000 
 November   1,589.710 3,687.400 5,257.100 3,709.000 4,851.800 
 December   1,860.560 3,877.200 5,128.700 3,767.700 5,053.500 
 Sum   15,448.070 36,350.640 53,656.400 49,311.900 42,618.900 
 Average   1,287.339 3,029.220 4,471.367 4,109.325 3,874.445 
 S.D.  249.754 489.900 469.384 584.715 1,019.674 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.62 
 
HDFC Equity Fund is very famous on investment of reail investors. The Fund Asset Under 
Management was continous grwoing with expenaion of Mutual fund Industry. 2005 average 
value AUM was 1287.339 with standard devation 249.754, 2006 average value of AUM was 
3029.220 with standard deviation 489.900, 2007 average value of AUM was 4471.367 with 
standard deviation 469.384, 2008 average value of the AUM was 4109.325 with standard 
deviation was 584.715, 2009 average value of the fund was 3874.445 with standard 
deviation 1019.674. 
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  Table: 3.99 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
HDFC TOP 200 (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   623.820 875.850 1,736.300 2,586.800 1,949.300 
 February   609.860 1,013.850 1,788.000 2,363.300 1,975.900 
 March  606.950 1,003.380 1,621.100 2,314.500 1,959.400 
 April   569.570 1,043.780 1,702.800 2,110.300 1,908.600 
 May   571.300 1,205.330 1,856.500 2,197.300 2,338.000 
 June   607.460 1,131.450 1,986.200 2,336.400 2,872.700 
 July   595.590 1,082.160 1,971.000 2,195.900 3,519.300 
 August   647.620 1,134.000 2,048.800 2,115.700 4,002.100 
 September   673.330 1,341.910 2,070.900 2,385.700 4,565.500 
 October   703.660 1,484.900 2,118.000 2,427.000 4,967.700 
 November   697.180 1,572.500 2,412.200 2,425.000 5,298.100 
 December   784.030 1,672.900 2,412.400 2,428.000 5,611.700 
 Sum   7,690.3 14,562.010 23,724.200 27,885.900 40,968.300 
 Average   640.864 1,213.501 1,977.017 2,323.825 3,724.391 
 S.D.  63.389 249.958 256.369 143.908 1,430.923 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.62 
 
The table shows the value of Asset Under  Management from last five years. 2005 average 
value of AUM was 640.864 with standard deviation 63.389, 2006 average value of the AUM 
was 1213.501with standard deviation 249.958. 2007 average value of AUM was 1977.017 
with standard deviation 256.369, 2008 average value of the AUM was 2323.825 with 
standard deviation was 143.908, 2009 average value of the fund was 3724.391 with standard 
deviation was 1430.923.  
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 Table: 3.100 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH AUM  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   288.060 278.450 423.800 556.600 223.600 
 February   273.430 298.530 437.500 481.600 220.300 
 March  271.070 310.060 411.200 487.600 221.100 
 April   242.720 335.030 430.600 437.200 220.400 
 May   224.330 365.390 465.500 436.600 261.000 
 June   245.690 338.210 470.600 389.400 299.400 
 July   246.690 332.880 458.200 316.300 328.500 
 August   263.410 344.550 481.200 295.000 322.600 
 September   269.520 385.330 468.000 312.800 342.500 
 October   274.150 393.700 506.000 302.400 364.800 
 November   266.730 424.900 554.800 310.300 369.700 
 December   267.270 438.400 543.300 305.200 367.700 
 Sum   3,133.070 4,245.430 5,650.700 4,631.000 3,541.600 
 Average   261.089 353.786 470.892 385.917 321.964 
S.D. 17.65720 49.264591 45.065779 91.206547 62.34599 
     Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
 Graph: 3.63 
 
The table shows the data of Assets Under Management means total purchase of Mutual 
Fund, AUM represent strength of scheme and investors attract to invest in this scheme. Here 
Prudential Growth Fund, analysis of average size of AUM and standard deviation of yearly 
AUM. 2005 average value of the fund was 261.089 with standard deviation 17.657, 2006 
average value of the fund was 353.786 with standard deviation 49.264, 2007 average value 
of fund was 470.892 with standard deviation 45.065, 2008 average size of the AUM 385.917 
with standard deviation 91.206, 2009 average size of the fund was 321.964 with standard 
deviation 62.345. 
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  Table: 3.101 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
Kotak Opportunities (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   50.950 111.510 274.300 451.100 608.800 
 February   51.780 137.240 264.000 647.300 597.300 
 March  49.510 148.670 224.300 754.800 581.400 
 April   47.730 231.280 222.000 684.400 569.200 
 May   53.340 333.470 225.100 749.900 658.500 
 June   66.450 322.210 219.800 842.000 778.200 
 July   62.440 278.160 196.000 808.200 918.900 
 August   75.930 274.580 194.800 764.700 1,013.400 
 September   107.030 294.430 194.800 843.600 1,058.700 
 October   88.540 301.100 202.000 819.100 1,084.200 
 November   81.330 287.400 244.400 820.500 1,085.400 
 December   95.020 289.200 309.200 818.900 1,070.800 
 Sum   830.050 3,009.250 2,770.700 9,004.500 10,024.800 
 Average   69.171 250.771 230.892 750.375 911.345 
S.D. 20.12283 76.04107 35.96914 112.6272 222.8568232 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.64 
 
Graph clearly shows growth of the fund way Asset Under Management. On 2005 average 
size of AUM just 3% value was 69.171 with standard deviation 20.122, 2006 average size of 
the fund was 250.771 with standard deviation 76.041 with 12%, 2007 average size of the 
fund was 230.982 with standard deviation 35.969, 2008 average size of the AUM was 
750.375 with standard deviation was 112.627, 2009 average size of the fund was 911.345 
with standard deviation 222.856. 
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  Table: 3.102 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
Magnam Contra (AUM) 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   146.930 742.130 12,423.000 2,812.900 1,626.100 
 February   168.560 823.250 1,479.900 2,453.600 1,664.200 
 March  188.960 898.320 1,448.800 2,494.900 1,644.700 
 April   205.800 1,095.250 1,499.100 2,256.800 1,639.300 
 May   267.670 1,318.960 1,701.900 2,321.100 1,958.500 
 June   324.330 1,330.850 1,837.100 2,448.600 2,322.300 
 July   349.040 1,120.970 1,837.000 2,219.300 2,718.400 
 August   426.070 1,159.140 1,906.600 2,070.700 2,732.900 
 September   557.920 1,253.020 1,970.400 2,257.100 2,928.900 
 October   588.890 1,316.300 2,185.800 2,197.100 3,110.500 
 November   609.440 1,335.500 2,130.300 2,198.100 3,188.300 
 December   731.470 1,413.700 2,474.100 2,156.100 3,176.600 
 Sum   4,565.08 13,807.390 32,894.000 27,886.300 28,710.700 
 Average   380.423 1,150.616 2,741.167 2,323.858 2,610.064 
S.D. 199.118 222.354461 3064.45988 201.092193 654.4276687 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.65 
 
SBI Magnum Contra Fund is very famous on Mutual Fund Industry. The graph shows the 
data regarding Assets Under Management. On 2005 average value of the AUM was 380.423 
with standard deviation 199.117, 2006 average size of the AUM was 1150.616, three time 
increase as compare to previous, with no much increase variance. 2007 average size of the 
fund was 2741.167 with standard deviation 3064.598, 2008 average size of AUM 2325.858 
with standard deviation 201.092, 2009 average size of the fund was 2610.064 with standard 
deviation 654.427. 
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  Table: 3.103 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
Magnum Global (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   91.200 375.060 954.200 2,076.700 679.500 
 February   97.780 421.420 1,138.200 1,753.300 672.400 
 March  98.640 449.460 1,230.200 1,703.900 632.500 
 April   132.290 534.390 1,361.800 1,477.100 612.000 
 May   152.060 692.080 1,504.500 1,474.600 746.900 
 June   177.690 759.800 1,579.300 1,490.500 935.700 
 July   265.730 595.070 1,614.800 1,299.300 1,115.600 
 August   268.790 580.260 1,594.500 1,145.600 1,110.500 
 September   290.140 645.010 1,627.000 1,219.500 1,171.100 
 October   333.860 668.800 1,728.600 1,153.100 1,215.200 
 November   342.140 706.800 1,786.700 1,154.300 1,226.400 
 December   371.940 838.500 1,858.300 1,155.300 1,218.400 
 Sum   2,622.26 7,266.650 17,978.100 17,103.200 11,336.200 
 Average   218.522 605.554 1,498.175 1,425.267 1,030.564 
S.D. 104.745 140.95846 274.363555 297.83831 257.122634 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
 Graph: 3.66 
 
The table shows data regarding the Asset Under Management. On 2005 average size of the 
AUM  was 218.522 with standard deviation 104.745, 2006 average size of the AUM was 
605.554 with standard deviation 140.958, 2007 average size of the AUM was 1498.175 with 
standard deviation 274.363, 2008 average value of the fund was 1425.267 with standard 
deviation 297.838, 2009 average size of the AUM was 1030.564 with standard deviation 
257.122. 
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  Table: 3.104 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
Reliance Growth (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   971.100 2,079.280 2,984.500 6,411.500 3,256.200 
 February   998.850 2,408.040 3,214.100 5,696.400 3,253.800 
 March  1,046.490 2,496.410 3,248.900 5,611.600 3,142.900 
 April   1,036.580 2,639.680 3,268.700 4,915.200 3,053.200 
 May   1,035.440 2,813.190 3,555.700 4,917.800 3,597.900 
 June   1,310.300 2,524.130 3,775.900 5,269.700 4,376.000 
 July   1,322.030 2,039.440 3,923.900 4,856.200 5,169.500 
 August   1,529.330 1,962.870 4,082.000 4,516.900 5,215.600 
 September   1,722.220 2,158.920 4,092.100 4,840.200 5,600.100 
 October   1,692.120 2,336.200 4,617.200 4,637.500 5,986.600 
 November   1,447.490 2,528.300 5,179.800 4,638.500 6,161.700 
 December   1,702.340 2,750.900 4,441.300 4,637.900 6,209.900 
 Sum   15,814.29 28,737.360 46,384.100 60,949.400 55,023.400 
 Average   1,317.858 2,394.780 3,865.342 5,079.117 5,002.127 
 S.D.  296.576 282.576 658.267 566.949 1,273.592 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.67 
 
Reliance Growth Fund was providing good return on Reliance Asset Management 
Company. Schemes belong to risk with high capital appreciation. The graph and table shows 
data of growth on AUM. 2005 average size of AUM was 1317.858 with standard deviation 
296.576, 2006 average size of AUM was 2394.780 with standard deviation 282.576, 2007 
average size of the AUM was 3865.342 with standard deviation 658.267, 2008 average size 
of AUM was 5079.117 with standard deviation 566.949, 2009 average size of the AUM was 
5002.127 with standard deviation 1273.592. 
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  Table: 3.105 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
RELIANCE VISION (AUM) 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   755.640 1,405.240 2,600.700 4,702.900 2,388.200 
 February   738.610 1,617.970 2,610.500 4,286.600 2,373.900 
 March  712.700 1,627.230 2,415.300 4,265.900 2,295.600 
 April   649.790 1,823.230 2,437.700 3,647.200 2,239.600 
 May   640.130 1,914.790 2,740.700 3,579.400 2,589.000 
 June   685.500 1,719.350 2,970.400 3,758.200 3,009.500 
 July   675.360 1,563.240 3,103.400 3,756.200 3,453.400 
 August   719.200 1,591.290 3,319.300 3,082.100 3,409.100 
 September   776.620 1,783.060 3,916.000 3,310.100 3,585.700 
 October   887.800 1,960.300 3,764.700 3,189.200 3,776.400 
 November   934.730 2,267.900 4,240.200 3,188.300 3,796.900 
 December   1,153.65 2,388.000 4,280.600 3,189.200 3,749.700 
 Sum   9,329.73 21,661.60 38,399.500 43,955.300 36,667.000 
 Average   777.478 1,805.133 3,199.958 3,662.942 3,333.364 
S.D. 148.3368 290.6101 692.29639 521.801199 638.784404 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.68 
 
Reliance Vision Fund was another scheme on Reliance Asset Management Company has 
famous. 2005 average size of AUM was 777.78 with standard deviation 148.336, 2006 
average size of the fund was 1805.133 with standard deviation 290.610, 2007average size of 
the fund was 3199.958 with standard deviation 692.296, 2008 average value of the fund was 
3662.942 with standard deviation 521.801, 2009 average size was 3333.364 with standard 
deviation 638.784. 
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  Table: 3.106 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
Sundaram Select Midcap (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   234.110 406.850 1,825.500 2,671.900 929.400 
 February   241.530 464.350 2,006.000 2,048.400 914.100 
 March  258.620 474.050 1,962.900 2,013.300 837.300 
 April   261.480 562.900 2,034.000 1,727.600 790.500 
 May   295.160 745.370 2,163.200 1,718.200 961.000 
 June   345.280 991.450 2,203.600 1,710.200 800.000 
 July   330.970 844.570 2,151.500 1,551.800 1,488.100 
 August   376.780 882.820 2,091.900 1,409.600 1,449.600 
 September   393.760 1,010.130 2,015.600 1,495.500 1,597.300 
 October   366.870 1,192.100 2,116.700 1,412.700 1,696.500 
 November   344.470 1,391.700 2,139.600 1,413.700 1,769.000 
 December   372.720 1,633.700 2,175.800 1,423.500 1,780.800 
 Sum  1,854.600 10,599.990 24,886.300 20,596.400 15,013.600 
 Average  370.920 883.333 2,073.858 1,716.367 1,364.873 
S.D. 57.457 385.875 109.253 375.522 410.1774 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.69 
 
The table shows the data regarding Asset Under Management, graph shows 2007 was 
highest AUM size. On 2005 average size of AUM was 370.920 with standard deviation 
57.457, 2006 average size of AUM 883.333 with standard deviation 385.875, 2007 average 
size of the AUM was 2073.858 with standard deviation 109.253, 2008 average size of AUM 
1716.367 with standard deviation 375.522, 2009 average size of AUM 1364.873 with 
standard deviation 410.177. 
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Table: 3.107 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
TATA PURE EQUITY (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   197.840 231.420 303.000 411.200 245.200 
 February   203.740 255.230 305.500 360.000 245.000 
 March  204.300 265.480 292.200 357.300 241.700 
 April   191.310 285.030 304.800 319.300 237.600 
 May   202.140 311.700 320.200 321.400 270.000 
 June   222.420 257.030 333.800 341.500 307.800 
 July   216.650 240.000 322.700 316.100 363.500 
 August   218.840 248.700 332.100 297.000 369.800 
 September   234.070 282.500 330.400 313.300 389.900 
 October   225.660 306.800 359.300 307.200 405.800 
 November   220.100 290.000 378.600 303.400 418.400 
 December   228.950 300.300 385.000 303.500 431.400 
 Sum  1,127.620 3,274.190 3,967.600 3,951.200 3,926.100 
 Average  225.524 272.849 330.633 329.267 356.918 
S.D. 213.835 272.849 330.633 329.267 327.175 
       Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.70 
 
Graph shows the area ways percentage of AUM size. It has shows that 2006 to 2009 growth 
of AUM. 2005 average size of the AUM was225.524, with standard deviation 213.835, 2006 
average size of AUM was 272.849 with standard deviation 272.849, 2007 average size of 
AUM was 330.633 with standard deviation 330.633, same on 2008 average size of the AUM 
was 329.267, 2009 average size of the AUM was 356.918 with standard deviation 327.175.  
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Table: 3.108 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
UTI MASTER VALUE (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   429.030 547.470 741.000 667.400 216.900 
 February   356.920 563.820 718.500 493.300 216.700 
 March  518.230 795.680 647.700 488.000 205.300 
 April   166.960 723.020 614.100 426.700 201.000 
 May   499.410 777.820 629.700 443.400 239.800 
 June   543.420 678.930 647.100 444.100 283.300 
 July   503.750 599.460 618.900 394.600 312.200 
 August   746.660 597.23s 585.100 360.200 296.400 
 September   501.040 655.140 559.900 393.500 329.000 
 October   489.910 697.600 577.300 366.900 362.200 
 November   453.910 728.300 604.700 367.900 372.300 
 December   513.440 754.700 600.800 368.900 460.900 
 Sum  2,704.96 7,521.940 7,544.800 5,214.900 3,496.000 
 Average  540.992 626.828 628.733 434.575 317.818 
S.D. 133.313 84.2804 54.201515 86.810359 80.680586 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.71 
 
Table reflect the size of Asset Under Management, 2005 average size of the fund was 
540.992 with standard deviation 133.313, 2006 average size of the AUM was 626.828 with 
standard deviation 84.280, 2007 average size of  AUM was 628.733 with standard deviation 
54.201, 2008 average size of AUM was 434.575 with standard deviation 86.810, 2009 
average size of AUM was 317.818 with standard deviation 80.680, high growth of scheme 
on 2009 and increased percentage of investment. 
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  Table: 3.109 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
HDFC Tax Saver (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   36.470 217.340 763.500 1,646.600 943.600 
 February   38.890 281.170 825.900 1,454.000 962.500 
 March  40.290 323.280 825.300 1,487.400 956.700 
 April   43.860 462.580 897.300 1,315.100 922.300 
 May   48.230 523.500 989.400 1,364.700 1,138.900 
 June   59.110 475.990 1,072.600 1,394.200 1,362.500 
 July   67.030 471.040 1,111.400 1,267.700 1,566.900 
 August   78.260 486.100 1,182.000 1,200.000 1,613.100 
 September   109.920 551.110 1,200.800 1,319.000 1,732.600 
 October   130.570 602.100 1,325.500 1,320.200 1,867.600 
 November   147.620 662.800 1,529.100 1,321.600 1,946.900 
 December   182.770 721.300 1,544.100 1,322.400 2,002.300 
 Sum  983.020 5,778.310 13,266.900 16,412.900 17,015.900 
 Average   81.918 481.526 1,105.575 1,367.742 1,546.900 
S.D. 49.20029 149.8462 264.013957 116.762194 421.52527 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
 Graph: 3.72 
 
The desk shows size percentage of AUM on yearly basis. 2005 average size of the fund was 
81.918 with standard deviation 49.200, 2006 average size of the AUM was 481.526 with 
standard deviation 149.846, 2007 average size of the AUM was 1105.575 with standard 
deviation 264.013, 2008 average size of the AUM was1367.742 with standard deviation 
116.762, 2009 average size of AUM was 1546.900 with standard deviation 421.525. 
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Table: 3.110 Analysis of Asset Under Management 
Magnum Taxgain (AUM)  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   69.070 310.230 1,163.600 3,782.500 2,315.800 
 February   67.900 370.370 1,332.300 3,549.900 2,394.500 
 March  75.160 370.370 1,480.300 3,263.500 2,443.200 
 April   80.180 705.460 1,664.000 3,022.200 2,507.200 
 May   89.130 824.150 1,910.500 3,349.900 3,133.700 
 June   124.230 731.360 2,046.100 3,508.700 3,694.300 
 July   160.180 715.890 2,171.300 3,190.700 4,167.400 
 August   187.160 746.240 2,320.200 2,981.600 4,177.300 
 September   219.010 824.850 2,406.700 3,248.300 4,433.800 
 October   237.940 893.200 2,738.000 3,128.200 4,746.400 
 November   236.380 969.400 3,168.500 3,129.300 4,961.600 
 December   287.840 1,090.300 3,305.200 3,130.500 4,999.900 
 Sum  1,834.180 8,551.820 25,706.700 39,285.300 43,975.100 
 Average   152.848 712.652 2,142.225 3,273.775 3,997.736 
S.D. 78.901 245.681 687.989 236.438 1056.985 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.73 
 
The table reflects the Asset Under Management on percentage and area shows yearly assets. 
2005 average size of the AUM was 152.848 with standard deviation78.901, 2006 average 
size of the AUM was 712.652 with standard deviation 245.681, 2007 average size of the 
AUM was 2142.225with standard deviation 687.989, 2008 average size of the fund was 
3273.775 with standard deviation 236.438, 2009 average size of AUM was 3997.736 with 
standard deviation 1056.985. 
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  Table: 3.111 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
SAHARA TAXGAIN AUM   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   1.910 3.270 2.500 8.400 4.500 
 February   1.360 3.270 5.100 8.400 4.500 
 March  1.360 4.110 4.900 7.600 4.400 
 April   2.080 4.530 3.800 7.100 4.400 
 May   2.080 4.890 5.200 6.700 5.300 
 June   2.250 4.260 5.400 6.900 6.200 
 July   2.350 3.930 5.500 6.100 7.300 
 August   2.610 3.980 5.800 5.700 7.000 
 September   2.850 4.290 5.700 6.100 7.800 
 October   3.150 4.600 5.700 5.900 8.300 
 November   2.910 4.800 7.300 5.800 8.600 
 December   3.250 5.000 7.400 5.700 8.500 
 Sum  28.160 50.930 64.300 80.400 76.800 
 Average   2.347 4.244 5.358 6.700 6.982 
S.D. 0.631784 0.571481 1.324221 0.99818 1.717821 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.74 
 
The table reflects the average monthly size of AUM from2005 to 2009, further found 
standard deviation of the AUM which called variation on yearly AUM size.2005 average 
size of AUM was 2.347 with variation 0.631, 2006 average size of AUM was 4.244 with 
standard deviation 0.571, 2007 average size of AUM was 5.358 with standard deviation 
1.324, 2008 average size of AUM was 6.700 with standard deviation 0.998, 2009 average 
size of AUM was 6.982with standard deviation 1.717. 
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  Table: 3.112 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAX SAVER AUM   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   5.440 18.050 37.600 432.200 260.500 
 February   5.460 19.910 40.300 432.900 268.400 
 March  5.590 21.490 38.100 504.300 269.600 
 April  5.490 31.030 38.800 443.400 267.500 
 May   5.190 34.720 42.500 407.400 332.500 
 June   5.720 30.300 46.900 439.000 391.800 
 July   5.610 27.030 50.200 403.700 456.500 
 August   6.170 26.480 55.600 377.100 462.000 
 September   6.870 28.910 76.500 416.900 498.800 
 October   11.780 30.900 117.500 398.600 533.600 
 November   17.350 34.000 248.000 399.800 555.100 
 December   16.230 36.300 287.300 398.600 557.500 
 Sum  96.900 339.120 1,079.300 5,053.900 4,853.800 
 Average   8.075 28.260 89.942 421.158 441.255 
S.D. 4.450966 5.900911 86.466972 32.908453 120.31414 
      Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.75 
 
The Graph shows percentage of AUM from last five years. 2005 AUM was just only 1% per 
cent. Size of the AUM was 8.075 with standard deviation 4.450, 2006 average size of the 
fund was 28.260 with standard deviation 5.900, 2007 average size of the AUM was 89.942 
with standard deviation 86.466, 2008 average size of AUM was 421.158, 44% per cent with 
standard deviation 32.908, 2009 average size of AUM was 441.255 with standard deviation 
120.314. 
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  Table: 3.113 Analysis of Asset Under Management  
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS TAXSAVER AUM 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 January   9.170 28.480 117.200 413.100 466.700 
 February   8.280 34.400 138.400 402.100 505.800 
 March  9.180 42.040 144.700 441.700 521.700 
 April   10.460 57.280 172.700 427.300 539.600 
 May   11.470 66.700 190.000 491.600 703.500 
 June   13.740 61.490 205.000 490.600 846.500 
 July   15.020 59.140 213.800 498.000 996.000 
 August   17.830 61.420 229.200 487.900 990.600 
 September   20.420 68.130 234.900 532.400 1,098.700 
 October   23.920 77.600 247.600 535.100 1,177.800 
 November   20.420 86.800 334.000 545.300 1,213.000 
 December   24.070 103.700 353.000 544.500 1,214.000 
 Sum  183.980 747.180 2,580.500 5,809.600 10,273.900 
 Average   15.332 62.265 215.042 484.133 933.991 
S.D. 5.838377 21.25798 72.460402 51.718316 296.2178052 
    Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
Graph: 3.76 
                                                                               
The graph and table shows the data on Asset under Management. 2005 average size of the 
fund was 15.332 with standard deviation 5.838, 2006 average size of AUM was 62.265 with 
standard deviation 21.257, 2007 average size of AUM was 215.042 with standard deviation 
72.460, 2008 average size of AUM was 484.133 with standard deviation was 51.718, 2009 
average size of AUM was 933.991 with standard deviation 296.217, highest growth on 2009 
with 52% per cent compare to 2005 just only 1% per cent. 
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    TABLE: 3.114 ASSET UNDER MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS  
AUM ANALYSIS  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
BIRLA SUNLIFE MIDCAP       136.69       159.80       359.95       617.22       775.62  
DSPML TIGER      314.76       893.38    1,933.69    3,835.17    3,176.08  
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA    1,609.44    2,034.49    1,596.57    1,043.09       690.92  
HDFC EQUITY   1,287.34    3,029.22    4,471.37    4,109.33    3,874.45  
HDFC TOP 200      640.86    1,213.50    1,977.02    2,323.83    3,724.39  
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH      261.09       353.79       470.89       385.92       321.96  
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES        69.17       250.77       230.89       750.38       911.35  
MAGNAM CONTRA       380.42    1,150.62    2,741.17    2,323.86    2,610.06  
 MAGNUM GLOBAL      218.52       605.55    1,498.18    1,425.27    1,030.56  
RELIANCE GROWTH  1,317.86    2,394.78    3,865.34    5,079.12    5,002.13  
RELIANCE VISION      777.48    1,805.13    3,199.96    3,662.94    3,333.36  
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP      370.92       883.33    2,073.86    1,716.37    1,364.87  
TATA PURE EQUITY      225.52       272.85       330.63       329.27       356.92  
UTI MASTER VALUE      540.99       626.83       628.73       434.58       317.82  
HDFC TAX SAVER        81.92       481.53    1,105.58    1,367.74    1,546.90  
MAGNUM TAXGAIN      152.85       712.65    2,142.23    3,273.78    3,997.74  
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAX 
SAVER         8.08         28.26         89.94       421.16       441.25  
SAHARA TAXGAIN         2.35           4.24           5.36           6.70           6.98  
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER        15.33         62.27       215.04       484.13       933.99  
 
Asset Under Management on Equity Diversified Fund, 2005 Franklin India Prima Fund was 
1609.44, 2006 its became 2034.49, 2007 became 1596.57 reduce 500, 2008 again reduce 
and reached to 1043.09, 2009 lowest 690.92 due to unexpected capital market. Performance 
of Equity Diversified Schemes of Mutual Fund 2006 highest Assets Under Management on 
HDFC Equity Fund 3029.22, 2007highest HDFC Equity Fund 4471.37, 2008 highest assets 
under management on Reliance Growth Fund. 2009 highest Assest Under Management on 
Reliance Growth Fund 5002.13. 
Researcher observed from the table on Tax saving schemes of Mutual Fund liked Sundaram 
Tax Saver Fund, Principal Personal Tax Saver, Magnum Tax Gain and HDFC Tax Saver 
were Assets Under Management continuous increased from last five years.    
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Reliance Grwoth, Magnum contra, HDFC Top 200, HDFC Equity and Reliance Vision Fund 
Assets Under Management constant increased from last five years.    
      Table: 3.115 
ANOVA SINGLE FACTOR PRICE BOOK RATIO  
GROUP OBSERVATION  SUM AVERAGE VARIANCE 
2005 19 1114.213 58.64278947 1671.707036 
2006 19 1940.345 102.1234211 8399.735859 
2007 19 2001.0591 105.3189035 6489.757314 
2008 19 1978.26 104.1189474 6645.621932 
2009 19 1228.742 64.67063158 2652.444152 
 
The above ANOVA table represents five years Assets Under Management with nineteen 
schemes of Equity Diversified Mutual Fund. it should be noted from the table that 2005 
average Assets Under Management were 1114.213, 2006 were 1940.345, 2007 Assest Under 
Management were 2001.0591, 2008 Assets Under Management were 1978.26, 2009 Assets 
Under Management were 1228.742. 2007 shows highest Assets Under Management 
compare to other year, reason behind that was bull market on 2007. 
Variance shows fluctuation on Asset Under Management of Equity Diversified Schemes of 
Mutual Fund. 2005 variation was 1671.7070, 2006 variation was 8399.735, 2008 variation 
was 6489.7573 lowest from last five years. 2008 was 6645.6219. 
      Table: 3.116 
ANOVA 
Source of 
Variation SS Degree of Freedom  MS F F crit 
Between Groups 41041.66044 4 10260.41511 1.983895249 2.47293 
Within Groups 465466.7933 90 5171.853258     
            
Total 506508.4537 94       
 
ANOVA table with one way classification of the Assets Under Management, table indicates 
Sum of Square of the average 41041.66044 were between the samples. Within samples were 
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465466.7933. Between the samples represents the study period means no of years from 2005 
to 2009, and within samples represents schemes (nineteen schemes of Equity Diversified 
Fund). 
Mean Square of the samples represents within sample was 10260. 41511, between the 
samples were 5171.8532, calculated F – Test value was 1.9838, and the table value is 
2.47293. Hypothesis is accepted, there is significance on Assets Under Management. 
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Chapter: 4 
ANALYSIS OF BALANCE, INCOME, AND INDEX FUND 
Role of Balanced Fund: 
Balanced Funds are performing very well since 2003. The Net Asset Value (NAV) of 
these funds moved upward, registering positive returns of 0.70 to 11.02 per cent. An 
analysis of 19 schemes (including various options available by individual funds) 
dedicated to the auto and auto ancillaries, finance, Computer – software and education, 
diversified, oil and gas, petroleum and refinery, petrochemicals etc shows an average positive 
return of 2.49 per cent between September 1 and October 27, 2003.  
Among these 19 funds, State Bank of India (SBI) Magnum Balanced Fund fronts the 
bundle with the highest positive return of 11.02 per cent during the study period. The 
fund’s net asset value increased from Rs 12.80 to Rs 14.21. The asset of the fund has 
69.75 per cent equity, 28.25 per cent debt and 2 per cent in money market. Among the 
equity, State Bank of India (SBI) Magnum Balanced Funds had highest investment in 
Pantaloon Retail (7.23 per cent as on August 29, 2003).  
The overall increase in Net Assets Value of balanced funds was due to their high 
exposure in major old economy stocks like Reliance Inds, SBI, Tisco, ACC, Tata Motors 
and Tata Power. The share price of Tata Motors rose by 30.65 per cent to Rs 366.40 on 
October 27, 2003 from the level of Rs 280.45 on September 1, 2003. Another 
heavyweight Reliance Industries’ price rose by 11.17 per cent during the same period.  
 
Role of Income Fund: 
An income fund is a Mutual Fund whose goal is to provide an income from investments. 
Income funds are often assumed to be synonymous with bond funds; however income 
funds may hold stocks instead, more accurately called equity income funds or even some 
combination.  
The allocation of 50 per cent in cash/call money had actually helped the fund with 
attractive monthly returns of 4.44 per cent (category average: 0.76%). 
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Role of Index Fund:  
An Index fund follows a passive investing strategy called indexing. It usually holds stock 
in the same proportion as that in the represented index. It doesn't aim to outperform the 
index but tries to imitate the performance of the benchmarked index. Following are the 
advantages of the Index Fund. 
 
1. Low Risk 
 Index funds track a broad index, which is less volatile than specific stocks or sectors, 
thereby lessening the risk for investors. 
 
2. Low Costs 
 Lower transaction costs and fewer expenses make index funds cheaper than the actively 
managed funds. Generally the expense ratio of index funds ranges from 0.5% to 1.5% 
compared with up to 2.5% in diversified funds. 
 
3. Simplicity 
The investment objectives of index funds are easy to understand. Once an investor 
knows the target index of an index fund, what securities the index fund will hold can be 
determined directly. 
 
4. No change in investment style 
Actively managed funds may drift from the style of investing described by them, which 
may increase the risk. With index funds this drift is not possible and accurate 
diversification of a portfolio is maintained. 
 
The scheme holds 99.62% Equity exposure & 0.38% in Cash & Equivalent exposure. 
High sectored exposure in Bank, Oil& Gas and Information Technology. The Fund has 
given consistent returns in line with benchmark since inception. Fund diversification can 
through three large cap stocks across various sectors. High risk adjusted return which 
indicated from a positive Sharpe Ratio. Lowest Tracking error compared to its peers 
which is one of the key parameter to analyze Index Funds. Investment analysis shows 
that investment in this fund has created. 
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Table: 4.1 Analysis of Beta 
   Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
Beta table represented the data how much risk involved in Birla Sun Life fund. The table 
represented beta from 2005 to 2009. The table indicated that beta of all the months from 
2005 to 2009, the last row of the table indicate the sum of total row of all the month and 
after the mean value of each of each should counted. Next table 4.2 represented 
graphically the beta2005 January to April indicate high risk and 2009 January to May 
indicate lowest risk. All over the table represented 205 to 2007, beta value more than 1 
so its indicate risk involved in Birla Sun Life Fund. 
 Table: 4.3 Analysis of Return 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 1995  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 1.410 1.200 1.000 1.000 0.700 
February 1.430 1.190 1.000 1.000 0.700 
March 1.440 1.190 1.000 1.000 0.700 
April 1.430 1.180 1.000 1.000 0.700 
May 1.390 1.180 0.800 1.000 0.700 
June 1.330 1.120 0.900 1.000 1.000 
July 1.300 1.130 0.900 1.000 1.000 
August 1.280 1.130 0.900 1.000 1.000 
September 1.290 0.960 0.900 1.000 1.000 
October 1.240 1.100 1.000 1.000 1.000 
November 1.220 1.100 1.000 0.900 1.000 
December 1.210 1.100 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Sum 15.970 13.580 11.400 11.900 10.500 
Average 1.331 1.132 0.950 0.992 0.875 
S.D. 0.086 0.067 0.067 0.029 0.154 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 1995  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 15.990 7.110 6.600 10.600 -5.300 
February 11.770 15.210 3.700 32.150 4.400 
March 6.410 9.260 -3.300 -5.200 4.200 
April -1.400 12.240 -2.300 -17.800 1.400 
May -2.060 8.700 -0.100 0.000 12.500 
June 1.460 0.170 9.200 -2.800 49.400 
July 3.130 -8.470 9.200 -7.500 42.000 
August 12.270 -7.690 11.600 -10.300 33.500 
September 10.270 5.470 3.800 -5.800 9.700 
October 14.830 14.400 11.900 -1.000 16.700 
November 4.370 17.300 8.000 1.000 14.000 
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        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return  
Table shows return from last five years and sum of average return and standard 
deviation. The table shows data of upper limit of the return and lower limit of return. 
     Graph: 4.1  
 
Table  indicate the value of return of Brila Sun life 1995, table content five columns 
mention the last five years and rows mention month of the years. Return guides the 
investors to take decision about to hold, to purchase or to sell. Return also depends on 
performance of capital market return.Table shows average value of return value, 2005 
average value was 7.053, 2006 value was 7.292, that no much difference between 2005 
to 2009, 2007 average value decreased and reached to 5.7, on 2008 it had reached to -
0.388 and 2009 reached to 15.958.  
So that 2009 indicate highest value of return. It also indicates variance on unit value. On 
2005 variance value was 6.1, 206 variance value 8.597, 2007 value of 5.304, 2008 value 
of variance 12.424, 2009 value was 16.906. 
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December 7.600 13.800 10.100 2.000 9.000 
Sum 84.640 87.500 68.400 -4.650 191.500 
Average 7.053 7.292 5.700 -0.388 15.958 
S.D. 6.100 8.597 5.304 12.424 16.906 
Upper Limit 15.990 17.300 11.900 32.150 49.400 
Lower limit -1.400 -8.470 -0.100 0.000 -5.300 
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 Table: 4.3 Analysis of Beta  
            Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
HDFC Balance scheme having objective to generate capital appreciation along with 
current income form a combined portfolio of equity and related and debt & money 
market instrument. 
Table evident the data from 2005 to 2007 beta more than 1, so its means that risk was 
very high and next two years 2008 was 1 and 2009 .9, interpretation is that high risk 
involved from all the years. January 2005 indicate 1.86 highest risks from five years. 
Table: 4.4 Analysis of Return  
HDFC BALANCE  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 22.680 4.600 6.400 16.700 -18.500 
February 11.190 14.690 0.700 0.300 -0.900 
March 5.660 10.490 -9.300 -1.100 0.800 
April 0.870 14.080 -8.800 -15.900 0.000 
May -1.390 12.570 -3.300 -3.800 16.200 
June 1.140 -0.310 9.400 2.600 44.900 
July 3.650 -8.500 10.700 8.300 38.800 
August 12.060 -9.510 9.300 11.700 29.300 
September 13.230 6.930 2.600 -2.500 8.300 
October 16.900 13.800 8.300 1.300 15.100 
November 4.090 18.400 11.700 1.400 14.100 
December 9.640 11.900 15.170 1.400 11.400 
Sum 99.720 89.140 52.870 20.400 159.500 
HDFC BALANCE  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 1.860 1.150 1.000 1.000 0.900 
February 1.370 1.130 1.000 1.000 0.900 
March 1.360 1.130 1.000 1.000 0.900 
April 1.360 1.120 1.000 1.000 0.900 
May 1.300 1.110 1.000 1.000 0.900 
June 1.250 1.110 1.000 1.000 0.900 
July 1.210 1.110 1.000 1.000 0.900 
August 1.210 1.110 1.000 1.000 0.900 
September 1.210 1.060 1.000 1.000 0.900 
October 1.150 1.100 1.000 1.000 0.900 
November 1.160 1.100 1.000 1.000 0.900 
December 1.150 1.100 1.000 1.000 0.900 
Sum 15.590 13.330 12.000 12.000 10.800 
Average 1.299 1.111 1.000 1.000 0.900 
S.D. 0.195 0.022 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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Average 8.310 7.428 4.406 1.700 13.292 
S.D. 7.236 9.158 8.064 8.186 17.817 
Upper Limit 22.680 18.400 15.170 16.700 44.900 
Lower Limit -1.390 -0.310 -3.300 -15.900 0.000 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
Table 4.4 shows the data of return from last five years, and mentioned upper limit and 
lower limit of return for each of the years.   
     Graph: 4.5 
 
HDFC assets Management Company launched this fund, Table V4 represent the return 
received from this fund. Table mention the average return on 2005 value was 8.310, 
2006 value was 9.158, 2007 value was 8.186, 2008 value was 8.186, 2009 value was 
17.817. Graph shows were the highest and lowest value of HDFC balance, highest value 
44.90 on June 2009, and lowest value on -18.5 January 2009.  
Table content standard deviation of the HDFC Balance, 2005 variance was 7.236, 2006 
value of difference occurred on return was 9.158, 2007 variance was 8.064, 2008 value 
was 8.186, 2009 value was 17.817, so 2009 shows the highest variance on return 
compared to all the months return. 2008 indicated highest negative return as compare to 
other years, which highlight the international financial crisis and international recession. 
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Table: 4.5 Analysis of Beta  
HDFC  PRUDENCE  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 1.280 1.060 0.900 1.000 0.900 
February 1.290 1.050 0.900 1.000 0.900 
March 1.290 1.050 0.900 1.000 0.900 
April 1.290 1.020 0.900 1.000 0.900 
May 1.200 1.030 0.900 1.000 1.000 
June 1.140 0.990 0.900 1.000 1.100 
July 1.110 0.990 0.900 1.000 1.100 
August 1.110 0.990 0.900 1.000 1.100 
September 1.110 0.930 0.900 1.000 1.100 
October 1.050 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.100 
November 1.050 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.100 
December 1.970 1.000 0.900 1.000 1.100 
Sum 14.890 12.110 11.000 12.000 12.300 
Average 1.241 1.009 0.917 1.000 1.025 
S.D. 0.248 0.036 0.039 0.000 0.097 
         Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
HDFC Prudence balance scheme an open ended HDFC fund, to provide periodic returns 
and capital appreciation over a long period of time from a judicious mix of equity and 
debt investment with an aims to prevent minimize any capital erosion. 
Sample of HDFC prudence on debt beta indicate how much risk involved table mention 
five years date from 005 to 2009. Here graphically presented the beta value, that indicate 
on December 2005, beta value was 1.97 that means highest risk on all over five years. 
    Table: 4.6 Analysis of Return  
HDFC  PRUDENCE   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 16.830 9.380 10.200 19.500 -17.400 
February 14.090 16.190 9.600 16.000 -2.400 
March 12.200 9.400 -0.400 9.800 -2.200 
April 2.620 11.750 -3.200 -5.200 -3.000 
May 7.050 9.300 -1.300 -7.200 18.900 
June 7.120 0.940 8.400 -9.200 58.000 
July 9.140 -6.580 13.200 -11.800 48.100 
August 15.480 -6.230 12.800 -13.600 38.900 
September 15.170 8.460 7.500 -5.500 11.700 
October 20.600 15.900 9.200 1.300 19.000 
November 7.760 18.600 16.400 1.200 16.000 
December 10.680 14.300 16.500 1.300 13.400 
Sum 138.740 101.410 98.900 -3.400 199.000 
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Average 11.562 8.451 8.242 -0.283 16.583 
S.D. 5.097 8.333 6.633 10.678 22.368 
Upper Limit 20.600 18.600 16.500 19.500 48.100 
Lower Limit 7.050 0.940 -0.400 -13.600 -17.400 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.3  
 
HDFC Balance belong to equity diversified fund of mutual fund, table X4 indicated the 
return received from this fund, and also represent the average return, 2005 average return 
7.093, 2006 average return was 10.726, 2007 average return was 9.40, 2008 average 
return was 13.304, 2009 average return was 19.054, researcher believed that return was 
growing and that shows that investors trust to invest and fund having increasing assets 
under management.  
Magnum balance fund was so famous for retail investors, fund provided capital 
appreciation plus declared dividend. Table content the standard deviation of each of the 
years, 2005 standard deviation 7.093, 2006 variance 10.726, 2007 variance 9.40, 2008 
variance was 13.304, 209 variance was 19.054., high variance on 2009 due to 
international financial crisis.  
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 Table: 4.7 Analysis of Beta  
MAGNUM BALANCED   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 1.430 1.240 1.200 1.000 1.000 
February 1.450 1.220 1.100 1.000 1.000 
March 1.460 1.220 1.200 1.000 1.000 
April 1.430 1.220 1.200 1.000 1.000 
May 1.400 1.210 1.200 1.000 1.000 
June 1.360 1.250 1.100 1.000 1.100 
July 1.340 1.260 1.100 1.000 1.100 
August 1.300 1.260 1.100 1.000 1.100 
September 1.310 1.200 1.100 1.000 1.100 
October 1.250 1.200 1.000 1.000 1.100 
November 1.240 1.200 1.000 1.000 1.100 
December 1.240 1.200 1.000 1.000 1.100 
Sum 16.210 14.680 13.300 12.000 12.700 
Average 1.351 1.223 1.108 1.000 1.058 
S.D. 0.083 0.023 0.079 0.000 0.051 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
Magnum Balance an open ended equity fund to provide investors long term capital 
appreciation along with liquidity of an open –ended scheme by investing in a mix of debt 
and equity. 
Magnum Balance objective on fact sheet shows it generates income and risk – free 
return. Here the table shows beta value from five years 2005 to 2009, it was indicate high 
risk. so we can say that as per the objectives of the scheme, fund management could not 
follow . Beta was more than 1 from last five years. 
Researcher found that high risk and 2005 indicate more risk compare to another year 
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 Table: 4.8 Analysis of Return  
MAGNUM BALANCED  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 23.120 7.490 11.000 21.700 -15.700 
February 18.360 17.720 9.000 20.500 -0.600 
March 11.060 11.350 -4.800 19.400 -0.200 
April 4.300 19.050 -4.300 -9.500 -1.100 
May 3.190 18.950 -0.900 -5.100 15.800 
June 7.260 5.180 11.000 -9.500 50.400 
July 9.110 -8.490 12.900 -12.700 40.700 
August 19.910 -13.800 9.900 -13.400 31.600 
September 19.430 2.130 4.100 -8.200 6.600 
October 20.680 10.800 8.100 -3.000 13.600 
November 7.510 15.700 22.500 -4.300 9.870 
December 8.370 16.000 24.000 -6.890 6.600 
Sum 152.300 102.080 102.500 -10.990 157.570 
Average 12.692 8.507 8.542 -0.916 13.131 
S.D. 7.093 10.726 9.140 13.304 19.054 
Upper Limit 20.680 19.050 24.000 20.500 50.400 
Lower limit 3.190 -8.490 -4.800 -13.400 -0.600 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.4  
 
Magnum Balance belong to equity diversified fund of mutual fund, table X4 indicated 
the return received from this fund, and also represent the average return, 2005 average 
return 7.093, 2006 average return was 10.726, 2007 average return was 9.40, 2008 
average return was 13.304, 2009 average return was 19.054, researcher believed that 
return was growing and that shows that investors trust to invest and fund having 
increasing assets under management.  
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Magnum balance fund was so famous for retail investors, fund provided capital 
appreciation plus declared dividend. Table content the standard deviation of each of the 
years, 2005 standard deviation 7.093, 2006 variance 10.726, 2007 variance 9.40, 2008 
variance was 13.304, 209 variance was 19.054., high variance on 2009 due to 
international financial crisis.  
 Table: 4.9 Analysis of Beta  
PRINCIPAL CHILD BENEFIT   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 1.150 1.040 1.000 1.000 0.900 
February 1.160 1.040 1.000 1.000 0.900 
March 1.150 1.050 1.000 1.000 0.900 
April 1.130 1.070 1.000 1.000 0.900 
May 1.080 1.060 1.000 1.000 0.900 
June 1.050 1.010 0.900 1.000 1.000 
July 1.020 1.030 0.900 1.000 1.000 
August 1.020 1.030 0.900 1.000 1.000 
September 1.020 1.110 0.900 1.000 1.000 
October 0.980 1.000 0.100 1.000 1.000 
November 1.010 1.000 0.900 1.000 1.000 
December 1.030 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Sum 12.800 12.440 10.600 12.000 11.500 
Average 1.067 1.037 0.883 1.000 0.958 
S.D. 0.064 0.033 0.252 0.000 0.051 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
Principal Child Benefit objectives of the scheme to generate regular return and capital 
appreciation ascertain growth at the end of the chosen targeted period or other wise to the 
beneficiary. 
Table Y.1 represent beta, beta means market risk 2005, all the months beta value was 
near to 1 or more than 1. Highest value on 2005 was 1.16. 2006 highest value was 1.11, 
207 value was 1 and 2008 all the months was same value and last 2009 highest beta was 
1. Study shows that high risk involved on Principal child Benefit. Graph indicate beta 
from five years range .9 to 1.16. 
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 Table: 4.10 Analysis of Return  
PRINCIPAL CHILD BENEFIT   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 13.030 7.480 18.100 26.700 -19.300 
February 10.930 21.990 16.400 5.900 -7.600 
March 7.770 13.350 5.100 -1.800 -6.200 
April 2.550 18.880 -5.000 -19.400 -5.100 
May 1.450 14.090 -0.600 -3.500 17.600 
June 4.220 7.500 10.700 -37.000 52.500 
July 3.870 -9.810 14.800 -3.900 41.600 
August 12.540 -12.390 14.600 -10.300 32.800 
September 12.800 -2.900 7.700 -7.300 9.000 
October 15.560 11.100 12.400 -10.700 16.400 
November 1.630 20.300 15.200 -7.000 8.900 
December 4.510 20.900 22.800 -7.500 8.400 
Sum 90.860 110.490 132.200 -75.800 149.000 
Average 7.572 9.208 11.017 -6.317 12.417 
S.D. 5.128 11.839 7.990 14.845 21.356 
Upper Limit 15.560 21.990 22.800 26.700 52.500 
Lower Limit 1.450 -12.390 -0.600 -37.000 -19.300 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.5  
 
The table content absolute return received from principal child benefit, table indicate 
return from sixty months, average return counting form the each of the years. Average 
return on 2005 was 5.128, 2006 average value was 11.839, 2007 average return was 
7.990, 2008 average return was 14.845, 2009 average return was 21.356.  
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The table Y4 indicate the variances of the principal child benefit, variance means 
variation on return on each of month particular one year. On 2005 variation was 5.128, 
on 2006 variation was 11.839, 2007 variation was 7.99, 2008 variation was 14.845, 2009 
variation was 21.356; it shows highest variation on 2009 was 21.356, market was 
unpredictable and unexpected volatility also played big role. 
Table: 4.11 Analysis of Beta  
Unit Trust of India CRT'S  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.480 0.640 0.500 1.000 0.200 
February 0.510 0.590 0.500 1.000 0.200 
March 0.510 0.610 0.500 1.000 0.400 
April 0.570 0.570 0.500 1.000 0.400 
May 0.560 0.580 0.500 1.000 0.400 
June 0.550 0.650 0.400 0.900 0.400 
July 0.540 0.640 0.400 1.000 0.400 
August 0.580 0.650 0.500 0.500 0.400 
September 0.580 1.490 0.500 1.000 0.400 
October 0.580 0.600 0.900 0.400 0.400 
November 0.610 0.500 0.900 0.600 0.400 
December 0.640 0.500 0.900 0.800 0.400 
Sum 6.710 8.020 7.000 10.200 4.400 
Average 0.559 0.668 0.583 0.850 0.367 
S.D. 0.045 0.264 0.195 0.224 0.078 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta  
Open –ended debt oriented income scheme with an objective of investing not more than 
30% of the funds in equity and equity related instruments and the balance in debt and 
money market instrument with low to medium risk profile. The scheme is catering to the 
investment needs of charitable, religious and educational trusts as well as registered 
societies with the goal of providing regular income.  
UTI CRT’s beta represent on table Z.1 beta indicate the market risk and market risk 
cannot be diversified. Here the table mention 2005 highest beta value was .64, 2006 
value was 1.49, 2007 value was .9, 2008 value was 1 and 2009 value was decreasing and 
reached to 0.4 2009 beta value goes down and its highlight lower risk.  
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Table: 4.12 Analysis of Return  
Unit Trust of India  CRT"S 81    
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 6.400 10.960 1.500 8.000 -0.300 
February 7.010 7.810 2.100 -0.500 5.000 
March 6.120 6.580 -0.500 -2.000 4.900 
April 4.320 7.180 -0.500 -7.100 2.200 
May 3.660 7.610 0.400 -1.600 7.900 
June 4.100 0.200 4.100 -2.400 15.800 
July 4.490 -1.780 5.500 -5.100 13.600 
August 7.960 -3.670 7.300 7.300 10.800 
September 5.610 1.570 4.800 -2.400 3.200 
October 6.000 2.900 9.200 1.300 7.100 
November 8.270 2.500 11.200 1.600 7.600 
December 10.990 2.100 12.200 1.700 5.400 
Sum 74.930 43.960 57.300 -1.200 83.200 
Average 6.244 3.663 4.775 -0.100 6.933 
S.D. 2.104 4.380 4.432 4.463 4.654 
Upper Limit 10.990 10.960 12.200 8.000 15.800 
Lower Limit 3.660 -3.600 -0.500 -7.100 -0.300 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.6 
 
 
UTI CRT 81 was scheme belong to equity diversified fund, features of it was to high risk 
with high return, here the table Z4 represent the return and average return, 2005 average 
return was 6.244, 2006 average return was 3.663, 2007 average return was 4.775, 2008 
average return was -0.1,2009 average return was 6.933 
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Table also represents the value of standard deviation, which means variance on return 
and fluctuating on return each of year. 2005 variation on return was 2.104, 2006 
variation on return was 4.380, 2007 variation was 4.432, 2008 variation was 4.462, 2009 
variation on return was 4.654. 
     Table: 4.13 Analysis of Beta 
 
UTI Mahila Unit Schemes   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.540 0.630 0.500 1.000 0.100 
February 0.450 0.620 0.500 1.000 0.100 
March 0.440 0.660 0.500 1.000 0.300 
April 0.490 0.590 0.600 1.000 0.300 
May 0.490 0.680 0.600 1.000 0.300 
June 0.500 0.670 0.500 0.900 0.400 
July 0.480 0.670 0.500 1.000 0.300 
August 0.530 0.680 0.500 0.500 0.300 
September 0.530 1.920 0.500 1.000 0.300 
October 0.540 0.500 0.900 0.300 0.400 
November 0.550 0.500 0.900 0.400 0.400 
December 0.580 0.500 0.900 0.800 0.400 
Sum 6.120 8.620 7.400 9.900 3.600 
Average 0.510 0.718 0.617 0.825 0.300 
S.D. 0.042 0.385 0.175 0.267 0.104 
Upper Limit 0.580 1.920 0.900 1.000 0.400 
Lower Limit 0.440 0.500 0.500 0.300 0.100 
       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
To invest in a portfolio of equity/ debt related securities and debt and money market 
instruments with a view to generate reasonable income with moderate capital 
appreciation. The asset allocation will be debt: minimum 70%, maximum 10% : 
Minimum 0%, Maximum 30%. 
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 Table: 4.14 Analysis of Return  
UTI Mahila Unit Schemes  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 3.160 15.730 3.900 7.200 -0.200 
February 4.330 7.230 4.600 -2.500 2.400 
March 3.240 3.150 -0.300 -1.800 4.900 
April -0.610 8.240 0.100 -7.400 -0.300 
May -0.370 16.170 0.300 -1.300 5.200 
June 2.130 17.750 4.900 -2.900 13.800 
July 4.240 9.680 5.700 -3.200 13.000 
August 8.260 1.430 6.300 6.300 11.400 
September 6.640 1.370 4.000 0.700 3.700 
October 8.010 2.200 8.100 2.700 6.500 
November 13.850 2.300 11.200 2.500 6.500 
December 15.570 3.800 10.900 2.400 4.900 
Sum 68.450 89.050 59.700 2.700 71.800 
Average 5.704 7.421 4.975 0.225 5.983 
S.D. 5.068 6.145 3.833 4.214 4.661 
Upper Limit 15.570 17.750 11.200 7.200 13.800 
Lower Limit -0.370 1.370 -0.300 -3.200 -0.200 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.7  
 
UTI Mahila Unit Scheme designed for mahila saving into investment. The scheme 
having the features for provided the benefits for mahila who doing small business and 
save the money on small proportion. The table AA4 represented the return on these 
scheme, it’s shows the return liked on 2005 average value was 5.704, on 2006 value was 
7.421, on 2007 value was 4.975, 2008 value was 2.7, on 2009 value was 5.983. 
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Table indicates the standard deviation on return so 2005 variation was 5.068 and 2006 
was highest variation was 6.145, so researcher believed that as compare to variance on 
return standard deviation was very high, that shoes the scheme having high fluctuation.  
Table: 4.15 Analysis of Beta 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
Birla Sun Life Index fund an open ended index linked growth scheme with objective to 
generate returns common ensured with the performance of nifty.  
Table shows beta value of Birla Sun Life Index fund. 2005 January to July beta was .99 
and August, September 1, 2006 beta value was 1, 2007 beta value was .9 to 1 , 2008 all 
the months beta value were 1 highest risk and same seen in 2009. Graph shows that beta 
from five years range .98 to 1 scheme has high risk involved.  
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.990 0.990 1.000 1.000 1.000 
February 0.990 0.990 1.000 1.000 1.000 
March 0.980 0.990 1.000 1.000 1.000 
April 0.980 0.990 1.000 1.000 1.000 
May 0.990 0.990 1.000 1.000 1.000 
June 0.990 0.980 1.000 1.000 1.000 
July 0.990 0.980 1.000 1.000 1.000 
August 1.000 0.980 1.000 1.000 1.000 
September 1.000 0.930 1.000 1.000 1.000 
October 1.000 1.000 0.900 1.000 1.000 
November 0.990 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
December 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Sum 11.900 11.820 11.900 12.000 12.000 
Average 0.992 0.985 0.992 1.000 1.000 
S.D. 0.007 0.019 0.029 0.000 0.000 
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Table: 4.16 Analysis of Return 
 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 18.260 9.410 8.700 21.700 -24.800 
February 13.950 26.400 7.300 -13.600 -0.200 
March 7.110 15.840 -6.000 -9.900 0.400 
April -2.620 19.970 -5.900 -23.900 2.500 
May -7.400 16.470 -1.600 -0.400 20.900 
June -0.020 -0.210 12.200 -7.900 60.600 
July 10.470 -7.760 13.600 -15.800 41.500 
August 22.530 -9.630 11.700 11.700 33.200 
September 14.340 12.080 6.300 -10.800 5.000 
October 15.590 15.600 19.200 -2.300 18.600 
November 2.070 19.600 32.500 3.000 12.000 
December 10.890 15.000 29.600 2.600 7.700 
Sum 105.170 132.770 127.600 -45.600 177.400 
Average 8.764 11.064 10.633 -3.800 14.783 
S.D. 9.082 11.237 12.273 12.572 22.375 
Upper Limit 22.530 26.400 32.500 21.700 60.600 
Lower Limit -7.400 -7.700 -6.000 -23.900 -24.800 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.8  
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Table: 4.17 Analysis of Beta  
MAGNUM INDEX   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.990 0.990 0.900 0.900 1.000 
February 0.990 0.990 0.900 0.900 1.000 
March 0.990 0.990 0.900 0.900 1.000 
April 0.990 0.990 0.900 0.900 1.000 
May 0.990 0.990 0.900 0.900 1.000 
June 0.990 0.960 0.900 0.900 1.000 
July 0.990 0.960 0.900 1.000 1.000 
August 1.000 0.960 0.900 0.900 1.000 
September 1.000 0.880 0.900 1.000 1.000 
October 1.000 1.000 0.900 1.000 1.000 
November 1.000 1.000 0.900 1.000 1.000 
December 1.000 1.000 0.900 1.000 1.000 
Sum 11.930 11.710 10.800 11.300 12.000 
Average 0.994 0.976 0.900 0.942 1.000 
S.D. 0.005 0.034 0.000 0.051 0.000 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
The scheme will adopt a passive investment strategy. The scheme will invest in stocks 
comprising the S & P CNX nifty index with the objective of achieving returns equivalent 
to the total returns index of S & P CNX nifty index by minimizing the performance 
difference between the bench mark index and the scheme. The total returns index is an 
index that reflects the returns index is an index from index gain/ loss plus dividend 
payments by the consistent stocks. 
Table: 4.18 Analysis of Return  
MAGNUM INDEX  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 18.330 7.020 9.400 19.800 -24.500 
February 14.290 24.130 7.700 -13.900 -1.100 
March 6.580 14.770 -6.000 -10.300 0.000 
April -2.150 19.360 -4.000 -23.300 1.900 
May -7.630 17.360 0.000 -0.500 20.900 
June -0.620 2.810 13.900 -7.000 61.000 
July 9.000 -4.660 12.100 -16.000 41.700 
August 21.610 -7.840 9.600 9.600 33.400 
September 14.220 11.640 3.300 -12.000 5.000 
October 17.230 14.100 15.800 -3.900 18.600 
November 2.720 18.100 29.300 -3.600 7.800 
December 10.310 14.400 27.700 -2.100 7.700 
Sum 103.890 131.190 118.800 -63.200 172.400 
Average 8.658 10.933 9.900 -5.267 14.367 
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Variance 9.086 9.779 11.044 11.581 22.627 
Upper Limit 21.610 24.130 29.300 19.800 61.000 
Lower Limit -7.630 -7.840 -6.000 -23.300 -24.500 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.9  
 
Magnum index scheme was the scheme has the objective to capital appreciation and 
index return. Magnum index provided average return was 2005 8.658, 2006 average 
return 10.933, 2007 average return 9.900,  2008 average return -5.267, 2009 average 
return 14.367,standard deviation on return on 2005 9.086 was highest and lowest 
standard deviation on 2009 was 22.627. Graph shows the how the fluctuation on return 
and standard. 
The scheme will adopt a passive investment strategy. The scheme will invest in stocks 
comprising the S & P CNX nifty index with the objective of achieving returns equivalent 
to the total returns index of S & P CNX nifty index by minimizing the performance 
difference between the bench mark index and the scheme. The total returns index is an 
index that reflects the returns index is an index from index gain/ loss plus dividend 
payments by the consistent stocks 
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 Table: 4.20 Analysis of Beta  
TATA INDEX SENSEX A  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.990 0.970 0.900 0.900 1.000 
February 0.990 0.970 0.900 0.900 1.000 
March 0.980 0.970 1.000 0.900 1.000 
April 0.980 0.950 0.900 0.900 1.000 
May 0.990 0.950 1.000 0.900 1.000 
June 0.990 0.920 0.900 0.900 1.000 
July 0.990 0.920 0.900 0.900 1.000 
August 1.000 0.920 0.900 0.900 0.700 
September 1.000 0.820 0.900 0.900 1.000 
October 1.000 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
November 1.000 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
December 1.000 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 
Sum 11.910 11.090 11.000 11.100 11.700 
Average 0.993 0.924 0.917 0.925 0.975 
S.D. 0.008 0.043 0.039 0.045 0.087 
       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta  
Table: 4.21 Analysis of Return  
TATA INDEX SENSEX A  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 19.420 7.090 9.900 16.000 -25.400 
February 16.280 22.110 7.900 -11.700 -4.500 
March 8.000 16.630 -5.500 -10.100 -2.600 
April -0.770 19.090 -5.000 -24.000 0.200 
May -6.080 18.570 -1.500 0.000 20.300 
June -0.120 1.740 11.900 -7.500 63.200 
July 10.100 -4.010 11.900 -13.800 48.700 
August 22.500 -7.300 12.300 12.300 37.400 
September 15.320 12.240 5.500 -10.500 7.400 
October 17.720 16.500 17.900 -3.900 18.100 
November 3.040 19.600 26.400 -2.900 16.400 
December 10.580 16.000 25.300 -2.800 7.800 
Sum 115.990 138.260 117.000 -58.900 187.000 
Average 9.666 11.522 9.750 -4.908 15.583 
Variance 9.049 9.847 10.442 10.961 24.582 
Upper Limit 22.500 22.110 26.400 16.000 63.200 
Lower Limit -6.080 -7.300 -5.500 -24.000 -25.000 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
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     Graph: 10 
 
The Unit Trust of India (UTI) Sunder provides investment returns that before expenses; 
closely correspond to the performance and yield of the basket of securities underlying the 
S & P CNX nifty index. 
The AE1 clearly indicated that how much risk involved while receiving the return 2005, 
beta value was .98 to 1 and 2006 value was .94 to 1, 2007 value was .90 to 1, 2008 value 
was 1 and 2009 was same, then it should the standard deviations.It can be concluded that 
risk on the scheme was very high and 2008 to 2009 showed highest risk  
                           Table: 4.22 Analysis of Beta  
UTI SUNDER 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 1.000 0.970 1.000 1.000 1.000 
February 0.990 0.970 1.000 1.000 1.000 
March 0.980 0.970 1.000 1.000 1.000 
April 0.980 0.980 1.000 1.000 1.000 
May 0.990 0.980 1.000 1.000 1.000 
June 0.990 0.960 1.000 1.000 1.000 
July 0.990 0.960 1.000 1.000 1.000 
August 1.000 0.980 1.000 1.000 1.000 
September 1.000 0.940 1.000 1.000 1.000 
October 1.000 1.000 0.900 1.000 1.000 
November 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
December 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Sum 11.920 11.710 11.900 12.000 12.000 
Average 0.993 0.976 0.992 1.000 1.000 
S.D. 0.008 0.018 0.029 0.000 0.000 
         Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
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 Table: 4.23 Analysis of Return  
UTI SUNDER  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 19.470 8.920 10.800 22.200 -23.800 
February 15.480 26.250 9.400 -12.900 0.100 
March 7.760 16.240 -4.600 -9.200 0.600 
April -1.900 20.260 -3.100 -22.900 2.400 
May -7.250 16.940 0.600 -20.000 20.500 
June -0.430 -0.100 14.800 -6.800 59.600 
July 9.800 -7.840 13.100 -14.000 41.200 
August 22.310 -10.080 11.000 11.000 33.200 
September 15.050 11.550 4.300 -9.800 5.100 
October 16.780 14.900 16.400 -2.400 18.600 
November 2.530 19.100 30.300 -2.100 14.000 
December 10.580 15.800 28.900 -2.100 8.000 
Sum 110.180 131.940 131.900 -69.000 179.500 
Average 9.182 10.995 10.992 -5.750 14.958 
Variance 9.262999 11.33002 11.03189 12.59657 21.93297 
Upper Limit 22.31 26.25 30.3 22.2 59.6 
Lower Limit -7.25 -7.84 -4.6 -22.9 -23.8 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.11 
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Table: 4.24 Analysis of Beta  
FRANKLIN INFOTECH   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.800 0.830 0.900 1.000 0.900 
February 0.800 0.820 0.900 1.000 0.900 
March 0.810 0.820 1.000 1.000 0.900 
April 0.810 0.830 0.900 1.000 0.900 
May 0.820 0.880 0.900 1.000 1.000 
June 0.810 0.890 1.000 1.000 1.000 
July 0.810 0.920 1.000 1.000 1.000 
August 0.810 0.920 1.000 1.000 1.000 
September 0.810 1.010 1.000 1.000 1.000 
October 0.810 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 
November 0.810 0.900 1.000 0.900 1.000 
December 0.820 0.900 1.000 0.900 1.000 
Sum 9.720 10.620 11.500 11.700 11.600 
Average 0.810 0.885 0.958 0.975 0.967 
S.D. 0.006 0.055 0.051 0.045 0.049 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
Franklin Info Tech is an open end growth scheme with an objective to provide long – 
term capital appreciation from a portfolio that is invested primarily in the information 
technology industry. The investment ranges are equity and equity related instruments up 
to 100% (High medium risk profile), money market instruments up to 60 % (Low risk 
profile) 
Table SF1 should that how much risk and fluctuation of risk each of the month. Graph 
indicates highest and lowest level of beta from entire five years. Table indicated 2005, 
bet value near to .80, 2006 beta value .90, 2007, 2008, 2009 value of the beta 1. Table 
mentions average beta and standard deviation. 
Beta should ups and downs trend during study period. It varied between .80 to 1 so high 
risk involved in this Franklin In Tech 
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    Table: 4.25 Analysis of Return  
FRANKLIN INFOTECH   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 15.950 17.380 21.500 0.000 -26.900 
February 6.470 22.940 14.300 -18.300 -18.100 
March 1.570 10.820 0.400 -8.600 -15.100 
April 3.370 9.260 -5.500 -22.100 4.200 
May -6.190 5.250 -6.400 12.600 20.300 
June 2.670 -2.440 -1.800 16.700 43.500 
July 7.320 -7.480 -2.800 9.600 44.400 
August 19.200 -0.340 -6.400 -6.400 47.100 
September 10.950 18.300 -9.200 -13.600 38.600 
October 10.390 15.800 -8.300 -20.400 37.500 
November 9.450 19.900 -7.300 -18.300 36.400 
December 11.140 15.500 -7.600 -12.200 15.100 
Sum 92.290 124.890 -19.100 -81.000 227.000 
Average 7.691 10.408 -1.592 -6.750 18.917 
S.D. 6.804 9.731 9.650 13.505 26.877 
Upper Limit 19.200 22.940 21.500 16.700 47.100 
Lower Limit -6.910 -7.480 -9.200 -22.100 -26.900 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 12 
 
Frankline Info TechFrankline Info Tech have the objectives to the invest in infrastructure 
industry and technology industry. The fund invests for long term and achieves the index 
return. The table AF4 shows the average return, average return on 2005 7.691, 2006 
average return was 10.408, 2007 average return was -1.592, 2008 average return was -
6.750, 2009 average return 18.917. Graph clearly indicates the return and variation on 
return. The variation on 2005 was 6.804, 2006 variation was10.408, 2007 variation was -
1.592, 2008 variation was -6.750, 2009 variation was 18.917. The highest negative return 
was -26.9, and highest positive return was 22.94. 
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 Table: 4.26 Analysis of Beta  
MAGNUM PHARMA  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.970 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.000 
February 0.920 0.890 0.800 0.900 1.000 
March 0.930 0.880 0.900 0.800 1.000 
April 0.930 0.830 0.900 0.900 1.000 
May 0.920 0.830 0.800 0.900 1.000 
June 0.890 0.830 0.800 0.900 1.200 
July 0.890 0.890 0.800 0.900 1.200 
August 0.890 0.880 0.800 0.800 1.200 
September 0.900 0.910 0.800 0.900 1.200 
October 0.890 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.100 
November 0.880 0.900 0.800 0.900 1.100 
December 0.890 0.900 0.800 0.900 1.100 
Sum 10.900 10.540 10.000 10.600 13.100 
Average 0.908 0.878 0.833 0.883 1.092 
S.D. 0.026 0.030 0.049 0.039 0.090 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
Pharmaceutical industry is a continuous growth industry, largely immune to economic 
recession and commodity cycles. The growth is sparred by a rising population, new 
disease. The pharmaceutical industry grew at a compounded rate of 17%) during the last 
10 years. The companies renewed focus on streamlining their production facilities and 
increased marketing has been these companies show a rise in their profits.  
Table AG1 indicate beta value of the Magnum Pharma beta value of the scheme2005, 
0.8 to 0.97, 2006 from 0.83 to 0.9, 2007, 2008, 2009 0.9 to 1. Graph showed the highest 
and lowest of the beta  
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Table: 4.27 Analysis of Return  
MAGNUM PHARMA 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 17.560 14.540 3.300 11.700 -26.600 
February 10.030 30.830 3.300 -5.000 -1.400 
March 2.370 20.450 -7.100 0.900 -6.500 
April -7.060 11.570 -6.300 -25.600 -9.800 
May -3.680 16.050 -3.700 -1.900 8.500 
June 5.850 0.930 9.700 1.700 51.700 
July 10.520 -14.610 9.800 6.000 46.500 
August 20.940 -23.910 3.900 3.900 46.100 
September 27.110 -4.890 -6.400 -4.400 18.000 
October 22.740 14.500 -7.100 -12.300 27.000 
November 3.120 18.700 -3.600 -9.700 25.340 
December 2.690 7.300 -4.400 -4.600 12.300 
Sum 112.190 91.460 -8.600 -39.300 191.140 
Average 9.349 7.622 -0.717 -3.275 15.928 
Variance 10.79344 15.66014 6.384902 9.690494 24.6471 
Upper Limit 27.11 30.83 9.8 11.7 51.7 
Lower Limit -7.06 -23.19 -7.1 -25.6 -26.6 
          Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 13  
 
Magnum Pharma fund having the objectives to achieve the highest return, the average 
return on 2005 was 9.349, 2006 average return was 7.622, 2007 average return was -
0.77, 2008 average return -3.275, 2009 average return was 15.928, the fund standard 
deviation on return indicate how much fluctuation on return. 2005 variation was 10.793 
that shows that variation was high compare to the return. On 2006 variation was 15.660, 
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2007 variation was 6.385, 2008 variation was 9.69, 2009 variation was 15.928. Graph 
clearly indicate where the positive and negative return.  
Table: 4.28 Analysis of Beta  
MAGNUM Fast Moving Consumer Goods  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.840 0.650 0.600 0.600 0.800 
February 0.810 0.640 0.600 0.700 0.800 
March 0.820 0.630 0.600 0.700 0.800 
April 0.830 0.550 0.600 0.700 0.900 
May 0.840 0.550 0.600 0.700 0.900 
June 0.810 0.630 0.600 0.700 0.900 
July 0.790 0.610 0.600 0.700 0.900 
August 0.780 0.640 0.600 0.600 0.900 
September 0.770 0.580 0.600 0.700 0.800 
October 0.690 0.600 0.900 0.800 0.800 
November 0.670 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.800 
December 0.640 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.800 
Sum 9.290 7.280 7.500 8.500 10.100 
Average 0.774 0.607 0.625 0.708 0.842 
S.D. 0.069 0.034 0.087 0.067 0.051 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
Magnum fast moving consumer goods are products that are purchased and consumed on 
a regular basis, the products like hair oils, atta, during products, chocolate etc….the 
companies in this sector are sprucing up their brands and distribution networks to realize 
this huge potential. 
It can be observed from table AH1. Table mention 2005beta was 0.64 to 0.84, 2006 was 
0.55 to 0.65 and 2007 value was 0.6 to 0.9 and 2008 value was 0.6 to 0.9, 2009 value 
was 0.8 to 0.9,average value highest on 2007 and lowest on 2006.  
It can be concluded that average beta range 0.70 tot.90. 
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Table: 4.29 Analysis of Return  
MAGNUM Fast Moving Consumer Goods  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 18.850 7.100 -1.600 21.200 -9.800 
February 13.390 19.290 -3.200 -2.200 2.700 
March 1.870 25.720 -11.600 -4.100 1.400 
April 0.670 15.740 -8.900 -19.600 3.100 
May 2.200 14.210 -5.000 4.000 14.000 
June 7.130 -13.110 9.200 8.900 20.000 
July 10.720 -10.810 6.000 -5.900 21.400 
August 22.000 -18.810 6.200 6.200 28.500 
September 15.780 2.890 0.400 -10.400 24.900 
October 15.760 3.900 9.700 -1.800 18.600 
November 1.340 9.600 7.800 -0.900 12.700 
December 2.490 3.200 9.600 -0.600 13.200 
Sum 112.200 58.920 18.600 -5.200 150.700 
Average 9.350 4.910 1.550 -0.433 12.558 
S.D. 7.684 13.527 7.562 10.153 11.241 
Upper Limit 22.000 25.720 9.700 21.200 28.500 
Lower Limit 0.670 -18.810 -11.600 -19.600 -9.800 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.14 
  
Magnum FMCG fund objective was to generate maximum return, here the table AH4 
represent the average return for last five year. 2005 average return was 9.360, 2006 
average return was 4.91, 2007 average return was 1.55, 2008 average return -0.433, 2009 
average return was 12.558. Researcher believes that high fluctuation on return. 
Fluctuation shows by standard deviation. 2005 standard deviation was 7.684, 2006 
standard deviation was 13.527, 2007 standard deviation was 7.56, 2008 standard 
deviation was 10.153, 2009 standard deviation was 11.241.  
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Table: 4.30 Analysis of Beta  
PRUDENTIAL ICICI Fast moving Consumer Goods 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.880 0.840 0.700 0.600 0.800 
February 0.870 0.820 0.700 0.700 0.800 
March 0.880 0.760 0.700 0.700 0.800 
April 0.890 0.740 0.700 0.700 0.800 
May 0.900 0.740 0.700 0.700 0.800 
June 0.900 0.710 0.700 0.700 1.000 
July 0.880 0.720 0.700 0.800 1.000 
August 0.870 0.730 0.600 0.600 1.000 
September 0.890 0.630 0.600 0.700 1.000 
October 0.840 0.700 0.900 0.800 1.000 
November 0.840 0.700 0.600 0.800 1.000 
December 0.830 0.700 0.600 0.800 1.000 
Sum 10.470 8.790 8.200 8.600 11.000 
Average 0.873 0.733 0.683 0.717 0.917 
S.D. 0.024 0.056 0.083 0.072 0.103 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on beta 
Prudential ICICI  fund having objective to generate long – term capital appreciation from 
a portfolio that is invested pre dominated in equity and equity related securities of 
FMCG companies.  
It may be observed from table AI1 that beta fluctuation from entire five year and entire 
60 months, 2005 value as 0.83 to 0.9, 2006 value was 0.63 to 0.84 , 2007 value was 0.6 
to 0.9, 2008 value was 0.6 to 0.9, 2009 value was 0.8 to 0.6 and value was 0.89 to 1. 
Graph shows beta range from 0.70 to 1, average value was highest on 2009 0.917 and 
lowest value on 2007 was 0.683.  
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Table: 4.31 Analysis of Return  
PRUDENTIAL ICICI Fast Moving Consumer Goods  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 27.050 9.290 3.600 23.100 -15.100 
February 34.730 26.150 7.500 3.500 5.600 
March 15.420 18.260 -4.200 -0.800 0.700 
April 8.010 21.490 -3.500 -19.500 -1.800 
May 8.710 18.440 -6.900 -0.700 5.000 
June 19.010 3.870 6.500 -1.500 14.500 
July 18.940 -15.740 8.700 -11.800 20.100 
August 28.440 -18.090 13.700 13.700 38.900 
September 33.670 0.000 5.900 -13.700 30.600 
October 38.360 17.500 10.500 -8.600 24.600 
November 11.690 17.000 10.400 -8.500 22.600 
December 7.500 11.800 10.100 -8.200 13.100 
Sum 251.530 109.970 62.300 -33.000 158.800 
Average 20.961 9.164 5.192 -2.750 13.233 
Variance 11.1616 14.21295 6.634135 11.93471 15.18973 
Upper Limit 38.67 26..15 13.7 23.1 38.9 
Lower Limit 7.5 -18.09 -6.9 -19.5 -15.1 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Return 
     Graph: 4.15  
 
The scheme has the features to invest on fact moving consumer goods. ICICI assets 
Management Company launched these prudential ICICI FMCG fund. The Table AI4 
shows return on fund. 2005 average return was 20.961. Table indicates return from 2005 
to 2009. 2006 average return was 9.164, and 2007 was 5.192, 2008 was -2.75, 2009 
average return was 13.233. Table shows that which of the month was high return and 
high loss. Return fluctuation on market behaviors, and affect the systematic. Table shows 
standard deviation. 2009 was highest value of standard deviation and 2008 was negative 
value of standard deviation.  
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Table: 4.32 Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2005 
Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2005  
Fund  Return  S.D. Bi Ri-Rf Rm-Rf 
Bi(Rm-
Rf) 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY 7.053 6.100 1.331 0.053 13.000 17.303 
HDFC BALANCE 8.310 7.236 1.299 1.310 13.000 16.887 
HDFC PRUDENCE 11.562 5.097 1.241 4.562 13.000 16.133 
MAGNUM BALANCED  12.692 7.093 1.351 5.692 13.000 17.563 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFITS  7.572 5.128 1.067 0.572 13.000 13.871 
UTI CRT'S 81 6.244 2.104 0.559 -0.756 13.000 7.267 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES 5.704 5.068 0.042 -1.296 13.000 0.546 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX 8.764 9.082 0.992 1.764 13.000 12.896 
MAGNUM INDEX 8.658 9.086 0.994 1.658 13.000 12.922 
TATA INDEX SENSEX A  9.666 9.049 0.993 2.666 13.000 12.909 
UTI SUNDER  9.182 9.263 0.993 2.182 13.000 12.909 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH 7.691 6.804 0.810 0.691 13.000 10.530 
MAGNUM PHARMA  9.349 10.793 0.908 2.349 13.000 11.804 
MAGNUM FMCG 9.350 7.684 0.774 2.350 13.000 10.062 
PRUENTIAL ICICI 20.961 11.161 0.873 13.961 13.000 11.349 
       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
On 2005 the Indian economy grew at over 8% in the first half of the current fiscal 
indicating continued growth of economy and corporate. The Sensex at present levels is 
trading at approximately 17 times estimated 1-year forward earnings. This indicates a 
reasonable outlook for the markets over the long term given the secular growth prospects 
of the Indian economy. There is however a need to have more modest return expectations 
in the future as market returns should track earnings growth. There is also a need to 
invest with a minimum view of two to three years and also be tolerant to volatility 
 
The table represents the average return on the income, balance and index fund. 2005 
highest return on Prudential ICICI Fund, next highest return was Magnum Balanced 
Fund, and the third schemes the highest average return was HDFC Prudence. Researcher 
used post office saving rate as risk free return, compare with bench mark return.   
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Average return affects by the fluctuation on return due to market behavior, 2005 highest 
standard deviation on Prudential ICICI Fund, Magnum Pharma Fund has been second 
highest standard deviation 11.161, third highest standard deviation had 9.263.    
Beta play essential role when considering return on the fund, the above data represent 
high risk involved on these schemes. Birla sun Life Equity Fund, HDFC Balanced, 
HDFC Prudence, Magnum Balanced, Principal Child Benefits, and beta more than one. 
Other schemes liked Birla Sun Life Index, Magnum Index, and Magnum Pharam less 
than one. Scheme return less market return means risk premium. Risk premium means 
high risk having high return, excess return means risk premium.  
    Table: 4.33 Rank Analysis  
2005  Sharpen's  Jenson’s  Treynor’s  
Fund  Measure Rank Measure  Rank Measure Return  Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
EQUITY 0.009 13 0.040 13 -17.250 24.303 15 
HDFC BALANCE 0.181 10 1.008 10 -15.577 23.887 14 
HDFC PRUDENCE 0.895 2 3.676 3 -11.571 23.133 11 
MAGNUM 
BALANCED  0.802 3 4.213 2 -11.871 24.563 12 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFITS  0.112 11 0.536 12 -13.299 20.871 13 
UTI CRT'S 81 -0.359 15 -1.352 14 -8.023 14.267 4 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES -0.256 14 -30.857 15 -1.842 7.546 2 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
INDEX 0.194 8 1.778 8 -11.132 19.896 9 
MAGNUM INDEX 0.182 9 1.668 9 -11.264 19.922 10 
TATA INDEX 
SENSEX A  0.295 5 2.685 5 -10.243 19.909 7 
UTI SUNDER  0.236 6 2.197 7 -10.727 19.909 8 
FRANKLIN 
INFOTECH 0.102 12 0.853 11 -9.839 17.530 6 
MAGNUM PHARMA  0.218 7 2.587 6 -9.455 18.804 5 
MAGNUM FMCG 0.306 4 3.036 4 -7.712 17.062 3 
PRUENTIAL ICICI 1.251 1 15.992 1 2.612 18.349 1 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
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Table clearly indicates the performance of the fund to followed Shapren model with just 
counting average return with standard deviation, Jenson model with average return less 
risk free return and beta dividend to net fluctuation. Treynor model counted alpha value 
of the fund, alpha means high performance of the fund.  
As per the Sharpen Model, Prudential ICICI was 1st rank, HDFC Prudence Fund was 2nd 
rank, Magnum Balanced Fund was 3rd rank, Magnum FMCG was 4th rank, and Tata 
Index Sensex A was 5th rank. As per the Jenson Model Prudential ICICI was 1st rank, 
Magnum Balanced 2nd rank, HDFC Prudence 3rd rank, Magnum FMCG 4th rank, Tata 
Sensex A 5th rank. As per the Treynor Model of performance of the schemes, Prudential 
ICICI was 1st rank, UTI Mahila Unit Scheme 2nd rank, Magnum FMCG 3rd rank, UTI 
CRT’s 81 4th ranks, Magnum Pharma Fund 5th rank. Performance measurement 
technique provided equal rank most of schemes. The selected schemes were out 
performing as the market indices performance.     
Table: 4.34 Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2006 
       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
 
Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2006 
Fund  Return S.D. Bi Ri-Rf Rm-Rf Bi(Rm-Rf) 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
EQUITY 7.292 8.597 1.132 0.292 8 9.056 
HDFC BALANCE 7.428 9.158 1.111 0.428 8 8.888 
HDFC PRUDENCE 8.451 8.333 1.009 1.451 8 8.072 
MAGNUM BALANCED  8.507 10.726 1.223 1.507 8 9.784 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFITS  9.208 11.839 1.037 2.208 8 8.296 
UTI CRT'S 81 3.663 4.380 0.264 -3.337 8 2.112 
UTI MAHILA UNIT  7.421 6.145 0.718 0.421 8 5.744 
BIRLA SUN LIFE  11.064 11.237 0.985 4.064 8 7.88 
MAGNUM INDEX 10.933 9.779 0.976 3.933 8 7.808 
TATA INDEX SENSEX 
A  11.522 9.847 0.924 4.522 8 7.392 
UTI SUNDER  10.992 11.330 0.976 3.992 8 7.808 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH 10.408 9.731 0.885 3.408 8 7.08 
MAGNUM PHARMA  7.622 15.660 0.878 0.622 8 7.024 
MAGNUM FMCG 4.910 13.527 0.607 -2.090 8 4.856 
PRUENTIAL ICICI 9.164 14.212 0.733 2.164 8 5.864 
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The Indian economy grew by 9.2% in the second quarter of FY07. In the first half of the 
current fiscal the GDP growth has been 9.1%. GDP growth is expected to be strong 
going forward. Rising mantle is one of the key factors improving the growth rates of 
GDP. 2006 Sensex trading at around 19x estimated 1-year forward earnings. The 
IPO/capital raising pipeline was also large and growled by the day. This indicates a 
moderate outlook for markets over the medium to long term. There is thus a need to 
invest with a minimum view of two years and be tolerant to volatility. 
 
The table shows the data of average return on the fund, Tata Index Sensex A had highest 
average return, Birla Sun Life Index was second highest average return, Magnum Index 
fund was third rank with 10.993 amounts, UTI Sunder Fund 10.992. Variation on the 
return also needed to considered while performance of the fund. Magnum Pharma Fund 
was highest standard deviation; Prudential ICICI fund had next highest standard 
deviation. Magnum FMCG was 13.527variance.  
If the beta more than one, means high risk on the fund, above table mentioned Birla Dun 
Life Equity, HDFC Balance, HDFC Prudence, Magnum Balanced, Principla Child 
Benefits involved high risk. Risk Free return researcher should selected the post office 
saving rate. The market return on 2006 was 15% average Sensex return. 
     Table: 4.35 Rank Analysis  
2006 Sharpen's  Jenson’s  Treynor’s  
Fund  Measure Rank Measure  Rank Measure Return Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
EQUITY 0.034 13 0.258 13 -8.764 16.056 15 
HDFC BALANCE 0.047 11 0.385 12 -8.460 15.888 14 
HDFC PRUDENCE 0.174 7 1.438 8 -6.621 15.072 11 
MAGNUM BALANCED  0.140 9 1.232 9 -8.277 16.784 13 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFITS  0.187 6 2.129 7 -6.088 15.296 9 
UTI CRT'S 81 -0.762 15 -12.640 15 -5.449 9.112 8 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES 0.069 10 0.586 11 -5.323 12.744 7 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX 0.362 3 4.126 2 -3.816 14.880 5 
MAGNUM INDEX 0.402 2 4.030 4 -3.875 14.808 6 
TATA INDEX SENSEX 
A  0.459 1 4.894 1 -2.870 14.392 1 
UTI SUNDER  0.352 4 4.090 3 -3.816 14.808 4 
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FRANKLIN INFOTECH 0.350 5 3.851 5 -3.672 14.080 2 
MAGNUM PHARMA  0.040 12 0.708 10 -6.402 14.024 10 
MAGNUM FMCG -0.155 14 -3.443 14 -6.946 11.856 12 
PRUENTIAL ICICI 0.152 8 2.952 6 -3.700 12.864 3 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
Table reflects sharpe’s index values for the selected schemes of Balanced, Income and 
Index Fund, and their benchmark values. During 2005 some of the scheme 
outperforming the market on the basis of sharpe’s index.   
Sharpe’s ratio shows Tata Index Sensex A was 1st rank; Magnum Index was 2nd rank, 
Birla Sun Life Index 4th rank, Franklin InfoTech 5th rank, Principal Child Benefits 6th 
rank, HDFC Prudence was 7th rank, Prudential ICICI was 8th rank, Magnum Balanced 
was 9th rank.UTI Mahila Unit Scheme was 10th rank. 
Jenson ratio risk adjustment return, Tata Index Sensex 1st rank, Birla Sun Life Index was 
2nd rank, UTI sunder was 3r rank, Magnum Index was 4th rank, Franklin InfoTech was 5th 
rank, Prudential ICICI Fund was 6th rank, and Principal Child Benefits was 7th rank, 
HDFC Prudence8th rank, Magnum Balanced Fund 9th rank, Magnum Pharam Fund 10th 
rank. Treynor ratio measurement of rank free returns with risk adjustment return, 2006 
Tata Index Sensex Fund 1st rank, Franklin Info Tech 2nd rank, Prudential ICICI 3rd rank, 
UTI Sunder 4th rank, Birla Sun Life Index 5th rank, Magnum Index 6th rank, UTI Mahila 
Unit Schemes 7th rank, UTI CRT’s 81 8th rank, Principal Child Benefits 9th rank, 
Magnum Pharam Fund 10th rank.  
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   Table: 4.36 Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2007 
Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2007 
Fund  Return S.D. Bi 
Return 
– risk 
free 
return  
Market 
Return 
less Rf 
Bi(Rm-
Rf) 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY 5.700 5.304 0.950 -1.300 18 17.1 
HDFC BALANCE 4.406 8.064 1.000 -2.594 18 18 
HDFC PRUDENCE 8.242 6.633 0.917 1.242 18 16.506 
MAGNUM BALANCED  8.542 9.140 1.108 1.542 18 19.944 
PRINCIPAL CHILD BENEFITS  11.017 7.990 0.883 4.017 18 15.894 
UTI CRT'S 81 4.775 4.432 0.583 -2.225 18 10.494 
UTI MAHILA UNIT SCHEMES 4.975 3.830 0.617 -2.025 18 11.106 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX 10.633 12.273 0.992 3.633 18 17.856 
MAGNUM INDEX 9.900 11.044 0.900 2.900 18 16.2 
TATA INDEX SENSEX A  9.750 10.442 0.917 2.750 18 16.506 
UTI SUNDER  10.992 11.032 0.992 3.992 18 17.856 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH -1.592 9.650 0.958 -8.592 18 17.244 
MAGNUM PHARMA  -0.717 6.385 0.833 -7.717 18 14.994 
MAGNUM FMCG 1.550 7.562 0.625 -5.450 18 11.25 
PRUENTIAL ICICI 5.192 6.634 0.683 -1.808 18 12.294 
       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
 
The year 2007 heralded another strong year for the Indian equity market led by strong 
corporate performance in a robust macroeconomic environment. While the long term 
potential is very encouraging, we must keep in mind that the market has risen sharply 
and is factoring in continued strong growth. As a result, there is limited room for 
disappointment and we must remain vigilant to the risks to growth including but not 
limited to the fallout of the sub prime crises on the global and Indian economy. A 
combination of local and overseas developments is likely to dictate the overall market 
movement and may result in some volatility in the near term. 
 
The table shows the data regarding the return, variation on return. 2007 highest return on 
Principal Child Benefit 11.017, next highest UTI Sunder 10.992, third highest Birla Sun 
Life Index 10.633, Magnum Index 9.9, Tata Index Sensex A 9.750. Variation of the fund 
represents by fluctuation on return. Birla Sun Life Index variance was 12.273, Magnum 
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Index variance was 11.044, UTI sunder Fund variance was 11.032, Tata Index Sensex A 
variance was 10.442.  
Beta value indicates market risk plus international financial market risk. HDFC Balance 
Fund, Magnum Balanced Fund was highest risk, beta value was more than one in other 
words said that aggressive fund. Risk free rate should be counts post office saving rate.   
     Table: 4.37 Rank Analysis  
2007 Sharpen's  Jenson’s  Treynor’s  
Fund  Measure Rank Measure  Rank Measure Return Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
EQUITY -0.245 8 -1.368 8 -18.400 24.100 12 
HDFC BALANCE -0.322 10 -2.594 9 -20.594 25.000 13 
HDFC PRUDENCE 0.187 6 1.354 7 -15.264 23.506 9 
MAGNUM BALANCED  0.169 7 1.392 6 -18.402 26.944 11 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFITS  0.503 1 4.549 1 -11.877 22.894 1 
UTI CRT'S 81 -0.502 11 -3.816 12 -12.719 17.494 2 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES -0.529 12 -3.282 11 -13.131 18.106 3 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
INDEX 0.296 3 3.662 3 -14.223 24.856 8 
MAGNUM INDEX 0.263 4 3.222 4 -13.300 23.200 4 
TATA INDEX SENSEX 
A  0.263 5 2.999 5 -13.756 23.506 5 
UTI SUNDER  0.362 2 4.024 2 -13.864 24.856 6 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH -0.890 14 -8.969 14 -25.836 24.244 15 
MAGNUM PHARMA  -1.209 15 -9.264 15 -22.711 21.994 14 
MAGNUM FMCG -0.721 13 -8.720 13 -16.700 18.250 10 
PRUENTIAL ICICI -0.273 9 -2.647 10 -14.102 19.294 7 
       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
2007 was very strong market for Mutual Fund due to bull market and explosive growth 
of Foreign Institutional Investors. Sharpe Index model covered average return with 
variance of the average return.  Principal Child Benefits was 1st rank, UTI Sunder 2nd 
rank, Birls sun Life Index Fund 3rd rank, Magnum Index 4th rank, Tata Index Sensex A 
5th rank.  
Jenson Model covered beta value of the fund, Principal Child Benefit 1st rank, UTI 
sunder 2nd rank, Birla Sun Life Index 3rd rank, Magnum Index 4th rank, Tata Index 
Sensex A 5th rank. Treynors model focused on risk adjustment return and high alpha 
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shows good performance of the fund, Principal Child Benefits 1st rank, UTI CRT’s 81 
was 2nd rank, TUi Mahila Unit Schemes was 3rd rank, Magnum Index was 4th rank, Tata 
Index Sensex A was 5th rank.  
2007 was strong for investors, high capital appreciation and dividend income on mutual 
fund. Selected schemes under balance and income fund were outstanding performance 
compared to market return. Some of the scheme provided 100% return on investment, 
investors were more attract to invest. March 2006 New Fund Offer (NFO) of Reliance 
Equity, collected of funds was seven times more then expected.  
    Table: 4.38 Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2008 
Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2008 
Fund  Return S.D. Bi Ri-Rf Rm-Rf Bi(Rm-Rf) 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
EQUITY -0.388 12.424 0.992 -7.388 -32 -31.744 
HDFC BALANCE 1.700 8.186 1.000 -5.300 -32 -32.000 
HDFC PRUDENCE -0.283 10.678 1.000 -7.283 -32 -32.000 
MAGNUM BALANCED  -0.916 13.304 1.000 -7.916 -32 -32.000 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFITS  -6.317 14.845 1.000 -13.317 -32 -32.000 
UTI CRT'S 81 -0.100 4.463 0.850 -7.100 -32 -32.000 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES 0.225 4.214 0.825 -6.775 -32 -27.200 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
INDEX -3.800 12.572 1.000 -10.800 -32 -26.400 
MAGNUM INDEX -5.267 11.581 0.942 -12.267 -32 -32.000 
TATA INDEX SENSEX 
A  -4.908 10.961 0.925 -11.908 -32 -30.144 
UTI SUNDER  -5.750 12.597 1.000 -12.750 -32 -29.600 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH -6.750 13.505 0.975 -13.750 -32 -32.000 
MAGNUM PHARMA  -3.275 9.691 0.883 -10.275 -32 -31.200 
MAGNUM FMCG -0.433 10.153 0.708 -7.433 -32 -28.256 
PRUENTIAL ICICI -2.750 11.934 0.717 -9.750 -32 -22.656 
       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
The world credit crisis created snowballed in 2008 left very few markets untouched. 
Equities, commodities and real estate collapsed across the globe at a genuinely 
unprecedented scale as liquidity evaporated and the economic outlook rapidly soured 
Predicting the course of the equity markets in any year is difficult and in this particular 
instance is literally like taking a shot in the dark. 
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However, in all of this it is worth remembering a few points. While the Indian economy 
is slowing, it is expected to continue to be among the fastest growing economies of the 
world in 2009. Unlike other economies, our external dependence is much lower and as 
the benefits of lower commodity prices, falling interest rates and rising government 
spending begin to filter through, it should have a positive impact on our growth route. 
 
The clearly shows that Sharpen Ratio measure on return and variance on return was 
negative, selected schemes have positive return, that return within points, not cover risk 
free return, lowest return was Birla Sun Life Equity Fund -0.245, Jenson index model 
considering market risk, 2008 market risk was very high so that highest negative return 
was Magnum Pharma Fund -9.264, Treynor Ratio also showed negative return on 2008, 
highest negative return Franklin Info Tech Fund – 25.836.  
     Table: 4.39 Rank Analysis  
2008 Sharpen's  Jenson’s  Treynor’s  
FUND  
Measur
e Rank Measure  Rank Measure Return Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
EQUITY -0.595 1 -7.448 4 24.356 -24.744 4 
HDFC BALANCE -0.647 3 -5.300 1 26.700 -25.000 1 
HDFC PRUDENCE -0.682 4 -7.283 3 24.717 -25.000 3 
MAGNUM BALANCED  -0.595 2 -7.916 5 24.084 -25.000 5 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFITS  -0.897 8 -13.317 12 18.683 -25.000 10 
UTI CRT'S 81 -1.591 14 -7.100 2 24.900 -25.000 2 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES -1.608 15 -7.971 6 20.425 -20.200 8 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 
INDEX -0.859 7 -13.091 11 15.600 -19.400 14 
MAGNUM INDEX -1.059 11 -12.267 9 19.733 -25.000 9 
TATA INDEX SENSEX 
A  -1.086 13 -12.641 10 18.236 -23.144 12 
UTI SUNDER  -1.012 9 -13.784 15 16.850 -22.600 13 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH -1.018 10 -13.750 13 18.250 -25.000 11 
MAGNUM PHARMA  -1.060 12 -10.538 8 20.925 -24.200 6 
MAGNUM FMCG -0.732 5 -8.418 7 20.823 -21.256 7 
PRUDENTIAL ICICI -0.817 6 -13.771 14 12.906 -15.656 15 
       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
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The table clearly shows that data regarding the rank of performance measurement 
techniques. The Sharpen Ratio measure the variance on return, Birla Sun Life Equity 
Fund was 1st rank, Magnum Balance Fund 2nd rank, HDFC Balance 3rd rank, HDFC 
Prudence 4th rank, Magnum FMCG Fund was 5th rank, Prudential ICICI Fund 6th rank.   
The Jenson model is emphasis on market risk, measure performance with application of 
beta value. As per the analysis HDFC Balance -5.3 was 1st rank, UTI CRT’s 81 was 2nd 
rank, HDFC Prudence Fund was 3rd rank, Birla Sun Life Equity Fund was 4th rank, and 
Magnum Balance Fund was 5th rank. Some of cases both model give equal rank, but 
2008 was unexpected due to international financial crisis and world recession.  
Treynors Model represents the fund performance with risk adjustment return, when alpha 
value was high that fund performing very well. HDFC Balance Fund was 1st rank, UTI 
CRT’s 81 2nd rank, HDFC Prudence Fund 3rd rank, Birla Sun Life Equity Fund 4th rank, 
Magnum Balanced 5th rank, Magnum Pharma Fund 6th rank, Magnum FMCG 7th rank, 
UTI Mahila Unit Schemes 8th rank. 
   Table: 4.40 Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2009 
Balance, Income And Index Fund on 2009 
Fund  Return  S.D. Bi Ri-Rf Rm-Rf Bi(Rm-Rf) 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY 15.958 16.906 0.875 8.958 5 4.375 
HDFC BALANCE 13.292 17.817 0.900 6.292 5 4.500 
HDFC PRUDENCE 16.583 22.368 1.025 9.583 5 5.125 
MAGNUM BALANCED  13.131 19.054 1.058 6.131 5 5.290 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFITS  12.417 21.356 0.958 5.417 5 5.290 
UTI CRT'S 81 6.933 4.654 0.367 -0.067 5 4.790 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES 5.983 4.661 0.300 -1.017 5 1.835 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX 14.783 22.375 1.000 7.783 5 1.500 
MAGNUM INDEX 14.367 22.627 1.000 7.367 5 5.000 
TATA INDEX SENSEX A  15.583 24.582 0.975 8.583 5 5.000 
UTI SUNDER  14.958 21.932 1.000 7.958 5 4.875 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH 18.917 26.877 0.967 11.917 5 5.000 
MAGNUM PHARMA  15.928 24.647 1.092 8.928 5 4.835 
MAGNUM FMCG 12.558 11.241 0.842 5.558 5 5.460 
PRUENTIAL ICICI 13.233 15.189 0.917 6.233 5 4.210 
       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
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The year ended on a positive note with the Sensex and Nifty up 3.2% and 1.1% 
respectively in December. The broader market continued to outperform with the CNX 
Midcap Index up 4%. Internationally too equity markets rallied strongly with most 
markets up 2-6% this month. The MSCI Emerging Market Index was up 2.1% while the 
MSCI Developed Market Index was up 2.4% for the month. The commodity rally also 
continued with most metal prices up 4-10%, while crude rose almost 3%. The only 
significant correction was in gold, which fell 7%, as investors stayed away from its safe 
haven appeal and instead chose to whet their risk appetite 
 
The table shows data on return and market risk, third column represents beta value of the 
fund. Franklin InfoTech Fund provided aggressive return 18.917, HDFC Prudence Fund 
provided 16.583, Magnum Pharma Fund provided 15.928, Birla Sun Life Equity Fun 
was provided by 15.958, and Tata Index Sensex Fund provided 15.583. While 
considering beta on the selected scheme, HDFC Prudence Fund, Magnum Balance Fund, 
Birla Sun Life Index Fund, Magnum Index Fund, UTI Sunder Fund, Magnum Pharma 
were high risk, beta value was more than one.  
On 2009 selected schemes were high, researcher took post office saving rate as the risk 
free return on the counted performance of the fund, Average market return was 12 
percentages.  
    Table: 4.41 Rank Analyses  
2009 SHARPEN'S  JENSON’S  TREYNOR’S  
Fund  Measure Rank Measure  Rank Measure Ri- Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY 0.530 1 10.238 3 4.583 11.375 3 
HDFC BALANCE 0.353 8 6.991 10 1.792 11.500 10 
HDFC PRUDENCE 0.428 4 9.349 4 4.458 12.125 4 
MAGNUM BALANCED  0.322 12 5.795 11 0.841 12.290 11 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFITS  0.254 13 5.120 12 0.127 12.290 12 
UTI CRT'S 81 -0.014 14 -0.070 14 -4.857 11.790 15 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES -0.218 15 -2.771 15 -2.852 8.835 14 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX 0.348 10 25.943 1 6.283 8.500 2 
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       Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Beta & Return  
Sharpen Ratio performance measure schemes liked, Birla Sun Life Equity Fund 1st rank, 
Magnum FMCG was 2nd rank, Franklin Info Tech 3rd rank, HDFC Prudence 4th rank, 
Prudential ICICI Fund 5th rank, UTI Sunder Fund 6th rank, Magnum Pharam Fund 7th 
rank, HDFC Balance Fund 8th rank, Tata Index Sensex A 9th rank, Birla Sun Life Index 
10th rank. Jenson performance index indicates the Birla Sun Life Index Fund 1st rank, 
Franklin Info Tech 2nd rank, Birla Sun Life Equity Fund 3rd rank, HDFC Prudence 4th 
rank, Magnum Pharma Fund 5th rank, Tata Index Sensex A 6th rank, UTI Sunder 7th rank, 
Prudential ICICI was 8th rank, Magnum Index 9th rank, HDFC Balance was 10th rank,   
Treynor performance index model is based on alpha and risk adjustment return. Franklin 
Info Tech Fund 1st rank, Birla Sun Life Index Fund 2nd rank, Birla Sun Life Equity Fund 
3rd rank, HDFC Prudence 4th rank, Magnum Pharma Fund 5th rank, Tata Index Sensex A 
6th rank, UTI Sunder was 7th rank, Magnum Index Fund 8th rank, Prudential ICICI Fund 
9th rank, HDFC Balance 10th rank. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MAGNUM INDEX 0.326 11 7.367 9 2.367 12.000 8 
TATA INDEX SENSEX A  0.349 9 8.583 6 3.583 12.000 6 
UTI SUNDER  0.363 6 8.162 7 3.083 11.875 7 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH 0.443 3 11.917 2 6.917 12.000 1 
MAGNUM PHARMA  0.362 7 9.233 5 4.093 11.835 5 
MAGNUM FMCG 0.494 2 5.090 13 0.098 12.460 13 
PRUDENTIAL ICICI 0.410 5 7.403 8 2.023 11.210 9 
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  Table: 4.42 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
BIRLA SUN LIFE 1995  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 7.510 6.830 3.900 5.800 2.200 
February 7.060 6.730 5.100 4.300 2.200 
March 4.640 7.000 4.500 4.000 2.400 
April 4.850 7.900 4.800 3.900 2.500 
May 4.050 6.880 4.900 3.800 3.000 
June 4.600 7.700 5.100 3.200 4.600 
July 4.610 4.940 4.900 3.400 5.300 
August 5.210 4.570 5.400 3.600 5.000 
September 5.860 4.590 5.400 3.300 5.300 
October 6.290 4.400 5.700 3.300 5.600 
November 5.490 4.300 6.000 3.300 5.400 
December 6.160 4.200 5.500 3.400 5.200 
Sum 66.330 70.040 61.200 45.300 48.700 
Average 5.528 5.837 5.100 3.775 4.058 
S.D. 1.070 1.447 0.562 0.724 1.444 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio  
     Graph: 4.16 
 
Birla Sun Life Equity Fund 1995, Price to Book Ratio presents that historical value of 
the fund, 2005 average value of the fund was 5.528 with variance was 1.07, upper limit 
was 7.510 with lowest value was 4.050. 2006 average value of the fund was 5.837 with 
standard deviation 1.447 with upper limit 7.900. 2007 average value of the price to book 
ratio was 5.100 with standard deviation 0.562. 2008 average value of price to book ratio 
was 3.775 with standard deviation 0.724, 2009 average value of the price book ratio 
4.058 with standard deviation1.444. 
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    Table: 4.43 Analysis of Price Book Ratio 
                                                                 HDFC BALANCE   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 4.270 5.550 6.400 5.400 3.000 
February 9.060 5.210 5.700 4.700 2.800 
March 5.190 5.380 5.800 5.000 2.900 
April 5.220 6.270 6.700 5.000 3.300 
May 4.210 6.480 5.700 5.000 3.400 
June 4.760 5.590 5.500 4.800 4.100 
July 4.860 5.900 5.400 4.200 4.500 
August 4.340 5.860 5.400 4.200 4.700 
September 4.070 6.340 5.300 4.600 4.700 
October 4.940 6.500 5.400 4.200 5.100 
November 4.240 6.400 5.400 4.400 5.000 
December 4.720 6.500 5.300 4.500 4.700 
Sum 59.880 71.980 68.000 56.000 48.200 
Average 4.990 5.998 5.667 4.667 4.017 
S.D. 1.340 0.476 0.448 0.387 0.876 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio    
     Graph: 4.17  
 
HDFC Balance Fund belongs to the category for Balance capital appreciation on 
dividend and growth of the earnings. A scheme is very famous on balance with safety of 
irregular income with low level risk. 2005 average value of the price to book ratio was 
4.990 with standard deviation 1.340, 2006 average value of the fund was 5.998 with 
standard deviation 0.476, 2007 average value of price to book ratio was 5.667 with 
standard deviation 0.387, 2008 average value of the price to book ratio 4.667 with 
standard deviation 0.387, 2009 average value was 4.017 with standard deviation 0.876. 
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  Table: 4.44 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
HDFC  PRUDENCE   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  3.160 5.790 6.200 7.300 2.800 
February  2.960 6.100 5.700 7.600 2.700 
March 3.130 6.180 5.200 5.600 2.600 
April  3.060 6.440 5.000 5.100 2.600 
May  3.040 6.870 5.200 4.900 2.600 
June  3.120 5.760 5.600 4.500 3.100 
July  3.200 5.830 6.100 3.900 3.300 
August  3.410 5.410 6.100 3.900 3.500 
September  3.820 6.860 5.900 4.300 3.700 
October  4.440 6.000 6.000 3.900 3.900 
November  3.820 6.000 7.100 4.000 3.900 
December  4.950 6.200 7.000 4.000 4.400 
Sum 42.110 73.440 71.100 59.000 39.100 
Average 3.509 6.120 5.925 4.917 3.258 
S.D. 0.631 0.435 0.657 1.304 0.620 
        Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio 
     Graph: 4.18 
 
The table reflect the performance of the fund through Price to Book ratio, 2005 average 
ratio of the scheme was 3.509 with variation 0.631, 2006 average price book ratio6.120 
with standard deviation 0.435, 2007 average price to book ratio 5.925 with standard 
deviation 0.657, 2008 average value of ratio 4.917 with variation 1.304, 2009 average 
price to book ratio30258 with standard deviation 0.620 
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Table: 4.45 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
MAGNUM BALANCED  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 9.450 4.740 6.100 6.900 3.300 
February 9.110 4.730 6.200 5.000 3.100 
March 6.160 4.630 5.600 6.300 3.200 
April 6.390 5.540 6.000 6.300 3.100 
May 3.830 6.020 5.500 5.600 3.200 
June 3.940 4.980 6.000 5.100 3.700 
July 4.020 5.020 5.900 4.000 4.400 
August 4.210 5.080 5.100 4.000 4.400 
September 4.210 5.300 5.000 4.100 4.300 
October 4.890 5.800 5.600 3.500 4.400 
November 4.310 5.800 6.400 3.500 4.000 
December 4.470 6.300 6.400 4.500 4.000 
Sum 64.990 63.940 69.800 58.800 45.100 
Average 5.416 5.328 5.817 4.900 3.758 
S.D. 1.986 0.555 0.463 1.160 0.552 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio 
     Graph: 4.18 
 
The Graph shows lines that highlight Price to Book Ratio, 2005 price to book ratio 5.416 
with standard deviation 1.986 and upper limit of price to book ratio 9.45, 2006 average 
price to book ratio 5.328 with standard deviation 0.555 and upper limit was 6.3, 2007 
average was 5.817 with standard deviation 0.463 and upper limit 6.4, 2008 average price 
to book ratio 4.900 with standard deviation 6.9, 2009 average value of the price to book 
ratio 3.758 with standard deviation 0.552 and upper limit was 4.4.  
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  Table: 4.46 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
PRINCIPAL CHILD BENEFIT   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 8.150 4.160 3.800 7.200 1.600 
February 6.930 3.920 3.200 4.400 1.400 
March 4.820 4.070 3.100 4.200 1.300 
April 4.290 4.360 3.300 3.500 1.600 
May 3.420 3.750 3.400 3.700 2.400 
June 3.720 3.260 3.700 3.100 2.400 
July 4.060 2.780 4.400 2.700 2.500 
August 4.400 3.030 4.700 3.400 2.700 
September 4.460 3.360 4.900 2.600 2.700 
October 4.250 3.600 5.300 2.100 2.900 
November 3.280 3.300 5.500 2.500 2.900 
December 3.810 3.200 6.400 2.000 2.900 
Sum 55.590 42.790 51.700 41.400 27.300 
Average 4.633 3.566 4.308 3.450 2.275 
S.D. 1.451 0.490 1.064 1.409 0.621 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio 
     Graph: 4.19 
 
Researcher follows the Price to Book Ratio to analysis performance of the fund, 2005 
average price to book ratio was 4.633 with standard deviation 1.451, 2006 average price 
to book ratio 3.566 with standard deviation 0.490, 2007 average price to book ratio was 
4.308 with standard deviation 1.064, 2008 average price to book ratio 3.450 with 
standard deviation1.409, 2009 average value of the price to book ratio was 2.275 with 
standard deviation0.621. 
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Table: 4.47 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
UTI CRT"S 81 P/B RATIO  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  3.510 4.470 7.000 7.800 3.100 
February  3.690 6.340 6.800 6.600 2.800 
March 3.790 5.760 6.800 6.200 2.800 
April  3.630 6.130 6.900 5.600 3.000 
May  3.030 5.520 6.900 6.400 3.300 
June  3.610 5.220 7.000 5.900 4.100 
July  3.560 2.070 7.100 4.600 4.300 
August  4.360 2.020 6.800 6.800 4.400 
September  4.600 1.700 6.700 4.800 4.300 
October  5.040 1.700 7.100 4.400 4.500 
November  4.140 1.600 9.300 4.600 4.400 
December  4.490 1.600 7.600 4.800 4.100 
Sum 47.450 44.130 86.000 68.500 45.100 
Average 3.954 3.678 7.167 5.708 3.758 
S.D. 0.573 2.037 0.711 1.085 0.691 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio 
     Graph: 4.20 
 
The table shows the data regarding the fund performance regarding the Price to Book 
Ratio, table indicates Price to Book Ratio from last five years, 2005 average Price to 
Book ratio was 3.954 with standard devotion 0.573, 2006 average Price to Book ratio 
3.678 with standard deviation 2.037, 2007 average Price to Book Ratio 7.167with 
standard deviation 0.711, 2008 average Price to Book value was 5.708 with standard 
deviation 1.085, 2009 average value was 3.758 with standard deviation 0.691. 
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   Table: 4.48 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
UTI Mahila Unit Schemes P/B RATIO 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  4.440 4.860 2.500 8.100 2.900 
February  4.650 4.640 6.700 6.400 2.500 
March 4.470 4.550 6.100 6.400 2.600 
April  4.080 4.710 6.100 5.500 2.800 
May  3.270 5.220 6.300 5.200 3.000 
June  3.490 5.930 6.300 5.100 3.800 
July  3.680 4.120 6.700 4.500 4.000 
August  3.780 3.870 6.500 6.500 3.900 
September  4.040 2.260 6.400 4.600 3.800 
October  4.260 2.500 6.900 4.200 3.900 
November  3.970 2.400 8.000 4.500 4.500 
December 4.490 2.400 8.100 4.400 4.600 
Sum 48.620 47.460 76.600 65.400 42.300 
Average 4.052 3.955 6.383 5.450 3.525 
S.D. 0.433 1.264 1.391 1.180 0.730 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio 
     Graph: 21 
 
The scheme special features Mahila Unit Scheme, design for samll income saves by 
mahila for home made business. 2005 average Price to Book ratio was 4.052 with 
standard deviation 0.433, 2006 average Price to Book ratio was 3.955 with standard 
deviation 1.264, 2007 average value of the fund was 6.383 with standard deviation 
1.391, 2008 average price to book ratio 5.450 with standard deviation 1.180, 2009 
average price to book ratio 3.525 with standard deviation 0.730   
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Table: 4.49 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  4.760 6.640 7.000 7.800 3.400 
February  4.630 6.380 7.100 6.200 3.100 
March 5.880 6.620 6.600 5.900 3.100 
April  5.920 7.390 0.200 5.800 3.100 
May  4.870 7.350 0.200 5.900 3.300 
June  5.540 6.360 0.200 5.500 3.800 
July  5.620 6.750 6.600 4.500 4.600 
August  5.500 6.510 6.300 6.000 4.600 
September  6.000 6.930 6.200 4.700 4.500 
October  6.400 7.000 6.300 4.300 4.800 
November  5.570 7.000 7.600 4.500 4.900 
December  6.170 7.000 7.200 4.500 4.600 
Sum 66.860 81.930 61.500 65.600 47.800 
Average 5.572 6.828 5.125 5.467 3.983 
S.D. 0.563 0.343 2.998 1.023 0.744 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio 
     Graph: 4.22  
 
Birla Sun Life Index Fund, 2005 average Price to Book Ratio was 5.572 with standard 
deviation 0.563, 2006 average Price to Book Ratio was 6.828 with standard 
deviation0.343, 2008 average Price to Book was 5.125 with standard deviation 2.998, 
2008 average Price to Book Ratio 5.467 with standard deviation 1.023, 2009 average 
Price to Book Ratio was 3.983, with standard deviation 0.744. 
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  Table: 4.50 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
MAGNUM INDEX   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  4.760 6.620 7.000 7.500 3.400 
February  4.640 6.370 7.100 6.000 3.100 
March 5.810 6.610 6.500 5.800 3.100 
April  4.910 7.280 6.900 5.800 3.100 
May  4.880 6.970 6.800 5.800 3.300 
June  5.560 6.110 6.700 5.500 3.800 
July  5.660 6.660 6.800 4.500 4.600 
August  5.530 6.420 6.300 6.300 4.600 
September  5.240 6.830 6.200 4.700 4.500 
October  6.320 7.200 6.500 4.400 4.800 
November 5.490 7.000 7.400 4.400 4.600 
December 6.100 7.000 7.000 4.400 4.600 
Sum 64.900 81.070 81.200 65.100 47.500 
Average 5.408 6.756 6.767 5.425 3.958 
S.D. 0.535 0.353 0.347 0.971 0.715 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio     
     Graph: 4.23  
 
Table reflect Price to Book Ratio, 2005 average Price to Book Ratio was 5.408 with 
standard deviation 0.535, 2006 average Price to Book Ratio was 6.756 with standard 
deviation 0.353, 2007 average Price to Book Ratio was 6.767 with standard deviation 
was 0.347, 2008 average Price to Book Ratio 5.425 with standard deviation 0.971, 2009 
average Price to Book 3.958 with standard deviation 0.715. 
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  Table: 4.51 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
TATA INDEX SENSEX A   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 4.760 5.550 7.000 6.900 3.100 
February 4.640 6.340 7.100 6.900 2.900 
March 5.440 6.620 6.500 7.000 3.000 
April 5.560 7.370 6.400 7.000 2.900 
May 4.910 7.230 6.300 3.900 3.100 
June 4.910 7.230 6.600 5.800 3.500 
July 5.770 6.310 6.600 4.100 4.700 
August 5.530 6.310 6.300 6.000 4.700 
September 5.920 6.500 6.100 4.400 4.600 
October 6.000 7.000 6.500 4.100 4.900 
November 6.300 6.700 6.500 4.100 4.700 
December 5.790 6.800 6.500 4.300 4.700 
Sum 65.530 79.960 78.400 64.500 46.800 
Average 5.461 6.663 6.533 5.375 3.900 
S.D. 0.539 0.513 0.281 1.337 0.869 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio     
     Graph: 4.24 
 
TaTa Index Sensex A Fund belong to the Index Fund, and bench mark was NSE Index 
Fund, Table reflect value of Price to Book Ratio from 2005 to 2009. 2005 average Price 
to Book Ratio was 5.461 with standard deviation0.539, 2006 average ratio was 6.663 
with standard deviation 0.513, 2007 average ratio was 6.533 with standard deviation 
0.281, 2008 average Price to Book Ratio was 5.375 with standard deviation 1.337, 2009 
average Price to Book Ratio was 3.900 with standard deviation 0.869. 
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     Table: 4.52 Analysis of Price Book Ratio 
                                                              UTI SUNDER FUND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 4.760 6.610 7.000 7.700 3.400 
February 4.640 6.380 7.100 6.200 3.100 
March 5.890 6.630 6.600 5.900 3.100 
April 5.930 7.390 6.900 5.800 3.100 
May 4.890 7.310 6.700 5.900 3.300 
June 5.560 6.360 6.600 5.600 3.800 
July 5.660 6.750 6.600 4.500 4.600 
August 5.520 6.520 6.300 6.300 4.600 
September 5.980 6.790 6.200 4.700 4.500 
October 6.400 7.100 6.300 4.300 4.800 
November 5.570 6.900 7.600 4.400 4.500 
December 6.170 7.000 7.200 3.200 4.600 
Sum 66.970 81.740 81.100 64.500 47.400 
Average 5.581 6.812 6.758 5.375 3.950 
S.D. 0.559 0.339 0.417 1.198 0.708 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio  
     Graph: 4.25 
 
UTI Sundar Fund is belongs to the category of Balance Fund, 2005 average Price to 
Book Ratio was 5.581 with standard deviation 0.559, 2006 average Price to Book Ratio 
was 6.812 with standard deviation 0.339, 2007 average Price to Book Ratio was 6.758 
with standard deviation 0.417, 2008 average Price to Book Ratio was 5.375 with 
standard deviation 1.198, 2009 average Price to Book Ratio was 3.950 with standard 
deviation 0.708. 
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  Table: 4.53 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
FRANKLIN INFOTECH FUND   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 19.580 11.870 13.400 7.500 2.900 
February 18.830 10.610 12.000 5.500 3.600 
March 11.110 10.600 11.100 5.700 3.400 
April 11.850 11.890 11.200 5.300 3.700 
May 9.280 11.240 10.400 5.900 3.900 
June 11.060 10.500 9.300 6.800 4.600 
July 10.940 10.780 9.200 6.100 5.200 
August 8.470 10.600 8.600 8.600 5.900 
September 10.190 11.470 7.800 5.500 6.000 
October 11.150 11.800 7.900 4.500 6.700 
November 10.030 11.900 7.400 4.500 6.800 
December 10.760 12.800 6.900 4.600 6.800 
Sum 143.250 136.060 115.200 70.500 59.500 
Average 11.938 11.338 9.600 5.875 4.958 
S.D. 3.518 0.733 2.026 1.244 1.452 
Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio  
     Graph: 4.26 
 
Franklin InfoTech Fund belongs to the category Information Technology, Table present 
the value of Price to Book Ratio. Book Value means historical price to fund. 2005 
average ratio was 11.938 with standard deviation 3.518, 2006 average ratio was 11.338 
with standard deviation 0.733, 2007 average ratio was 9.600 with standard deviation 
2.026, 2008 average Price to Book ratio was 5.875 with standard deviation 1.244, 2009 
average ratio was 4..958 with standard deviation1.452. 
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Table: 4.54 Analysis of Price Book Ratio 
                                                       MAGNUM PHARMA FUND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 7.170 7.260 5.900 5.100 2.200 
February 6.430 6.870 5.400 5.400 2.100 
March 5.940 7.140 4.500 5.100 2.200 
April 5.850 5.790 4.600 4.500 2.800 
May 5.670 6.280 6.400 4.700 2.800 
June 5.630 5.630 4.900 4.700 3.300 
July 5.690 5.720 4.900 5.300 4.000 
August 5.930 4.790 4.500 4.500 4.000 
September 7.170 5.410 4.300 5.400 4.300 
October 7.130 5.600 4.400 4.300 4.500 
November 5.370 6.100 4.300 4.200 4.300 
December 6.200 6.300 4.000 3.900 4.600 
Sum 74.180 72.890 58.100 57.100 41.100 
Average 6.182 6.074 4.842 4.758 3.425 
S.D. 0.648 0.738 0.717 0.500 0.967 
  
       
      Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio     
     Graph: 4.27 
 
Magnum Pharma Fund Special design for pharmaceutical industry, 2005 average Price to 
Book Ratio 6.182 with standard deviation 0.648, 2006 average Price to Book Ratio was 
6.074 with standard deviation 0.738, 2007 average Price to Book Ratio 4.842 with 
standard deviation 0.717, 2008 average Price to Book Ratio 4.758 with standard 
deviation 0.500, 2009 average Price to Book Ratio was 3.425 with standard deviation 
0.967. 
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     Table: 4.55 
Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
MAGNUM FMCG FUND 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  19.280 12.890 11.200 16.000 11.400 
February  5.290 8.990 9.800 14.800 14.200 
March 5.240 9.570 8.800 14.000 15.000 
April  5.190 12.240 9.600 13.400 11.000 
May  5.460 13.460 9.800 19.200 14.600 
June  5.800 11.240 11.200 13.800 14.800 
July  7.110 11.530 11.000 14.400 12.000 
August  7.680 11.120 10.300 10.300 10.100 
September  10.160 11.530 8.100 13.100 10.300 
October  12.150 12.400 8.600 11.900 10.600 
November  8.530 11.600 11.700 11.900 11.650 
December  7.980 12.000 10.000 12.500 13.400 
Sum 99.870 138.570 120.100 165.300 149.050 
Average 8.323 11.548 10.008 13.775 12.421 
S.D. 4.081 1.265 1.133 2.280 1.864 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio 
     Graph: 4.28 
 
The Magnum FMCG Fund belongs to the Fast Moving Consumer Goods, 2005 average 
Price to Book Ratio 8.323 with standard deviation 4.081, 2006 average Price to Book 
Ratio was 11.548 with standard deviation 1.265, 2007 average ratio was 10.008 with 
standard deviation 1.133, 2008 average Ratio was 13.775 with standard deviation 2.280, 
2009 average value of Ratio was 12.421 with standard deviation 1.865.  
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Table: 4.56 Analysis of Price Book Ratio  
PRUDENTIAL ICICI FMCG  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  5.970 11.300 8.600 10.400 6.600 
February  5.930 9.730 8.300 8.300 6.100 
March 5.740 10.550 8.000 7.900 6.100 
April  6.600 13.310 7.700 8.000 6.600 
May  6.400 11.870 6.000 8.200 8.200 
June  7.690 10.070 5.700 7.600 8.400 
July  7.630 9.680 5.500 6.700 11.200 
August  8.420 9.490 7.300 7.300 8.600 
September  8.870 9.650 7.000 7.000 7.900 
October  11.320 10.600 8.700 6.700 7.900 
November 9.750 9.400 8.400 6.900 8.000 
December 10.860 9.600 9.100 6.800 8.100 
      Sum 95.180 125.250 90.300 91.800 93.700 
Average 7.932 10.438 7.525 7.650 7.808 
S.D. 1.940 1.191 1.233 1.049 1.399 
 Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio 
     Graph: 4.29 
 
Prudential ICICI FMCG means fund belongs to the category of Fast Moving Consumer 
Goods. 2005 average Price to Book Ratio was 7.932 with standard deviation 1.940, 2006 
average Price to Book Ratio 10.438 with standard deviation 1.191, 2007 average price to 
book ratio 7.525 with standard deviation 1.233, 2008 average Price to Book Ratio was 
7.650 with standard deviation 1.049, 2009 average Price to Book Ratio was 7.808 with 
standard deviation 1.399. 
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Analysis of Price to Book Ratio: 
Analysis of Variance: 
      Table: 4.57 
  SCHEMES NAMES 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
U BIRLA SUN LIFE 1995  5.528 5.837 5.100 3.775 4.058 
V HDFC BALANCE  4.990 5.998 5.667 4.667 4.017 
W HDFC  PRUDENCE  3.509 6.120 5.925 4.917 3.258 
X MAGNUM BALANCED  5.416 5.328 5.817 4.900 3.758 
Y  PRINCIPAL CHILD BENEFIT  4.633 3.566 4.308 3.450 2.275 
Z  UTI CRT"S 81   3.954 3.678 7.167 5.708 3.758 
AA UTI MAHILA UNIT SCHEMES  4.052 3.955 6.383 5.450 3.525 
AB BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX  5.572 6.828 5.125 5.467 3.983 
AC  MAGNUM INDEX  5.408 6.756 6.767 5.425 3.958 
AD  TATA INDEX SENSEX A  5.461 6.663 6.533 5.375 3.900 
AE  UTI SUNDER 5.581 6.812 6.758 5.375 3.950 
AF  FRANKLIN INFOTECH  11.938 11.338 9.600 5.875 4.958 
AG  MAGNUM PHARMA 6.182 6.074 4.842 4.758 3.425 
AH  MAGNUM FMCG 8.323 11.548 10.008 13.775 12.421 
AI PRUDENTIAL ICICI FMCG 7.932 10.438 7.525 7.650 7.808 
Source: Mutual Fund Insight data on Price to Book Ratio0 
The table shows the data regarding the Price to Book Ratio, 2005 data on Price Book 
Ratio, highest on Franklin Info Tech Fund 11.938, 8.323 Magnum FMCG Fund was 
second highest, and 7.932 Prudential ICICI Fund was third highest. While 2006 Franklin 
Info Tech Fund and Magnum FMCG both were out performing and Principal Child 
Benefit, UTI CRT’s 81, UTI Mahila Unit Schemes below the average performance. 2007 
Magnum Fast Moving Consumer Goods Fund reached to first rank and Franklin Info 
Tech goes to 2nd rank. 2007 indicates high Price to Book ratio due to aggressive growth 
of Indian Capital Market, so that all schemes performed very well. 
On 2008 Price to Book Ratio, Magnum FMCG 13.775 was highest; Prudential ICICI 
Fund was 2nd highest. On 2009 reflect recovery of Indian Capital Market, again Magnum 
Pharma Fund had outperforming compared to other schemes. Prudential ICIC FMCG 
also performing very well.  
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Analysis of Variance on Price to Book Ratio: 
F-tests arise by considering a decomposition of the variability in a collection of data in 
terms of sums of squares.  Table: 4.58 
ANOVA  
GROUPS SCHEMES SUM AVERAGE VARIANCE 
2005 15 88.47583 5.898389 4.492691 
2006 15 100.9375 6.729167 6.381605 
2007 15 97.525 6.501667 2.604437 
2008 15 86.56667 5.771111 5.810217 
2009 15 69.05417 4.603611 6.077428 
 
Table reflects single factor analysis of variance, first column represents number of year 
of the study, and observation means samples, here the samples having 15th schemes of 
Mutual Fund. Total of average from last five years, 2006w was highest. Average of the 
Price to Book Ratio, highest average on 2006 was 6.729. F – Test table called variance 
analysis, 2005 variance on Price to Book Ratio 4.492, 2006 variance on Price to Book 
Ratio 6.381, 2007 variance on Price to Book Ratio was 2.604, 2008 variance on Price to 
Book ratio was 5.810, 2009 variance on Price to Book Ratio was 6.077. 
     Table: 4.59 
ANOVA 
SOURCE OF 
VARIATION 
SUM OF 
SQUARE 
DEGREE OF 
FREEDOM 
MEAN OF 
SQUARE F – TEST F CRIT 
Between Groups 41.20134 4 10.30034 2.030313 2.502656 
Within Groups 355.1293 70 5.073275 
  Total 396.3306 74 
    
 
The ANOVA calculated were made on the base of variance within the samples and 
variance between samples. Between the samples variance counted as the number of years 
performance of Price to Book Ratio. Between Sample Sum of Square were 41.20134. 
Within Sum of Square were 355.1293 of sample. Between samples Mean Square were 
10.30034, Within Samples Mean Square 5.073. F – Test value received 2.0303, Critical 
Value was 2.5026. Hypothesis was accepted. 
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 Table: 4.60 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 1995  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 17.390 29.560 20.700 40.400 12.100 
February 16.620 31.100 24.200 34.200 12.900 
March 17.420 30.990 19.700 29.900 12.300 
April 18.900 36.080 19.200 25.300 12.100 
May 17.170 29.660 22.600 32.200 16.400 
June 19.380 27.030 27.100 28.200 19.700 
July 19.060 21.160 29.200 25.900 21.200 
August 29.170 19.610 25.000 35.000 24.400 
September 31.910 20.790 26.800 37.500 25.000 
October 35.780 21.300 27.700 33.000 27.700 
November 25.040 19.600 25.600 34.000 28.000 
December 27.860 23.000 25.600 33.000 31.600 
Sum 275.700 309.880 293.400 388.600 243.400 
Average 22.975 25.823 24.450 32.383 20.283 
S.D. 6.683 5.582 3.251 4.471 7.073 
      
Graph: 4.30 
 
The Price Earnings Ratio present earnings of assets Management Company all the 
schemes. The table reflects Price to Earnings with graphically present. 2005 average 
ratio was 22.975 with standard deviation 6.683, 2006 average ratio was 25.823 with 
standard deviation 5.582, 2007 average value was 24.450 with standard deviation 3.251, 
2008 average value of the fund was 32.383 with standard deviation 4.471, 2009 average 
ratio was 20.283 with standard deviation 7.073. 
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 Table: 4.61 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
HDFC BALANCE   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 13.850 19.360 22.900 30.600 12.300 
February 18.420 19.160 20.200 22.600 12.500 
March 19.010 19.960 20.600 23.300 12.400 
April 19.180 22.690 23.800 21.900 14.100 
May 16.430 23.840 22.100 22.100 15.500 
June 17.780 20.200 22.700 20.000 18.200 
July 18.490 20.570 22.000 17.500 19.500 
August 18.450 19.990 22.100 18.400 18.900 
September 19.970 21.850 21.700 19.400 19.300 
October 20.660 22.400 23.200 17.900 21.100 
November 18.610 22.500 25.400 17.000 20.100 
December 18.380 23.600 27.500 18.000 21.000 
Sum 219.230 256.120 274.200 248.700 204.900 
Average 18.269 21.343 22.850 20.725 17.075 
S.D. 1.742 1.657 2.010 3.794 3.479 
       
Graph: 4.31 
 
The table shows the data of Price Earnings Ratio and mentioned range of upper limit and 
lower limit form 2005 to 2009. 2005 average ratio was 18.269 with standard deviation 
1.742, 2006 average ratio21.343 with standard deviation 1.657, 2007 average ratio was 
22.850 with standard deviation 2.010, 2008 average ratio was 20.725 with standard 
deviation 3.794, 2009 average ratio was 17.075 with standard deviation 3.479.  
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  Table: 4.62 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
HDFC  PRUDENCE  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  16.030 24.280 29.500 34.800 11.300 
February  14.980 25.030 25.800 35.700 11.400 
March 15.780 24.020 26.700 34.900 11.200 
April  15.470 25.980 26.900 31.900 11.400 
May  16.710 25.780 27.700 28.400 12.900 
June  16.840 26.560 30.800 23.800 17.000 
July  16.880 28.940 31.900 19.100 17.500 
August  16.780 30.670 30.200 19.400 19.200 
September  18.650 22.700 27.800 20.500 20.300 
October  22.370 33.000 26.900 19.200 22.600 
November  19.290 34.100 31.500 19.400 22.500 
December  23.450 46.500 32.000 19.000 23.200 
Sum 213.230 347.560 347.700 306.100 200.500 
Average 17.769 28.963 28.975 25.508 16.708 
S.D. 2.702 6.599 2.258 7.093 4.868 
      
Graph: 4.32 
 
It’s evidence from the table the performance of assets Management Company. And 
mentioned the range of ratio, 2005 average ratio was 17.769 with standard deviation 
2.072, 2006 average Price Earnings Ratio was 28.963 with standard deviation 6.599, 
2007 average ratio was 28.975 with standard deviation 2.258, 2008 average ratio was 
25.508 with standard deviation 7.093, 2009 average ratio was 16.708 with standard 
deviation 4.868. 
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  Table: 4.63 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
MAGNUM BALANCED  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  28.220 25.020 29.500 37.200 14.800 
February  27.100 23.500 28.200 34.000 14.800 
March 24.190 26.140 22.200 37.500 14.000 
April  26.040 29.620 22.500 30.000 15.000 
May  20.830 18.950 23.100 27.700 16.600 
June  22.670 29.640 27.400 36.300 24.300 
July  22.740 28.500 26.500 31.300 22.600 
August  23.520 28.880 23.700 32.600 22.100 
September  23.520 21.420 25.200 33.500 22.400 
October  26.560 23.200 29.000 29.400 24.500 
November  23.460 24.700 33.000 29.600 23.000 
December  24.940 29.500 33.700 29.600 23.700 
Sum 293.790 309.070 324.000 388.700 237.800 
Average 24.483 25.756 27.000 32.392 19.817 
S.D. 2.141 3.566 3.880 3.328 4.313 
       
Graph: 4.33 
 
The table shows the data of Price to Earnings Ratio of State Bank of India Mutual Fund, 
2005 average ratio was 24.483 with standard deviation 2.141, 2006 average Price to 
Book ratio was 25.756 with standard deviation 3.566, 2007 average Price to Book Ratio 
was 27.000 with standard deviation 3.880, 2008 average value of the fund was 32.392 
with standard deviation 3.328, 2009 average Price to Book Ratio was 19.817 with 
standard deviation4.313. 
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  Table: 4.64 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
PRINCIPAL CHILD BENEFIT  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  20.0000 19.1600 17.5000 51.3000 8.3000 
February  17.2200 19.3100 12.6000 18.3000 8.4000 
March 17.8400 17.2200 14.4000 21.4000 7.9000 
April  17.2000 17.2700 13.7000 15.5000 10.2000 
May  15.3500 16.7500 15.1000 19.6000 12.6000 
June  17.5800 13.7600 15.4000 15.0000 14.8000 
July  18.9000 14.2200 19.9000 13.2000 14.5000 
August  19.3000 12.2700 26.2000 13.0000 19.7000 
September  18.8100 13.2900 30.0000 13.5000 20.5000 
October  19.6100 14.5000 38.4000 11.5000 22.9000 
November  14.4900 15.2000 31.9000 11.6000 21.8000 
December  17.0300 16.5000 41.3000 12.5000 21.6000 
Sum  213.330 189.450 276.400 216.400 183.200 
Average  17.778 15.788 23.033 18.033 15.267 
S.D. 1.676 2.269 10.176 10.955 5.813 
      
Graph: 4.34 
 
Principal Child Benefit Fund represented the value of Price to Book Ratio. Graph shows 
the value of each of months. 2005 average value of ratio was 17.778 with standard 
deviation 1.676, 2006 average value of the  fund was 15.788 with standard deviation 
2.269, 2007 average value of the fund was 23.033 with standard deviation 10.176, 2008 
average value of the fund was 18.033 with standard deviation 10.955, 2009 average 
value of the fund was 15.267 with standard deviation 5.813. 
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  Table: 4.65 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
UTI CRT"S 81 P/E RATIO  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  20.670 26.310 35.000 36.300 18.300 
February  19.370 26.040 33.200 31.400 16.800 
March 16.840 24.170 26.600 28.500 17.400 
April  16.870 26.970 27.500 25.100 19.900 
May  15.620 24.030 28.500 30.500 22.800 
June  19.310 21.870 29.300 27.700 31.300 
July  19.640 15.650 30.900 20.700 31.200 
August  27.970 15.390 28.300 28.300 31.300 
September  31.700 14.090 27.700 29.900 20.200 
October  37.420 14.700 30.200 26.400 21.700 
November  23.050 14.400 38.400 26.800 21.500 
December  24.890 14.200 33.900 27.800 21.500 
Sum 273.350 237.820 369.500 339.400 273.900 
Average 22.779 19.818 30.792 28.283 22.825 
S.D. 6.639 5.476 3.606 3.760 5.395 
      
     Graph: 4.35 
 
The table reflects Price to Earnings Ratio. On 2005 average Price to Earning was 22.779 
with variation 6.639, 2006 average ratio was 19.818 with standard deviation 5.476, 2007 
average Price to Book Ratio was 30.792 with standard deviation 3.606, 2008 average 
ratio was 28.283 with standard deviation 3.760, 2009 average ratio was 22.825 with 
standard deviation 5.395. 
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Table: 4.66 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
UTI Manila Unit Schemes P/E RATIO  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 17.560 28.340 17.300 36.300 14.100 
February 18.010 28.440 38.200 30.100 12.200 
March 18.280 25.840 26.900 30.000 11.900 
April 17.750 26.270 28.700 25.900 13.100 
May 17.310 28.170 29.900 26.800 14.500 
June 17.310 27.090 31.600 25.400 18.700 
July 23.570 19.210 33.600 20.600 19.000 
August 22.890 17.890 29.200 29.200 25.100 
September 24.470 14.990 28.200 33.500 25.900 
October 25.480 15.700 30.000 30.600 27.500 
November 23.610 16.100 38.400 30.000 25.500 
December 24.980 16.100 35.300 31.000 23.200 
Sum 251.220 264.140 367.300 349.400 230.700 
Average 20.935 22.012 30.608 29.117 19.225 
S.D. 3.449 5.735 5.668 4.058 5.971 
       
     Graph: 4.36 
 
UTI Mahila Unit Schemes belongs to the category of balance income received by 
mahila. Table mentioned the value of Price to Book Ratio. 2005 average ratio was 
20.935 with standard deviation 3.449, 2006 average ratio was 22.012 with standard 
deviation 5.735, 2007 average value of the fund was 30.608 with standard deviation 
5.668, 2008 average value was 29.117 with standard deviation 4.508, 2009 average value 
of the fund was 19.225 with standard deviation 5.971. 
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Table: 4.67 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 18.190 25.270 34.700 32.800 16.800 
February 17.290 23.820 31.700 26.900 15.500 
March 19.710 24.740 25.200 26.600 15.100 
April 19.700 27.090 24.600 24.700 15.900 
May 16.430 27.300 24.300 26.000 18.300 
June 18.380 23.790 24.700 24.400 23.200 
July 19.120 24.650 26.400 19.500 22.800 
August 23.840 23.360 26.200 25.800 25.900 
September 25.540 25.290 25.700 21.100 26.900 
October 27.520 25.700 28.000 18.200 29.400 
November 21.440 28.300 32.100 19.600 29.600 
December 24.160 35.000 31.200 18.500 27.500 
Sum 251.320 314.310 334.800 284.100 266.900 
Average 20.943 26.193 27.900 23.675 22.242 
S.D. 3.537 3.160 3.575 4.381 5.650 
      
     Graph: 4.37 
 
The table shows Price to Book Ratio, fluctuation on the ratio, 2005 average value of the 
ratio was 20.943 with standard deviation3.537, 2006 average value of 26.193 with 
standard deviation 3.160, 2007 average value of fund was 27.900 with standard deviation 
3.575, 2008 average value of fund was 23.675 with standard deviation 4.381, 2009 
average value was 22.242 with standard deviation 5.650. 
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Table: 4.68 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
MAGNUM INDEX   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 18.190 25.240 33.500 32.700 16.100 
February 17.300 23.820 30.700 26.800 15.500 
March 19.610 24.720 25.000 26.500 15.100 
April 19.090 26.840 25.700 24.700 15.800 
May 16.430 26.420 25.500 25.900 18.300 
June 18.410 23.260 25.600 24.400 23.200 
July 19.270 24.230 26.500 19.500 22.800 
August 23.920 22.730 25.700 25.700 25.900 
September 21.440 24.640 25.200 21.100 27.200 
October 27.190 25.900 27.900 18.400 29.300 
November 21.210 25.700 31.800 18.300 28.500 
December 23.960 30.200 30.800 18.200 27.500 
Sum 246.020 303.700 333.900 282.200 265.200 
Average 20.502 25.308 27.825 23.517 22.100 
S.D. 3.171 1.978 3.032 4.475 5.615 
      
     Graph: 4.38 
 
The Magnum Index Fund is category of Index scrip investment, 2005 average Price to 
Earnings Ratio was 20.502 with standard deviation 3.171, 2006 average price earnings 
ratio was 25.308 with standard deviation1.978, 2007average value of fund was 27.825 
with standard deviation 3.032, 2008 average value of the fund was 23.517 with standard 
deviation 4.475, 2009 average value of the fund was 22.100 with standard deviation 
5.615.    
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Table: 4.69 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
TATA INDEX SENSEX A   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 18.910 25.000 33.800 30.000 13.200 
February 17.310 24.110 30.800 30.000 12.700 
March 19.410 25.000 25.300 28.500 13.000 
April 19.560 27.470 24.300 29.000 15.100 
May 19.350 27.960 24.300 32.300 17.000 
June 19.350 27.960 26.400 25.300 15.700 
July 20.110 24.090 26.900 25.000 22.600 
August 23.930 24.090 26.000 25.000 23.100 
September 25.100 24.020 26.200 25.000 23.300 
October 25.300 25.800 28.000 25.700 25.900 
November 27.090 27.000 29.500 25.700 26.100 
December 23.630 25.300 29.500 26.400 26.700 
Sum 259.050 307.800 331.000 327.900 234.400 
Average 21.588 25.650 27.583 27.325 19.533 
S.D. 3.199 1.558 2.854 2.517 5.573 
      
     Graph: 4.39 
 
TaTa Index Sensex A Fund is scheme of Tata Mutual Fund with bench mark index was 
BSE Sensex fund. 2005 average ratio was 21.588 with standard deviation 3.199, 2006 
average ratio was 25.650 with standard deviation 1.558, 2007 average value of 27.583 
with standard deviation 2.854, 2008 average ratio was 27.325 with standard deviation 
2.517, 2009 average ratio was 19.533 with standard deviation 5.573. 
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Table: 4.70 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
                                                         UTI SUNDER 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 18.910 25.270 34.700 32.900 16.800 
February 17.310 23.840 31.600 26.800 15.500 
March 19.740 24.750 25.200 26.600 15.100 
April 19.740 27.100 26.000 24.700 15.900 
May 16.440 27.240 25.400 18.300 18.700 
June 18.400 23.790 25.600 24.900 23.100 
July 19.260 24.640 26.400 19.500 22.800 
August 23.870 23.330 25.800 25.800 25.900 
September 25.410 24.740 25.300 21.100 27.300 
October 27.520 26.100 28.000 18.200 29.300 
November 21.440 28.300 32.000 18.600 28.300 
December 24.150 35.000 31.200 18.500 27.500 
Sum 252.190 314.100 337.200 275.900 266.200 
Average 21.016 26.175 28.100 22.992 22.183 
S.D. 3.465 3.175 3.344 4.674 5.502 
       
     Graph: 4.40 
 
The UTI Sunder fund was 21.016 with standard deviation 3.465, 2006 average value of 
the fund was 26.175 with standard deviation 3.175, 2007 average value of the fund was 
28.100 with standard deviation 3.344, 2008 average value of the fund was 22.992 with 
standard deviation 4.674, 2009 average value of the fund was 22.183 with standard 
deviation5.502. 
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Table: 4.71 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 33.680 38.920 38.900 25.900 10.300 
February 29.890 35.600 34.200 21.700 12.100 
March 33.350 34.820 31.200 22.200 11.400 
April 34.590 38.390 37.500 18.200 12.400 
May 26.370 35.770 29.000 21.600 13.800 
June 30.790 31.740 27.800 23.200 15.400 
July 32.170 32.120 28.300 19.900 17.100 
August 27.100 31.640 28.300 28.300 20.200 
September 33.030 34.120 25.700 18.600 21.200 
October 35.110 34.800 24.700 15.000 23.300 
November 32.030 34.700 23.700 16.000 23.600 
December 35.390 36.400 22.200 15.300 23.500 
Sum 383.500 419.020 351.500 245.900 204.300 
Average 31.958 34.918 29.292 20.492 17.025 
S.D. 2.942 2.352 5.285 4.152 5.113 
      
     Graph: 4.41 
 
The Franklin InfoTech Fund belongs to information technology index and 2007 high 
growth of IT sectors; Customers are more demand of IT services and needed giant 
capital expenditure.  2005 average ratio was 2.942 with standard deviation 2.942, 2006 
average value was 34.918 with standard deviation 2.352, 2007 average value was 29.292 
with standard deviation 5.285, 2008 average value was 20.492 with standard deviation 
4.152, 2009 average value was 17.025 with standard deviation 5.113. 
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  Table: 4.72 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
MAGNUM PHARMA 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  29.040 29.340 26.700 28.300 11.900 
February  25.810 26.490 25.500 24.500 12.900 
March 24.140 27.460 23.500 23.400 12.200 
April  24.660 29.190 23.800 22.400 12.300 
May  23.730 33.090 27.400 26.600 12.900 
June  25.150 28.950 27.100 23.900 16.700 
July  25.830 25.490 27.900 25.700 19.800 
August  27.060 22.920 30.900 30.900 20.500 
September  28.930 24.920 27.400 33.700 26.000 
October  28.800 27.000 27.300 25.700 30.200 
November  24.320 25.300 24.300 23.600 29.800 
December  26.870 23.600 21.800 22.890 27.700 
Sum  314.340 323.750 313.600 311.590 232.900 
Average  26.195 26.979 26.133 25.966 19.408 
S.D. 1.933 2.850 2.460 3.450 7.317 
       
     Graph: 4.42 
 
The Magnum Pharma Fund belongs to Pharmaceuticals index. 2005 average value was 
26.195 with standard deviation 1.933, 2006 average value was 26.979 with standard 
deviation 2.850, 2007 average value was 26.133 with standard deviation 2.460, 2008 
average value was 25.966 with standard deviation 3.450, 2009 average value was 19.408 
with standard deviation 7.317.   
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  Table: 4.73 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
MAGNUM Fast Moving Consumer Goods 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 25.160 31.760 37.900 53.600 23.600 
February 21.630 27.260 41.600 42.300 23.100 
March 21.570 29.090 37.300 38.400 23.100 
April 21.020 36.700 35.900 38.000 23.200 
May 20.230 37.520 37.600 45.200 23.700 
June 21.330 31.480 38.100 33.800 23.900 
July 22.900 31.960 45.100 28.700 24.000 
August 22.720 29.500 60.400 28.000 40.100 
September 26.010 32.370 58.400 29.100 43.500 
October 28.200 34.300 87.300 26.500 46.500 
November 24.420 30.300 44.300 26.780 45.600 
December 25.260 39.700 46.100 26.890 31.800 
Sum 280.450 391.940 570.000 417.270 372.100 
Average 23.371 32.662 47.500 34.773 31.008 
S.D. 2.424 3.723 14.891 8.810 9.937 
 
     Graph: 4.43 
 
The Magnum FMCG Fund belongs to Fast Moving Consumers Goods industries. 2005 
average value was 23.371 with standard deviation 2.242, 2006 average value was 32.662 
with standard deviation 3.723, 2007 average value was 47.500 with standard deviation 
14.891, 2008 average value was 34.773 with standard deviation 8.810, 2009 average 
value was 31.008 with standard deviation 9.937. 
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 Table: 4.74 Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
PRUDENTIAL ICICI FMCG 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 21.300 37.830 41.400 56.200 21.600 
February 20.330 35.900 57.700 45.300 22.000 
March 19.740 36.120 53.400 42.500 21.400 
April 22.200 45.290 53.200 41.100 21.400 
May 22.910 45.930 48.700 37.900 22.100 
June 26.640 41.030 33.000 37.400 22.000 
July 28.350 36.470 36.000 29.600 23.400 
August 27.850 36.480 97.600 97.600 24.600 
September 31.940 41.260 104.700 29.300 24.400 
October 35.500 45.700 87.900 25.900 24.700 
November 28.200 35.400 35.700 25.800 23.700 
December 33.150 42.200 41.900 22.700 23.800 
Sum 318.110 479.610 691.200 491.300 275.100 
Average 26.509 39.968 57.600 40.942 22.925 
S.D. 5.267 4.109 25.069 20.313 1.298 
      
     Graph: 4.44 
 
Prudential ICICI FMCG Fund belongs to the category of Consumers Goods. Price 
Earnings Ratio presents value of total Assets Management Company. 2005 average value 
was 26.509 with standard deviation 5.267, 2006 average was 39.968 with standard 
deviation 4.109, 2007 average value was 57.600 with standard deviation 25.069, 2008 
average value was 20.313, 2009 average value was 22.925 with standard deviation 1.298. 
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  Table: 4.75 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 1995  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 161.650 251.600 123.200 129.600 82.200 
February 155.450 150.790 122.500 111.500 82.700 
March 153.650 134.990 115.500 108.400 81.500 
April 138.590 137.580 115.100 101.700 80.300 
May 127.600 133.920 116.700 103.800 91.300 
June 131.720 123.140 118.200 107.500 145.400 
July 126.190 120.000 116.200 101.100 164.500 
August 126.970 120.760 119.600 94.900 169.900 
September 121.010 126.310 115.400 99.100 187.800 
October 134.110 126.000 123.800 96.700 200.500 
November 222.840 123.900 123.000 97.000 222.700 
December 241.160 125.700 120.900 96.000 225.700 
Sum 1840.940 1674.690 1430.100 1247.300 1734.500 
Average 153.412 139.558 119.175 103.942 144.542 
S.D. 39.093 36.354 3.394 9.677 58.299 
      
Graph: 4.45 
 
Birla Sun Life 1995 fund belongs to equity fund with objective to achieve capital 
appreciation. 2005 average value was 153.412 with standard deviation 39.093, and range 
of AUM was 241.160 to 121.010, 2006 average AUM was 139.558 with standard 
deviation 36.354 and upper limit was 251.600 to 120 lower limit. 2007 average AUM 
was 119.175 with standard deviation 3.394 and upper limit was 123.200 to 115.100. 
2008 average value was 103.942 with standard deviation 9.677 and upper limit 129.600. 
2009 average AUM was 144.542 with standard deviation 58.299. 
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  Table: 4.76 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
HDFC BALANCE  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  135.410 100.730 115.300 118.800 81.500 
February  269.760 105.920 115.300 108.300 82.400 
March 274.530 108.110 106.300 113.000 80.200 
April  130.210 114.190 108.300 101.100 74.700 
May  111.910 116.730 113.500 102.800 86.400 
June  115.110 107.190 114.400 106.500 98.600 
July  113.490 105.010 119.500 100.700 109.800 
August  118.680 105.860 119.600 97.000 110.900 
September  121.010 114.040 121.800 105.600 117.100 
October  127.770 118.300 128.400 105.100 122.500 
November  125.200 123.300 117.300 105.600 121.700 
December  130.870 123.700 117.200 105.000 129.300 
Sum 1773.950 1343.080 1396.900 1269.500 1215.100 
Average 147.829 111.923 116.408 105.792 101.258 
S.D. 58.540 7.534 5.854 5.747 19.528 
      
     Graph: 4.46 
 
The HDFC Balance Fund is very famous for long term investment with safe. 2005 
average value was 147.829 with standard deviation 58.540, 2006 average value was 
111.923 with standard deviation 7.534, 2007 average value was 116.408 with standard 
deviation 5.854, 2008 average value of AUM was 105.792 with standard deviation 
5.747, 2009 average value of AUM was 101.258 with standard deviation 19.528. 
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Table: 4.77 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
HDFC  PRUDENCE   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 747.120 1484.960 2207.000 3511.800 1871.100 
February 749.250 1606.250 2324.100 2311.800 1851.200 
March 793.580 1643.570 2100.800 2312.900 1766.000 
April 693.400 1645.680 2150.500 2521.700 1678.700 
May 749.470 1688.870 2284.200 2688.200 1884.600 
June 836.890 1634.460 2412.300 2751.100 2178.900 
July 855.440 1591.790 2522.500 2551.200 2489.100 
August 920.570 1626.030 2676.100 2371.500 2579.400 
September 1008.380 1793.670 2811.200 2510.200 2791.500 
October 1116.540 1928.000 2971.800 2499.400 2946.000 
November 1185.160 2007.300 3252.300 2500.000 3123.800 
December 1338.490 2119.300 3257.600 2499.500 3230.100 
Sum 10994.290 20769.880 30970.400 31029.300 28390.400 
Average 916.191 1730.823 2580.867 2585.775 2365.867 
S.D. 204.103 191.256 411.755 319.667 564.733 
      Graph: 4.47 
 
HDFC Prudence fund is regular income generate scheme, 2005 average value of AUM 
was 916.191 with fluctuation on AUM was 204.103, 2006 average value of AUM 
1730.823 with variation 191.256, 2007 average size of AUM was 2580.867 highest value 
and 2007 indicated growth of Indian capital market, and investor are more attract to 
invest on equity and mutual fund. 2007 average size of AUM was 2585.775 with 
standard deviation 319.667, 2009 average size of AUM was 2365.867 with standard 
deviation 564.733. 
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Table: 4.78 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
MAGNUM BALANCED  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  92.120 157.060 251.000 437.300 302.800 
February  97.240 172.930 274.000 392.400 303.000 
March 100.880 186.670 263.800 402.000 295.700 
April  85.010 190.890 271.200 371.200 289.300 
May  95.130 218.290 289.800 386.500 333.100 
June  99.950 216.660 299.000 376.600 387.900 
July  96.090 205.460 295.500 367.450 440.600 
August  101.000 209.910 308.900 358.900 428.900 
September  101.000 224.220 312.700 343.600 446.400 
October  132.900 237.000 324.760 323.340 464.000 
November  141.350 246.000 356.890 321.450 476.500 
December  145.310 252.900 395.500 312.670 478.000 
Sum 1287.980 2517.990 3643.050 4393.410 4646.200 
Average 107.332 209.833 303.588 366.118 387.183 
S.D. 20.308 29.057 40.897 36.729 77.053 
 
     Graph: 4.48 
 
Magnum Balanced Fund is famous for balance income and growth. 2005 average size of 
AUM was 107.332 with standard deviation 20.308, 2006 average size of the fund was 
209.833 with standard deviation 29.057, 2007 average value of the fund was 303.588 
with standard deviation 40.897, 2008 average size of fund was 366.118 with standard 
deviation 36.729, 2009 average size of the fund 387.183  with standard deviation 77.053. 
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Table: 4.79 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
PRINCIPAL CHILD BENEFIT  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 7.000 10.480 15.000 25.600 17.800 
February 8.450 11.090 15.900 24.000 17.600 
March 8.630 11.130 15.300 23.900 16.900 
April 8.510 12.230 15.200 22.000 16.800 
May 8.390 12.610 16.000 23.000 19.800 
June 8.860 11.830 17.200 24.400 22.800 
July 8.850 10.950 17.700 23.900 25.800 
August 9.390 10.910 19.000 19.000 25.800 
September 9.840 11.420 19.300 24.700 27.300 
October 10.030 12.300 20.800 23.900 28.300 
November 9.400 13.100 22.400 24.100 28.400 
December 10.130 14.100 32.700 24.500 28.800 
Sum 107.480 142.150 226.500 283.000 276.100 
Average 8.957 11.846 18.875 23.583 23.008 
S.D. 0.875 1.062 4.955 1.690 4.928 
       
Graph: 4.49 
 
Principal Child Benefit was designed for child education and marriage. 2005 average 
size of AUM was 8.957 with standard deviation 0.875. 2006 average size of the AUM 
was 11.846 with standard deviation 1.062, 2007 average size of the fund was 18.875 
with standard deviation 4.955, 2008 average size of the fund was 23.583 with standard 
deviation 23.008 with standard deviation 4.928.  
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   Table: 4.80 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
UTI CRT"S 81 AUM  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 331.720 366.200 388.800 422.800 342.400 
February 322.730 378.900 399.500 406.400 344.800 
March 323.160 392.420 382.100 400.500 339.400 
April 313.670 400.580 382.400 385.800 335.700 
May 314.330 392.480 388.100 388.600 353.400 
June 320.480 384.820 376.800 392.400 367.800 
July 327.840 385.680 389.200 385.700 373.400 
August 332.600 388.240 400.700 400.700 374.100 
September 338.920 394.850 398.100 391.700 390.500 
October 339.620 400.300 420.800 357.000 407.700 
November 356.310 380.500 435.900 367.000 410.500 
December 372.490 384.000 419.400 577.000 417.700 
Sum 3993.870 4648.970 4781.800 4875.600 4457.400 
Average 332.823 387.414 398.483 406.300 371.450 
S.D. 17.297 9.713 18.158 56.420 29.465 
       
     Graph: 4.50 
 
UTI CRT’s 81 scheme was feature for long – term investment and regular income 
generate. 2005 average size of the fund was 332.823 with standard deviation 17.297, 
2006 average size of the fund was 9.713, 2007 average size of the fund was 398.483 with 
standard deviation 18.158, 2008 average size of the fund was 406.300 with standard 
deviation 56.420, 2009 average size of AUM was 371.450 with standard deviation 
29.465.   
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Table: 4.81 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
UTI Mahila Unit Schemes   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  74.380 72.530 85.400 96.100 84.900 
February  72.750 72.460 85.800 91.100 85.500 
March 71.690 71.370 83.200 91.100 85.000 
April  67.730 75.760 83.900 88.000 85.300 
May  66.290 82.110 84.000 88.200 89.100 
June  67.600 81.570 85.700 88.600 94.700 
July  66.970 81.050 86.400 86.600 99.000 
August  68.360 81.120 86.900 86.900 107.400 
September  68.490 81.950 87.200 88.300 150.500 
October  65.320 82.800 92.200 88.200 157.700 
November  70.060 83.000 95.500 88.600 160.900 
December  71.950 84.700 94.700 88.500 166.900 
Sum  831.590 950.420 1050.900 1070.200 1366.900 
Average  69.299 79.202 87.575 89.183 113.908 
S.D. 2.832 4.762 4.197 2.564 34.145 
       
     Graph: 4.51 
 
Graph clearly shows the size of fund, 2005 average size of the fund was 69.299 with 
standard deviation 2.832, 2006 average size of the fund was 79.202 with standard 
deviation 4.762, 2007 average size of the fund was 87.575 with standard deviation 4.197, 
2008 average size of the fund was 89.183 with standard deviation 2.564, 2009 average 
value was 113.908 with standard deviation 34.145. Graph shows that continuous growth 
of scheme and till to 2009 size of fund reached to 26% per cent. 
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 Table: 4.82 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  4.550 5.170 44.800 35.100 26.600 
February  4.830 5.270 58.200 45.400 27.200 
March 4.370 4.310 48.700 35.700 28.200 
April  5.350 4.730 40.500 33.900 26.400 
May  3.820 9.310 35.500 34.400 30.400 
June  3.910 8.250 45.500 36.100 39.400 
July  4.640 8.040 36.800 34.600 47.500 
August  4.900 7.880 35.400 35.400 41.700 
September  5.090 3.350 35.600 34.700 36.400 
October  5.180 3.600 39.900 31.600 33.000 
November  5.090 3.700 43.500 32.600 33.000 
December  5.580 7.900 41.500 34.900 29.500 
Sum  57.310 71.510 505.900 424.400 399.300 
Average  4.776 5.959 42.158 35.367 33.275 
S.D. 0.544 2.155 6.675 3.405 6.727 
       
Graph: 4.52 
 
Birla Sun Life Index Fund belongs to the category of indices investment and safety for 
market risk. 2005 average size of the fund was 4.776 with standard deviation 0.544, 2006 
average size of the fund was 5.959 with standard deviation 2.155, 2007 average size of 
AUM was 42.158 with standard deviation 6.675, 2008 average size of AUM was 35.367 
with standard deviation 3.405, 2009 average size of fund was 33.275 with variation 
6.727. Graph shows that 2009 fund size was highest. 
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   Table: 4.83 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
MAGNUM INDEX  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  95.360 95.320 8.300 21.500 16.000 
February  108.330 99.960 7.500 18.100 15.700 
March 94.980 101.760 8.300 18.900 15.900 
April  54.710 13.740 9.300 17.700 14.500 
May  46.440 6.190 10.400 19.300 16.500 
June  22.840 5.640 10.200 22.000 19.100 
July  19.180 5.680 8.300 18.600 21.900 
August  19.950 5.600 7.800 7.800 22.600 
September  19.950 5.680 8.400 16.700 22.800 
October  9.280 5.400 8.800 16.200 24.800 
November  8.830 6.400 10.100 16.200 24.600 
December  11.790 7.300 10.300 17.300 26.400 
Sum 511.640 358.670 107.700 210.300 240.800 
Average 42.637 29.889 8.975 17.525 20.067 
S.D. 37.141 41.769 1.042 3.583 4.242 
      
Graph: 4.53 
 
Magnum Index Fund was belongs to the category of Indies investment; table shows 
Asset Under Management from 2005 to 2009. 2005 average size of AUM was 42.637 
with standard deviation 37.141, 2006 average size of the fund was 29.889 with standard 
deviation was 41.769, 2008 average size of the fund was 17.525 with variation 3.583, 
2009 average size of the fund was 20.067 with variation 4.242. It would be seen from the 
above graph that AUM size became reduce.  
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Table: 4.84 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
TATA INDEX SENSEX A   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.640 0.360 1.800 6.300 4.400 
February 0.530 0.400 1.900 7.200 4.300 
March 0.280 0.410 2.600 7.200 4.300 
April 0.280 0.450 3.600 5.800 4.200 
May 0.280 0.450 4.100 4.800 4.900 
June 0.280 0.450 3.600 6.400 5.800 
July 0.420 0.550 4.400 5.700 6.600 
August 0.330 0.670 4.500 4.500 6.600 
September 0.330 0.850 5.000 5.800 7.000 
October 0.370 1.200 5.100 5.700 7.100 
November 0.370 1.300 5.100 5.300 7.000 
December 0.370 1.200 5.100 4.300 6.700 
Sum 4.480 8.290 46.800 69.000 68.900 
Average 0.373 0.691 3.900 5.750 5.742 
S.D. 0.111 0.354 1.223 0.940 1.223 
       
Graph: 4.54 
 
Graph reflects the size of Asset Under Management with percentage of each of the year. 
2005 average size of Asset under Management was 0.373 with standard deviation 0.111, 
2006 average size of the fund was 0.691 with standard deviation 0.354, 2007 average 
size of the fund was 3.900 with standard deviation 1.223, 2008 average size of the fund 
was 5.750 with standard deviation 0.940, 2009 average size of AUM was 5.742 with 
standard deviation 1.223.  It would see from graph that size of AUM raised and reached 
to 35% per cent. 
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Table: 4.85 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
UTI SUNDER  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 221.990 23.190 12.500 18.800 6.500 
February 209.410 24.280 12.800 15.000 6.400 
March 208.510 24.890 11.800 15.300 6.300 
April 200.430 24.920 12.100 13.800 6.300 
May 185.170 24.900 12.900 13.000 7.500 
June 193.060 69.410 13.600 14.500 8.900 
July 162.590 70.860 13.700 9.700 9.900 
August 140.380 71.290 14.300 14.300 9.700 
September 58.120 23.990 14.100 9.800 10.200 
October 21.290 25.200 15.900 9.300 10.900 
November 19.470 25.900 18.100 9.100 10.600 
December 21.680 12.400 17.600 8.300 6.200 
Sum 1642.100 421.230 169.400 150.900 99.400 
Average 136.842 35.103 14.117 12.575 8.283 
S.D. 82.27198 21.65405 2.065224 3.267784 1.917306 
       
Graph: 4.55 
 
Unit Trust of India Sunder Fund was belongs to long term investment objectives with 
capital appreciation. 2005 average size of the fund was 136.842 with standard deviation 
82.271, 2006 average size of fund 35.103with standard deviation 21.654, 2007 average 
size of the fund was 14.117 with standard  deviation 2065, 2008 average size of the fund 
was 12.575 with standard deviation 3.267, 2009 average size of the fund was 8.283 with 
standard deviation 1.917. 
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  Table: 4.86 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 179.330 163.660 198.500 152.400 71.800 
February 171.260 162.920 203.900 125.900 68.000 
March 161.390 154.220 181.200 132.400 67.000 
April 150.100 164.040 183.300 118.100 67.400 
May 135.060 160.240 186.900 126.800 77.100 
June 150.810 144.610 183.100 135.000 87.600 
July 149.960 145.230 192.700 138.500 94.300 
August 145.960 153.600 169.100 169.100 99.500 
September 150.380 166.880 156.600 123.900 114.500 
October 151.940 166.900 154.700 114.200 125.900 
November 147.720 182.000 142.900 102.400 123.800 
December 151.270 187.900 134.800 89.500 129.900 
Sum 1845.180 1952.200 2087.700 1528.200 1126.800 
Average 153.765 162.683 173.975 127.350 93.900 
S.D. 11.766 12.929 22.227 21.120 24.452 
       
Graph: 4.56 
 
Franklin India Fund belongs to the category for Information Technology Industry and 
related companies. The schemes objectives to maximum capital appreciation with 
minimize cost. 2005 average asset under management was 153.765 with standard 
deviation 11.766, 2006 average size of Asset under Management  was 162.683 with 
standard deviation 12.929, 2007 average size of Asset under Management  was 173.975 
with standard deviation 22.27, 2008 average size of Assets under Management was 
127.350 with standard deviation 21.120, 2009 average size was 93.900 with variation 
24.452. 2007 indicates highest assets under management than after 2008 and 2009 
reduced size. 
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   Table: 4.87 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
MAGNUM PHARMA 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 176.340 84.770 61.100 39.600 20.700 
February 177.130 82.010 55.200 34.600 20.800 
March 140.460 87.650 49.400 43.000 19.600 
April 122.850 82.080 49.500 31.100 18.200 
May 118.350 86.800 49.700 32.300 21.200 
June 119.080 79.810 50.200 34.600 24.300 
July 116.990 67.380 49.200 43.000 29.000 
August 117.700 62.130 45.900 45.900 29.100 
September 118.250 67.920 42.700 35.600 31.000 
October 84.250 69.500 42.300 33.300 33.000 
November 73.730 66.800 40.100 25.670 33.890 
December 80.300 63.100 35.100 24.780 33.100 
Sum 1445.430 899.950 570.400 423.450 313.890 
Average 120.453 74.996 47.533 35.288 26.158 
S.D. 32.86108 9.676802 6.928378 6.636986 5.937817 
       
     Graph: 4.57 
 
Magnum Pharma Fund belongs to the category for Pharmaceutical Industry and capital 
expenditure was very large for research and development of pharmacy. Table shows the 
data of Asset Under Management, 2005 average size of assets was 120.453 with standard 
deviation 32.861, 2006 average size of asset was 74.996 with standard deviation 9.676, 
2007 average size of assets 47.533 with standard deviation 6.928, 2008 average size of 
assets was 26.153 with standard deviation 5.937. 
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  Table: 4.88 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
MAGNUM Fast Moving Consumer Goods  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 4.230 17.540 10.600 9.400 6.100 
February 3.600 18.840 10.900 8.100 5.900 
March 3.260 14.810 9.100 7.700 5.500 
April 3.220 14.100 9.100 7.200 5.400 
May 3.150 14.990 9.500 7.600 6.100 
June 3.520 12.250 9.600 8.500 6.300 
July 4.060 12.020 9.200 7.600 6.700 
August 4.140 12.300 9.100 9.100 7.300 
September 4.300 12.030 8.700 7.300 7.800 
October 4.390 12.000 9.100 7.100 8.100 
November 6.010 11.800 9.200 7.800 8.700 
December 7.240 11.300 8.400 7.900 8.800 
Sum 51.120 163.980 112.500 95.300 82.700 
Average 4.260 13.665 9.375 7.942 6.892 
S.D. 1.218 2.452 0.717 0.725 1.212 
       
Graph: 4.58 
 
Magnum Fast Moving Consumer Goods fund belongs to the category of fast moving 
consumer goods, 2005 average size of the fund was 4.260 with standard deviation 1.218, 
2006 average size of Asset under Management  13.665 with standard deviation 2.42, 
2007 average size of fund was 9.375 with standard deviation 0.717, 2008 average size of 
the fund was 7.942 with standard deviation was 0.725, 2009 average size of the fund was 
6.892 with standard deviation 1.212. 
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    Table: 4.89 Analysis of Asset  Under Management 
PRUDENTIAL ICICI Fast Moving Consumer Goods  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 33.750 86.640 94.000 83.800 20.500 
February 34.850 100.300 92.400 72.200 44.500 
March 32.920 104.810 83.800 69.700 44.200 
April 32.690 121.520 85.400 70.000 42.400 
May 35.280 127.220 81.600 73.900 45.800 
June 39.230 113.720 80.400 69.300 47.700 
July 41.570 100.140 78.100 64.200 50.700 
August 50.840 94.340 76.500 76.500 58.300 
September 58.790 101.790 75.800 58.800 60.000 
October 80.530 105.000 77.100 56.000 62.800 
November 73.260 102.100 74.700 45.670 63.900 
December 82.670 101.700 72.800 23.700 67.400 
Sum 596.380 1259.280 972.600 763.770 608.200 
Average 49.698 104.940 81.050 63.648 50.683 
S.D. 19.32026 11.15473 6.773545 16.12392 12.92783 
    
Graph: 4.59 
 
Prudential ICICI Fast Moving Consumer Goods fund under category of Fast Moving 
Consumer Goods, the table shows data of Asset under Management. 2005 average size 
of the fund was 49.698 with standard deviation 19.320, 2006 average size of the fund 
was 104.940 with standard deviation 11.154, 2007 average size of the fund was 81.050 
with standard deviation 6.773,  2008 average size of the fund was 63.648 with standard 
deviation 16.123, 2009 average size of the fund was 50.683 with standard deviation 
12.927. 
2005
14%
2006
30%
2007
23%
2008
18%
2009
15%
Prudential ICICI FMCG 
Assets Under Management  
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Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio on Selected 
Balance Fund, Income Fund, Index Fund. 
Analysis of Variance: 
A mutual fund P/E Ratio is a combination of the P/E ratios of all the stocks held in a 
particular mutual fund, for example Reliance Assets Management Company. This can be 
calculated as a simple average with the P/E Ratio of each stock weighted equally, or each 
position weighted by the size relative to the total fund's assets.  
The Price Earnings Ratio indicates per unit earnings on the fund. Price Earnings Ratio is 
point out growth on earnings. Franklin Info Tech Fund was outstanding performance 
31.958. \Magnum Pharma Fund and Prudential ICICI FMCG were well performing Price 
– Earnings Ratio 26.195, 26.509.  2006 Prudential ICICI FMCG was well performed 
reached to 39.968. Franklin Info Tech Fund and Magnum FMCG Fund well performed. 
2007 Prudential ICICI FMCG and Magnum FMCG were well performed Fund. 2007 
indicates highest Price Earnings Ratio compared to any other years, 2007 Sense cross 
21000, so market value of the units was very high. 2008 Prudential ICICI FMCG was 
outstanding performance. 2009 Magnum FMCG was well performed. 
 
SCHEMES NAMES 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 1995  22.975 25.823 24.450 32.383 20.283 
HDFC BALANCE  18.269 21.343 22.850 20.725 17.075 
HDFC  PRUDENCE  17.769 28.963 28.975 25.508 16.708 
MAGNUM BALANCED  24.483 25.756 27.000 32.392 19.817 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFIT  17.778 15.788 23.033 18.033 15.267 
UTI CRT"S 81   22.779 19.818 30.792 28.283 22.825 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES  20.935 22.012 30.608 29.117 19.225 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX  20.943 26.193 27.900 23.675 22.242 
MAGNUM INDEX  20.502 25.308 27.825 23.517 22.100 
TATA INDEX SENSEX A  21.588 25.650 27.583 27.325 19.533 
UTI SUNDER 21.016 26.175 28.100 22.992 22.183 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH  31.958 34.918 29.292 20.492 17.025 
MAGNUM PHARMA 26.195 26.979 26.133 25.966 19.408 
MAGNUM FMCG 23.371 32.662 47.500 34.773 31.008 
PRUDENTIAL ICICI FMCG 26.509 39.968 57.600 40.942 22.925 
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Analysis of Price Earnings Ratio 
F-tests arise by considering a decomposition of the variability in a collection of data in 
terms of sums of squares.   
      
 
Table reflects single factor analysis of variance, first column represents number of year 
of the study, and observation means samples, here the samples having 15th schemes of 
Mutual Fund. Group shows the number of years of the study, 2005 to 2009. Observation 
shows the number of the schemes. Average of the sample on 2005 was 22.47, 2006 
average value was 26.490, 2007 average value was 30.642, 2008 average value was 
27.074, 2009 average value was 14.283. 
      
ANOVA 
SOURCE OF 
VARIATION 
SUM OF 
SQUARE 
DEGREE 
OF 
FREEDOM 
MEAN 
OF 
SQAURE F- TEST F CRIT 
Between Groups 959.6899 4 239.9225 6.300364 2.502656 
Within Groups 2665.651 70 38.08073     
            
Total 3625.341 74       
 
The ANOVA calculated were made on the base of variance within the samples and 
variance between samples. Between the samples variance counted as the number of years 
performance of Price to Book Ratio. Sum of Square of Samples 959.689, Within Sample 
square was 2665.651. Within Samples Mean of Square were 239.922, Between Sample 
Mean of Square 38.080. F – Test value received 6.300; Critical value at 5% significance 
level is 2.502. Hypothesis is rejected. There is significance difference on Pricing 
Earnings Ratio of selected balance, Income and Index Fund. 
ANOVA  
GROUPS SCHEMES SUM AVERAGE VARIANCE 
2005 15 337.0692 22.47128 14.18931 
2006 15 397.3558 26.49039 36.14267 
2007 15 459.6417 30.64278 88.38308 
2008 15 406.1217 27.07478 37.40477 
2009 15 307.625 20.50833 14.28384 
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Analysis of Asset under Management on Selected  
Balance Fund, Income Fund, Index Fund. 
 
Asset Under Management also indicates market performance of the fund, capital market 
might be bull, high investment on fund, when market is bear investor sell the units and 
ultimately reduce average Assets Under ManagementAsset under Management represent 
total fund on particular scheme. Analysis of Balance Fund, Income Fund, and Index 
Fund was based on sectors. HDFC Prudence was 916.191 corer AUM. UTI CRT’s 81 
was second highest value 332.823 corer.of AUM. TATA Index Sensex A Fund had 
lowest 0.373 AUM. 2006 HDFC Prudence has been highest AUM. TaTa Index Sensex A 
, Birla Sun Life Index, Principal Child Benefit, Magnum FMCG Fund were reduced 
Asset Under Management.  
Asset Under Management increased with developed sector or industry, the particular 
sector government provided more facility liked infrastructure, Communication, 
transportation etc…….so industry growth advance , to issue NFO for sector and further 
growth of that sector.  
ASSETS UNDER 
MANAGEMENT  2005 cars. 2006 2007 2008 2009 
BIRLA SUN LIFE 1995  153.412 139.558 119.175 103.942 144.542 
HDFC BALANCE  147.829 111.923 116.408 105.792 101.258 
HDFC  PRUDENCE  916.191 1730.823 2580.867 2585.775 2365.867 
MAGNUM BALANCED  107.332 209.833 303.588 366.118 387.183 
PRINCIPAL CHILD 
BENEFIT  8.957 11.846 18.875 23.583 23.008 
UTI CRT"S 81   332.823 387.414 398.483 406.300 371.450 
UTI MAHILA UNIT 
SCHEMES  69.299 79.202 87.575 89.183 113.908 
BIRLA SUN LIFE INDEX  4.776 5.959 42.158 35.367 33.275 
MAGNUM INDEX  42.637 29.889 8.975 17.525 20.067 
TATA INDEX SENSEX A  0.373 0.691 3.900 5.750 5.742 
UTI SUNDER 136.842 35.103 14.117 12.575 8.283 
FRANKLIN INFOTECH  153.765 162.683 173.975 127.350 93.900 
MAGNUM PHARMA 120.453 74.996 47.533 35.288 26.158 
MAGNUM FMCG 4.260 13.665 9.375 7.942 6.892 
PRUDENTIAL ICICI FMCG 49.698 104.940 81.050 63.648 50.683 
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2007 market reached to bull and investors were more attracted to investment on equity 
funds, Indian Industry increased capital expenditure and to developed service sector, that 
gave explosive growth of sartorial fund in Indian Mutual Fund industry.  
 
Analysis of Assets Under Management  
F-tests arise by considering a decomposition of the variability in a collection of data in 
terms of sums of squares.  
 
It should be clearly shows from the above table analysis of variance, 2005 average AUM 
was Rs.149.9097 Corer, 2006 average AUM was Rs.206.5683 Corer, 2007 average 
AUM  was 267.0703 Corer, that was highest among years. 2008 reduced size of AUM 
and it’s reached to 265.7424, 2009 again reduced 10 points and reached to 250.1477 
corer. Variance of last five years on Asset Under Management, that shows 2005 was 
highest variation. 
 
ANOVA 
SOURCE OF 
VARIATION 
SUM OF 
SQAURE 
DEGREE 
OF 
FREEDOM 
MEAN OF 
SQAURE F- TEST 
F 
CRITICAL 
Between Groups 149982.8 4 37495.69 0.129464 2.502656 
Within Groups 20273608 70 289623 
  
      Total 20423591 74 
    
 
ANOVA: SINGLE FACTOR 
GROUPS SCHEMES SUM AVERAGE VARIANCE 
2005 15 2248.645 149.9097 52577.22 
2006 15 3098.524 206.5683 188119.9 
2007 15 4006.054 267.0703 422783.2 
2008 15 3986.136 265.7424 427135.8 
2009 15 3752.216 250.1477 357498.7 
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ANOVA Table indicates within the sample variance and between samples variance, 
within sample variance represents number of the schemes, between samples variance 
represents number of the years. Between sample mean of square 37495.69, Within 
Sample mean of Squares 28962.3. F – Test value was 0.1294. And Critical value at 5% 
significance is 2.50, Hypothesis is accepted, researcher believed that there would be 
significance difference on Assets Under Management.  
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                                              Chapter: 5 
ANALYSIS OF SCHEMES ON SHORT – TERM AND LONG – 
TERM PERIOD 
Small investors are perpetually in search of investment avenues that give regular and high 
returns. Many investors, particularly, small investors, face this challenge. An interesting 
option available, that is good in today's markets, is the Monthly Income Plans floated by 
various mutual funds. Many investors are opting for Monthly Income Plans. Monthly 
Income Plan are hybrid investments that invest a minor portion of their portfolio (around 15-
25 per cent) in equity, and the balance in debt and money market instruments such as bonds, 
certificates of deposits etc. Generally, Monthly Income Plans offer safety, higher returns, tax 
efficiency, active management of debt-equity allocation, and liquidity. Of late, investments 
of these plans in equity have increased. Mutual funds have been focusing on the retail 
segment.  
Monthly Income Plans is rated as among one of the best products available to the individual 
investor. Monthly Income Plans are ideally suited for investors looking for a steady monthly 
income. With the Sensex delivering good returns in the first quarter 2010 showing a strong 
bullish trend, Monthly Income Plans that declare frequent dividends have caught the 
attention of investors. It provides a monthly income to investors depending on the option 
one chooses - dividend or growth. Dividends are issued generally monthly, quarterly, half-
yearly or annually.  
Most investors want to buy stocks when the prices are low and sell them when prices are 
high. But timing the market is time consuming and risky. A more successful investment 
strategy is to adopt the method called Rupee Cost Averaging. To illustrate this we’ll 
compare investing the identical amounts through a Systematic Investment Plan and in one 
lump sum.  
Below the table shows comparison between lump sum investment wise systematic 
investments, monthly investments indicated how the units will allocated and increased 
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number of units, how market affected by lump sum investment. When market became  that 
time lump sum investment loss for whole amount and its take much time to recover loss.  
    Table: 5.1 Systematic Investment Pattern  
Sources: HFDC Assets Management Fact Sheet  
 
 
     Sources: HDFC Assets Management Fact Sheet  
The graph shows that how units will allocate and how to take advantage for change in Net 
Assets Value. Systematic Investment Plan biggest advantage is that its set off losses and 
increase average return.   
Month  NAV  Amount  Units  Amount  Units 
4-Jan 9.345 1000 107.0091 12000 1284.109 
4-Feb 9.399 1000 106.3943      
4-Mar 8.123 1000 123.1072      
4-Apr 8.75 1000 114.2857      
4-May 8.012 1000 124.8128      
4-Jun 8.925 1000 112.0448      
4-Jul 9.102 1000 109.866      
4-Aug 8.31 1000 120.3369      
4-Sep 7.568 1000 132.1353      
4-Oct 6.462 1000 154.7509      
4-Nov 6.931 1000 144.2793      
4-Dec 7.6 1000 131.5789      
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 Table: 5.1  Analysis of Beta   
BIRLA DIYANAMIC BOND  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.44 0.31 0.1 0.6 0.7 
February 0.43 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.8 
March 0.41 0.22 0.1 0.7 0.6 
April 0.41 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.4 
May 0.38 0.19 0.1 0.7 0.2 
June 0.3 0.18 0.1 0.6 0.3 
July 0.3 0.17 0.1 0.6 0.5 
August 0.37 0.17 0.1 0.6 0.6 
September 0.36 0.17 0.1 0.6 0.7 
October 0.35 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.6 
November 0.35 0.1 0.6 0.7 0.6 
December 0.35 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.6 
Sum 4.45 2.31 2.2 7.6 6.6 
Average 0.371 0.193 0.183 0.633 0.550 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
An Open-ended income scheme with the objective to generate optimal returns with high 
liquidity through active management of the portfolio by investing in high quality debt and 
money market instruments. The table reflects beta value of Birla Bond Index Fund. on 2005 
average value was 0.371, 2006 average value of beta was 0.193, 2007 average value of beta 
was 0.183, 2008 average value of beta was 0.633, 2009 average value was 0.550. 2008 
shows highest beta value because risk was very high. Beta shows the market risk, so market 
risk other risk liked political risk, interest rate risk, inflation risk. Market risk not just 
represents capital market risk and total assets but it’s affected by international capital 
market. 
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Table: 5.2 Analysis of Return  
BIRLA BOND INDEX   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.21 0.79 1.2 1.63 1.3 
February 1.52 0.43 1.2 1.53 1.2 
March 2.12 0.03 0.8 1.5 1.35 
April 1.61 -0.12 1 1.4 1.29 
May 0.73 0.67 1 1.16 1.25 
June 1.18 1.4 1.6 1.26 1.11 
July 1.17 1.75 1.4 2.35 1.12 
August 1.92 1.49 1.9 2.29 1.11 
September 1.64 1.37 1.3 2.41 1.29 
October 1.23 1.7 1.73 2.6 2.3 
November 1.2 1.6 1.51 2.5 2.5 
December 1.29 1.4 1.91 2 2.4 
Sum 15.82 12.51 16.55 22.63 18.22 
Average 1.318333 1.0425 1.379167 1.885833 1.518333 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
Table shows the data regarding return on Birla Bond Index Fund, Return play essential to 
attract the investors and increased asset under management. 2005 average value of return 
was 1.318 with standard deviation 0.511, 2006 average value of return was 1.042 with 
standard deviation 0.657, 2007 average return was 1.379 with standard deviation 0.631, 
2008 average return was 1.885 with standard deviation 0.526, 2009 average return was 
1.518 with standard deviation 0.539.  Graph: 5.1  
 
Sources: Above return table  
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The chart represented the line of return from 2005 to 2009. April 2006 shows negative 
return and other months liked March 2005 and 2008 October shows positive return. The 
table reflects clearly shows month of performance and percentage change compare to 
previous month.  
Table: 5.3   Analysis of Beta  
DSPML BOND RETAIL 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.440 0.320 0.100 0.100 1.200 
February 0.430 0.320 0.100 0.100 0.600 
March 0.400 0.240 0.100 0.100 0.400 
April 0.400 0.220 0.100 0.200 0.500 
May 0.370 0.210 0.100 0.200 0.300 
June 0.360 0.190 0.100 0.200 0.400 
July 0.360 0.150 0.100 0.600 0.400 
August 0.360 0.140 0.100 0.600 0.600 
September 0.360 0.150 0.100 0.600 0.300 
October 0.350 0.100 0.100 0.700 0.300 
November 0.350 0.100 0.100 0.700 0.600 
December 0.340 0.100 0.100 0.600 0.400 
Sum 4.520 2.240 1.200 4.700 6.000 
Average 0.377 0.187 0.100 0.392 0.500 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
  
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE:  
An Open Ended income Scheme, seeking to generate an attractive return, consistent with 
prudent risk, from a portfolio which is substantially constituted of high quality debt 
securities, predominantly of issuers domiciled in India. As a secondary objective, the 
Scheme will seek capital appreciation. 
 
ASSET ALLOCATION: 
*Debt & Money market securities: Entire 100%. 
* Debt securities may include securitized debts up to 50% of the net assets.   
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 Table: 5.4 Analysis of Return  
DSPML BOND RETAIL 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.350 0.550 1.200 1.810 1.340 
February 1.700 0.550 1.300 2.420 1.200 
March 2.700 0.320 1.200 2.560 2.300 
April 1.350 0.280 1.100 0.580 -3.800 
May 1.090 0.730 0.800 -0.270 2.300 
June 1.340 0.950 0.900 -0.950 1.500 
July 1.800 1.090 0.700 -0.510 1.600 
August 2.060 0.760 1.900 -1.200 1.450 
September 1.230 1.100 1.300 -0.160 1.230 
October 0.860 1.700 1.730 2.110 1.200 
November 0.750 1.700 1.150 1.220 2.100 
December 0.890 1.600 1.340 1.300 2.300 
Sum 16.120 11.330 14.620 8.910 14.720 
Average 1.343 0.944 1.218 0.743 1.227 
S.D. 0.642783 0.50807 0.346275 1.339553 1.64495 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
The fund shows that related to average return on fund, 2005 average return was 1.343 with 
variation 0.642, 2006 average return was 0.944 with standard deviation 0.508, 2007 average 
return was 1.218 with standard deviation 0.346, 2008 average return was 0.743 with 
standard deviation 1.339, 2009 average return was 1.227 with standard deviation1.644. 
     Graph: 5.2  
Sources: Above return table  
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The Graph 5.2 indicated DSPML Bond Retail Plan; the main focus of the fund had that not 
reduced average return. The graph clearly shows that 2009 month of April was negative 
return. All other months were not much difference on return.  
 Table: 5.5 Analysis of Beta  
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.370 0.250 0.100 0.100 0.100 
February 0.380 0.250 0.100 0.100 0.500 
March 0.350 0.240 0.100 0.100 0.400 
April 0.350 0.230 0.100 0.100 0.500 
May 0.310 0.220 0.100 0.200 0.500 
June 0.300 0.210 0.100 0.900 0.100 
July 0.290 0.150 0.100 0.100 0.200 
August 0.300 0.130 0.200 0.500 0.500 
September 0.300 0.150 0.200 0.500 0.300 
October 0.280 0.100 0.100 0.500 0.800 
November 0.280 0.100 0.100 0.500 0.400 
December 0.270 0.100 0.100 0.500 0.100 
Sum 3.780 2.130 1.400 4.100 4.400 
Average 0.315 0.178 0.117 0.342 0.367 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
  
Table 5.5 represents the value beta of Kotak Bond Regular, 2005 highest risk on the month 
of February. Average risk on 2005 was 0.315, 2006 highest risk on January month and 
average risk was 0.178, 2007 average risk was 0.117 reduced compared to 2005 and 2006. 
2008 average risk was 0.342 with highest risk on 2008 was 0.900, 2009 average risk was 
0.367 with highest on 0.800. 
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Table: 5.6 Analysis of Return  
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  1.530 1.270 2.200 3.940 1.200 
February  1.970 0.710 1.600 4.620 1.300 
March 2.530 0.560 0.500 3.190 1.200 
April  0.870 0.440 0.500 0.610 -5.540 
May  1.060 1.230 0.800 -1.570 -2.300 
June  1.180 1.270 1.500 0.200 -1.200 
July  1.530 1.510 1.700 0.010 1.200 
August  1.790 1.400 3.400 0.270 1.500 
September  1.330 2.050 3.000 0.270 2.300 
October  1.140 2.400 3.210 1.290 2.500 
November  1.050 2.500 2.920 1.300 2.300 
December  1.270 2.600 3.410 1.200 2.100 
Sum 17.250 17.940 24.740 15.330 6.560 
Average 1.438 1.495 2.062 1.278 0.547 
S.D. 0.46978 0.747256 1.115713 1.790811 2.399535 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
The table 5.6 indicated return of Kotak Bond Regular Fund. 2005 average return was 1.438 
with standard deviation was 0.469, 2006 average return was 1.495 with standard deviation 
was 0.747, 2007 average return was 2.062 with standard deviation was 1.115, 2008 average 
return was 1.278 with standard deviation was 1.790, 2009 average return was 0.547 with 
standard deviation was 2.399.    
Graph: 5.3 
Sources: Above return table  
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Table: 5.7 Analysis of Beta 
 
TEMPLETON INDIA INCOME  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.330 0.210 0.200 0.300 0.200 
February 0.330 0.210 0.100 0.300 0.300 
March 0.290 0.160 0.200 0.300 0.200 
April 0.290 0.160 0.200 0.300 0.500 
May 0.260 0.190 0.200 0.300 0.600 
June 0.260 0.150 0.200 0.300 0.300 
July 0.270 0.150 0.200 0.500 0.500 
August 0.260 0.150 0.200 0.500 0.400 
September 0.250 0.150 0.300 0.500 0.600 
October 0.240 0.100 0.300 0.600 0.400 
November 0.240 0.100 0.300 0.500 0.500 
December 0.240 0.100 0.300 0.600 0.600 
Sum 3.260 1.830 2.700 5.000 5.100 
Average 0.272 0.153 0.225 0.417 0.425 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
The above table is verification the performance of the fund from last five years. The table 
shows the data of risk. Beta presents systematic risk, its involved market risk, inflation risk 
and interest rate risk. 2005 average risk involved was 0.272, 2006 average risk was 0.153, 
2007 average risk was 0.225, 2008 average risk was 0.417, 2009 average risk was 0.425. 
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Table: 5.8 Analysis of Return 
 
TEMPLETON INDIA INCOME  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.470 0.360 1.300 3.760 0.650 
February 1.380 0.060 1.200 5.300 0.450 
March 1.760 -0.430 0.100 4.190 0.700 
April 1.380 -0.270 0.500 -0.490 0.640 
May 1.310 0.690 0.300 -4.230 1.200 
June 1.250 1.180 1.200 -3.000 1.300 
July 1.330 1.390 1.600 -0.160 0.680 
August 1.410 0.890 5.100 0.670 0.980 
September 1.160 1.180 3.200 0.770 0.970 
October 1.070 1.600 3.620 1.230 0.960 
November 1.050 1.700 1.590 1.230 0.950 
December 1.010 2.000 3.140 1.200 0.980 
Sum 14.580 10.350 22.850 10.470 10.460 
Average 1.215 0.863 1.904 0.873 0.872 
S.D. 0.310615 0.791961 1.52887 2.752104 0.249575 
           Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
The table shows return on Templeton India Income Fund, 2005 average return was 1.215 
with standard deviation was 0.310, 2006 average return was 0.863 with standard deviation 
0.791, 2007 average return was 1.904 with standard deviation was 1.528, 2008 average 
return was 0.873 with standard deviation was 2.752, 2009 average return was 0.872 with 
standard deviation was 0.249.  
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Graph: 5.4 
 
Sources: Above return table  
The graph clearly shows fluctuation on return 2008 indicated high fluctuation and highest 
negative return received on May/June 2008, and highest positive return on August 2007.  
Table: 5.9 Analysis of Beta 
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.400 0.300 0.100 0.400 0.400 
February 0.400 0.290 0.100 0.400 0.500 
March 0.380 0.250 0.100 0.400 0.600 
April 0.330 0.240 0.100 0.500 0.600 
May 0.340 0.240 0.100 0.500 0.600 
June 0.340 0.220 0.100 0.500 0.500 
July 0.330 0.190 0.100 0.500 0.700 
August 0.340 0.170 0.300 0.500 0.400 
September 0.340 0.190 0.100 0.400 0.300 
October 0.330 0.200 0.100 0.400 0.200 
November 0.330 0.100 0.100 0.500 0.400 
December 0.320 0.100 0.400 0.400 0.500 
Sum 4.180 2.490 1.700 5.400 5.700 
Average 0.348 0.208 0.142 0.450 0.475 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
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The table 5.9 indicated systematic risk on this fund, risk measure through beta, 2005 beta 
value was 0348, 2006 beta value was 0.208, 2007 average value was 0.142, 2008 average 
value was 0.450, 2009 average value was 0.475.      
Table: 5.10 Analysis of Return 
 
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.920 0.480 1.000 1.690 -0.560 
February 1.420 0.610 1.100 1.670 -1.200 
March 2.470 0.500 0.700 1.680 1.000 
April 1.720 0.720 1.200 0.480 -9.150 
May 1.150 1.090 1.200 -0.640 1.200 
June 0.890 1.350 2.000 -0.250 1.500 
July 1.370 1.100 2.000 -0.690 2.300 
August 2.140 0.830 1.900 -0.590 2.600 
September 1.830 1.060 1.700 -0.300 2.800 
October 1.360 1.600 1.740 1.270 3.100 
November 1.020 1.500 1.440 1.500 3.200 
December 0.970 1.500 1.820 1.600 3.600 
Sum 17.260 12.340 17.800 7.420 10.390 
Average 1.438 1.028 1.483 0.618 0.866 
S.D. 0.508775 0.401629 0.435918 1.040933 3.488554 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
The table 5.10 indicates return on this fund, 2005 average return was 1.438 with standard 
deviation was 0.508, 2006 average return was 1.028 with standard deviation was 0.401, 
2007 average return was 1.483 with standard deviation was 0.435, 2008 average return was 
0.618 with standard deviation was 1.04, beta cross 0.5 that shows high risk on 2008, 2009 
average return was 0.866 with standard deviation was 3.455     
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Graph: 5.5 
 
Sources: Above return table  
UTI Bond Advantage Fund return shows graphically, it’s noticeably seen that April/ May 
2009 was negative return and all other month were not much difference on average return.  
Table: 5.11 Analysis of Beta 
BIRLA Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.540 0.310 0.400 0.100 0.200 
February 0.550 0.320 0.400 0.100 0.100 
March 0.530 0.310 0.400 0.100 0.200 
April 0.530 0.310 0.500 0.100 0.100 
May 0.500 0.320 0.500 0.100 0.200 
June 0.500 0.380 0.500 0.100 0.300 
July 0.480 0.410 0.500 0.100 0.200 
August 0.460 0.410 0.500 0.100 0.100 
September 0.450 0.400 0.500 0.100 0.100 
October 0.430 0.400 1.500 0.500 0.500 
November 0.420 0.100 0.100 0.400 0.600 
December 0.320 0.400 0.100 0.500 0.500 
Sum 5.710 4.070 5.900 2.300 3.100 
Average 0.476 0.339 0.492 0.192 0.258 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
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Table 5.11 indicates the performance with analysis of risk on Birla Monthly Income Plan. 
2005 risk was very normal with 0.5 and average risk was 0.476, 2006 risk reduced and 
average beta was 0.339, 2007 average risk was 0.492, 2008 average risk was 0.192 and last 
on 2009 average risk was 0.258. 
     Table: 5.12 Analysis of Return 
                                                         BIRLA Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 3.850 1.460 2.300 4.930 -1.200 
February 3.390 2.950 1.500 -0.040 -2.300 
March 2.430 1.660 -1.300 -1.240 1.020 
April 0.580 2.820 -0.400 -5.850 1.030 
May 0.280 2.820 0.500 -2.100 1.230 
June 0.890 1.240 4.100 -2.270 1.250 
July 1.310 -0.760 4.400 -4.140 1.260 
August 3.370 -0.680 6.900 -5.180 1.250 
September 3.070 5.000 4.700 -3.090 2.020 
October 3.790 5.000 6.420 -0.260 2.600 
November 1.590 5.500 4.380 -0.200 2.500 
December 2.120 4.900 4.640 -0.210 3.200 
Sum 26.670 31.910 38.140 -19.650 13.860 
Average 2.223 2.659 3.178 -1.638 1.155 
S.D. 1.2805 2.1633 2.6323 2.8782 1.5486 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
The table 5.12 point towards return  2005 average return was 2.223 with standard deviation 
1.2805, 2006 average return was 2.659 with standard deviation was 2.163, 2007 average 
return 3.178 with standard deviation 2.632, 2008 average return -1.638 with standard 
deviation 2.878; only 2008 shows the negative return, 2009 average return 1.155 with 
standard deviation 1.548.   
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Graph: 5.6 
 
Sources: Above return table  
Birla Monthly Income Plan return shows with help of chart. The chart clearly shows that 
high fluctuation on return from last five years, range of return was so different 2007, 2005 
and 2006 shows positive return but 2008 shows negative return and 2009 again shows the 
positive return.    
Table: 5.13 Analysis of Beta  
DSPML SAVINGS PLUS MODERATE  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.460 0.310 0.500 0.500 0.800 
February 0.460 0.310 0.500 0.500 0.700 
March 0.450 0.320 0.500 0.500 0.600 
April 0.460 0.330 0.500 0.500 0.700 
May 0.420 0.360 0.500 0.500 0.600 
June 0.420 0.450 0.500 0.500 0.800 
July 0.400 0.480 0.500 0.500 0.900 
August 0.370 0.480 0.500 0.500 0.800 
September 0.360 0.480 0.500 0.500 0.900 
October 0.350 0.500 0.500 0.700 0.900 
November 0.350 0.500 0.500 0.600 0.700 
December 0.310 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.800 
Sum 4.810 5.020 6.000 6.300 9.200 
Average 0.401 0.418 0.500 0.525 0.767 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
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DSPML Savings Plus Moderate fund was belong to the category of long term investment 
with safety for loss, the table 5.13 represents risk through measure of beta, 2005 beta value 
was 0.401, 2006 average was 0.418, 2007 average return was 0.500 so risk some extend  
increase, 2008 average risk was 0.525, 2009 average return was 0.767.     
Table: 5.14 Analysis of Return 
 
DSPML SAVING PLUS MODERATE  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 4.140 2.320 3.000 3.600 1.230 
February 3.410 4.580 3.000 -1.650 1.110 
March 2.700 3.320 1.100 -1.240 1.230 
April 0.520 4.110 0.400 -3.380 1.280 
May 0.050 3.940 1.000 1.180 1.300 
June 1.020 1.730 2.900 2.060 1.280 
July 1.980 -0.320 4.000 0.650 1.220 
August 3.570 -1.030 2.500 -0.200 1.230 
September 2.730 2.420 1.800 0.120 1.500 
October 4.110 3.400 2.300 2.190 1.540 
November 1.890 4.200 4.580 2.020 1.600 
December 2.690 3.600 3.520 2.030 1.700 
Sum 28.810 32.270 30.100 7.380 16.220 
Average 2.401 2.689 2.508 0.615 1.352 
S.D. 1.3491 1.7886 1.2586 1.9821 0.1843 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
Table 5.14 shows DSPML Savings Plus Moderate fund with return, 2005 average return was 
2.401 with standard deviation 1.349, 2006 average return was 2.689 with standard deviation 
1.788, 2007 average return was 2.508 with standard deviation 1.258, 2008 average return 
was 0.615 with standard deviation 1.982, 2009 average return was 1.352 with standard 
deviation 0.184. 
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Graph: 5.7 
 
Sources: Above return table  
The Graph shows high fluctuation on return, stable return on 2009, and highest variance on 2008. 
2005 to 2007 shows handsome return with low of standard deviation 
     Table: 5.15 Analysis of Beta  
                                          Life Insurance Corporation Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.380 0.550 0.700 0.200 0.400 
February 0.430 0.560 0.700 0.200 0.500 
March 0.440 0.560 0.700 0.200 0.600 
April 0.460 0.590 0.700 0.500 0.500 
May 0.480 0.610 0.700 0.500 0.400 
June 0.470 0.730 0.700 0.500 0.700 
July 0.470 0.750 0.700 0.500 0.600 
August 0.460 0.750 0.700 0.500 0.500 
September 0.470 0.750 0.700 0.500 0.500 
October 0.510 0.700 0.700 0.600 0.600 
November 0.540 0.700 0.700 0.600 0.400 
December 0.560 0.700 0.200 0.700 0.400 
Sum 5.670 7.950 7.900 5.500 6.100 
Average 0.473 0.663 0.658 0.458 0.508 
         Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
 
 
The table 5.15 shows data of Life Insurance Corporation Mutual Fund Monthly Income 
Plan, 2005 average risk was 0.473, 2006 average risk was 0.663, 2007 average risk was 
0.658, 2008 average risk was 0.458, 2009 average risk was 0.508.  
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    Table: 5.16 Analysis of Return  
LIC Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 3.940 2.770 3.500 6.370 2.100 
February 4.210 7.210 2.800 0.250 2.300 
March 3.860 5.440 -0.800 0.060 2.500 
April 0.850 7.270 -1.000 -4.800 2.050 
May -0.110 6.190 0.300 0.390 2.400 
June 0.150 0.610 4.100 -1.140 2.600 
July 1.450 -2.640 5.600 -2.060 1.200 
August 4.320 -3.420 6.200 -2.300 1.300 
September 4.460 2.430 4.600 -0.530 2.800 
October 5.770 3.800 6.720 1.470 2.900 
November 1.580 4.500 7.210 4.200 2.000 
December 3.080 4.400 7.710 3.200 2.500 
Sum 33.560 38.560 46.940 5.110 26.650 
Average 2.797 3.213 3.912 0.426 2.221 
S.D. 1.930 3.510 3.054 3.057 0.532 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
The table 5.16 shows the return on the LIC monthly Income Plan. 2005 average return was 
2.797 with standard deviation was 1.930, 2006 average return was 3.213 with standard 
deviation 3.510, 2007 average return was 3.912 with standard deviation 3.054, 2008 average 
return was 0.426 with standard deviation3.057, 2009 average return was 2.221 with standard 
deviation 0.532.  
Graph: 5.8 
 
Sources: Above return table  
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Table: 5.17 Analysis of Beta  
PRUDENTIAL Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.410 0.37. 0.500 0.500 0.400 
February 0.420 0.380 0.500 0.500 0.500 
March 0.420 0.380 0.500 0.500 0.600 
April 0.430 0.390 0.500 0.500 0.500 
May 0.410 0.400 0.500 0.500 0.500 
June 0.410 0.490 0.500 0.500 0.400 
July 0.400 0.530 0.500 0.500 0.600 
August 0.390 0.540 0.500 0.500 0.500 
September 0.390 0.530 0.500 0.500 0.700 
October 0.400 0.500 0.500 0.600 0.600 
November 0.410 0.500 0.500 0.600 0.500 
December 0.370 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.400 
Sum 4.860 5.140 6.000 6.200 6.200 
Average 0.405 0.428 0.500 0.517 0.517 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight   
Table: 5.18 Analysis of Return  
 
PRUDENTIAL Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 3.430 1.760 3.400 6.950 -1.500 
February 3.500 4.950 2.600 1.940 -2.400 
March 3.070 3.890 -0.200 0.710 -2.300 
April 1.220 5.220 -0.500 -4.680 -2.550 
May 1.180 5.110 0.200 -1.400 -2.400 
June 1.530 2.670 2.300 -1.390 1.200 
July 2.320 -0.460 3.000 -2.620 1.300 
August 4.280 -1.940 3.600 -3.870 1.200 
September 4.390 1.820 2.600 -2.690 1.500 
October 4.560 3.800 3.300 -0.530 2.100 
November 1.220 5.000 4.750 -0.500 2.300 
December 1.300 4.400 5.590 -0.400 2.500 
Sum 32.000 36.220 30.640 -8.480 0.950 
Average 2.667 3.018 2.553 -0.707 0.079 
S.D. 1.358 2.335 1.886 3.047 2.095 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight     
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The table 5.17 shows data regarding the risk on prudential Monthly Income Plan, 2005 
average risk was 0.405, 2006 average risk was 0.428, 2008 average risk was 0.500, 2008 
average risk was 0.517, 2009 average risk was 0.517.  
The table 5.18 shows return on Prudential Monthly Income Plan. 2005 average return was 
2.667 with standard deviation 1.358, 2006 average return was 3.018 with standard deviation 
2.335, 2007 average return was 2.553 with standard deviation 1.886, 2008 average return 
was -0.707 with standard deviation was 3.047, 2009 average return was 0.079 with standard 
deviation 2.095. 
      Graph: 5.9 
 
Sources: Above return table         
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Table: 5.19 Analysis of Beta  
TATA Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 0.430 0.250 0.300 0.700 0.600 
February 0.430 0.250 0.300 0.700 0.500 
March 0.380 0.250 0.300 0.600 0.400 
April 0.380 0.250 0.400 0.600 0.200 
May 0.330 0.270 0.400 0.600 0.300 
June 0.320 0.320 0.400 0.600 0.800 
July 0.320 0.340 0.400 0.600 0.400 
August 0.310 0.350 0.400 0.600 0.550 
September 0.310 0.340 0.400 0.600 0.600 
October 0.300 0.300 0.700 0.500 0.400 
November 0.310 0.300 0.700 0.400 0.500 
December 0.260 0.300 0.700 0.500 0.400 
Sum 4.080 3.520 5.400 7.000 5.650 
Average 0.340 0.293 0.450 0.583 0.471 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight 
 Table: 5.20 Analysis of Return  
TATA Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 2.260 0.620 1.600 4.830 0.300 
February 2.220 2.240 0.800 0.900 0.280 
March 2.110 1.320 0.000 0.600 0.300 
April 1.140 1.440 2.200 -1.370 0.290 
May 1.310 1.500 3.000 1.110 0.310 
June 1.390 -0.040 4.600 0.220 0.320 
July 2.070 -0.500 2.700 -0.980 0.350 
August 3.150 -1.260 2.900 -1.840 0.340 
September 3.160 1.590 1.500 -0.470 0.360 
October 3.630 2.100 1.360 0.230 0.370 
November 1.450 2.900 2.880 0.250 0.350 
December 0.980 2.100 3.790 0.260 0.340 
Sum 24.870 14.010 27.330 3.740 3.910 
Average 2.073 1.168 2.278 0.312 0.326 
S.D. 0.870 1.232 1.294 1.685 0.030 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
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The table 5.20 shows the return on the fund, 2005 average return was 2.073 with standard 
deviation 0.870, 2006 average return was 1.168 with standard deviation 1.232, 2007 average 
return was 2.273 with standard deviation was 1.294, 2008 average return was 0.312 with 
standard deviation was 1.685, 2009 average return was 0.326 with standard deviation 
0.030.TaTa Monthly Income Plan was based on safety with low return on fund, 2005 risk 
was 0.340, 2006 risk was 0.293, 2007 average risk was 0.450, 2008 average risk was 0.583, 
2009 average risk was 0.471.         
Graph: 5.10 
 
Sources: Above return table  
    Table: 5.21 Analyses of Assets Under Management 
                                                                  BIRLA BOND INDEX  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 9.82 1.28 1.9 0.4 0.5 
February 8.05 1.26 1.9 0.4 0.4 
March 7.42 1.25 0.7 0.4 0.7 
April 6.01 1.16 0.7 0.4 0.8 
May 4.2 0.83 0.7 0.4 0.4 
June 4.2 0.84 0.7 0.4 0.5 
July 3.51 0.84 0.6 0.4 0.4 
August 2.79 0.81 0.5 0.4 0.5 
September 1.94 0.79 0.4 0.5 0.4 
October 1.48 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.4 
November 1.32 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.4 
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December 1.31 1.9 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Sum 52.05 12.56 9.3 5.1 5.8 
Average 4.338 1.047 0.775 0.425 0.483 
S.D. 2.883 0.338 0.541 0.045 0.134 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
The table 5.21 indicates the performance of Assets Under Management on Birla Bond Index 
Fund. Assets Under Management shows the strength of the fund and fund manager style and 
allocation of the fund based on total assets. 2005 average assets under management was 
4.338 with standard deviation was 2.883, 2006 average assets was 1.047 croer with standard 
deviation was 0.338, 2007 average size of the fund was 0.775 with standard deviation 0.541, 
2008 average assets was 0.425 with standard deviation 0.045, 2009 average assets size was 
0.483 with standard deviation was 0.134.  
      Graph: 5.11 
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Table: 5.22 Analyses of Assets Under Management 
                                                         DSPML BOND RETAIL  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 34.16 75.73 57.7 39 36 
February 143.65 72.23 57.1 38 39 
March 133.81 71.33 57.2 39 38 
April 142.85 68.57 56.4 38 36 
May 107.14 67.48 55.4 38 37 
June 97.89 63.94 54.7 38 36 
July 94.14 62.44 44.7 37 37 
August 91.54 58.66 43.1 36 38 
September 89.99 58.15 41.8 36 36 
October 86.87 57.6 41 36 38 
November 84.97 58.9 41 36 37 
December 83.87 58.6 41 37 36 
Sum 1190.88 773.63 591.1 448 444 
Average 99.24 64.47 49.26 37.33 37.00 
S.D. 30.35 6.40 7.59 1.15 1.04 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
Table 5.22 shows total Assets Under Management form last five years. 2005 average fund 
size was 99.24 with standard deviation 30.35, 2006 average size of the fund was 64.47 with 
standard deviation 6.40, 2007 average size of the fund was 49.26  with standard deviation 
was 7.59, 2008 average size was 37.33 with standard deviation was 1.15, 2009 average size 
was 37.00 with standard deviation 1.04.  
      Graph: 5.12 
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Table: 5.23 Analysis of Assets Under Management  
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 110.16 102.5 102.5 102.5 48 
February 102.48 102.5 102.5 102.5 51 
March 102.48 102.5 102.5 102.5 49 
April 102.48 102.5 102.5 102.5 51 
May 102.5 102.5 102.5 102.5 51.6 
June 102.48 102.5 102.5 77 51.7 
July 102.48 102.5 102.5 64 52 
August 102.48 102.5 102.5 60 52.3 
September 102.5 102.5 102.5 60 53 
October 102.5 102.5 102.5 51 56 
November 102.5 102.5 102.5 52 56.7 
December 102.5 102.5 102.5 51 58 
Sum 1237.54 1230 1230 927.5 630.3 
Average 103.1283 102.5 102.5 77.29167 52.525 
S.D. 2.214 0.000 0.000 23.305 3.002 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
      Graph: 5.13 
 
As per the graph and table shows data regarding total assets, year after year size of Assets 
Under Management reduced. 2005 total assets was 1237.54 with variance was 2.214, 2006 
total assets was 1230.00 with no variance means whole year no new investment. 2008 total 
assets was 927.5 with standard deviation was 23.305 indicated high fluctuation on 
investment. 2009 reduced size of total assets and reached to 630.300 and average value was 
52.525 with standard deviation was 3.002.      
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  Table: 5.24  Analysis of Assets Under Management  
TEMPLETON INDIA  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 406.31 212.84 190.4 197 188 
February 388.12 205.98 186.8 397 189 
March 357.53 198.66 201.3 472 191 
April 328.38 193.39 190.6 475 195 
May 300.81 194.94 181.3 381 194 
June 278.22 190.57 179.2 344 198 
July 262 174.01 180 292 198 
August 257.66 171.34 187.9 235 199 
September 248.76 166.64 180.9 212 200 
October 230.03 166.1 183 197 202 
November 231.21 172.3 192 197 204 
December 219.5 196.7 147 198 205 
Sum 3508.53 2243.47 2200.4 3597 2363 
Average 292.378 186.956 183.367 299.750 196.917 
S.D. 63.911 16.113 13.115 109.701 5.616 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
      Graph: 5.14 
 
The table shows the data of total assets on Templeton India Fund, Asset Under Management 
indicates the performance of fund and how the fund manager should handle assets. 2005 
total assets was 3508.53 with average 292.378, 2006 reduced the size of the fund, 2007 total 
assets was 2200.40 again down then after 2008 increased size of fund and reached to 3597 
with standard deviation 109.701, 2009 total assets size was 2363 with variance 5.616. 
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  Table: 5.25 Analysis of Assets Under Management  
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 81.31 30.94 20.5 22 25 
February 91.26 30.64 21.4 22 26 
March 89.23 25.29 23 22 24 
April 89.85 24.97 22.2 22 25 
May 70.3 24.66 23.2 21 26 
June 66.98 28.96 23.1 23 25 
July 66.12 23.86 22.9 22 25 
August 48.58 24.1 22.5 22 26 
September 46.52 23.8 22.4 22 27 
October 45.91 21.1 22 23 28 
November 45.26 21.6 22 23 26 
December 42.17 21.4 22 24 25 
Sum 783.49 301.32 267.2 268 308 
Average 65.291 25.110 22.267 22.333 25.667 
S.D. 19.256 3.386 0.778 0.778 1.073 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
     Graph: 5.15 
 
UTI Bond Advantage Fund was famous for debt investment, table represent total Assets 
Under Management, 2005 total assets was 783.49 with standard deviation was 19.256, 2006 
total assets was 301.32 with standard deviation 3.386, 2007 total assets was 267.20 with 
average value 22.267 with standard deviation 0.778, 2008 total assets was 268 with average 
value 22.33 with standard deviation 0.778, 2009 total assets increased and average value 
was 25.667 with standard deviation 1.073. 
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  Table: 5.26 Analysis of Assets Under Management  
BIRLA MIP 
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 625.98 276.04 186.9 143 110 
February 598.62 259.21 178.4 134 110 
March 559.2 237 167.6 129 90 
April 486.35 227.17 148.6 125 83 
May 455.33 222.47 143.4 123 80 
June 430.88 206.02 135.2 124 80 
July 390.59 200.61 132.4 118 89 
August 354.02 201.19 656.6 116 86 
September 324.51 206.1 139.1 117 87 
October 311.29 206.1 137 111 85 
November 295.51 194.5 138 112 84 
December 281.74 189.2 145 112 85 
Sum 5114.02 2625.61 2308.2 1464 1069 
Average 426.168 218.801 192.350 122.000 89.083 
S.D. 120.525 26.829 147.288 9.751 10.229 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
      Graph: 5.16 
 
The table and graph shows total Assets Under Management, 2005 total assets was 5114.02 
with standard deviation 120.525, 2006 total assets was 2625.61 with average value 218.801 
with standard deviation 26.829, 2007 total assets was 2308.20 with average value was 
192.350 with standard deviation 147.288, 2008 total assets was 1464 with standard deviation 
was 9.751 on average value 122.00, 2009 total asset was 1069 with average value 89.083 
with standard deviation 10.229.  
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Table: 5.27 Analyses of Assets Under Management  
DSPML SAVING PLUS MODERATE   
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January  411.77 231.93 199.9 128 78 
February  426.89 217 193.1 116 75 
March 387.94 200.04 178.4 111 72 
April  323.85 189.85 158.6 109 62 
May  312.9 194.11 158.3 106 61 
June  295.4 221.88 150.3 105 60 
July  287.58 218.79 145.4 103 65 
August 265.47 194.4 143.2 100 68 
September 261.8 192.48 141.4 96 69 
October 261.54 206.3 140 89 70 
November 250.92 204.7 135 87 75 
December 230.11 199.3 129 89 76 
Sum 3716.17 2470.78 1872.6 1239 831 
Average 309.681 205.898 156.050 103.250 69.250 
S.D. 65.739 13.520 22.894 12.107 6.196 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
      Graph: 5.17 
 
Graph 5.17 clearly shows percentage of each of the year Assets Under Management, 2005 to 
2009 total assets were reduced. 2005 37% percent with total assets was 3716.17, 2006 24% 
percent total assets 2470.78 with standard deviation 13.520, 2007 again reduced size of fund 
and reached to 19% percent with standard deviation 22.894, 2008 decreased size of the fund 
total assets was 1239 average value 103.050 with standard deviation 12.107, 2009 size of the 
fund was 831 with 8% percent with standard deviation was 6.196.  
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Table: 5.28 Analyses of Assets Under Management  
Life Insurance Corporation Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 174.82 110.56 195 164 102 
February 164.84 108.32 209.5 167 103 
March 164.84 109.84 224.1 172 105 
April 151.12 111.82 226.2 168 108 
May 151.12 111.59 214.6 170 107 
June 130.22 110.36 210.7 173 108 
July 123.23 117.81 186.5 169 109 
August 120.21 126.31 180.6 164 110 
September 118 135.57 169.6 161 110 
October 116.94 155.7 157 153 109 
November 112.75 166.5 164 150 112 
December 111.83 192.2 163 152 112 
Sum 1639.92 1556.58 2300.8 1963 1295 
Average 136.660 129.715 191.733 163.583 107.917 
S.D. 23.121 27.574 25.022 7.971 3.204 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
      Graph: 5.18 
 
Table and graph shows scheme LIC Monthly Income Plan total investment, 2005 total assets 
was 1639.92 average value 136.660 with standard deviation 23.121, 2006 assets was 
1556.58 on average value was 129.715 with standard deviation 27.574, 2007 total assets was 
2300.800 with standard deviation 25.022, 2008 average size of the fund was 1963 on 
average value 163.583 with standard deviation 7.971, 2009 total assets was 1295 on average 
value was 107.917 with standard deviation 3.204.  
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  Table: 5.29 Analysis of Assets Under Management  
PRUDENTIAL Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 761.29 486.39 669.9 563 201 
February 697.97 473.16 664.3 520 202 
March 599.04 463.07 648.5 521 205 
April 522.18 446.78 611.1 388 207 
May 521.79 484.31 598.6 355 208 
June 513.92 591.83 581.8 352 210 
July 489.06 602.94 575.3 336 211 
August 455.6 535.19 573.3 320 225 
September 448.47 550.77 563.4 304 226 
October 466.53 664.9 559 294 224 
November 496.54 688.5 569 299 225 
December 477.91 709.6 568 230 226 
Sum 6450.3 6697.44 7182.2 4482 2570 
Average 537.525 558.120 598.517 373.500 214.167 
S.D. 99.042 92.596 40.599 105.186 10.152 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
      Graph: 5.19 
 
The graph shows data regarding the percentage of total assets each of the year. 2005 total 
assets was 6450.3 on average value 537.525 with standard deviation 92.596, 2006 second 
highest assets 6697.44 with 25% percent from five years. 2007 total assets 7182.2 highest 
with 26% percent, 2008 total asset was 4482 on average value 373.500 with standard 
deviation 105.186, 2009 total asset was 2570 with standard deviation was 10.152 and 
percentage only 9% 
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 Table: 5.31 Analyses of Assets Under Management  
TATA Monthly Income Plan  
Month/Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
January 224.45 72.48 39 28 20 
February 206.78 69.7 37.7 27 23 
March 166.67 60.69 36.6 26 24 
April 129.19 56.06 34 26 21 
May 119.53 53.16 33.3 26 20 
June 112.1 49.19 32 25 24 
July 102.3 47.82 30.4 25 23 
August 96.23 47.51 30.4 25 22 
September 92.24 47.05 29.3 24 21 
October 85.07 45.9 30 24 22 
November 80.11 44.8 30 23 23 
December 79.17 43.5 29 25 24 
Sum 1493.84 637.86 391.7 304 267 
Average 124.487 53.155 32.642 25.333 22.250 
S.D. 49.223 9.730 3.475 1.371 1.485 
Sources: Mutual Fund Insight  
The primary objective of Scheme is to generate regular returns through investment primarily 
in Debt and Money Market Instruments. The secondary objective of the Scheme is to 
generate long-term capital appreciation by investing a portion of the Scheme`s assets in 
equity and equity related instruments. However, there can be no assurance that the 
investment objective of the Scheme will be achieved. 
     Graph: 5.20 
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The graph gives you an idea about total asset Unde Management each of month and each of 
years. 2005 total size of the fund was 1493.84 with 48 percent highest and standard 
deviation 49.223, 2006 total asset was 637.86 with standard deviation 9.730, 2007 total asset 
was 391.7 with standard deviation 32.642 and 13 percent only, 2008 total asset was 304 with 
average value 25.333 and standard deviation 1.371, 2009 total asset 267 with standard 
deviation 1.485 only 9 percent. 
 Table : 5.32 ANALYSIS OF SHORT – TERM AND LONG – TERM FUND UNDER 
SHARPEN’S PERFORMANCE MODEL ON 2005 
 
Table represents that return on the schemes, standard deviation of the funds. This chapter 
covers the schemes under long term and short term funds. Birla Monthly Income Plan, LIC 
Monthly Income Plan, Prudential Monthly Income Plan schemes belong to monthly 
investment Plan. That part of investment transferred to Equity Schemes of Assets 
Management Company. Table shows the rank under performance measurement technique of 
sharpen model. Prudential Monthly Income Plan gave 1st rank, LIC Monthly Income Plan 
gave 2nd rank, DSPML Saving Plus Moderate gave 3rd rank, TATA Monthly Income Plan 
gave 4th rank, Birla Monthly Income Plan 5th rank. Birla Bond Index Fund gave the 10th 
rank.  
Funds Ri S.D. Ri-Rf Measure Rank 
BIRLA BOND INDEX  15.820 4.450 8.820 1.982 10 
DSPML BOND RETAIL  16.120 4.520 9.120 2.018 9 
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  17.250 3.780 10.250 2.712 6 
TEMPLETON INDIA INCOME  14.580 3.260 7.580 2.325 8 
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE 17.260 4.180 10.260 2.455 7 
BIRLA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  26.670 5.710 19.670 3.445 5 
DSPML SAVING PLUS 
MODERATE  28.810 4.810 21.810 4.534 3 
LIC MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  33.560 5.670 26.560 4.684 2 
PRUDENTIAL MONTHLY INCOME 
PLAN  32.000 4.860 25.000 5.144 1 
TATA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  24.870 4.080 17.870 4.380 4 
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Table : 5.33 ANALYSIS OF SHORT – TERM AND LONG – TERM FUND UNDER 
SHARPEN’S PERFORMANCE MODEL ON 2006 
A fund-of-funds is a mutual fund that invests in other mutual fund schemes rather than 
directly investing in debt or equity securities. This allows the fund-of-funds to ensure that 
the asset allocation or investment is in line with the scheme objectives while leaving the 
bottom-up stock selection to the mutual fund schemes in which it invests. 
 
Table represents the sharpen performance rank of the scheme on 2006. Model indicates that 
Birla Monthly Income Plan 1st rank, Prudential Monthly Income Plan 2nd rank, Kotak Bond 
regular 3rd rank, DSPML Saving Plus Moderate 4th rank, LIC Monthly Income Plan 5th, 
Templeton India Income Fund 6th rank, Birla Bond Index 7th rank, UTI Bond Advantage 
Fund 8th rank, TATA Monthly Income Plan 9th rank, DSPML Bond Retail 10th rank.  
Fund  Ri S.D. Ri-Rf Measure Rank 
BIRLA BOND INDEX  12.510 2.310 5.510 2.385 7 
DSPML BOND RETAIL  11.330 2.240 4.330 1.933 10 
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  17.940 2.150 10.940 5.088 3 
TEMPLETON INDIA INCOME  10.350 1.380 3.350 2.428 6 
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE 12.340 2.490 5.340 2.145 8 
BIRLA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  31.910 4.070 24.910 6.120 1 
DSPML SAVING PLUS MODERATE  32.270 5.020 25.270 5.034 4 
LIC MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  38.560 7.950 31.560 3.970 5 
PRUDENTIAL MONTHLY INCOME 
PLAN  36.220 5.140 29.220 5.685 2 
TATA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  14.010 3.520 7.010 1.991 9 
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Table : 5.34 ANALYSIS OF SHORT – TERM AND LONG – TERM FUNDUNDER 
SHARPEN’S PERFORMANCE MODEL ON 2007 
The year 2007 heralded another strong year for the Indian equity market led by strong 
corporate performance in a robust macroeconomic environment. While the long term 
potential is very encouraging, the market has risen sharply and is factoring in continued 
strong growth. As a result, there is limited room for disappointment and investors must 
remain vigilant to the risks to growth including but not limited to the fallout of the subprime 
crises on the global and Indian economy. A combination of local and overseas developments 
is likely to state the overall market movement and may result in some volatility in the near 
future. 
 
Fund  Ri S.D. Ri Fund  Rank 
BIRLA BOND INDEX  16.550 2.200 9.550 4.341 7 
DSPML BOND RETAIL  14.620 1.200 7.620 6.350 3 
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  24.740 1.400 17.740 12.671 1 
TEMPLETON INDIA INCOME  22.850 2.700 15.850 5.870 4 
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE 17.800 1.700 10.800 6.353 2 
BIRLA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  38.140 5.900 31.140 5.278 5 
DSPML SAVING PLUS MODERATE  30.100 6.000 23.100 3.850 9 
LIC MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  46.940 7.900 39.940 5.056 6 
PRUDENTIAL MONTHLY INCOME 
PLAN  30.640 6.000 23.640 3.940 8 
TATA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  27.330 5.400 20.330 3.765 10 
 
The table indicates Sharpen Performance Model, Kotak Bond Regular 1st rank, UTI Bond 
Advantage 2nd rank, DSPML Bond Retail 3rd rank, Templeton India Income Fund 4th rank, 
Birla Monthly Income Plan 5th rank. As compare to return LIC Monthly Income Plan 46.94, 
lowest on 2007 14.62 on DSPML Bond Regular. LIC Monthly Income Plan Variation on the 
funds highest 7.90. 
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Table: 5.35 ANALYSIS OF SHORT – TERM AND LONG – TERM FUND UNDER 
SHARPEN’S PERFORMANCE MODEL ON 2008 
 
Over view of 2008 globally the credit crisis emerges larger and threatens to push the world 
economy into a recession as banks cut back on lending and consumers lose confidence. The 
year was littered with the unprecedented news of financial giants succumbing to the liquidity 
crisis: Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, AIG and Washington Mutual Inc all fell victim to 
the current crisis. Tremors from the U.S. were also felt in Europe and forced the rescue of 
some of their financial institutions such as Fortis, Bradford & Bingley and Hypo Real 
Estate. Towards the month end, the US Fed announced a $700bn multifaceted bailout 
package aimed at supporting financial markets and consumer confidence. While this 
measure is certainly welcome, effectiveness remains uncertain what should happen.  
 
Fund  Ri S.D. Ri-Rf Measure Rank 
BIRLA BOND INDEX  22.650 7.600 15.650 2.059 1 
DSPML BOND RETAIL  8.910 4.700 1.910 0.406 4 
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  15.330 8.600 8.330 0.969 2 
TEMPLETON INDIA INCOME  10.470 5.000 3.470 0.694 3 
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE 7.420 5.400 0.420 0.078 5 
BIRLA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  -19.650 2.300 -26.650 -11.587 10 
DSPML SAVING PLUS MODERATE  7.380 6.300 0.380 0.060 6 
LIC MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  5.110 5.500 -1.890 -0.344 7 
PRUDENTIAL MONTHLY INCOME 
PLAN  -8.480 6.200 -15.480 -2.497 9 
TATA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  3.740 7.000 -3.260 -0.466 8 
 
Table shows that Birla Bond Index was highest return and standard deviation of this fund 
was 7.6. Sharpen Model on these fund gave 1st rank, Kotak Bond Regular was 15.3 30 
average return, standard deviation of the fund was 8.6 and 2nd rank. Templeton India Income 
Fund was third position and DSPML was fourth position.  
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Table:5.36 ANALYSIS OF SHORT – TERM AND LONG – TERM FUND UNDER 
SHARPEN’S PERFORMANCE MODEL ON 2009 
The Sensex and Nifty rose 6.8% and 6.5% to close at 16,926 and 5,033 respectively. The 
broader market continued to outperform with the CNX Midcap Index up 8.7%. In the last 
two months, the market has taken a bit of a breather with the Sensex and Nifty down about a 
percent each while midcap stocks have done well with the CNX Midcap Index up 6.5%. 
Inflows remained strong for the month with FIIs being net buyers of $1.2 bn whereas 
domestic mutual funds were net sellers of $227 mn. 
 
Fund  Ri S.D. Ri-Rf Measure Rank 
BIRLA BOND INDEX  18.220 6.600 11.220 1.700 3 
DSPML BOND RETAIL  14.720 6.000 7.720 1.287 4 
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  6.560 4.400 -0.440 -0.100 8 
TEMPLETON INDIA INCOME  10.460 5.100 3.460 0.678 6 
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE 10.390 5.700 3.390 0.595 7 
BIRLA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  13.860 3.100 6.860 2.213 2 
DSPML SAVING PLUS MODERATE  16.220 9.200 9.220 1.002 5 
LIC MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  26.650 6.100 19.650 3.221 1 
PRUDENTIAL MONTHLY INCOME  0.950 6.200 -6.050 -0.976 10 
TATA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  3.910 5.650 -3.090 -0.547 9 
 
The table signifies that Sharpen Ratio of performance measurement, LIC Monthly Income 
Plan was 1st rank, Birla monthly Income Plan 2nd rank, Birla bond Index Fund was 3rd rank, 
DSPML Bond Retail fourth rank, while considering return on the fund from 2009, highest 
return provided by LIC Monthly Income Plan and Birla Bond Index Fund was 2nd rank. The 
standard deviation of the fund on 2009, highest variation on DSPML Saving Plus Moderate 
Fund was 9.2. 
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VARIANCE ANALYSIS OF SHORT – TERM AND LONG – TERM FUND UNDER  
Table: 5.37 ASSET UNDER MANAGEMENT  
AVERAGE ASSET UNDER MANAGEMENT  
PARTICULAR  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
BIRLA BOND INDEX  4.338 1.047 0.775 0.425 0.483 
DSPML BOND RETAIL  99.240 64.469 49.258 37.333 37.000 
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  103.128 102.500 102.500 77.292 52.525 
TEMPLETON INDIA INCOME  292.378 186.956 183.367 299.750 196.917 
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE 65.291 25.110 22.267 22.333 25.667 
BIRLA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  426.168 218.801 192.350 122.000 89.083 
DSPML SAVING PLUS MODERATE  309.681 205.898 156.050 103.250 69.250 
LIC MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  136.660 129.715 191.733 163.583 107.917 
PRUDENTIAL MONTHLY INCOME  537.525 558.120 598.517 373.500 214.167 
TATA MONTHLY INCOME PLAN  124.487 53.155 32.642 25.333 22.250 
Sum 2098.895 1545.771 1529.458 1224.800 815.258 
Average Return  209.8895 154.5771 152.9458 122.48 81.52583 
 
The F-test in one-way analysis of variance is used to assess whether the expected values of a 
quantitative variable within several pre-defined groups differ from each other. The 
advantage of the ANOVA F-test is that we do not need to pre-specify which treatments are 
to be compared, and we do not need to adjust for making multiple comparisons. 
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     Table: 5.38 Single Factor  
ANOVA: SINGLE FACTOR 
YEARS  NO OF SCHEMES  SUM AVERAGE VARIANCE 
2005 10 2098.895 209.8895 30037.9996 
2006 10 1545.77083 154.5770833 25858.1295 
2007 10 1529.45833 152.9458333 30058.6187 
2008 10 1224.8 122.48 15572.3771 
2009 10 815.258333 81.52583333 5315.36433 
 
The above table shows Analysis of Variance on Assets Under Management, first column 
represents number of years, 2nd column represents number of schemes and third column 
mentioned sum of value of particular year. Variance shows fluctuation of Asset Under 
Management. 
     Table: 5.39 ANOVA 
ANOVA 
SOURCE OF 
VARIATION 
SUM OF 
SQUARE  
DEGREE OF 
FREEDOM  
MEAN OF 
SQAURE  F- TEST  F CRIT 
Between 
Groups 88990.5845 4 22247.64613 1.04114226 2.578739 
Within Groups 961582.4029 45 21368.49784     
Total 1050572.987 49       
 
Table reflect the analysis of variance within the samples and between the samples, between 
the samples represents number of years, within the samples represents number of schemes. 
Mean of Square within the sample was 21368.50, Mean of Square between samples 
22247.646. F – Test 1.0411 so critical values is 2.5787. Hypothesis is accepted.  
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Chapter: 6  
OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF MUTUAL FUND SCHEMES 
Mutual Fund industry has steadily grown over the decade. Segment before the public sector 
mutual fund entry, Unit Trust of India was managing around Rs 6,700 crore of assets under 
management on its own company. Public sector mutual funds also helped accelerate the 
growth of assets under management. Unit Trust of India and its public sector counterparts 
were managing around Rs 47,000 crore when Kothari Pioneer, the first private sector mutual 
fund, set up shop in 1993. Before the US 64 fiasco, there were 33 mutual funds with total 
assets of Rs 1,21,805 crore as on January 2003. The Unit Trust of India was way ahead of 
other mutual funds with Rs 44,541 crore assets under management. The industry overall has 
performed well over the years. Of course, there were a few funds houses, which 
disappointed investors. However, overall performance has been good. However, lack of 
awareness still slow down the growth of the mutual fund industry.  
 
The performance evaluation techniques were data for the estimation of Sharpe’s Index, 
Treynor’s Index and Jensen’s Alpha came from the for the years 1985 through 1994. For 
this study on performance analysis of 19th schemes under equity diversified funds, 15th 
schemes for balance, income and index fund and other 10th scheme realted to period of time. 
Equity Diversified Schemes having special features for high risk with high return. Mutual 
Fund performance would base on fluctuation on not just Indian capital market but 
international market and also exchange rate fluctuations.  
 
The study shows 44 schemes that belong to the different category and different style of 
investment but main objective is to generate high return compare to the market return. Some 
of the fund features was global investment objectives. The international portfolios are based 
on the classification scheme of the Morningstar database and are all equally-weighted 
portfolios. The Morningstar database has return data for several thousand domestic and 
international mutual funds. The international mutual funds are divided into five categories: 
world, foreign, European, Pacific, and international. World funds are mutual funds that 
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invest in securities issued by corporations in and out of the United States, and their 
investments in U. S. stocks comprise 25% to 53% of the portfolio. Foreign funds are those 
that invest exclusively in stocks issued by companies outside the United States. The 
European and Pacific funds invest in securities issued by corporations in those geographic 
areas. The international category includes funds in all four of the above mentioned areas, 
and it is the broadest category for the funds.  
 
For each category of mutual funds, the Sharpe’s Index, the Treynor Index, and Jensen’s 
Alpha were computed over three time periods: 1985 through 1994, 1985 through 1989, and 
1990 through 1994. The portfolios included all funds followed by Morningstar within the 
investment objective classifications that were in continuous existence over the period in 
question. The 1985-1989 periods will capture the worldwide effects of the U.S. stock market 
crash in 1987. The period 1990 to 1994 also coincides with the world economic decline and 
recovery and allows us to compare performance over two cycles, thus isolating performance 
during an international recession. The number of funds within each portfolio varied with the 
time periods. The larger number of funds in 1990-1994 periods reflects the increase in the 
number of funds in existence. The benchmarks used to compare the risk-adjusted 
performance of the international funds were the U.S. market and the U. S. equity fund 
portfolio. As a proxy for the U.S. market, the Vanguard Index 500 mutual fund was chosen 
from the Morningstar OnDisc database. The U. S. equity fund portfolio is an equally-
weighted index of mutual funds that invest solely in securities issued by companies in the 
United States and was constructed from the funds within the Morningstar database. The risk 
free return necessary to compute the SI, TI, and Jensen’s Alpha is the reported 3-month 
Treasury bill yield compounded to generate an annualized yield. The annualized yield (y) 
was then used to compute the monthly equivalent return using the following equation: 
 
Rank Analysis 
Null Hypothesis that there is no correlation between started of study on 2005 Sharpen, 
Jenson, Treynor rank with study ended on 2009 rank. 
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Null Hypothesis that there is correlation between started of study on 2005 Sharpen, Jenson, 
Treynor rank with study ended on 2009 rank. 
Rank Correlation co – efficient is a measure of correlation that exists between the two sets 
of ranks. It is a measure of association that is based on ranks of the observations and not on 
the numerical values of the data. It was developed by famous statistician Charles Spearman 
in the early 1900s and as such it is known as Spearman’s rank correlation co-efficient.  
   
 
 
      
 
Rank test applied on Sharpe’s Model, Jenson Model and Treynor Model, with analysis of 
rank from started period of the study and ended period of study means analysis of rank test 
2005 compared with 2009. For calculating rank correlation co efficient, first of all the actual 
average return on Equity Diversified Scheme be replaced by their rank to followed by 
Sharpen, Jenson and Treynor Model, giving rank 1 to 19th scheme of Mutual Fund. The 
second step is to record the difference between ranks for each pair of observations, then 
square these differences to obtain a total of such differences. The value of Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficient will always vary between _+1, +1 indicating a perfect positive 
correlation and -1 indicating perfect negative correlation between 2005 and 2009 with 
Sharpen Performance Index Model 
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      Table: 6.1 
Sharpen Rank of Equity Diversified Schemes 
 
SCHEMES 
Sharpens Ratio 
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Return Return Return  Return Return 
  Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND 14 5 5 9 14 
DSPML EQUITY FUND 15 2 2 11 17 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND 7 3 18 13 8 
HDFC EQUITY 9 10 13 10 2 
HDFC TOP 200 16 1 11 7 4 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH 17 6 12 19 13 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES 10 11 4 3 16 
MAGNUM CONTRA 4 8 7 14 7 
MAGNUM GLOBAL 2 7 15 15 1 
RELIANCE GROWTH 5 13 3 1 10 
RELIANCE VISION 11 9 6 17 11 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP 8 4 16 6 6 
TATA PURE EQUITY 6 12 9 16 15 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND 1 14 19 2 9 
HDFC TAXSAVER 12 19 17 12 5 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN 3 15 8 18 12 
SAHARA TAXGAIN 18 18 14 4 3 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAXSAVER 19 17 1 8 19 
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER 13 16 10 5 18 
        Sources: Chapter 3 analysis of Equity Diversified Schemes 
The table shows Sharpe performance rank for scheme s from last five years, 2009 1st rank 
was Magnum Global Fund with 2008 and 2007 was 15th rank, while 2005 was 2nd rank, its 
means that performance of the scheme will be measure on bull market and bear market. 
2009 2nd rank HDFC scheme while compare to 2008 and 2007 scheme rank within 10th to 
13th: Bad performance of the scheme when bull market. Sahara Tax was 3rd rank on 2009 
compared to 2007 was 14th rank and 2008 was 4th rank. It‘s very difficult to predicted the 
performance of the fund, same fund manager investment style was very important to judge 
performance. Magnum Contra Fund on 2007 was 7th rank when market was bull and 2009 
also 7th rank when market started for recovery after recession. If the fund manager is very 
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active player on capital market and research team predict market movement than schemes 
maintain rank.   
     Graph: 6.1  
    Rank Correlation Analysis  
 
William Sharpen analysis just indicates performance for particular time being, it should not 
included factors will affected the performance of the fund. No of factors liked economy 
policy, financial bills, new financial instruments etc… 
 
Spearman Rank Test  
Calculation need to first counted Sharpen Ratio of 19th schemes with applied average return. 
185.956 was value received from the difference of square (d) on 2005 and 2009. Rank test 
value was -0.79 with compared to critical value 0.4579. Researcher believed that rejected 
null hypothesis. The above graph shows that correlation indicating negative slop. 
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     Table: 6.2 
Jenson Rank of Equity Diversified Schemes 
 
SCHEMES 
  
Jenson’s Ratio 
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Return Return Return Return Return 
Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND 17 11 4 15 9 
DSPML EQUITY FUND 11 6 1 12 18 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND 7 2 18 18 5 
HDFC EQUITY 12 5 15 8 2 
HDFC TOP 200 6 3 13 2 3 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH 18 9 16 11 19 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES 10 8 2 7 17 
MAGNUM CONTRA 3 7 9 9 10 
MAGNUM GLOBAL 2 4 14 19 7 
RELIANCE GROWTH 5 12 5 1 8 
RELIANCE VISION 16 10 10 13 11 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP 8 1 11 17 1 
TATA PURE EQUITY 14 13 8 6 15 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND 1 14 19 5 13 
HDFC TAXSAVER 13 19 17 10 4 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN 4 17 7 14 12 
SAHARA TAXGAIN 15 18 12 3 6 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAXSAVER 19 16 3 16 14 
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS 
TAXSAVER 9 15 6 4 16 
        Sources: Chapter 3 analysis of Equity Diversified Schemes 
The table 6.2 represented Jenson performance model to measure performance of 19th scheme 
of equity diversified from last five years. Data shows that on 2009 Sundaram Select Mid 
Cap Fund was 1st rank while on 2007 same scheme had 11th rank. HDFC Equity Scheme 
was 2nd rank on 2009 same Sharpe rank also 2nd rank. HDFC Top 200 Fund was 3rd rank on 
2009 and when market bull on 2007 that time was 13th rank. HDFC Tax Saver Fund was 4th 
rank on 2009 and same scheme on 2007 17th rank. Compared to other Asset Management 
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Company HDFC Company having good performance same liked Magnum Assets 
Management Company. 
     Graph: 6.2  
Rank Correlation Analysis 
 
 
Jenson Performance measure beta value from access return compared with risk free return. 
So researcher believed that Jensen performance model should not considering time factors 
and other factor which affects capital market. Some scheme having good performance on 
bull market due to active strategic for diversification of portfolio and some scheme was bad 
performance on bull market means that opportunities were their but fund manager should 
not properly predicted the future capital market movement.  
Spearman Rank Test  
Calculation need to first counted Jenson’s Ratio of 19th schemes with applied average return. 
1435.16 was value received from the difference of square (d) on 2005 and 2009. Rank test 
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value was -0.79 with compared to critical value 0.4579. Researcher believed that rejected 
null hypothesis. The above graph shows that correlation indicating split negative slop. 
     Table: 6. 3 
Treynor Rank of Equity Diversified Fund  
 
PARTICULAR 
Treynor's  Ratio 
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Return  Return  Return  Return  Return  
Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 
BIRLA SUN LIFE EQUITY FUND  6 19 19 14 9 
DSPML EQUITY FUND  7 6 18 8 18 
FRANKLIN INDIA PRIMA FUND  14 18 7 19 4 
HDFC EQUITY  8 13 3 10 2 
HDFC TOP 200 13 7 5 7 5 
PRUDENTIAL GROWTH 2 1 1 12 19 
KOTAK OPPORTUNITIES 9 12 17 4 15 
MAGNUM CONTRA  17 14 11 9 10 
MAGNUM GLOBAL  18 16 8 18 3 
RELIANCE GROWTH  15 9 14 1 8 
RELIANCE VISION 4 5 10 11 13 
SUNDARAM SELECT MIDCAP 12 17 13 17 1 
TATA PURE EQUITY 5 4 12 6 17 
UTI MASTER VALUE FUND  19 15 4 5 11 
HDFC TAXSAVER  10 10 2 13 6 
MAGNUM TAXGAIN 16 11 16 15 12 
SAHARA TAXGAIN  3 8 6 3 7 
PRINCIPAL PERSONAL TAXSAVER  1 3 15 16 14 
SUNDARAM BNP PARIBAS TAXSAVER  11 2 9 2 16 
        Sources: Chapter 3 analysis of Equity Diversified Schemes 
Treynor Performance model analysis of the scheme to found alpha value, on 2009 Sundaram 
Seelct Mid Cap Fund was 1st rank and 2007 was 13th rank, there should be very vast 
difference between last five years. 2nd rank on 2009 was HDFC Equity Fund with 3rd rank on 
2007.  3rd rank was Magnum Contra Fund with 8th rank on 2007. 4th rank was Franklin India 
Prima Fund with 7th rank on 2007. HDFC Equity Fund had 5th rank on 2009 and same 
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scheme 5th rank on 2007,  data shows that fund manager should properly maintained rank of 
the scheme and active strategic on bull market and goof return provided on bear market.  
Another Scheme of same Asset Management Company is HDFC Tax Saver was 6th rank on 
2009 and 2nd rank on 2007.   
 
The intercept, Alpha, is Jensen’s Alpha and is based on the excess return of a security or 
portfolio relative to that of the excess return of the market. The interpretation of Jensen’s 
Alpha is based on the sign of Alpha and its statistical significance. For a portfolio to have a 
risk-adjusted return superior to the market, Alpha must be positive and statistically 
significant. A negative and significant Alpha indicates performance below that of the market 
portfolio. If Alpha is statistically insignificant, the portfolio has performed as well as the 
market. 
     Graph: 6.3  
Rank Correlation Analysis 
 
Spearman Rank Test  
Calculation need to first counted Treynor’s Ratio of 19th schemes with applied average 
return. 9689.755 was value received from the difference of square (d) on 2005 and 2009. 
Rank test value was 0.417 with compared to critical value 0.4579. Researcher believed that 
rejected null hypothesis. The above graph shows that correlation indicating perfect positive 
slop. 
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      Table: 6.4 
Sharpen Rank of Balance, Income and Index Fund  
PARTICULAR 
Sharpe’s         Ratio  
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Return  Return  Return  Return  Return  
Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 
Birla Sun Life Equity 13 13 8 1 1 
HDFC Balance 10 11 10 3 8 
HDFC Prudence 2 7 6 4 4 
Magnum Balanced  3 9 7 2 12 
Principal Child Benefits  11 6 1 8 13 
UTI CRT's 81 15 15 11 14 14 
UTI Mahila Unit Schemes 14 10 12 15 15 
Birla Sun Life Index 8 3 3 7 10 
Magnum Index 9 2 4 11 11 
Tata Index Sensex A  5 1 5 13 9 
UTI Sunder  6 4 2 9 6 
Franklin Info tech 12 5 14 10 3 
Magnum Pharma  7 12 15 12 7 
Magnum FMCG 4 14 13 5 2 
Prudential ICICI 1 8 9 6 5 
         Sources: Chapter 4 Analysis of Balanced, Index and Income Fund 
It is rewarded to variability ratio given by W. F. Sharpe in 1966. It is expressed as the excess    
return per unit of risk, where risk is measured by the standard deviation of the rate of return. 
Table 6.4 had belongs to Balanced Fund, Income Fund, Index Fund for selected Asset 
Management Company.  2009 Birla Sun Life Equity had 1st rank and 2008 also 1st rank, but 
2007 had 8th rank. Magnum FMCG Fund was 2nd rank on 2009 same scheme on 2007 was 
13th rank. 2009 3rd rank was Franklin Info Tech Fund and 2007 was 14th rank. 
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     Graph: 6.4  
Rank Correlation Analysis  
 
 
In financial econometrics, a model for a portfolio's performance that attempts to account for 
a money managers index-like tendencies. In other words, the Sharpe portfolio measure 
attempts to statistically calculate whether a portfolio's success was due to good management 
or the taking of excessive risk. The model measures a company's or portfolio's performance 
against a series of securities indices. It is perhaps more commonly known as the Sharpe 
ratio. 
       
Calculation need to first counted Sharpen Ratio of 19th schemes with applied average return. 
1215.264 was value received from the difference of square (d) on 2005 and 2009. Rank test 
value was -0.822 with compared to critical value 0.4579. Researcher believed that rejected 
null hypothesis. The above graph shows that correlation indicating perfect negative slop. 
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     Table: 6.5 
 
   Jenson Rank of Balance, Income and Index  
PARTICULAR 
Jenson's Ratio  
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Return  Return Return  Return  Return 
Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 
Birla Sun Life Equity 13 13 8 4 3 
HDFC Balance 10 10 9 1 10 
HDFC Prudence 3 3 7 3 4 
Magnum Balanced  2 2 6 5 11 
Principal Child Benefits  12 12 1 12 12 
UTI CRT's 81 14 14 12 2 14 
UTI Mahila Unit Schemes 15 15 11 6 15 
Birla Sun Life Index 8 8 3 11 1 
Magnum Index 9 9 4 9 9 
Tata Index Sensex A  5 5 5 10 6 
UTI Sunder  7 7 2 15 7 
Franklin Info tech 11 11 14 13 2 
Magnum Pharma  6 6 15 8 5 
Magnum FMCG 4 4 13 7 13 
Prudential ICICI 1 1 10 14 8 
        Sources: Chapter 4 Analysis of Balanced, Index and Income Fund 
Table 6.5 represented the fund performance on Jenson Measure, Table mentioned scheme under 
Balance Fund, Income Fund and Index Fund. 2009 1st rank was Birla Sun Life Index Model, 2009 
2nd rank was Franklin Info Tech fund same scheme 14th rank on 2007. So analysis shows that one 
scheme well performed on bull market, might be not well performed on bear market. Few fund 
manger well played on bull market due to active strategic and bad performance on bear market. 
The basic idea is that to analyze the performance of an investment manager must look not 
only at the overall return of a portfolio, but also at the risk of that portfolio. If there are two 
mutual funds that both have a 12% return, a rational investor will want the fund that is less 
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risky. Jensen's measure is one of the ways to help determine if a portfolio is earning the 
proper return for its level of risk.  
If the value is positive, then the portfolio is earning excess returns. In other words, a positive 
value for Jensen's alpha means a fund manager has "beat the market" with his or her stock 
picking skill.   
     Graph: 6.5  
    Rank Correlation Analysis  
 
 
 
 
Calculation need to first counted Jenson’s Ratio of 19th schemes with applied average return. 
1917.325 was value received from the difference of square (d) on 2005 and 2009. Rank test 
value was -0.720 with compared to critical value 0.4579. Researcher believed that rejected 
null hypothesis. The above graph shows that correlation indicating perfect negative slop. 
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     Table: 6.6 
Treynor Rank of Balance, Income and Index  
PARTICULAR 
Treynor's Ratio  
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Return  Return  Return  Return  Return  
Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 
Birla Sun Life Equity 15 15 12 4 3 
HDFC Balance 14 14 13 1 10 
HDFC Prudence 11 11 9 3 4 
Magnum Balanced  12 13 11 5 11 
Principal Child Benefits  13 9 1 10 12 
UTI CRT's 81 4 8 2 2 15 
UTI Mahila Unit Scheme 2 7 3 8 14 
Birla Sun Life Index 9 5 8 14 2 
Magnum Index 10 6 4 9 8 
Tata Index Sensex A  7 1 5 12 6 
UTI Sunder  8 4 6 13 7 
Franklin Infotech 6 2 15 11 1 
Magnum Parma  5 10 14 6 5 
Magnum FMCG 3 12 10 7 13 
Prudential ICICI 1 3 7 15 9 
         Sources: Chapter 4 Analysis of Balanced, Index and Income Fund 
Treynor Performance Index, invented by Jack Treynor is also known as Treynor Composite 
Performance Measure or Treynor ratio. It is a measure of reward (or excess return) per unit 
of risk.  Treynor Performance Index = (Average Returns of Portfolio - Average Risk Free 
Rate) / Beta. The formula uses the portfolio's Beta as the unit of risk. Reward (or excess 
returns) is measured as the difference between the portfolio's return and the risk-free rate of 
return over a period. The higher the Treynor Performance Index, the better the portfolio's 
performance. 
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Graph: 6.6 
 
Rank Correlation Analysis  
 
 
 
Table 6.6 mentioned Treynor’s measures of fund excess return on scheme. Table shows rank 
of scheme from last five years. 2007 was bull market, first quarter of 2008 was starting 
recovery and then after 2009 again market reached to height. 2007 1st rank was Principal 
Child Benefits and same scheme had 12th rank on 2009. On 2009 1st rank was Franklin Info 
Tech Fund, same scheme on 2007 was 15th rank, researcher would liked to concluded that 
fund managers are not that much efficient to actively diversification of portfolio. Further 
need to consider international market and movement of exchange rate and investment 
pattern of foreign institutional investors. Researcher also observed that some of the scheme 
should maintained rank for three to four year. Table shows liked Prudential ICICI and UTI 
Mahila Unit Scheme. UTI CRT’s 91 had maintained good records for rank 2005 to 2008. 
Calculation need to first counted Treynor’s Ratio of 19th schemes with applied average 
return. 6868.920 was value received from the difference of square (d) on 2005 and 2009. 
Rank test value was 0.004 with compared to critical value 0.4579. Researcher believed that 
rejected null hypothesis. The above graph shows that correlation indicating perfect positive 
slop       
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Table: 6.7 Sharpen Rank Correlation Analysis 
Particular  Sharpens Ratio 
Fund  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
 
Return  Return  Return  Return  Return  
  Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 
BIRLA BOND INDEX  10 7 7 1 3 
DSPML BOND RETAIL  9 10 3 4 4 
KOTAK BOND REGULAR  6 3 1 2 8 
TEMPLETON INDIA INCOME  8 6 4 3 6 
UTI BOND ADVANTAGE 7 8 2 5 7 
BIRLA MIP  5 1 5 10 2 
DSPML SAVING PLUS MODERATE  3 4 9 6 5 
LIC MIP  2 5 6 7 1 
PRUDENTIAL MIP  1 2 8 9 10 
TATA MIP  4 9 10 8 9 
        Sources: Chapter 5 Analysis of Long – Term and Short – Term Fund 
Table 6.7 represented the Sharpen rank of short – term and long term scheme for investment. 2005 
best performing scheme was Prudential Monthly Income Plan and 2006 1st rank was Birla Monthly 
Income Plan, 2007 Kotak Bond Regular was 1st rank, 2008 Birla Bond Index was 1st rank, 2009 LIC 
Monthly Income Plan was 1st rank. 
    Graph: 6.7 Rank Correlation Analysis  
 
Calculation need to first counted Treynor’s Ratio of 19th schemes with applied average 
return. 555.298 was value received from the difference of square (d) on 2005 and 2009. 
Rank test value was -0.919 with compared to critical value 0.4579. Researcher believed that 
rejected null hypothesis. The above graph shows that correlation indicating perfect negative 
slop. 
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7.1 Summary  
Chapter: 1 Overview of Mutual Fund Industry in India 
Mutual fund is the pool of the money, based on the trust who invests the savings of a 
number of investors who shares a common financial goal, like the capital appreciation and 
dividend earning. The money thus collect is then invested in capital market instruments such 
as shares, debenture, and foreign market. Investors invest money and get the units as per the 
unit value which we called as NAV (net assets value). Mutual fund is the most suitable 
investment for the common man as it offers an opportunity to invest in diversified portfolio 
management, good research team, professionally managed Indian stock as well as the 
foreign market, the main aim of the fund manager is to taking the scrip that have under value 
and future will rising, then fund manager sell out the stock. Fund manager concentration on 
risk – return trade off, where minimize the risk and maximize the return through 
diversification of the portfolio. The most common features of the mutual fund unit are low 
cost.  
Investors in India opt for the tax-saving mutual fund schemes for the simple reason that it 
helps them to save money. The tax-saving mutual funds or the equity-linked savings 
schemes (ELSS) receive certain tax exemptions under Section 88 of the Income Tax Act. 
That is one of the reasons why the investors in India add the tax-saving mutual fund 
schemes to their portfolio. The tax-saving mutual fund schemes are one of the important 
types of mutual funds in India that investors can option for. There are several companies in 
India that offer – tax – saving mutual fund schemes in the country 
Chapter: 2 Research Methodology 
Research methodology is a way to systematically solve the research problem. It may be 
understood as a science of studying how research is done scientifically. In ii researcher 
pursue various steps that are generally adopted by a researcher in studying his research 
problem along with the logic behind them. It is necessary to know not only the research 
methods and techniques but also the methodology. Researcher not only needs to know how 
to develop certain indices or tests, how to calculate mean, standard deviation and beta.  
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Research method part of research methodology, research methodology start with title of the 
research problem and researcher set the objectives of the research, which helpful for society, 
and other researcher for further research. After objectives need to review of literatures 
means idea generation and inspired to do the research. Research methodology included 
sample design. Sample design shows types of sampling method, sample size, sampling 
period. Research methodology follow the step, after sampling design then need to identified 
the hypothesis means set of assumption for study. Mutual Fund set assumption regarding 
equity schemes provided same return and risk. Researcher goes behind financial and 
statistical tool to arrive at conclusion.  
Chapter: 3 Analysis of Equity Diversified Schemes 
The Indian equity markets smartly rill in the last two decades. The Sensex and Nifty was 
continuous growing. Equities generally provide superior returns over the long term 5 to 10 
years other assets classes, along with fact that both long – term capital gains as well as 
dividend are tax free . The study included nineteen scheme under equity diversified. 
This chapter places of interest performance of equity diversified schemes and as per the 
market indices schemes provided return or not. Ideology is that return increased while 
increased risk. Selection of schemes based on five start rated schemes of Mutual Fund which 
rated by rating agency, further reflect on the inception performance of the schemes. Equity 
diversified schemes also having tall risk compare to others schemes, same provided high 
capital appreciation. Analysis shows the beta value of the schemes from last five years. 
Performance analysis of the fund needs to follow the financial and statistical tools to reach 
goal. Mutual Fund performance should identify to pursue performance evaluation technique. 
Rank gives schemes wise and also analysis the year wise performance of equity 
diversification schemes.  
Chapter: 4 Analyses of Balance, Index, Income Schemes 
   
The analyses of balance fund an open ended equity fund, but primary objective of these 
schemes has to generate regular incomes so as to make monthly and quarterly distributions 
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to investors. Further the scheme features is to growth capital. In short balance index and 
income fund to provide regular dividend to unit holders and also take advantage of market 
fluctuation. Fund manger allocation based equity related securities 65% to 75% and 
remaining investment on debt & money market instruments. Researcher selects fifteen 
schemes under study. 
These chapter highlights that can scheme achieve the desired objectives which set on fact 
sheet. Can fund manger follow investment pattern that mentioned on key information 
memorandum? The research analysis the index fund which invest on particular sector like 
infrastructure and telecommunication etc. Research shows performance of index fund with 
indices provided return. 
Chapter: 5 Analyses of Schemes with Period of Time  
This chapter pursue scheme which based on period of time. Its included schemes liked liquid 
fund and floating rate of return schemes. Further it‟s included liked monthly income plan 
and floating transfer to equity diversified schemes. The main objectives of the schemes are 
to generate income through investment in debt securities and money market instruments.  
The researcher selects ten schemes for analyses of the performance of the fund. The schemes 
features like income consistent with a high level of liquidity, through a portfolio mix 
comprising of money market and debt market only, safety and marketability is very high 
under these schemes. Researcher found that money market instruments and whole sale price 
index are more affect return on these schemes. 
Chapter: 6 Overall Performance Evaluation of Mutual      
Fund 
Overall performance shows evaluation of equity diversified scheme, balance funds, index 
fund, income fund, schemes based on period of time, which analyses fund performance on 
third chapter, analysis of  net assets value and assets under management, other measurement 
liked price earnings ratio and book price ratio position of schemes.  
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As per the rated assigned of schemes, performance rank was not equal. Sharp‟s, Treynor‟s 
and Jenson‟s performance had been different rank each of same scheme and same year. Beta 
value of the fund and standard deviation affects fund return. Jenson technique indicated 
alpha of the fund, high alpha shows good performance of the fund. High beta indicated 
highest risk. Researcher found that a risk scheme does not provided high return. 2007 shows 
high return but schemes rised negative return.  
Chapter: 7  Summery, Finding and Suggestion 
The research done only selected a scheme which was related with five rating star and the 
value research magazine. The data would not collect to the Assets Management Company 
data sheet, but collection from the market or secondary source. The research analysis was 
based on the past performance of the only selected Equity Diversified Scheme. The research 
had been based on the Net Assets Value, that NAV continuous fluctuation The research 
analysis compares the Net Assets Value and Expense Ratio, but NAV continuous 
fluctuation. Fund manager investment style based on capital market situation. It could not 
possible always pursue the mentioned objectives. Equity Diversified schemes having 
different objectives due to sectors. 
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7.2 Suggestions: 
Following are the suggestions based on the findings.  
1. It‟s important to understand that each mutual fund has different risks and rewards. In 
general, the high potential returns, the higher the risk of loss. If you are risk adverse 
investor you make investment in Gilt and Money Market/ Liquid funds, which shows 
low risk, compare to other schemes operating in the market. It you are risk taker goes for 
Equity Diversified Fund for higher return.  
 
2. Most of the schemes have shown have negative alpha values, it indicates that the fund 
managers of the mutual funds are fail to forecast future security prices in time, which 
result in poor performance of these schemes. So the mutual fund industry should develop 
their research wing to forecast the market movement. Which help them to maintain 
efficient portfolio management?  
 
3. Reward to variability ratio is an excess return earned over the risk – free return per unit 
of risk involved i.e. per unit of standard deviation. Standard deviation present due to 
fluctuation of unit price, 2007 and 2008 was comparative more fluctuation due to world 
recession and financial crises.  
 
4. The Mutual Fund industry should develop their own modern risk market research. It will 
helpful for better and efficient portfolio management. Most of the mutual fund company 
having own department and team doing work on market research and predict future 
value of equity, but it‟s need to follow new model to predict liked artificial neural 
network (NN) models in forecasting quarterly EPS. 
 
 
5. The Mutual Fund industry should maintain consistency in their return and provide 
superior return compare to the market return. The main goal of any fund manager is to 
maintain the unit price; means not over price or under price, second growth also need to 
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consider return on unit. Fund Manager should plan for allocation of sector provided 
good return with minimize chance of negative return. 
 
6. In order to increase the stake in market the Mutual Fund companies come with 
transparency. On 2007 issued of Reliance Power IPO most stake for own companies and 
other for foreign institutional investors. 
 
 
7. There is an urgent need for aggressive campaign to train the investor about different 
Mutual Fund schemes. Investor less aware about scheme of mutual fund. Investors do 
not know what should mention on KIM and Offer Document. They do not know 
monthly income plan scheme difference to systematic investment plan and objective of 
scheme equal to sector allocated by fund manager plus expense ratio.  
 
8. Mutual Funds should published NAVs of their different schemes as frequently as 
possible. As per the SEBI norms, it must be published every working day, today Mutual 
Fund trading online.  
 
9. The Mutual Fund companies should explore adequate risk to generate good return. 
Mutual Fund Research team should selected tools to analysis risk liked Value at Risk 
and Beta. And risk compare with same class of scheme with different AMC. 
 
10.  To provide greater liquidity to the investor, Mutual Funds should develop a wide 
infrastructure of self – sufficient braches. Most of transaction with help of CAMS 
service provider for mutual fund. But own braches help investors for direct investment 
and any time check performance of portfolio. Own braches promoted product when time 
of New Fund Offer, making strategies how to attract investors.   
 
11.  Mutual Funds should develop their own modern market research. It will be helpful for 
better and efficient portfolio management. As per the SEBI guideline appointed Fund 
Manager so person should be fully qualified and well experience on capital market 
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fluctuation and economic planning and global market trend. Person possession 
knowledge of finance and administration and statistically very sound to follow tools for 
analysis.  
 
12.  The Mutual Fund companies should adopt transparency in operation to inter scheme 
transaction, inter scheme change sector of allocation, one fund manager handling two to 
three scheme at same time. Need to organize weekly meet Fund Managers. Export 
opinion considered while taking decision regarding scheme launch and declare dividend 
and declare date of dividend, charges of expense.  
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7.3 FINDINGS: 
 
1. To study the performance of Mutual Fund Industry India, analysis and interpretation of 
the data, researcher well known about the market behavior and how its affect investors 
decision making. Equity Diversified Scheme covers under third chapter shows variance 
on performance from last five years. Mutual Fund Key Information Memorandum 
mentioned scheme objectives; due to market fluctuation fund manager should not follow 
the objectives. Analysis of Equity Diversified Schemes performance affects by industry 
performance, other financial instruments also affects return on Equity Diversified 
Schemes. Offer documents mentioned detail of the fund investment style, to allocate of 
the on different industry. External factors liked political risk, financial bill, monetary 
policy, fiscal policy, etc. Assets Management Company has own policy of appointment 
of the fund manager and qualification and knowledge of market fluctuation.  
2. In current scenario Mutual Fund is better option for investment than any other option 
because it provides higher return with professionally managed portfolio, good research 
team continuous watch on performance of not just Indian stock exchange but 
international capital market and to know industry growth and industrial life cycle, 
fundamental analysis of particular company, so that investors preferred to invest on 
Mutual Fund compare to invest on direct equity.  
3. Most important things are that objectives of schemes are different. HDFC Top 200 
scheme objective is different with TaTa Pure Equity Fund and Magnum Tax Gain. So 
that risk is minimize through diversification of portfolio and focus is not given on one 
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sector, investors have better choice to diversification of funds, and fund manager 
strategic to selected sector with bench mark.  
4. The analysis shows that to cover the cost and generate profit, Mutual Fund Companies 
get involved on over diversification. Market fluctuation has play big role on buying and 
selling strategic for fund manager. 
5. Analysis of return on 2005 shows that return was comparative fine, Indian capital market 
was grow well. Equity Diversified Schemes generated better return compares to the risk 
free return on post – office saving or any other fixed deposits, investors more attract to 
purchase unit.  
6. On 2006, Financial Bill presented has been well received by the market. The highlights 
of the budget were mentioned that fiscal deficit has been kept in check, further 
moderation in indirect taxes, no change in direct taxes, and overall positive environment 
for economic growth. The Sensex at that time presented 1 year forward earnings. There 
is also a need to invest with a minimum two years 
7. It is the best option for the person who does not have any knowledge of capital market as 
fund manager is in charge of portfolio and managed it very well then any single 
individual. 
8. Along with open-ended schemes close-ended schemes are also very much preferred by 
the investor because of the simple reason that when fund is invested in equity it is 
considered long term investment and lock in period resist investor to withdraw their fund 
before maturity. 
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9. From the research conducted, can also find out that all AMCs has suffered the impact of 
global recession but we can see that it has again risen up and now the NAV has crossed 
the previous level. Thus mutual fund has a very bright future. 
10. The research conducted shows that there was totally negative return in the year 2008 as 
compared to expected return. The year 2008 was period of recession so most of the 
schemes made loss. 
11. The year 2008 had market down turn in its mid due to global economic crisis, which had 
affected the schemes performance. 
12. The NAV of all the schemes shows that in the January 2008 they had given highest 
return and in December 2008 they had given the lowest return. 
13. The NAV of all the schemes also shows that in December 2009 they had given the 
highest performance and in March 2009 they had given the lowest return. 
14. The schemes had also been affected by the market‟s overall performance. 
15. The schemes have been judged on the basis of the financial data, so the fund managers 
investment style and experience has not been analyzed 
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Madhavi 
LIMITATI 
 
Following are the limitations of the study; 
 
 The analysis is completely based on the past performance of the schemes and does not 
assure any future performance. 
 
 The research is based on the secondary data collected from the sources like fact sheets, 
magazine, newspaper, website etc. so, all the limitations of secondary data is applied 
here. 
 
 Only equity schemes are considered for the purpose of research and hence research is 
completely done on equity diversified schemes and is not relevant to any other schemes. 
 
 Time span of the study is only 6 weeks which is too short to gain all knowledge of mutual 
fund industry. Hence it is the limitation of the study. 
 
 Reliability of sources could also be the limitation of the study. 
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5.1)  
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5.2) RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
From my research I can make following recommendations, 
 
 Though equity schemes provides higher return than debt and balanced fund, relying only 
on equity diversified schemes may sometime lead to loss of money thus some amount of 
fund should also be invested in other schemes. Thus the portfolio should be diversified. 
However over-diversification is also not beneficial as it leads to nothing. Diversification 
is also possible in different AMC‟s along with different schemes. 
 
 While making an investment only NAV of the fund should not be considered, due 
consideration should also be given to the future prospect of the company rather than just 
present performance. Also past performance and dividend history should be considered. 
 
 For a person with fixed income the best option is to go for SIP (Systematic Investment 
Plan) as it leads to systematic and regular investment without much burden. 
 
 AMC‟s use NFOs to create excitement and push their fund however we may not find 
much difference in the existing and New Fund Offer. It is important for investor to 
understand that NFOs are merely marketing devices. There are number of funds that 
have proved their mettle and investor should opt for them because they have a track 
record. 
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Limitations of the study 
Following are the limitations of this study conducted; 
a) The analysis is done on the data of just two years. 
b) Conclusion and analysis is done on the basis of just ten schemes of the mutual funds in 
the large market. 
c) The statistical tools taken in the study might have compatibility problem with the mutual 
fund industry. 
d) The conclusion is just on the basis of the statistical analysis, there are other factors 
influencing the mutual fund industry, for e.g. Indian economy, AMFI regulations, 
expense ratios, etc. 
e) The data collected under the study are secondary.   
Findings 
16. The research conducted shows that there was totally negative return in the year 2008 as 
compared to expected return. 
17. The scheme having more variance had more return. 
18. The year 2008 had market down turn in its mid due to global economic crisis, which had 
affected the schemes performance. 
19. The NAV of all the schemes shows that in the January 2008 they had given highest 
return and in December 2008 they had given the lowest return. 
20. The NAV of all the schemes also shows that in December 2009 they had given the 
highest performance and in March 2009 they had given the lowest return. 
21. The schemes had also been affected by the market‟s overall performance. 
22. The schemes have been judged on the basis of the financial data, so the fund managers 
investment style and experience has not been analyzed. 
 
Limitations of the Study 
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Following are the limitations of this study conducted; 
f) Sample study period is just two years, which is too small to conclude the performance of 
the equity diversified schemes. 
g) Sample size is too small; only ten selected equity diversified schemes can‟t give conclusion 
and interpretation of whole market of mutual fund. 
h) The statistical tools and financial measurement i.e. P/E ratio and P/B ratio taken in the 
study might not prove appropriate for the mutual fund industry of India.  
i) The data collected under the study are secondary; they might be collected primarily for 
other purpose. 
j) The data collected might have standard error and some of them were not available, the 
study can be biased. 
k) Fund Manager invests in the different securities as per his style of investing, so one can‟t 
conclude the fund‟s performance on statistical and financial data. 
 
 
Summary 
The research study conducted by selecting 10 equity diversified schemes shows the 
overview of the mutual fund industry of India. The study is based on systematic sampling, 
so I would like to suggest that this study can be biased and no conclusion can be derived 
from this study. 
 
Conclusion 
The study conducted shows that the schemes have performed very well in the last phase of 
2009 and badly in the starting phase of 2008. This study indicates that the schemes are 
affected by the market‟s volatility and the risk bearing capacity of the fund manager. 
 
The schemes under study are judged on the basis of beta, R2, P/E ratio, P/B ratio, NAV and 
return.  The study reveals that SBI Magnum Midcap had given highest performance in the 
year 2009 and Reliance Equity fund had given lowest performance in the year 2009. 
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The study is done on the basis of my personal readings and judgments so it can have some 
lacking points as per my understanding. 
 
 
 
 
Finance Journals 
Maintained by Don Chance 
Please do not email me with questions about journal quality.  I will not respond to questions about 
journal quality.  This list makes no statements with regard to the quality of any of these journals or any 
journals on this list. 
This list contains all journals that I am aware of that academics in finance would likely use as outlets for 
their research.  It specifically excludes economics journals except where obvious connections to banking 
or finance are in the title or in the content (e.g., Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking).  It also includes 
some general journals of high quality (e.g., Journal of Business).  I have also not included journals in real 
estate or insurance.  No offense is intended, and I may add some of these later.  If you know of any 
finance journals I should add, please send an email to dchance@lsu.edu.   
Many journals have two sites, one maintained by the publisher (dealing more with promotion and 
subscription issues) and one maintained by the editor.  Some of these links are for one type, and some 
are for the other.  Usually you can find either from the other. 
Also, some journals include the word "The" as part of their titles, such as The Journal of Finance.  Others 
do not, such as Journal of Financial Economics.  I have omitted the word "The" here as I think it is easier 
to find the journal title without having so many alphabetized with the letter "t." 
***ASIDE*** 
Before we get started, however, I would like to take this opportunity to express a beef I have with a 
lot of journals.  We all have our complaints about rejections, but my complaint deals with the 
quality of the service provided by journals.  Although I have no empirical evidence, I believe that 
the quality of the journal is highly correlated with the quality of the service provided by the editor.  
In other words, the crappier the journal, the poorer the service.  Such editors often take the job in 
the hope that their department chairs and deans will be impressed.  Little do the chairs and deans 
know about the poor quality of the journals and the bad service provided by the editors. 
I propose the following code of conduct for journals and their editors. 
1.    The editor will promptly acknowledge all submissions, with an indication that the article is 
being reviewed and an estimate of the date given to the referee for expected return of the review.  
Email makes this easy 
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2.    The editor will strive to find impartial referees.  A referee whose own work is highly criticized 
or praised in the paper should be avoided. 
3.    The editor will contact the referee with a request for whether the referee would be willing and 
able to review the paper by a specific date. 
4.    The editor will stay abreast of the status of each paper.  The author should not be required to 
ask the editor to follow up on a delinquent referee.  If the author is willing to wait, the editor will 
get a new referee if necessary. 
5.    The editor will discount reviews that stagger in late from delinquent referees.  Delinquent 
referees are already discredited; hence, their opinions are questionable.  There may be a few 
circumstances in which a delinquent referee makes a valid point, but the editor must be 
absolutely certain that the referee is correct before giving it any weight. 
6.    The editor will carefully examine referee reports and will not use those that clearly indicate 
poor effort or hasty preparation. 
7.    The journal will provide an unbiased appeals process. 
8.    The editor will be alert to those situations in which the referee appears to have made a 
conscientious effort but makes no constructive suggestions.  Any good editor should be able to 
recognize destructive suggestions and handle accordingly. 
9.    Articles accepted for publication will be processed in a manner befitting the significance and 
timeliness of the findings.  The editor will not accept or even consider articles when there is an 
unusually large backlog unless the author is informed in advance. 
10.    The editor will contact authors informing them of the expected dates on which they should 
receive the page proofs.  The authors will not receive a surprise package of proofs the day before 
catching a plane for a 30-day trip to the other side of the world.  The author will not be made to 
feel that failure to return the proofs within 48 hours will result in sacrifice of his or her firstborn 
child. 
11.    The editor will disregard the affiliations of authors and referees, especially any significant 
differential between the quality of the two. 
12.    The editor will actually pay attention to the comments of referees.  If none of the two or more 
referees recommends rejection of the article, the editor will not reject the article on this pass.  If 
the editor rejects the article in spite of two or more good reviews, then the editor should have sent 
the paper back to the author (with manuscript fee) before sending it out for review.  (This has 
happened to me twice at the same journal.  Notice to "___ ___ ___" (insert journal name), I will not 
submit any more articles to you nor will I referee for you again.) 
13.    The editor will take the referee's comment "shorten the paper" with considerable skepticism, 
recognizing that this is the most frequent comment made by referees who either cannot come up 
with something substantive to say or are trying to tell the editor "I'm so smart I could see the point 
in half that much space."  Referees who make legitimate criticisms that a paper is too long will 
point out exactly what sections should be deleted but few do so.  While editors must be 
concerned about excessively long papers, they will recognize that a carefully executed and 
verifiable study requires that all details be revealed. 
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14.    Another referee comment to be taken with skepticism is any comment that says that 
something the author did is questionable, doubtful, debatable, or wrong without explaining 
exactly why the referee feels this way.  Referees are prone to making such off-hand remarks 
without explanation but in that case, the author cannot determine exactly what it is that the referee 
objects to.    
15.    The journal will keep files on individuals who have submitted or refereed for the journal.  All 
of the above do not apply when delinquent or careless referees submit their own papers. 
If you submit to a journal and find it violating the above rules, do not confront the editor.  You will 
only lose.  The editor has power, influence, and knows a lot of other editors.  Instead I recommend 
you (1)  do not submit to the journal again and (2) tell all of your colleagues (and doctoral 
students, if any) of this experience, encouraging them not to submit to the journal. 
******* 
OK, I've said enough.  Here are the journals.  (Editors:  Do you see yourself in here?) 
Journal Title 
ABACUS  
Accounting and Finance  
Annals of Finance  
Applied Financial Economics 
Applied Financial Economics Letters  
Applied Mathematical Finance  
Asia-Pacific Financial Markets  
Corporate Governance:  An International Review  
Decisions in Economics and Finance  
European Finance Review  
European Financial Management  
European Journal of Finance 
Finance India - The Quarterly Journal of Finance  
Finance Letters 
Finance Research Letters  
Finance and Stochastics  
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Financial Analysts Journal  
Financial Decisions  
Financial Management 
Financial Markets, Institutions, and Instruments 
Financial Markets and Portfolio Management  
Financial Review 
Financial Services Review  
Foundations and Trends in Finance  
Geneva Papers on Risk and Insurance:  Issues and Practice  
Global Finance Journal  
International Finance  
International Journal of Disclosure and Governance  
International Journal of Financial Markets and Derivatives  
International Journal of Finance and Economics  
International Journal of Finance Education  
International Journal of Managerial Finance  
International Journal of Risk Assessment and Management  
International Journal of Theoretical and Applied Finance  
International Review of Economics and Finance  
International Review of Finance 
International Review of Financial Analysis  
Journal of Accounting, Auditing, and Finance 
Journal of Alternative Investments  
Journal of Asset Management  
Journal of Applied Corporate Finance  
Journal of Applied Finance  
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Journal of Banking and Finance  
Journal of Banking Regulation  
Journal of Behavioral Finance  
Journal of Business  
Journal of Business Finance and Accounting  
Journal of Commodity Markets and Risk Management  
Journal of Computational Finance  
Journal of Corporate Finance  
Journal of Credit Risk  
Journal of Derivatives  
Journal of Derivatives Accounting  
Journal of Disclosure and Governance  
Journal of Economics and Finance  
Journal of Economics and Finance Education  
Journal of Empirical Finance  
Journal of Equity Valuation and Selection  
Journal of Finance  
Journal of Finance Case Research  
Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis  
Journal of Financial and Economic Practice  
Journal of Financial Econometrics  
Journal of Financial Economic Policy  
Journal of Financial Economics  
Journal of Financial Education  
Journal of Financial Intermediation  
Journal of Financial Markets  
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Journal of Financial Regulation and Compliance  
Journal of Financial Research  
Journal of Financial Services Research  
Journal of Financial Stability  
Journal of Fixed Income  
Journal of Futures Markets  
Journal of Instructional Techniques in Finance  
Journal of International Financial Management and Accounting  
Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions, and Money  
Journal of International Money and Finance  
Journal of Investing  
Journal of Investment Compliance  
Journal of Investment Management  
Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking  
Journal of Multinational Financial Management  
Journal of Operational Risk  
Journal of Pension Economics and Finance  
Journal of Performance Measurement  
Journal of Portfolio Management  
Journal of Private Equity  
Journal of Restructuring Finance  
Journal of Risk  
Journal of Risk and Insurance  
Journal of Risk Management in Financial Institutions  
Journal of Risk Model Validation  
Journal of Risk Finance  
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Journal of Structured Finance  
Journal of Trading  
Journal of Wealth Management  
Managerial Finance (link problems) 
Mathematical Finance 
Mathematics and Financial Economics  
Municipal Finance Journal 
North American Journal of Economics and Finance  
Pacific Basin Finance Journal  
Quantitative Finance 
Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance  
Review of Accounting and Finance  
Review of Behavioral Finance  
Review of Derivatives Research  
Review of Finance  
Review of Financial Economics 
Review of Financial Studies  
Review of Quantitative Finance and Accounting  
Risk Letters  
Risk Management and Insurance Review  
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Top-Down Investment 
Transfer Agents 
Treasury Bills 
Trustee 
Unsystematic Risk 
Value Investment 
Vulture Fund 
Venture Capital Fund 
Zero Coupon Bond 
....   
Click Here to Add the GLOSSARY of your Choice 
  
Active Portfolio Management 
Is a systematic and proactive approach to investment with the goal of beating the market. This strategy is 
based on the premise that markets are not efficient and that there is scope to earn abnormal profits 
through an active investment strategy. 
TOP 
Annualized Return 
The return a fund would have generated over a year on a compounded basis. This method is the best 
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indicator to measure the performance of a fund. 
TOP 
Asset Management Company (AMC) 
A Company registered with SEBI, which takes investment/ divestment decisions for the mutual fund, and 
manages the assets of the mutual fund. e.g. for Sun F&C mutual fund , the AMC is Sun F&C Asset 
Management (India) Pvt. Ltd. 
TOP 
Asset Allocation 
It is the process of allocating the overall corpus to different assets like equities, bonds, real estate, 
derivatives etc. 
TOP 
Back-end Load 
A kind of redemption charge that an investor has to pay for withdrawing his money from the mutual fund. 
It is basically imposed to discourage investors from exiting the fund. It is also popularly referred to as an 
Exit Load. 
TOP 
Balanced fund 
A fund that invests substantially both in debt and equity. 
TOP 
Bottom-up Investing 
It is a strategy of selecting the company for investment first and then cross checking it by evaluating 
factors pertaining to the industry and the economy. It is the opposite of the top-down approach to 
investing. 
TOP 
Closed-ended fund 
A fund where investors have to commit their money for a particular period. In India these closed-ended 
funds have to necessarily be listed on recognized stock exchanges which provides an exit route. 
TOP 
Contingent deferred sales charge (CDSC) 
An exit charge permitted under the regulations for a no-load scheme 
TOP 
Continuous Offer Period 
Is the date from which the units are available for sale and repurchase at a price linked to NAV of the 
scheme. 
TOP 
Corpus 
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The total investable funds available with a mutual fund scheme at any point of time. 
TOP 
Credit Risk 
It is the risk that the issuer of a fixed income security may default on payment of interest and repayment 
of principal. It is also referred to as default risk. 
TOP 
Dated Security 
A debt instrument that is long term in nature and has a fixed date of redemption. 
TOP 
Debt fund 
A fund that invests in debt securities like Government securities, Treasury Bills, corporate Bonds etc. 
These funds are generally preferred by investors wanting steady income and not willing to take higher 
risks. 
TOP 
Dematerialization 
The process of converting the physical /paper shares in Electronic form. SEBI had made it compulsory to 
get the shares of some companies dematerialized. In this process the investor opens an account with a 
Depository Participant (DP) and the number of shares the investor holds is shown in this account.  
TOP 
Depository Participant 
An authorized body who is involved in dematerialization of shares and maintaining of the investors 
accounts. 
TOP 
Discount/Premium to (Net Asset Value) NAV 
It is the difference between the unit price and NAV. If the price is higher than the NAV, the units are 
trading at premium: if the price is lower, the units are trading at a discount. 
TOP 
Diversification 
It is the investment strategy of not putting all one’s eggs in one basket. By diversifying a portfolio across 
different industries, overall risk of the portfolio is reduced. 
TOP 
Dollar Cost Averaging 
The strategy of dividing the investible amount into a number of equal parts and buying at regular intervals 
to take advantage of lower prices. This strategy is more beneficial in a bear phase. 
TOP 
Efficient Portfolio 
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A portfolio which ensures maximum return for a given level of risk or a minimum level of risk for an 
expected return. 
TOP 
Factor Fund 
It is a mutual fund that has a core philosophy of investing in a particular factor or style in the market. They 
are also referred to as Style Funds. Examples of factor funds are Mid-cap funds, Low P/E funds, Growth 
funds etc. 
TOP 
Financial Pyramid 
An investment plan in the shape of a pyramid structure where the safest investments are at the base and 
the riskiest investments at the peak. 
TOP 
Fixed Income Security 
A type of security that pays fixed interest at regular intervals. These comprise gilt-edged securities, bonds 
(taxable and tax-free), preference shares and debentures. Less risky than equity shares and have little 
scope for capital appreciation.  
TOP 
Front-End Load 
An initial amount charged by a fund for its administrative expenses or for paying commissions to brokers. 
If the charge is made at the termination or redemption, it becomes a back-end load. 
TOP 
Gilt-edged Security 
Government securities and bonds, usually with a low interest rate. Considered safest investments, as the 
government security is free from default risk. Originally such certificates were edged with gold and hence 
the name. 
TOP 
Gilt fund 
Funds that invest predominantly in government securities and treasury bills. It is good for investors who 
desire safety of principal and adequate liquidity. 
TOP 
Go-Go Fund 
A mutual fund which invests in highly risky but potentially profitable investments. Such a fund usually has 
a short life. 
TOP 
Equity/Growth fund 
A fund that invest primarily in equities and has capital appreciation as its investment objective 
TOP 
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Fund Manager 
A professional manager appointed by the Asset Management Company to invest money in accordance 
with the objects of the scheme.  
TOP 
Fundamental Analysis 
A method of investment analysis based on the fundamentals like turnover, net profit, growth, and vision of 
a company. The boom or depression of the stock markets are not considered in this analysis. 
TOP 
Income Fund 
A fund that usually invests in debentures, bonds, and high dividend shares. Preferred by investors who 
wants regular income. It pays dividends to the investors out of its earnings. 
TOP 
Index Fund 
A fund whose portfolio is benchmarked against a popular index like the BSE Sensex or the BSE Natex. 
Such an investment philosophy reflects the belief that the market is efficient and trying to beat the market 
over the long term is futile 
TOP 
Initial Offer Period 
The dates on which the initial subscription to the units of the scheme can be made. It is similar to the IPO 
of an equity issue. This initial offer period is followed by a continuous offer period. 
TOP 
Interest Rate Risk 
The change in the price of a debt security due to changes in the market interest rates is the interest rate 
risk. For debt oriented mutual fund schemes, this interest rate risk affects the NAV of the fund. A rise in 
the interest rates leads to a fall in the price of a fixed income security. 
TOP 
Interim Dividend 
An advance installment of the dividend finally declared. More often one, but sometimes two such 
payments are made. The final dividend is often at least equal, and sometimes more. The interim dividend 
is a fair indication of a company's profitability, during the working year. 
TOP 
Liquid Fund 
A fund that invests its corpus in short term instruments like call markets, treasury bills, Commercial Paper 
(CP), Certificate of Deposit (CD). 
TOP 
Liquidity Risk 
It is the risk in a fixed income security as well as in equities that these securities may not be sold in the 
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market at close to their value. Liquidity risk is characteristic of narrow markets like India. 
TOP 
Load 
A charge by the fund when an investor buys (entry load) or sells (exit load) units in the fund. 
TOP 
Market Capitalization 
Represents the market value of the company. It is a product of the current market price and the number 
of shares outstanding.  
TOP 
Market Instrument 
A fully negotiable instrument for short-term debt.  
TOP 
Market Lot 
A fixed minimum number of shares, in which or in multiples of which, shares are bought and sold on the 
stock exchange. The advent of dematerialization of shares will do away the significance of market lot. 
TOP 
Net Asset Value (NAV) 
This is calculated as total assets minus all expenses and divided by the number of outstanding units. This 
is the main performance indicator for a mutual fund, especially when viewed in terms of appreciation over 
time. 
TOP 
No-Load Fund 
Shares of an open-ended fund, which can be bought directly from the fund without any sales charge or 
brokerage. US-64 is an example of a no-load fund. 
TOP 
Offer Price 
The price at which units can be bought from a fund.  
TOP 
Offshore Fund 
A fund domiciled outside the country where investments are made. It is often a tax haven, not subject to 
the tax laws of the holder's country. 
TOP 
Pari Passu 
Ranking equally. After conversion of debentures into shares, the new shares created carry the same 
rights as the existing shares of the company to receive dividends, rights and bonus shares, and to 
participate in the company's profit and loss. 
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TOP 
Passive portfolio management 
Exactly the reverse of active portfolio management. The portfolio manager assumes that markets are 
efficient and all information is already analyzed and reflected in the prices of shares. This strategy is 
based on the premise that it is impossible to consistently beat the market. 
TOP 
Rating 
Evaluation of credit risk in fixed income securities. This evaluation is specific to the security rated and is 
done in India by Crisil, Icra, Care and Duff & Phelps. 
TOP 
Record Date 
It is the date announced by the company/mutual fund, which is a cut-off date for corporate benefits like 
dividends, rights, bonus etc. Only investors whose names appear in the company’s registers on that date 
are eligible for the said benefits.  
TOP 
Reinvestment Plan 
It is a plan where the earnings of a mutual fund scheme are reinvested back in the fund.  
TOP 
Reinvestment Risk 
It is the risk that the interest on fixed income instruments cannot be reinvested at the same rate. This 
problem becomes pronounced in a falling interest rate scenario. 
TOP 
Sector fund 
Such funds invest only in stocks belonging to a specific industry usually aimed at growth. For e.g. Kothari 
Pioneer Infotech Fund. Sector funds are generally considered to be risky in nature. 
TOP 
Securities 
Financial documents which give the owner specific rights of ownership; these include: equity and 
preference shares, debentures, treasury bills, government bonds, units of mutual fund, and any other 
marketable documents. 
TOP 
Sinking Fund 
Money regularly set aside in a separate fund and invested by a company for the repayment of debt 
instruments (fixed deposits, debentures, other loans) or the redemption of preference shares, or for 
replacement of assets. 
TOP 
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Sponsor 
Sponsor is the parent organization that contributes the initial capital of the asset management company 
(AMC). e.g. Kotak Mahindra Finance is the sponsor for Kotak Mahindra Mutual Fund. 
TOP 
Switching 
Transferring from one scheme to another in a group of schemes operated by a Mutual Fund, where the 
rules so permit. A switching fee may or may not be charged. 
TOP 
SWOT Analysis 
A type of fundamental analysis of the health of a company by examining its strengths(S), weakness (W), 
business opportunity (O), and any threat (T) or dangers it might be exposed to. 
TOP 
Systematic Risk 
This is the market risk that a security faces and is essentially non-diversifiable in nature. This risk is 
caused by macro level factors like changes in inflation, interest rates, budget announcements etc. 
TOP 
Tax saving fund 
Such funds allow the income tax payees to claim a rebate under the Income Tax Act.  
TOP 
Technical Analysis 
A method of prediction of share price movements based on a study of price graphs or charts on the 
assumption that share price trends are repetitive. Since investor psychology follows a certain pattern, 
what is seen to have happened before is likely to be repeated. The technical analyst is not concerned 
with the fundamental strength or weakness of a company or an industry; he only studies price and volume 
behavior. 
TOP 
Top-Down Investment 
An approach to stock selection which evaluates the prospects of the economy first, then the prospects of 
the industry and then finally the prospects of a particular company to take an investment decision. It is the 
opposite of a bottom-up approach to investing. 
TOP 
Transfer Agents 
Professional firms, now mostly computerized, which maintain the records of shareholders of their client 
companies. 
TOP 
Treasury Bills 
These are bills of exchange, i.e., IOUs, issued by the Reserve Bank of India for short-term loans, 91 days 
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to 364 days.  
TOP 
Trustee 
The trustee is the legal owner of the mutual fund. The trustee takes into custody or under its control all 
the capital and property of every scheme of the mutual fund and hold it in trust for the unitholders of the 
scheme. 
TOP 
Unsystematic Risk 
This is the proportion of risk that is specific to a particular company. This diversifiable risk could arise due 
to company specific factors like operational factors, financial factors, labor unrest etc. 
TOP 
Value Investment 
Investment in shares whose intrinsic value is above their market price. Fundamental analysts often make 
recommendations of value investment, as they can spot undervalued shares. 
TOP 
Vulture Fund 
It is a fund that takes over the non-performing assets of bank or financial institution at a discount and 
issues pass-through units to the investors. 
TOP 
Venture Capital Fund 
A limited company formed to provide venture or risk capital to new industries. 
TOP 
Zero Coupon Bond 
A coupon is an interest warrant attached to a debt instrument, and the coupon rate is the rate of interest. 
A zero-coupon bond carries no interest, but is sold at a discount to its face value, which is the maturity 
value. The difference between the discounted price and the maturity value represents the interest on the 
bond. 
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